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Abstract 
 
Salt diapirs are some of the most dynamic geological structures in sedimentary 
basins and vertical rise through their overburdens leads to the development of 
complex fault systems. Polygonal fault systems constitute a major structural element 
of fine-grained sediments in sedimentary basins, forming without the requirement of 
tectonic extension during the early burial phase of sediment compaction and 
dewatering. These same fine-grained sedimentary overburdens are also deformed by 
salt diapirs and their associated fault systems in basins such as the Gulf of Mexico, 
the South Atlantic margins and the North Sea. The aim of this research was to 
investigate the interactions between salt diapirism and faulting in overburdens 
deformed by polygonal fault systems using 3D seismic data sets from the Central 
North Sea and the extensional domain of the Espírito Santo Basin on the SE 
continental margin of Brazil.  
 
In both case studies the regional isotropic planform arrangements of polygonal faults 
mapped in the post-salt overburden have preferred (radial) orientations around salt 
stocks, orthogonal alignments with tectonic faults and salt walls, and concentric 
arrangements in withdrawal basins. Radial faults around salt stocks are invariably 
layer-bound, conforming to the same discrete layer of stratigraphy as laterally 
equivalent to layer-bound polygonal fault systems. In the Espírito Santo Basin, the 
lateral distribution and stacking of polygonal faults is heavily influenced by the 
distribution of proximal and distal seismic facies. In the Central North Sea spacing, 
throw and fault length vary as a function of tier thickness.  
 
 
 
IV 
 
Polygonal and radial faults in the same tier have a similar range of maximum throws 
and spacing but differ in length and aspect ratios. Radial faults are classified as 
perturbed members of the basin-wide polygonal fault system which propagate 
primarily under the influence of compaction and contraction but in an anisotropic 
stress field.  
 
Stacked arrays of layer-bound radial and polygonal faults formed sequentially where 
upper tier boundaries date the cessation of fault activity. The radial fault zone is 
between 2-4 stock radii wide. The radial fault zone expanded as salt growth 
intensified or widened, and contracted as they slowed or became narrower. However, 
the width of the radial fault zone is not related to the hinge in the domed overburden 
discrediting arching as mechanism forming the radial faults. Instead, the transition 
boundary separating zones of radial and polygonal faults in a tier is interpreted to 
reflect the lateral-extent of hoop stress around salt stocks during faulting. 
 
An upward change in the regional polygonal planform and dip polarity of polygonal 
faults in the Espírito Santo Basin is attributed to a change in the regional stress field 
during the cessation of thin-skinned extension and gravity gliding and the onset of 
inversion. The results of this thesis highlight the sensitivity of polygonal fault system 
to local stress anisotropy and provide a potential route for reconstructing the palaeo-
state of stress around salt diapirs.  
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The slice is c. 24 ms below the MMU D-F) Colour coordinated fault maps of maps in A-C 
respectively showing the distribution of radial and polygonal faults around Erskine. Polygonal 
faults = red, Radial faults = black, Transition zone = blue…………………………………………200  
Figure 5.11 - A) E-W oriented seismic section bisecting Mungo. Seismic horizons equating to major 
stratigraphic boundaries and polygonal fault tiers are shown in the panel to the right hand side of 
the figure. Light blue = Top Chalk, purple = Top Balder, mid blue = Top Horda, green = MMU. 
Horizons mapped within polygonal fault tiers are labelled 1-4 according to their respective tiers 
and are annotated are traced with white dashed lines. Intra-tier fault maps around Mungo can be 
found in Figure 5.12. B) Interpreted section of Mungo and the overburden from Davison et al 
(2000a). ………………………………………………………….………………………………………201 
Figure 5.12  – A-D) Amplitude maps of horizons within the centre of polygonal fault tiers adjacent to 
Monan and Mungo. A-D = tiers 1-4 respectively on Figure 5.11a. E-H) Traces of fault 
intersections on maps A-D. Faults are colour coordinated. Black = Radial faults, red = Polygonal 
faults. The transition zone is defined by the blue bold line………………………………………….203  
Figure 5.13 – A) SW-NE oriented seismic section bisecting the Machar Salt Diapir – see inset map.  
Seismic horizons equating to major stratigraphic boundaries and polygonal fault tiers are shown 
in the panel to the right hand side of the figure. Light blue = Top Chalk, purple = Top Balder, mid 
blue = Top Horda, green = MMU. Horizons mapped within polygonal fault tiers are labelled 1 -3 
according to their respecti ve tiers and are annotated are traced with white dashed lines B) 
Interpreted seismic section bisecting Machar taken from Davison et al (2000b).  The deeper,  pre-
Balder structure is validated using well intersections. The interpreted structure is that the Chalks 
and Palaeocene fan units are intersected by inward dipping reverse faults around the sides of the 
diapir. ………………………………………………………….…………………………………………205  
Figure 5.14 – Int ra-tier polygonal fault patterns around Machar. A) Coherence slice c. 200 ms below 
the top of the Horda Formation in Tier 1. B) Amplitude maps of horizon 2 within the centre of Tier 
2. C) Amplitude slice c. 25 ms below the MMU in Tier 3. See Figure 5.13a for the locations of 
each of the attribute maps. D-F) Traces of fault intersections on maps A-C. Faults are colour 
coordinated. Black = Radial faults, red = Polygonal faults. The transition zone is defined by a blue 
dashed line. ………………………………………………………….…………………………………..206 
Figure 5.15 – A) SW- NE oriented seismic line bisecting the Banff Diapir through the PSDM survey 
no. 5. Seismic horizons equating to major stratigraphic boundaries and polygonal fault tiers are 
shown in the panel to the right hand side of the figure. Light blue = Top Chalk, purple = Top 
Balder, mid blue = Top Horda, green = MMU. Horizons mapped within polygonal fault tiers are 
labelled 1-3 according to their respective tiers and are annotated are traced with white dashed 
lines. B) Zoomed image of the folded roof showing the position and inclination of onlap 
terminations (black and yellow arrows) onto inclined, local unconformities.C) Interpreted seismic 
sections of the Banff Diapir constrained using well intersections from Davison et al (2000b). 
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Figure 5.16 – Intra-tier polygonal fault patterns around Banff. A-C) TWTT maps of horizons within 
Tiers 1-3 around Banff (see Figure 5.15a for location of horizons). Each map has a vertical 
exaggeration of 10 to show the relief of the fault related topography. D-F) Colour coordinated fault 
maps showing the distribution of radial and polygonal faults. Maps D-F relate to horizons in A-C 
respectively.  Polygonal faults = red, Radial faults = black, Transition zone = blue line. 
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Figure 5.17 – W-E oriented seismic lines bisecting Gannet B and C. Seismic horizons equating to 
major stratigraphic boundaries and polygonal fault tiers are shown in the panel to the right hand 
side of the figure. Light blue = Top Chalk, purple = Top Balder, mid blue = Top Horda, green = 
MMU. Horizons mapped within polygonal fault  tiers are labelled 1-3 according to their respective 
tiers and are annotated are traced with white dashed lines. C) Dip map of intra Lark Formation 
horizon 1 around the Gannet Salt Diapirs. See Figure 5.17 for location…………………………..212 
Figure 5.18 – A-B) Seismic sections bisecting A) Starling and B) Scoter. Dashed lines indicate the 
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right hand side of each section. Fault maps around Starling and Scoter are shown in Fig ure 18 C-
D overleaf. C) TWT relief map with x 10 exaggeration showing the polygonal  fault pattern within 
the differential compaction fold above Starling. D) Coherence slice c. 100 ms above the Top 
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Figure 5.23 – A-E) Cartoon summarising the evolution of conical diapirs with small bulbous heads. 
The cartoon is based on a Mungo-type diapir but also applied to North Pierce. A, F -H) Summary 
of deep-seated, bulbous diapirs beneath thick arched roofs. The cartoon is based on the Banff 
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Figure 5.24 – Zoomed seismic sections showing subtle growth wedges in the hangingwall of 
polygonal faults near or at their upper tips. Note that in mot cases upper tips cluster at a single 
seismic horizon. A) Deepest tier of polygonal faults in the ECG area tipping out at the top of the 
Horda Formation. B) Clustering of upper tips at a horizon within the upper Lark Formation in the 
Pierce area. C) Growth wedges in hangingwall of polygonal faults tipping out at the MMU near the 
Western Shelf. D) Polygonal fault tier capped by the MMU and converging to 100 ms on the 
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deposited clay stones are shown by the pale brown layers. Aii) Once faults nucleate  they initially 
grow by blind propagation, Faults propagate downward to a lower horizon where they die out 
(basal tier boundary) and upward toward the sea bed. Aiii) Upper faults tips reach the sediment 
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buried by continued deposition of sediments. In model B polygonal faults  nucleate and grow 
during the last phase of deposition of the tier stratigraphy. Thus, there is no fault growth in stages 
Bi -ii. In Biii polygonal faults nucleate and propagate instantaneously to the seabed to show. The 
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Banff, and Tier 2 around Machar. F -H) Histogram plots of lengths of radial and polygonal faults 
around Fram, Banff and Machar showing anisotropy in fault length. Polygonal faults = red bars, 
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Figure 5.30 – Narrow and wide radial zones around North Pierce. A) Zoomed seismic section of the 
SW flank of North Pierce at the level of Tiers 4 -6.  B) Zoomed seismic section of Tiers 4-6 at the 
edge of the Pierce survey. C) Narrow radial fault zone in Tier 5 around North Pierce, D) Wide 
radial fault zone at the top of Tier 4, E) radial alignments amongst polygonal faults in the centre of 
Tier 4. Note that the radial alignment is stronger at the top of the tier where the polygonal faults 
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Figure 5.32 – Graph showing the relationship between the width of the radial fault zone and the  
diameter of the salt stocks. A) Tiers around the head of salt stocks, B) Radial fault zones in all  
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denoted by the blue annotations along respective horizons. The position of the transition 
boundary is defined by blue filled circles. C-D) Curves showing variation in the width of the radial 
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Figure 5.36 – A-B) Outward migration of the transition boundary around Merganser and Mo nan. The 
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1.0. Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Rationale 
 
Salt-cored ‘diapirs’ (from the Greek word diapeirein) are ductile intrusions which in 
cross section, appear to have disconcordantly pierced or intruded a younger 
succession of sediments referred to as the overburden (Mrazec, 1907). They provide 
some of the most complex, dynamic and intriguing structures of sedimentary basins 
rising through thick successions of overburden through a process termed halokinesis 
(salt flow).  
 
Many salt diapirs are associated with complex fault systems that have been classified 
into various families based on their geometry, and include extensional radial, 
concentric and differential compaction faults, and concentric thrust faults (Davison et 
a.l, 2000a-b; O’Brien and Lerche, 1987; Rowan et al 1999; Stewart, 2006). Fault 
families are usually developed at many stratigraphic levels that have been pierced by 
the diapir (diapir track) (Stewart, 2006). The development of faults with different 
geometries and sense of displacement is in some way linked to the evolution of the 
salt diapir and this is primarily a function of the volume changes that occur within the 
diapir during emplacement into the overburden. Following this notion, fault families 
offer a potential method for understanding the structural evolution of salt diapirs.  
 
In particular, uplift of the roofs above diapirs during phases of active diapirism is 
intrinsically more likely to incur deformation of the overburden compared to passive 
diapirs. This is because extensional faults develop to accommodate domal uplift 
whilst the overburdens units subside around stationery, passive diapirs which 
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exposed at the sediment surface (Schultz-Ela et al., 1993). Dating the onset and 
duration of phases of active rise is desirable in petroleum exploration where a crucial 
objective is to understand the evolution of diapirs traps (Davison et al., 2000a-b) and 
structural compartmentalisation of reservoirs  (Birch and Haynes, 2003; Scott et al., 
2010). The rate of salt supply and buoyancy forces within the diapir facilitating 
forceful intrusion of thick roofs are usually a result of external tectonic influences  
(Hudec and Jackson, 2006). Thus, dating the onset of active diapirism may help to 
constrain aspects of a basin evolution, for example the onset of regional extension or 
compression. 
  
The main limitation encountered when using fault families to understand diapir 
evolution is their highly complex 3-Dimensional geometries, and ascertaining the time 
at which different fault families formed. Reconstructing the timing of different fault 
sets is incredibly complex if the faults propagated in a blind phase and many pre-
existing fault families may be rotated or reactivated during later episodes of diapir 
growth (Davison et al, 1993). Thus, whilst fault geometry may indicate generally how 
a diapir intruded its overburden i.e. gentle doming (radial extensional faults), 
squeezing or widening intrusions (reverse concentric faults) reconstructing the 
deformation within the diapir track is often not possible. Furthermore, many of the 
important intersections between multiple generations of different fault families occur 
near to the diapir which is notoriously difficult to image in seismic data (Reilly, 1992).  
 
In acknowledging the potential of using fault families to constrain diapir evolution but 
also the limiting factors above, this research focuses on a “new” sub-family of radial 
faults within overburden units deformed by laterally extensive polygonal fault 
systems. The polygonal faults are restricted to very fine-grained sedimentary 
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overburdens and define episodes of volumetric strain that occurs in the host 
sediments during early burial (Cartwright, 1996). Constraining the duration of 
volumetric strain within polygonal fault tiers has the potential for further constraining 
the development of salt-related fault families in laterally equivalent units. Polygonal 
faults define regions of isotropic strain (Cartwright, 1996) whereas radial faults define 
regions of hoop strain (Stewart, 2006) meaning the boundary between the two fault 
patterns may define the transition in the diapir strain field. Exploring the interactions 
between salt diapirism and the geometry of polygonal fault systems is the key 
objective of this research.   
 
 
1.2 Overview 
 
The aim of this section is to; (1) to give a brief overview of salt diapirism and the 
different mechanisms by which salt diapirs grow, (2) to summarise the diagnostic 
features of salt diapirs that have undergone different modes of diapirism (3) to 
introduce salt-related fault families researched in this thesis, (4) to give an overview 
on the kinematics of diapir-related fault families with an emphasis on radial faults, (5) 
to discuss briefly the different mechanisms by which radial faults are formed around 
different geological structures, (6) to give an overview of polygonal fault systems and 
current mechanisms proposed for their formation, (7) to document what work has 
been done on radial faults and other salt-related faults within intervals deformed by 
polygonal fault systems. 
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1.2.1. Halokinesis (salt flow)  
 
The complexity of deformation in salt-bearing sedimentary basins is attributed to the 
unique physical properties of the salt layer and its deformational behaviour when 
buried beneath an overlying sequence of non-evaporite rocks (overburden). Strictly 
speaking pure rock salt is a crystalline aggregate of the mineral Halite (NaCl)  
(Jackson, 1997). However, evaporite successions in sedimentary basins are never 
composed of pure halite and invariably contain impurities such other salt minerals 
such anhydrite and carnallite, and inter-bedded carbonate (Warren, 2006) and 
siliclastic sediments (refs). In the salt tectonics literature the ‘salt layer’ is regarded as 
being rich in halite.   
 
Evaporites such as halite lose effective porosity within the first 100-200 m of burial 
after which it is incompressible and maintains a constant density of 2160 kg m-3 to 
depths of c.6-8 km (Heard, 1975; Jackson and Talbot, 1986; see also density depth 
profile on Fig 1.1). Anhydrite has a slightly higher density of c. 2200 kg m-3 (Jackson 
and Talbot, 1986). Sedimentary rocks loose effective porosity during burial and in 
response become stronger and denser (Hudec et al, 2009; Hudec and Jackson, 
2007; Jackson and Talbot, 1986; Warren 2006). See also density depth curves of 
sediments in Figure 1.1. These contrasts in the physical properties of salt and 
sediments during burial mean that salt achieves positive buoyancy when buried 
beneath non-evaporite rocks. For overburdens composed of siliclastic sediments 
neutral buoyancy is reached at burial depths in the region of 500-2000 m (see Figure 
1.1). The depth at which neutral buoyancy is achieved varies between different 
lithology but also on the calculated grain density and porosity reduction with depth.  
For example, overpressured shales maintain modest porosities at greater depths  
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Fig 1.1 - Density/depth curves for halite and different overburden lithologies. Data  was 
compiled from Jackson et al (2012) and Jackson and Talbot (1986) (see legend for details).  
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compared with those which dewatered early. Thus, greater overpressured shaloes 
must be buried to greater depths to achieve neutral buoyancy. On the other hand 
dense carbonate layers overlying the salt may reduce the depth of neutral buoyancy.  
Jackson et al (2012) argue that overburden must be around 2000-4000 m thick for 
the average density of the whole overburden succession to equal that of the salt 
layer. 
 
The viscosity of rock salt has been inferred from laboratory experiments, field 
observations and numerical models and typically falls in a range between 1010 -to-
1023 Pa s (see Table 1.1 from Mukherjee et al (2010)). Besides the presence of 
impurities described above the viscosity of rock salt is dependant on four main 
factors; 1) Water content, 2) temperature, 3) grain size and 4) differential stress 
(Talbot, 1980; van Keken et al., 1993). Wet halites are typically less viscous than dry 
halites. Talbot (1980) found that extruded salt from diapirs in the Zagros Mountains 
(Iran) flowed more quickly after periods of rain fall. The viscosity of halite is strongly 
dependant on grain size and moderately dependent on temperature (compare entries 
12. 13 and 15 in Table 1.1). A typical range of viscosities for halite used in numerical 
models is 1017 Pa s to 1020 Pa s based on the table below.   
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Table 1.1 - Values of salt viscosities compiled by Mukhergee et al (2010).  
 
 
No Viscosity 
(in Pa s) 
Context Author(s) 
1 2.7 x 10
10
-
4 x 10
17
  
Review of different salts Ode (1968) 
2 10
19
-10
21 
Polycrystalline halites; at stresses within the range 
1-40 bar, strain rates within 10
-4
 – 10
-16
, and 
temperatures within 50-200°C 
Woidt (1978) 
3 3 x 10
17 
Salt in salt diapir, (North) Germany Woidt (1978) 
4 Viscosity of salts in subsurface unlikely to be much greater than  Chapman (1981) 
5 2.6 x 10
17 
Salts in Iranian salt diapirs Talbot & Jarvis (1984) and references 
therein 
6 10
16 
Salt with non-Newtonian rheology Jackson and Talbot (1986) and 
references therein 
7 10
14
-10
20 
Dry rock salts Jackson and Talbot (1986) and 
references therein 
8 2.2 x 10
16 
Monomineralic salts Jackson and Talbot (1986) and 
references therein 
9 10
15
-10
20 
Dry rock salts Jackson and Talbot (1989) 
10 10
13
-10
16 
Salts in Gulf of Mexico, the value depends on 
moisture and temperature 
Warren (1989, 2006) 
11 10
15
-10
20 
Salts in salt diapirs Koyi (1991a) and references therein 
12 5 x 10
17 
Salts with mean grain size 5mm, at 20°C Vendeville and Jackson (1992) 
13 3 x 10
16 
Salts with mean grain size 5mm, at 140°C Vendeville and Jackson (1992) 
14 >10
19 
Salt in salt diapirs, required for viscous stress in 
salt to compete with the overburden strength 
Vendeville and Jackson (1992) 
15 2 x 10
16 
Salt at 125°C Carter et al. (1993) 
16 10
15
-10
19 
Salt at subsurface Davison et al. (1993) and reference 
therein 
17 10
17 
Salt with small grain size and high temperature Van Keken et al. (1993) 
18 10
20 
Salt with large grain size and low temperature Van Keken et al. (1993) 
19 10
17
-10
18 
Salts with Newtonian rheology Weinberg (1993) 
20 10
17
-10
19 
Salts, depending on the grain size and the water 
content 
Jackson, Vendeville and Schultz -Ela 
(1994) 
21 10
16 
Average value for salts Davis and Reynolds (1996) 
22 10
17 
Salt in numerical models Poliakov et al. (1996)  
23 10
16
-10
17 
Salt in Kuh-e-jahani Talbot et al. (2000) 
24 10
16
-10
18 
Evaporites Withjack & Callaway (2000) 
25 10
16
-10
19 
Rock salt at different geological conditions and 
material properties 
Withjack & Callaway (2000) 
26 3.5 x 10
15
-
4 x 10
17 
Salt at room temperature Billings (2001) 
27 10
16
-10
17 
Salt in the Zagros Mountains Talbot (2002) 
28 10
17
-10
18 
Salt in salt diapirs, Persian Gulf McQuarrie (2004) 
29 10
18 
Salt in numerical models Gemmer et al. (2004); Gemmer, 
Beaumont & Ings (2005) 
30 10
15 
Salt at 5 km depth Mouthereau, Lacombe & Meyer (2006) 
31 10
18 
Salt in analogue models Schultz-Ela & Walsh (2002), Schultz-
Ela (2003), Mouthereau, Lacombe & 
Meyer (2006)  
32 10
16
-10
20 
Naturally flowing salt Z Schleder, unpub. PhD thesis, 
Aachen University of Technology 
(2006) 
33 10
17
-10
18
 Salt in salt diapirs, Nova Scotia Ings and Shimeld (2006) 
34 2-3 x 10
18 
Salt in Mt Seldom, Dead Sea Basin Weinberger et al. (2006)  
35 10
18 
Dry halite Warren (2006) 
36 10
17
-10
19 
Salt in numerical models Chemia, Koyi, Schmeling (2008) 
37 2-3 x 10
18
-
~10
23 
Salt in numerical models Chemia, Schmeling, Koyi (2009) 
38 10
18
-10
21 
Salt of Hormuz diapir, considered incompressible. 
Newtonian and extruding through elliptical cross 
section 
Mukhergee, Talbot & Koyi (2010) 
39 10
17
-10
21 
Salt of Namakdan diapir, considered 
incompressible. Newtonian and extruding through 
circular cross section 
Mukhergee, Talbot & Koyi (2010) 
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Halite creeps as a viscous fluid over geological time scales. Under conditions of 
lower differential stress and low strain rates natural or where the salt is wet and fine-
grained salt deforms by diffusion creep (Hudec and Jackson, 2007; Talbot, 1979). In 
contrast when salt is subjected to high differential stress and high strain rates or is 
coarse or dry salt deforms by dislocation creep (Hudec and Jackson, 2007; van 
Keken et al., 1993).  
 
As is the case with any fluid when subjected to a hydraulic head or a head gradient, 
salt wi ll move from regions of high pressure to region of low pressured. The 
generation of head or pressure gradients imposed on an evaporite layer in the 
subsurface are controlled by differential overburden loading (Fig. 1.2a) and elevation 
(tilting) above the regional datum (Fig.1.2b). Both mechanisms have been recognised 
as the main driving forces for halokinesis (salt flow) (Jackson and Talbot, 1981; 
Kehle, 1988).  
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Fig 1.2 – Driving forces for halokinesis. A) Introduction of a pressure head by differential 
loading where the load is defined by the sum of the density (ρ) and thickness (t) of each layer. 
Assuming an overburden on uniform density thickness variations create a differential load i.e. 
from point 1 to point 2 and salt moves from high load to low load.  B) Introduction of an 
elevation head by tilting of the salt layer. The salt flow s down slope from point 1 to point 2 due 
to change in elevation (z) above regional datum. Because the overburden has a uniform 
thickness salt only moves in B by elevation head.   
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1.2.2. Types of salt structures 
 
Following the initiation of salt movement, salt can take a variety of forms during 
vertical or sub-vertical rise through the overburden (Fig 1.3). As such salt structures 
are classified into many different groups and sub-groups; see Jackson and Talbot 
(1994) for a detailed account. The term diapir (as defined above) is restricted to the 
geometrical configuration of the salt body with the disconcordant overburden. The 
term diapir is independent of the mechanism by which salt pierced the overburden 
however different modes of emplacement may yield different diapir geometries. The 
more common conical shaped diapirs or those with circular plan-forms are called 
stocks whilst those which are elongate are termed salt walls (Fig. 1.3).  
 
The salt diapirs studied in this thesis fa ll under the sub-group, ‘salt stocks’ of which 
there are a range of 3D geometries as illustrated in the cartoon in Figure 1.3. 
Common geometries include cylindrical-to-conical diapirs (Talbot, 1995) (Fig. 1.3, 
1.4b-c), diapirs with bulbous heads (Fig. 1.3, 1.4d), mushroom shaped diapirs 
(Jackson and Talbot, 1989) (Fig. 1.3, 1.4e), and diapirs with detached heads which 
approximate the shape of a tear drop (Fig. 1.3). The geometries described above are 
simplifications and are based on gross expression from seismic data. The true 3D 
geometry of salt diapirs is likely to be much more intricate at the metre scale. 
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Fig 1.3 – Classification of salt structures from Jackson (1995). Salt structures become more 
developed and more mature from the foreground to the background of the figure. Salt stocks 
are located to the right of the figure and transform to salt walls at the left hand side of the 
figure. 
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1.2.2. Modes of salt diapir rise 
 
For salt to rise through the sedimentary overburden as a diapir, the rocks above it 
must be removed or displaced (“the room problem”) (Jackson, 1995 and therein). The 
room problem has been discussed in the salt tectonics literature extensively for the 
last 100 years because salt cannot raise a thick roof of compacted sediments 
because they are too dense and are mechanically stronger that weak salt (Poliakov 
et al., 1996; Schultz-Ela et al., 1993). This raised the fundamental question of how 
salt diapirs had in some cases ascended through the entire overburden succession 
(see Jackson, 1995). Three main mechanisms have since been devised to account 
for the room problem namely; reactive rise, active rise and passive rise. The terms 
upbuilding and downbuilding are interchangeable with active and passive diapirism 
respectively (see section 1.2.3.4).  
 
 
1.2.3.1. Reactive diapirism 
 
The room problem is satisfied in reactive diapirism (Fig. 1.4a) as the overburden is 
thinned by regional extension (Jackson and Vendeville, 1990; Vendeville and 
Jackson, 1992a). During extension salt moves to fi ll the space created as the 
overburden is thinned. Reactive diapirs thus elongate and strike orthogonal to the 
extension direction (Schultz-Ela, 1993). As extension slows or terminates so does the 
creation of accommodation space and therefore sa lt flow. Reactive diapirism is 
regarded as the precursor for diapir formation from a salt layer buried at depth. 
Providing there is a sufficient thickness of the overburden the diapir will remain 
inactive until extension recommences. If the overburden is thin the diapir may  
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Fig 1.4. – Table summarising the different modes of salt diapir growth namely Reactive  diapir (column 2), Passive diapir (column 3), Active diapir (column 4), Squeezed diapir (column 5), Extruded diapir (column 6). Row 1 
– definition of each mode of growth, Row 2 – cartoon demonstrating the characteristics of piercement for each mode of growth. Reactive, passive and active modes of growth (Schultz-Ela et al., 1993), squeezed diapir 
(Dooley et al., 2009), salt extrusion (Hudec and Jackson, 2009).  Row 3 – seismic section bisecting an example of each type of salt diapir. Reactive diapir (Hudec and Jackson, 2006), Passive diapir from the Gulf of Mexico 
(Giles et al., 2012), active diapir (Hudec and Jackson, 2006), squeezed diapir (Hudec and Jackson, 2006), extruded salt diapir from the Espírito Santo basin (unpublished section). Row 4 –diagnostic features of diapirs 
undergoing each mode of diapir rise. The latter are used as the key methodology for reconstructing the mode of diapir growth in chapters 4-6.  
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progress to the surface via active diapirism and later grow by passive diapirism when 
the salt is exposed at the surface (Nelson, 1989). If the diapir is then buried beneath 
a thick roof the diapir can only continue rising by breaking through the roof by 
renewed extension, compression or later erosion (Vendeville and Jackson, 1992).    
 
 
1.2.3.2. Active diapirism 
 
During active diapirism (Fig. 1.4b) the roof above the diapir is raised above the 
regional datum, broken through and pushed aside during forceful intrusion (Nelson 
1989, 1991; Schultz-Ela, 1993). The resisting force of the overburden is overcome 
either when the overburden is unconsolidated and sufficiently thin or if the diapir is 
squeezed as the basin is shortened during regional compression (Fig. 1.4.d).  
 
The main diagnostic feature of an active salt diapir is the presence of an arched roof 
(Fig. 1.4c) (Dooley et al., 2009; Schultz-Ela et al., 1993). This can be a common 
feature of active diapirs growing by either buoyancy or compression depending on 
the resistive force of the roof and viscous drag force around the diapir wall (Davison 
et al., 1996). Davison et al (1996) demonstrated that active diapirs may raise their 
roof by as much as 260m where sediments are young and considered to have zero 
flexural rigidity whilst Jackson et al (1994) suggested that an active diapirs can raise 
roofs thinner than 20% of the thickness of the flanking diapir without the requirement 
of regional compression. In analogue models, increasing the rate of sedimentation 
was found to inhibit active rise (Parker and McDowell, 1955). Davison et al (2000) 
suggested that the heights of salt diapirs in the Central North Sea were influenced by 
the thickness or presence of a roof composed of Late Cretaceous Chalks. It was 
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documented that those diapirs which have ascended to within only a few hundred 
metres of the sea flood were never covered by Late Cretaceous Chalks whilst those 
which sit approximately 1000 m below the sea bed were buried beneath a chalk 
cover in the order of a few hundred metres thick.  
 
The presence of a thick, arched roof above a diapir is diagnostic of salt diapirs which 
were squeezed because buoyancy alone does not have provide sufficient upward 
force to raise thick roofs (Dooley et al., 2009) (Fig. 1.4d). Squeezed salt diapirs grow 
by displacing salt from the stem of the diapir upwards into the head of the diapir and 
downwards back into the source layer (Dooley et al., 2009 ; Wagner and Jackson 
2009). Other diagnostic features of squeezed diapirs include; (1) a large bulbous 
head, (2) much narrower stem or salt weld, and (3) an inverted tear drop shaped 
diapir head which is detached from its stem. The latter occurs when thrust develops 
beneath the head of the diapir and the head is displaced in front of the underlying 
stem.   
 
Buoyancy forces in a salt diapir are also resisted by frictional forces which increase 
by a 1/thickness of the salt layer3 (Davison et al., 1996; Hudec and Jackson; 2006; 
Price and Cosgrove, 1995; Wagner and Jackson, 2011). This means that the rate of 
salt supply tends to decay with maturity of the salt diapir i.e. as the source layer is 
depleted or the width of the diapir narrows. Price and Cosgrove (1990) suggest that 
passive diapirs with radii narrower than 250 m will freeze (stop growing) because the 
force required to overcome that of the frictional forces are too great to overcome by 
buoyancy alone. Once the salt layer or diapir is thin or significantly depleted only 
regional compression can provide a sufficient force to overcome the frictional forces 
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in the diapir and drive upward rise. Thus, a final diagnostic feature of squeezed salt 
structures is growth after depletion of welding of the salt layer or stem of salt diapirs.  
 
 
1.2.3.3. Passive diapirism 
 
The room problem is satisfied in passive diapirism (Fig. 1.4c) by the diapir growing at 
the depositional surface (Barton, 1933; Jackson and Talbot, 1994) as the overburden 
subsides into a salt layer. The crest of the diapir crest remains fixed at or near the 
sediment surface and the result is a diapir column without the diapir actually 
penetrating the overburden. The idealized geometry of a passive diapir is a 
cylindrical or conical shaped diapir around which the overburden remains fairly 
parallel to the regional datum until very close to the diapir contact (Barton, 1933). 
However, a modern realisation is that passive diapirs may develop a variety of cross 
sectional geometries which taper or flare outwards. Talbot (1995) attributed the 
shape of passive diapirs to the relative rate of salt supply versus sedimentation rate.  
 
Recent studies of stratigraphic units bordering passive diapirs in La Popa Basin, 
North-Central Mexico show that the passive diapir sequences thin slightly toward the 
diapir contact rather than being parallel stratified (Rowan et al., 2003). Fluctuations in 
the rate of salt supply and sedimentation mean that the crest of a passive diapir can 
be partially covered by sediments. As the diapir continues to rise by buoyancy, 
sediments on top of the diapir crest are uplifted, eroded or remobilised which leads to 
stratigraphic thinning near the diapir. The consequence of these field studies are that 
the stratigraphic architecture around passive diapirs may be more intricate than 
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realised before the improvement of seismic quality around diapir flanks (Rowan et al, 
2003).   
 
As strata subside around buoyant and incompressible salt, passive diapir sequences 
are rotated away from the horizontal datum forming a drag zone (Alsop et al., 2000; 
Schultz-Ela, 2003). The width of the drag zone is greatest where the salt diapir 
protrudes into the surrounding overburden or where sediments subside around the 
dome shaped crest.   
 
 
1.2.3.4. Downbuilding and upbuilding 
 
Downbuilding and upbuilding are end member mechanisms of diapir growth 
characterised by the ratio of R/A (Jackson and Talbot, 1994) where R is rate of salt 
supply and A is the rate of aggradation. They are frequently used as alternative terms 
for passive diapirism (downbuilding) and active diapirism (upbuilding). The ratio of 
diapir rise and aggradation will determine whether the crest will advance to the 
surface or become buried as the diapir grows, or is simply buried without growth.  
 
During downbuilding “the diapir will increase its relief by growing downward relative 
to the sedimentary surface” and “the diapir crest will remain at the surface or below a 
thin roof which will gradually thicken by sedimentation” (Barton, 1933; Jackson and 
Talbot, 94). The form of downbuilding which most accurately described passive 
diapirism occurs when the crest of the salt diapir reaches the surface and the diapir 
continues to grow by downbuilding. When R/A is less than 1, diapir growth occurs but 
the crest of the diapir is buried. Upbuilding refers to when the crest of the diapir 
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advances upward to the sediment surface without salt being withdrawn from the 
regional salt layer (Jackson and Talbot, 1994). This process is also known as active 
piercement or forceful intrusion which is described in detail below.  
 
 
1.2.3.5. Diapiric geometries of superimposed active, passive and reactive growth 
phases 
 
Although diapirs growing by each mode of diapiric emplacement tend to form stocks 
or walls of specific geometries i.e. passive conical shaped stocks, bulbous active 
diapirs and mushroom-shaped extruding diapirs, in reality the geometry of diapirs 
may hold a combination of features (Davison et al., 2000a; Hudec and Jackson, 
2006). This is because diapirs may undergo repeated phases of reactive, passive 
and active diapirism on their ascent through the overburden.  
 
For example, a cylindrical or conical passive diapir may extrude at the surface 
becoming a mushroom diapir where the cylindrical stem underlying the wide-topped 
head is a feature of the passive diapir which grew at a pace equal to sedimentation. 
Alternatively, passive diapirs may be buried and later squeezed to develop a bulbous 
head and an arched roof. In this case, the inclined parallel-stratified strata are 
reminiscent of the passive growth phase yet the entire sequence may be inclined and 
terminate at a weld or even be deformed by reverse concentric faults. Erosion of the 
arched roof above an active diapir can lead to extrusion of salt at the sediment 
surface creating a flat-topped (mushroom-shaped) diapir head above arched 
overburden and salt weld. Finally, a once active diapir beneath an arched roof may 
collapse if the basin is tilted and diapir becomes gravitationally unstable. In this final 
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case the once arched roof will now form a bowl-shaped syncline sitting on top of the 
diapir. Depending on the severity of collapse the pre-exiting top salt surface may now 
be form weld with the pre-salt sequence.   
 
 
1.2.3. Salt-related fault families 
 
As salt moves under a head gradient the sedimentary sequence above is deformed. 
A significant component of the (seismic scale) deformation occurring due to 
halokinesis or diapirism is in the form of brittle failure (faulting) or folding due to 
arching or buckling.    
 
A number of different faulting styles are observed which are classified into different 
fault families based on the following characteristics; 
 Sense of displacement i.e. normal, strike slip, reverse. 
 Cross sectional geometry and dip orientation i.e. linear, curvilinear, listric and 
landward or seaward facing. 
 Plan form geometry 
 Associated salt structure and/or overburden structure i.e. fold, basin, syncline. 
 
The purpose of the following section is to give an overview of the fault families that 
are observed in the two settings researched in this thesis; (1) passive continental 
margins where the overburden is deformed by thin skinned extension during gravity 
gliding of the overburden over a salt layer, and (2) fault families that are observed 
around vertical salt-stocks.  
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1.2.5.1. Fault families formed during thin skinned extension and gravity gliding  
 
In passive margin settings salt tectonics is commonly driven by differential loading 
(Ge et al., 1997) and can be influenced by pre-salt slope topography (Cobbold and 
Szatmari, 1991). As the overburden glides over the salt layer it undergoes thin-
skinned extension to accommodate the gravitational instability, and compression at 
the base of the slope (Vendeville and Jackson, 1992a-b). The typical structural style 
and domains containing different families of fault can be visualised in the cartoon in 
Figure 1.4 (Rowan et al., 1999).  
 
Up dip extensional domains are typically characterised by salt rollers and associated 
gravity driven, seaward-dipping listric roller faults (McClay 1995, Mauduit  and Brun, 
1998). Folding occurs due to the growth of roller faults generating turtle anticlines. 
Extensional (keystone) faults form to accommodate the outer-arc extension in the 
crest of turtle anticlines (Price and Cosgrove, 1990; Rowan et al., 1999). The middle 
part of the slope is dominated by vertical diapirs including stocks and walls whilst 
large allochthonous salt canopies and extruded diapirs dominate the base of the 
slope (Fig. 1.5b). Faults in this region are usually contractional beneath the salt but 
are invariably extensional in the strata deposited on top of allocthonous salt canopies       
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Fig 1.5. – Tree diagram summarising different types of salt related fault families (red) and compaction and/or intra -formational fault families (blue) adapted from Rowan et al (1999). Specific fault families related to salt 
diapirs are included as subse ts (boxes outlined in red) of already established families such as contractional faults, extensi onal keystone and crestal faults. The geometry of faults – radial, concentric and polygonal are 
outlined in green. The vertical, black-dashed line divides the boundary between the two fault families. The research of in this theses falls under the relationship between salt related fault families and polygonal fault 
systems. Chapter 4-6 study the interplay between polygonal fault systems and diapir fault families whilst chapter 6 also considers roller and ro llover faults (boxes outlined in blue).   
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Fig 1.6 – 3D cartoon showing summarising the 3D geometry of different fault families and their 
association with different salt structures. Taken from Rowan et al (1999). A) Profile transecting 
extensional to compressional domain of a salt -bearing passive margin. The section show s a 
down slope transition from extensional fault families such as roller faults to contractional 
faults above squeezed salt diapirs. B) Profile from the compressional domain showing fault 
families associated with salt canopies.   
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1.2.5. Fault families around salt stocks  
 
 
1.2.5.1. Fault patterns above salt domes 
 
 
The main component of this research project tackles the evolution and genesis of 
fault families around vertical salt stocks. The early research in diapir-related fault 
families focused on faulting in the folded carapace or roof above the diapir (Cloos, 
1939; Parker and McDowell, 1955). Reconstructing the sub-surface geology above 
and adjacent to salt domes onshore Texas and NW Germany in the 1920-1940’s 
relied heavily on borehole data. Fault-well intersections were used to generate the 
first carapace fault maps (DeGolyer, 1925; Prommel and Crum, 1927; Ferguson and 
Minton, 1936; Murray, 1966). A common feature of carapace fault systems are radial 
faults around the flanks of the dome and a complex system of multi-azimuthal normal 
faults above the dome as shown in Figures 1.7a-d. The greatest displacements are 
generally distributed along a few dominant faults at the top of the dome (Currie, 
1966; Murray, 1966) referred to as master faults by (Yin and Groshong, 2007, 2009). 
Normal displacement is typically greatest at the diapir margin on radial faults and 
decays steadily within 1-2 diapir radii.   
 
Following these early studies there was a surge in interest in the mechanics of diapir 
emplacement and its influence on fault patterns. From the outset, doming facilitated 
by active rise was considered the driving force for the development of normal faulting 
in the folded roof strata and was quickly justified after replicating such fault patterns 
in analogue models (Cloos, 1939; Parker and McDowell, 1955). During doming, 
analogue models showed a progressive development of normal faults from 2-3 early 
faults (master faults) followed by outward developing radial faults and smaller 
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antithetic and cross faults above the dome. Master faults formed during doming 
typically develop into X and Y shaped fault segments (Yin and Groshong, 2007; 
2009) (Fig. 1.7d). Numerical modelling has demonstrated that the presence of a 
regional stress field has a strong influence on the geometry and sense of 
displacement of faults developing at the top of the dome (Withjack and Scheiner, 
1982).     
 
 
1.2.5.2. Fault families around the flanks and stem of salt diapirs  
 
Following the incorporation of 3D seismic data in sub-surface exploration a number 
of other fault families have been identified around the pedestal, stem, and flanks of 
the diapir, and beneath salt overhangs (Davison, 1993; Davison et al., 2000a,b; 
Evans et al., 1993; Foster et al., 1993; Stewart, 2006) (Fig 1.8). Diapir fault families 
are classified first based on their plan-form geometry with respect to the diapir 
followed by sense of displacement and by dip orientation (Alsop, 2000; Davison et 
al., 2000a,b; O’brien and Lerche, 1987; Stewart, 2006). The most commonly 
observed fault families include;  
 
 Radial, normal faults (Fig. 1.7 a-e) 
 Concentric, normal faults which dip away from the diapir. 
 Concentric, normal faults which dip towards the diapir (Fig. 1.7 h) 
 Concentric, reverse faults which dip away from the diapir (Fig. 1.7 f-g) 
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Fig 1.7 – Maps showing the fault patterns associated with salt domes. A-D) Carapace fault patterns showing radial faults around the flanks of the salt dome and complex system of polygonal grabens a bove the apex of the 
dome. At the top of the dome there are a few large faults called master faults. E) Deep seated radial faults around the stem of a salt diapir in the Central North Sea (Davison et al., 2000a). F-G) Concentric faults around the  
Machar and Banff Salt Diapirs in the Central North Sea (Davison et al., 2000a). H) Concentric faults above a collapse structure in the Southern North Sea (Stewart, 2006).  
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1.2.5.3. Radial normal faults 
 
Radial, extensional faults have been recognised around many geological structures 
approximating circular domes. They include igneous plutons and Coronas (Acocella 
and Mulugeta, 2001; Cailleau et al., 2003; Chadwick and Dieterich, 1995; Grindrod et 
al., 2005; Janes et al., 1992; Janes and Squires, 1993; 2002; Wilson and Head, 
2002;), gneissic domes (Bouhaullier et al., 1995), salt-cored diapirs (Davison et al., 
2000a-b; Murray, 1966, Stewart, 2006), mud volcanoes (Neurauter and Roberts, 
1994), mud lacoliths (Hansen, 2006), shale/mud diapirs (Hansen et al., 2005) and 
hydrothermal vents (Hansen,  2006).  
 
Some of the most studied radial fault systems are those of active salt diapirs which 
pierce their overburden by forceful intrusion (Davison et al., 2000a; Schultz-Ela et al., 
1993; Stewart, 2006; Yin and Groshong, 2007). In most cases radial faults record a 
notable increase in displacement toward the diapir and cluster at the end of e lliptical 
diapirs. Radial faults are the most common fault family associated with salt diapirs 
and are often found continuously at all levels within the diapir track (Davison et al., 
2000a; Stewart, 2006).   
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Fig. 1.8 - Structural template and classification scheme for fault families developed around salt 
diapirs in the Central North Sea basin, taken from Stewart (2006)   
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1.2.5.4. Radial faults in tiers of polygonal faults  
 
Recently, radial faults have been observed within stratigraphic intervals which are 
regionally deformed by layer-bound intervals (tiers) containing densely spaced 
normal faults arranged in vast polygonal networks (Davison et al., 2000a; Rank-
Friend and Elders, 2004, Stewart, 2007) (Fig 1.9). Such faults are called polygonal 
fault systems (Cartwright, 1996) and are discussed separately in the next section.   
 
The first observations were made from the Central North Sea where salt diapirs 
pierce a thick succession of Eocene to middle Miocene aged claystones deformed by 
several tiers of polygonal faults (Davison et al., 2000a; Rank-Friend and Elders, 
2004, Stewart, 2007). Subsequently, similar observations have been made in the 
Lower-Congo basin, offshore Angola where a single tier of polygonal faults is pierced 
by circular salt stocks and elongate salt walls (Andresen and Huuse, 2010; Ho et al., 
2012; Imbert et al., 2009). Stewart (2006) documented a tendency for closely spaced 
radial fault sets around the diapir to terminate abruptly at the regional polygonal fault 
system at a narrow transition zone which mimics the plan-form of the diapir (Fig 
1.9a). Davison et al (2000) and Stewart (2006) documented that the transition 
occurred within 1-2 diapir radii and was equidistant from the diapir edge. Davison et 
al (2000) documented that the spacing of radial faults were not dissimilar from that of 
laterally equivalent polygonal faults (Fig 1.9b-c).  
 
With exception to brief statements that the radial faults may be preferentially aligned 
polygonal faults (Davison et al., 2000a; Stewart, 2006) most of the work on radial 
faults within polygonally faulted intervals consists of basic observations of fault 
patterns. As of yet, it has not been established if the radial faults are preferentially  
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Fig. 1.9 – Salt diapir-related radial faults in intervals deformed by polygonal fault systems. A) 
salt Diapir from the South Atlantic basins (Stewart, 2006), B) Kyle Salt Diapir in the Central 
North Sea (Davison et al., 2000a). C) Banff Salt Diapir in the CNS (Davison et al., 2000a) 
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aligned polygonal faults or if they form by the same mechanism of classic radial faults 
described above. 
 
 
1.2.5.5. Arching as a mechanism for the genesis of radial faults systems  
 
 
Radial extensional faults have been classified as a type of keystone fault which form 
by arching of the overburden (Price and Cosgrove, 1990; Rowan et al., 1999). During 
arching, the overburden is extended in the hoop direction (tangential to the edge of 
the salt dome) and the radial direction (normal to the edge of the salt dome). Around 
the flanks of a rising dome, extension is greatest in the hoop direction thus resulting 
in the development of radial faults (Mandl, 2000; Obrien and Lerche, 1987) (Fig 
1.10a). Above the dome where dome curvature is symmetrical, extension occurs in a 
variety of directions resulting in the development faults with a variety of azimuths 
(Alsop, 2000; Withjack and Scheiner, 1987) (see carapace fault maps in Figure 1.7a-
d).  
 
Radial faults replicated in analogue models which simulate the arching mechanism 
reveal that; (1) as the wavelength of the domal fold increases, displacement 
incrementally accumulates on the radial fault to satisfy the additive extension 
subjected to the overburden and (2) radial faults propagate outwards from the flanks 
of the dome (Cloos, 1939; Parker and McDowell, 1955; Withjack and Schiener, 
1987). The magnitude of extension is proportional to the height at which the 
overburden is stretched above the regional datum thus displacement preferentially 
accumulates at the flanks or the apex of the dome. Beyond the hinge of the fold, 
extension may be assumed to be negligible in the absence of a regional tectonic 
stress field (Withjack and Sheiner, 1987). Under these conditions, radial faults are  
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Fig 1.10.  A) Hoop extension in overburden above an expanding diapir producing radial 
extensional faults after Stewart (2006). B-E) Four stage model summarising the development of 
radial faults above a rising active diapir. The salt diapir (shown in pink) gradually raises its roof 
over time (from front to back of the figure). The amount of uplift in each stage is shown by the 
height of the white line above the regional datum (yellow lin  e). In this model the salt diapir rises 
actively under the influence of regional compression represented by the white arrows on either 
side of the diapir. With increasing lateral shortening (see black dashed lines) the stem of the 
diapir is squeezed as indicated by the change from a circular-to-elliptical stem planform. With 
increasing uplift the hinge in the domed surface (denoted by black dashed line and blue pins) 
expands. To accommodate the uplift radial faults form, increasing in length and incrementally 
adding displacement near the apex of the dome. In the last stage the dia pir breaks through i ts 
roof.     
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confined to the region of arching and the distal-lateral-tip is located at or near to the 
hinge or fold. (see Figure 1.10b-e).   
 
To date, hoop extension arising due to arching is the most accepted mechanism for 
the development of radial faults above and around salt domes. A kinematic model 
was recently devised by Stewart (2006) for the formation of radial and concentric  
faults in the diapir track. The development of a dome or uplift of the flanks of a diapir 
can occur in a variety of scenarios during diapir rise. For example the diapir can 
develop positive relief by forceful intrusion or sediments can become domed as they 
compact over incompressible head of the salt diapir. Doming may also occur during 
passive diapirism as sediments partially covering the head of a diapir are folded and  
rotated away from their regional datum to form a drag fold. In the later model, radial 
faulting around the flanks of diapirs may be regarded as defining palaeo-carapace 
deformation (Stewart, 2006).   
 
A few studies have considered alternatives to the arching mechanism. It has been 
suggested that radial faults observed around igneous domes and coronas are more 
likely to have formed due to the internal pressure of the diapir and loading of the 
surrounding overburden (Grindrod et al., 2005; Janes et al., 1992; Janes and 
Squires, 1993;). Stewart (2006) recognised the same process as a possible 
mechanism for forming radial faults around salt diapirs but there are no studies at 
present which have established if it is a viable mechanism. Whether the outward 
radial pressure of the diapir can induce extensional stresses in the hoop direction 
significant enough to create extensional radial faults is uncertain. However, where 
fault systems are formed by an additional process such as compaction and 
contraction their geometry may be altered by the hoop stress around the diapir.     
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1.2.5.6. Reverse concentric faults  
 
The development of reverse concentric faults (Fig 1.7g) is consistent with radial 
compression of the overburden due to a rapid increase in the radius and volume of 
the diapir (Davison, 1993, Davison et al., 2000a). Such an increase in radius of the 
diapir occurs during shallow extrusion or squeezing of diapir buried at depth (Fig 
1.10e). During squeezing the overburden is folded and overturned as the diapir is 
forced upwards and outwards. Since the overburden is rigid and brittle at depth, 
reverse faults form to accommodate the shorting and align parallel to maximum 
compression direction i.e. tangential to the diapir. It is likely that any faulting which 
occurs during the development of bulbous diapir heads has also been rotated or 
overturned (Davison, 1993; Stewart, 2007). Either pre-existing outward facing, 
extensional concentric faults are rotated and reactivated as thrust faults (Davison, 
1993), or reverse faults become curved as the fault plane propagates upwards as the 
strata is overturned.  
 
 
1.2.5.7. Outward dipping concentric faults 
 
Concentric, extensional faults which dip away from the salt diapir form to 
accommodate folding of competent sediment layers which subside around buoyant 
and incompressible salt i.e. drag folding (Alsop et al., 2000; Shultz-Ela, 2003). 
Extensional concentric faults accommodate the component of stretching that occurs 
in the radial direction although they are not well imaged in seismic data. Extensional 
concentric faults have been observed around igneous domes at the outcrop scale 
(Jackson and Pollard, 2000). Outward dipping, extensional faults also form as 
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sediments deposited over the head of the salt diapir compact and slide off the flanks 
(Davison et al., 2000b).  
 
 
1.2.5.8. Inward dipping concentric faults 
 
Inward-dipping, extensional, concentric faults are a form of crestal collapse fault that 
form when a diapir falls or collapses. Diapir collapse will occur either when the salt 
layer is tilted so it sits above the regional datum, thus becoming unstable (Khele, 
1988; Hudec and Jackson, 2006; Stewart, 2006; Vendeville and Jackson, 1992b).   
 
 
1.2.4. Polygonal Fault Systems 
 
1.2.8.1. General characteristics of polygonal fault systems  
 
Polygonal fault systems are a form of layer-bound normal faults which intersect 
bedding planes with a variety of azimuths which define polygonal or random fault 
networks when observed in plan view (Cartwright, 1996) (Fig, 1.11b-c). The first 
examples of polygonal faults described from the North Sea basin were documented 
as being confined to discrete layers of stratigraphy which were defined as ‘Tiers; by 
Cartwright (1994) (see example of layer-bound polygonal faults in Fig 1.11a). Tiers 
usually comprise very fine-grained sediments such as smectite rich claystones, 
siliceous ooze, fine-grained carbonates, and shales (Cartwright and Dewhurst, 1998). 
Polygonal fault systems have now been identified in over 100 sedimentary basins 
worldwide and cover areas exceeding150 km2 (Cartwright and Dewhurst, 1998) (see 
also the map in Figure 1.14). In response, some polygonal fault systems do not  
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Fig 1.11 – A) Seismic section zoomed at an interval deformed by a polygonal fault system. The 
seismic section is from the Ormen Lange basin offshore Norway, taken from (Cartwright, 2011).  
B) Example horizon map in a stratigraphic interval deformed by polygonal faults from the CNS, 
taken from Lonergan and Cartwright (1999).  
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possess all of the diagnostic features above. For example, not all polygonal faults are 
confined to discrete parallel stratified units but rather they are bound both vertically 
and laterally by coarse grained lithologies such as sandstones (Quilang et al., 2009). 
 
 
1.2.8.2. Genesis of polygonal fault systems fine-grained media 
 
Unlike the salt-related fault families described above polygonal faults are unrelated to 
the emplacement of diapirs. Uniquely, they are also regarded as forming without the 
requirement of tectonic extension (Cartwright, 1996; Goulty, 2001; 2008) since they 
are nearly always hosted within very-fine grained sediments that were deposited in 
passively subsiding sedimentary basins (Cartwright and Dewhurst, 1998; Cartwright, 
2011 and therein). The genesis of polygonal fault systems remains an active area of 
research and to date several mechanistic models have been proposed (Cartwright, 
2011; Goulty, 2008 and references therein). The main conundrum surrounding the 
origin of polygonal faults is explaining how sediments undergoing vertical burial and 
compaction can extend as to produce vast arrays of extensional faults. Sediments 
can undergo shear failure at a local scale by differential compaction but compaction 
alone cannot explain the bed length extension that is observed for areas of greater 
that 100 km2 in polygonal fault systems. 
 
Cartwright (1996) proposed that contraction caused by dewatering of sediments 
during compaction could account for the extension in the absence of tectonic 
extension (See Figure 1.11a-b). It was later proposed by Dewhurst et al (1999) that 
the process of syneresis could cause contraction of very-fine grained sediments  
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Fig 1.12 – Diagram showing possible mechanisms for the formation of a polygonal fault 
system. A) Layer-parallel extension originating from tectonic forces during compactional 
dewatering. B) Layer-parallel extension achieved by contraction during compaction and 
dewatering.   
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during early burial such as the smectite rich (>65%) claystones in the Horda and Lark 
Formation of the Central North Sea. The mechanism has since been criticised by 
Goulty, 2001; 2002; 2005 who argued that sediments with low coefficients of friction 
could generate shear failure in very weak sediments. It was also suggested that 
faults could nucleate around concretion nodules and inhomogeneities in the host 
sediments (Goulty, 2008) although the vast areas over which polygonal faults are 
distributed and general upscaling were used as counter arguments. More recently,  
diagenetic reactions which may enhance volume changes during the shallow burial 
phase have been proposed (Cartwright, 2011: Shin et al., 2010).    
 
 
1.2.8.3. Timing of polygonal fault growth  
 
There are several constraints on the timing of polygonal fault growth from seismic 
based observations. 1) Hangingwall growth wedges are observed in some polygonal 
fault systems indicating that a portion of their propagation history occurred at the 
sediment surface (Cartwright, 1994, 2003, Lonergan et al., 1998; Stuevold et al., 
2003). 2) Polygonal fault systems have been observed to tip out close to or at the 
current day seabed and the base of the respective tier is not buried greater than 10s-
100’s m (Cartwright et al., 2004; Goulty, 2008; Wattrus et al., 2003). 3) Upper tips of 
polygonal faults commonly cluster along single seismic horizons for vast areas and 
have been argued to define palaeo-sea beds where polygonal fault growth arrested 
(James et al., 2006), and 4) Faults which are analogous to polygonal fault systems 
have been discovered in outcrops which are laterally equivalent to those of the host 
sediments in the North Sea Basin yet they have not been buried to more than a few 
hundred metres (Cartwright, 1996; Henriet et al., 1991).      
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1.3 Aims and objectives of the thesis 
 
 
The main questions tackled in this thesis are formed around the gaps in the research 
outlined in the preceding sections. Each of these preliminary objectives (outlined 
below) provide a platform for addressing the overriding aim of the thesis which is to 
explore the interactions between salt diapir rise and compaction faulting which 
develops during shallow burial of fine-grained overburden sequences. The objectives 
are;  
1. To extend previous studies of salt-related fault families, focusing on 
overburden successions which are pervasively deformed by laterally extensive 
polygonal fault systems.   
a. Fault families associated with vertical salt diapirs (Chapter 4-5). 
b. Fault families from the extensional domain of a salt-bearing passive 
margin (Chapter 7).   
2. To establish the origin of radial faults around salt diapirs within units which are 
regionally deformed by polygonal fault systems (Chapter 4) and establish if 
they are classic radial faults as described by Parker and McDowell (1955) or 
polygonal faults which have preferential orientation due to the presence of the 
diapir stress field? This raises the question of whether they should they be 
classified as a separate fault family?  
3. To establish the timing of radial faults within polygonally faulted intervals 
around the steep flanks of salt diapirs (Chapter 4 and 5). Are the radial faults 
palaeo-carapace faults or do they form around the steep flanks of salt diapirs 
after burial? Furthermore, do the polygonal and radial faults from laterally 
equivalent units form synchronously or do radial faults overprint pre-existing  
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Fig 1.13 – Overlap of main research themes explored in the thesis namely; modes of diapir rise, 
polygonal fault systems, and salt-related fault families. The main areas of overlap define the 
scope of the thesis.  
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polygonal faults. Alternatively, do the polygonal faults form in between pre- 
existing radial faults? 
4. To understand how the dimensions of the transition boundary between 
polygonal to radial faults relates to the evolution of the diapir (Chapter 6). A 
key component of this objective is to establish if polygonal faults can be used 
in some way to constrain diapir evolution by mapping the transition from  
isotropic to hoop strain patterns. The key question tackled in Chapter 5 is if 
radial alignments of polygonal faults only occur during phases of active diapir 
rise and are absent during phases of passive diapir rise. 
5. To address the significance of the transition zone and what component of the 
diapir stress field controls its horizontal distance from the salt diapir. For 
example are radial faults formed by arching?   
6. To go someway to understand how the role of vertical and lateral changes in 
lithology influence the distribution of polygonal faults (Chapter 6).  
 
The thesis is structured according to the timing at which different seismic datasets 
were made available and thus there is considerable overlap in each of the core 
chapters. The research is based on two case study areas; (1) the UK Central 
Graben, North Sea, and (2) the Espírito Santo Basin, offshore Brazil (Fig. 1.2). Both 
of the study areas were chosen as they offer a chance to investigate polygonal faults 
surrounding salt structures. In the North Sea case study a thick sequence of stacked 
polygonal fault tiers are pierced by over 20 salt diapirs. In contrast, the polygonal 
faults investigated in the Espírito Santo Basin, have a complex vertical stacking and 
lateral distribution and are intersected by extensional salt-related fault systems. The 
two case study areas contrast sufficiently enough in setting and evolution as to  
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Fig 1.14 – Map showing the distribution of the world’s major salt basins (black shading) and 
sites where polygonal fault systems have been observed (red filled circles with yellow outline). 
The map has been adapted from Hudec and Jackson (2006) and Cartwright (2011). Pink 
shading indicates locations where polygonal fault systems are located in basins deformed by 
salt tectonics.  Blue circles highlight the location of the case study areas which are researched 
in the core Chapters 4-6.  
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provide a general insight into the influence of salt tectonics on polygonal fault 
geometry. Following the research undertaken on the North Sea and Espírito Santo 
basins the results are compared to other studies of polygonal fault patterns around 
salt structures in the South Atlantic such as the Angolan and Lower Congo Basin 
(Fig. 1.13).   
 
 
1.3.2.1. Chapter 4 
 
In chapter 4, a recently processed 3D PSDM (Pre-Stack Depth Migrated) seismic 
volume of the Pierce Salt Diapirs in the UKCG is used to study families of radial faults 
at different stratigraphic levels penetrated by the diapirs. The quality of the seismic 
data offers a chance for detailed fault analysis, and to compare and contrast radial 
faults within tiers of polygonal faults with those where polygonal faults are absent. 
The main aim of the chapter is to establish how the radial faults in polygonal fault 
tiers formed and how fault array patterns relate to the structural evolution of the 
Pierce Diapirs.  
 
 
1.3.2.2. Chapter 5  
 
In Chapter 5, regional 3D seismic data populated by local 3D seismic surveys are 
used to extend the study of Chapter 4 to 12 additional salt diapirs in the UK Central 
Graben. The main objective of the chapter is to understand how polygonal and radial 
fault array patterns within laterally equivalent tiers vary around salt diapirs with 
different radii, plan-form geometries, cross sectional geometries and ultimately 
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contrasting growth histories. The regional analysis offers two advantages of the 
detailed, local study of the Pierce Diapirs. (1) Observations from the Pierce Diapirs 
can be placed in a regional context which has important implications for the 
classification of fault families. (2) Compiling a database of over 30 fault array patterns 
and correlating them with different phases of diapir growth allows a more 
comprehensive test of the interactions that take place as a salt diapir pierces an 
overburden which naturally undergoes a net extension due to contraction and 
compaction.  
 
 
1.3.2.3. Chapter 6  
 
In chapter 6, a regional 3D Pre-stack time migrated seismic survey of the Espírito 
Santo Basin is used to describe a previously unrecognised polygonal fault system 
which is developed in a stratigraphic wedge deformed by salt tectonics. The case 
study offers an opportunity to understand how polygonal fault systems interact with 
structures other than diapirs such as turtle anticlines, roller faults, salt walls, 
withdrawal basins and crestal faults. A second objective of chapter 6 is to better 
understand the role that regional stratigraphy plays on the lateral and vertical 
distribution of polygonal faults. A third objective is to go some in way in 
understanding how the planform arrangement of polygonal fault systems relates to 
aspects the regional stress field attributes to thin-skinned extension and inversion.   
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1.4 Structure of the thesis 
 
An introduction and overview of the research topics covered in the thesis have been 
presented in the preceding sections of this chapter. An introduction of the data used, 
methods employed, and the limitations to the project are outlined in Chapter 2. An 
overview of North Sea case study is provided in Chapter 3. The results of the thesis 
are presented in core-chapters 4-6. Chapter 4 - 5 are based on 3D seismic data from 
the Central North Sea. Chapter 6 is based on 3D seismic data from the Espírito 
Santo Basin, offshore SE Brazil. A discussion of the work and its wider implications is 
given in Chapter 7. The conclusions of the research are presented in Chapter 8. 
Supplementary data for each of the core chapters are located in Appendices, 
prefixed A1-A6 according to chapter number, which is followed by the references.  
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CHAPTER 2 
Data and methods 
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2.0 Data and methods 
 
 
 
2.1. Introduction 
 
The research presented in this thesis is largely based on the observation, 
interpretation and analysis of faults imaged in 3D seismic data. The purpose of this 
chapter is to 1) give an overview of seismic acquisition and processing with an 
emphasis on processing around salt structures, 2) outline the specifications and 
parameters of each of the seismic surveys and how they impact data quality, 3) give 
an overview of the methods that were used to interpret and analyse fault families, 
and 4) state what limitations the data poses to the project and how these problems 
are tackled. 
 
 
2.2. 3D Seismic data 
 
The research presented in Chapter 4 is based on a recently acquired, multi-azimuth, 
pre-stack depth-migrated seismic survey of the Pierce Diapirs in the Central North 
Sea. The research presented in Chapter 5 is based on a regional 3D time-migrated 
mega merge seismic survey from the Central North Sea populated by local 3D-pre-
stack depth-migrated seismic datasets centred on salt diapirs. The research 
presented in Chapter 6 is based on a regional 3D pre-stack time-migrated seismic 
survey of the Espírito Santo Basin.  
 
Seismic reflection surveying is a well established technique for imaging subsurface 
geology. It works on the basis of recording the time taken for a seismic energy pulse 
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to reflect from a sub-surface interface defining a contrast in acoustic impedance and 
be detected at a receiver. This is referred to as the two way travel time. In the marine 
environment, air guns are used to generate a seismic source (p-waves) of a given 
frequency whilst reflected p-waves are detected by a series of hydrophones towed 
behind a vessel (Fig 2.1a). Acoustic impedance (I) is defined as the product of the p-
wave velocity (v) of the rock and its density (p). 
 
Once the data have been acquired the data undergoes a standard set of processing 
algorithms whereby the two way travel times are stacked and reflections are 
repositioned as close to their true geometry as possible. A full description of the 
standard seismic acquisition and processing sequence can be found in Yi lmaz 
(1987). The basic processing sequence is often sufficient in settings where strata are 
sub-horizontal and where ray paths occur at low angles of incident with respect to the 
strata (Fig. 2.1a) however around vertical structures such as salt diapirs and faults 
additional data processing is required. The cartoon in Figure 2.1b illustrates the 
complexity of the ray paths that occur near mature salt diapirs with shallow 
overhangs such as those in the UK Central Graben North Sea. 
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Fig 2.1 – A) Cartoon showing a typical set up for marine acquisition of seismic data. The red 
and green arrows show typical ray paths for p-waves from an energy source, their reflection at 
interfaces of contrasting acoustic impedance v x p, and detection at a set of hydrophones. B) 
Diagram showing possible ray paths for mature salt stocks with wide overhangs such as those  
in the Central North Sea (Jones, 2008).   
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2.2.1. Colour convention 
 
Seismic sections presented in Chapters 4-6 are displayed using a black-white-red or 
black-white-yellow-red colour schemes. Following the SEG colour convention, 
positive reflection events are black and negative reflection events are red with white 
depicting zero-crossings (Fig 2.2a). All of the seismic reflection data have been zero-
phased during processing indicating that acoustic impedance contrasts coincide with 
the peak of the seismic wavelet and that the wavelets are symmetrical with the peak 
corresponding to the zone of maximum energy (Brown, 2004; Evans, 1997; Yilmaz, 
1987) (Fig. 2.2a).  
 
As shown in Figure 2.2a an interface defining a positive downward acoustic 
impedance contrast coincides with peak in the seismic wavelet whilst an interface 
defining a negative downwards impedance contrast coincides with a trough in the 
seismic wavelet. Strong positive amplitude events typically occur at the interface 
between the sedimentary overburden and a salt diapir indicating a strong acoustic 
impedance contrast (Fig. 2.2b). Despite evaporites having low density with respect to 
the sedimentary overburden the internal p-wave velocity is significantly higher thus 
increasing the magnitude of acoustic impedance relative to the sedimentary 
overburden. Conversely the interface defining a downward transition from salt to 
sedimentary overburden represents a negative impedance contrast and is thus 
defined by a seismic wavelet with negative amplitude.     
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Fig 2.2 – A) SEG colour convention for the display of seismic data. Positive impedance 
contrasts are shown in black. Negative impedance contrasts are shown in red. Zero crossings 
are shown in white. B) Polarity of reflection events at the interface between overburden and 
salt diapir (Top Salt) and salt diapir and the overburden (base salt) at a diapir overhang. Top 
Salt reflection is positive. Base salt reflection is negative. 
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2.2.2. Seismic resolution 
 
The resolution of seismic data varies both vertically and horizontally. Resolution 
relates to the minimum distance that two points can be located to each other and be 
distinguished on seismic sections (Yilmaz, 1987).  
 
 
2.2.2.1. Vertical Resolution 
 
Vertical resolution or the limit of separability is the limit at which the top and base of 
bed is no longer detected as a single wavelet (Brown, 2004). Vertical resolution is a 
function of the dominant wavelength (λ) which is the quotient of p-wave velocity (v) 
and frequency (f). Generally the internal P-wave velocity of strata increases with 
depth as the rocks have become progressively more hard and compacted during 
burial. The frequency range may vary according to specific surveys but low frequency 
waves generally permeate to greater depths whist high frequency waves are 
attenuated at shallow depths due to adsorption (Brown, 2004). Thus, deciding what 
range of P-wave frequencies should be emitted from the geohphone is essential 
when there is a specific interval of interest in the survey i.e. Cretaceous and 
Palaeocene plays between 1.5 - 3.5 km depth in the UK Central Graben (Brown, 
2004; Kearey et al., 2002). Vertical resolution is typically taken to be ¼ λ. When beds 
thickness is below ¼ λ the amplitude of the wavelet becomes progressively 
attenuated until the limit of visibility is reached and the reflection signal is obscured 
by background noise.      
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2.2.2.2. Horizontal resolution 
 
The distance at which two points can be distinguished in the horizontal plane 
(horizontal resolution) is a function of the hydrophone spacing and the width of the 
Fresnel zone (Fig. 2.3a). For un-migrated seismic data, the horizontal resolution is 
equal to the first Fresnel zone (Kearey et al., 2002; Sheriff and Geldhart, 1995; 
Yi lmaz, 1987) (Fig. 2.3b). The Fresnel zone is defined as ‘the portion of the reflector 
from which the reflected energy can reach the receiver within the first half cycle of the 
reflection’. ‘Amplitudes reaching the detector from this zone constructively interfere to 
produce a reflection’ (Sheriff, 1980). Horizontal resolution is improved during pre-
stack migration as diffractions below the first Fresnel zone are resolved. The 
horizontal resolution of pre-stack migrated data is regarded as ¼ λ.   
 
The horizontal resolution is also restricted by the lateral sampling of the data which is 
governed by the spacing between individual hydrophones toed behind the acquisition 
vessel. The reflection points on a surface have a horizontal resolution of equal to half 
the geophone/hydrophone spacing. The horizontal resolution of the data is equal to 
the larger of the two values. The detector spacing does not usually affect the lateral 
resolution for migrated data (Dvorkia and Havko, 2009). Detector spacing may 
however influence the lateral resolution where the seismic data has sufficiently high 
frequency (> 50 Hz) and where the interpreter is concerned with he very allow 
subsurface (< 1 s). The horizontal resolution of the seismic data can be assumed 
roughly constant were the strata are (sub) horizonta l but around the diapir where 
strata are often steeply inclined the lateral resolution may decrease due to a 
spreading of the Fresnel zone (Yilmaz, 1987).  
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        A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.3 – Horizontal resolution. A) Fresnel zone A-A’ for an energy pulse created at the sea 
surface (S) and striking a horizontal geological interface at depth Z0.  B) Reduction in the width 
of the Fresnel zone following migration of seismic data.  The post migration Fresnel zone is one 
quarter of the dominant wavelength. 
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2.3. Seismic processing around complex structures 
 
 
The main limitation to the research lies in the uncertainty in the position and dip of 
reflection events near the diapir and the ability to accurately determine the geometry 
of the salt body. These limitations have been forever present over the last 50 years of 
exploration in salt containing basins. Even with the advent of the most revolutionary 
processing algorithms such as Kirchhoff 3D pre-stack depth migration (Audebert et 
al., 1997), multi-azimuth pre-stack depth migration (Dewey et al., 2006), adaptive  
beam migration (Vinje et al., 2008) and reverse time migration (Jones, 2008a-b; 
Malcolm et al., 2011; Xiao and Leaney, 2010) interpretations of salt bodies and their 
surrounding strata hold great uncertainty. An overview of the limitations of the 
techniques used to process seismic data around complex bodies such as salt 
structures and faults is given in Table 2.1-2.3  
 
The main reason for inaccurate and reduced seismic imaging surrounding salt diapirs 
arises in response to lateral variations in the regional, vertical velocity profi le toward 
the diapir and steep dipping strata against the flanks of a diapir (Farmer, 1993; Reilly, 
1992; Yi lmaz et al., 1987; Yilmaz, 1988). It has been reported that the internal 
velocity of the overburden strata can increase by up to 10% toward salt diapirs in the 
CNS.  
 
Additional complications occur when attempting to image beneath salt overhangs 
(Farmer et al., 2006; Jones, 2008; Malcolm et al., 2011; Reilly, 1982). This is 
because a number of ray paths may exist which ultimately lead to erroneous 
reflection events or multiples (Fig. 2.1b).     
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Table 2.1 - Description of different processing algorithms applied to seismic sections, taken 
from Yilmaz (1988). The table summarises the limitations of specific processing around 
complex structures.  
 
Type Discussion 
Stack The section the interpreter always wants  
Depth conversion 
along vertical ray 
paths 
Strictly valid only for velocities that vary with depth without structural dip 
Time migration 
Needed when the stacked section contains diffractions or structural dip. Valid 
for vertically varying velocity. Acceptable for mild lateral velocity variations.  
Depth migration 
Needed when the stacked section contains structural dip and large lateral 
velocity gradients 
Pre-stack partial 
migration PSPM 
Post stack migration is acceptable when the stacked section is equivalent to a 
zero offset section. This is not the case for conflicting dips with different 
stacking velocities or large lateral velocity gradients. PSPM (dip moveout 
(DMO) provides a better stack that can be migrated after stack. However, 
PSPM only solves the problem of conflicting dips with different stacking 
velocities.  
Full time migration 
before stack 
The output is a migrated section. No intermediate unmigrated section is 
produced. This often is not what the interpreter wants; they must have an 
unmigrated stacked section and its migrated form. Nevertheless, this is a 
rigorous solution to the problem of conflicting dips. PSPM is a simplification of 
this process. 
Depth migration 
before stack 
Needed when there are extremely strong lateral velocity gradients that cannot 
be treated properly by stacking. 
3D time migration 
after stack 
Needed when the stack contains dipping events that are out of the profile 
plane (crossdips). After stack, this is the most common type of 3 -D migration. 
3D depth migration 
after stack 
Needed when the problem of strong lateral velocity variations involves 3 -D 
subsurface structural complexity. 
3D time migration 
before stack 
Needed when PSPM fails and when the stack contains crossdips  
3D depth migration 
before stack 
What everyone would like to have if the computer time were abundant and if 
the 3-D subsurface model were known accurately. 
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To account for changes in the velocity field surrounding salt diapirs, pre-stack depth 
migration has become the processing algorithm of choice for many exploration 
companies. This is because important improvements are observed without requiring 
intensive computer resources as is required for reverse time migration and advanced 
wave equation analysis.  
 
The main improvements observed during pre-stack depth migration seismic include 
better clarity and reduction in dips of the overburden around the diapir as shown in 
Figure 2.4a-e. The main limitation of pre-stack depth migration is that it is often hard 
to identify a distinctive salt-overburden reflection around the sides of diapirs and 
beneath overhangs. Recent advances in reconstructing the earth velocity model 
using wave-equation processing has gone some way in improving the clarity of 
overburden reflections near the salt contact (Fig. 2.4d). To date the most attractive 
solution to imaging beneath salt overhangs has been reverse time migration which is 
particularly good at reconstructing complex ray paths in order to define the salt 
contact in more detail (Fig. 2.4e).       
 
A summary of the benefits of different depth imaging algorithms is given in Table 2.2. 
The advantages and disadvantages of interpreting time and depth seismic sections 
are given in Table 2.3. 
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Fig 2.4 - Seismic sections bisecting the Monan Salt Diapir from the Central North Sea. Seismic 
sections are provided from Shell internal report. A) 2D pre-stack time migrated survey, B) 2D 
pre-stack depth migrated survey, C) 3D pre-stack time migrated survey.  
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Continued Fig. 2.4 - Seismic sections bisecting diapir shown in Figure 2.5 from (ION GX 
TECHNOLOGY) d) 3D pre-stack depth migrated volume using wave equation velocity analysis,  
e) 3D reverse time migrated volume. 
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Table 2.2 – Advantages and disadvantages of different processing techniques (taken from 
Vinje (2010)).  
 
Migration 
algorithm 
Solving the 
wave 
equation 
Complexity of 
velocity model 
Computer 
efficiency 
Steep dips 
Model 
building 
Kirchhoff 
Migration 
Ray tracing 
Moderate. 
Requires 
smoothness. 
High to 
moderate 
Good Well suited 
Wave 
Equation 
Migration 
(WEM) 
Numerical 
solution of the 
One-way 
Wave 
Equation in 
the frequency 
domain 
High complexity 
and irregular 
features. 
Moderate to 
low 
Poor Less suited 
Beam 
Migration 
Ray tracing 
Moderate to 
high. Requires 
smoothness. 
High to 
moderate 
Very good Well suited 
Reverse 
Time 
Migration 
(RTM) 
Numerical 
solution of the 
Wave 
Equation in 
time domain 
High complexity 
and irregular 
features. 
Low Excellent Less suited 
 
 
Table 2.3 - Key differences between time and depth imaging. Time imaging is robust and 
simple, while depth imaging is more accurate, but more sensitive  (taken from Vinje (2010)). 
 
Time image Depth image 
Label on vertical axis Time (seconds) 
Depth (meters), but image can be 
converted to time 
Stretching of events  
No stretching (for 
intermediate to small 
offsets) 
Stretching dependent on velocity; 
higher velocity -> more stretching 
Lateral positions of structures 
Correct only for simple 
(1D) models 
Correct, if the velocity model is 
correct 
Consequences of wrong 
velocity 
Poor focusing 
Poor focusing, wrong spatial 
position of structures 
Consequences of wrong 
velocity in the shallow part of 
the model 
Poor focusing in the 
shallow. 
Poor focusing in the shallow, poor 
focusing and wrong lateral and 
vertical location of deeper 
structures 
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2.4. Location, acquisition and processing parameters of seismic 
surveys 
 
The following section summarises the location, acquisition and processing 
parameters of seismic data used in for this research project.  
 
 
2.4.1. Chapter 4 
 
2.4.1.1 PSDM surveys of the Pierce Diapirs 
 
Two 3D seismic surveys of the Pierce Diapirs provide the main data source for 
chapter 4. The seismic surveys were acquired in 2003 and 2006 by CCG and Veritas 
in a NW-SE and NE-SW orientation across the Pierce salt structures for the same 
area. Acquisition parameters were maintained to allow for subsequent multi -azimuth 
processing – see next section. Table A2.1 in Appendix 2 summarises the main 
acquisition parameters of the 2003 and 2006 surveys. The seismic survey is a NW 
striking, rectangular survey with dimensions of 10 x 11 km (Fig. 2.5b). It is located 
approximately 280 km East of Aberdeen, UK in blocks 23 and 27 at the eastern most 
edge of the UK central Graben.  
 
The surveys both comprise 3D full-stack, depth migrated seismic data processed to a 
subsurface depth of 4 km. The data has subsequently been converted to time for 
interpretation at Cardiff. The data is zero-phased and displayed using the SEG 
polarity convention which depicts black and red  
The content on this page has been removed 
by the author for copyright reasons 
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Fig 2.5 – Map showing the location of seismic surveys from the Central North Sea used in Chapters 4-5. A) Map showing the coverage of the PGS 3D mega survey (pink shading). The black box with white semi -transparent 
shading is the location of the study area and defines the limit of regional 3D seismic data. B) Base map of the Palaeocene ag ed Top Balder horizon within the regional 3D PSTM seismic survey. White boxes labelled 1-8 
define the location of smaller 3D surveys used through out the study. 1 = PSDM survey of the Pierce Diapirs (used in Chapter 4), 2 = PSDM volume of Merganser, 3 = PSDM volume of Scoter, 4 = PSDM volume of Gannet B 
and C Diapirs, 5 PSDM survey of Banff, Fram and Starling Diapirs, 6 = PSDM survey of Starling, 7 = PSDM survey of Fram, 8 = PSTM survey of Mungo. Surveys 2-8 are used in Chapter 5.    
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reflections as positive and negative reflection events respectively. Inline and crossline 
spacing is 12.5 m yielding a bin size of 12.5 m. The dominant frequency in the 
Cenozoic interval is 30 Hz.  Using an interval velocity of 2000 m/s was used for 
calculations of the vertical resolution and is based on the average velocity throughout 
the Cenozoic interval in wells 23/27-4, 23/27-5, and 23/27-6 a vertical stratigraphic 
resolution of c.17 m was derived using 1/4 using ¼ λ. Since the data is migrated a 
base level horizontal resolution of c. 17 m is used but is taken under caution for near 
diapir zones. 
  
Both surveys have undergone extensive in-house processing at Shell to maximise 
the imagery, accuracy and interpretative potential in near salt flank regions. For a full 
description of the processing sequence see Tables A2.2 and A2.3 in Appendix 2. The 
PSDM 2003 and 2006 surveys respectively have undergone velocity analysis to 
reposition sub-salt and near flank reflections so they honour the position obtained 
from well intersections. Although the data quality surrounding the Pierce Diapirs is 
reasonably good the volumes used at Cardiff have zones of reduced amplitude which 
form streaks through the data (Fig. 2.6a-b). These are aligned parallel to the direction 
of acquisition and thus limit the extent to which amplitude attributes can be used to 
image fault patterns. 
 
The seismic volumes were reprocessed at Shell in 2007 and were combined to 
create a single seismic volume. The objective was to address poorly imaged zones 
around the flanks of the diapir (shadow zones) which occur orthogonal to the 
acquisition direction (Fig. 2.6c). Shadow zones therefore occur on the NE and SW 
flank in the 2003 survey and on the NW and SE flanks in the 2006 survey (Fig. 2.6c). 
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Fig 2.6 – A-B) Acoustic amplitude maps of the sea bed within the PSDM 2003 and 2006 surveys 
of the Pierce Field (taken from in-house processing report). The low amplitude streaks (light to 
dark blue) occur in the direction of acquisition and represent anomalously low amplitude. This 
is most likely from energy loss or lack of detection at a hydrophone during acquisition. The 
streaks limit the use of amplitude attributes for fault detection in Chapter 4.  C) Amplitude map 
of the Top Balder horizon (2006 acquired data set minus 2003 acquired data set) showing to 
location of shadow zones around the Pierce Diapirs.   
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Equally, the overburden is more enhanced relatively on the NW and SE flank in the 
2003 volume and on the NE and SW flank of the 2006 volume. Subtracting shadow 
zones from each volume and replacing with the enhanced zones significantly 
improved the amplitude signal in the Chalk and Forties interval. 
 
Following this, a series of velocity models were created to reassess the positioning of 
near diapir overburden reflections and the top salt reflection (see Figure 2.7 for a 
typical processing workflow). Velocity anomalies were constrained using extensive 
well data around the flanks of the diapirs. Two separate models were created by 
either excluding or including velocities within the salt diapir in the velocity model. For 
the purpose of this research they are named the PRS_overburden volume and 
PRS_Salt body volume. The influence of these two models on the seismic image can 
be observed in Figures 2.8-2.9. In Figure 2.8a the overburden units are slightly more 
defined and are inclined more at the salt-sediment interface compared to Figure 2.8b. 
During velocity modelling a variety of different top salt geometries were retrieved in 
different iterations of the model (Fig. 2.8c-d, 2.9a-b). Those shown in Figures 2.8d 
and 2.9b are from the preferred iteration which honours well data the most.   
 
The main differences between the PRS_overburden and PRS_Salt body volumes 
near North Pierce are the width of the diapir and geometry of the head of the diapir 
(Fig. 2.8c-d). The most favoured iteration defines a bulbous head for North Pierce. In 
addition the dip of the overburden units are much flatter. For South Pierce, imaging is 
not as good due to the presence of an overhang but overall there is a clearer 
distinction between the overburden and salt diapir (Fig 2.9b). A full description of the 
Pierce Diapirs is given in Chapter 4.          
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Fig 2.7 – Typical workflow used during pre-stack depth migration of seismic data imaging salt 
diapirs (Yilmaz, 1988). The work flow above is similar to that used during processing the Pierce 
seismic surveys. The iterative procedure is used until a suitable or preferred seismic image is 
obtained. 
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Fig 2.8 – Seismic sections bisecting North Pierce showing the improvement of imaging 
following multi-azimuth and pre-stack depth migration processing of the seismic data . A) NW-
SE section across the Northern flank of North Pierce in PSDM 2003 volume, B) NW -SE section 
across the Northern flank of North Pierce in the PSDM 2006 volume. The results show clearer 
seismic imaging in the 2006 data set. C) NE-SW seismic section bisecting North Pierce from 
the PRS_Overburden volume, D) NE-SW seismic section bisecting North Pierce from the 
PRS_Salt body volume. The results show an improvement in the clarity of the salt diapir by 
including the salt in the earth velocity model during processing.   
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Fig 2.9 – Seismic sections bisecting South Pierce showing the improvement of imaging after 
use of different acquisition and processing parameters. A) Veritas pre-stack depth migrated 
volume of South Pierce, B) in-house, salt-flooded velocity modelling and pre-stack depth 
migration of Pierce survey acquired in 2003. The results show an obvious bulbous structure for  
South Pierce in B which is obscured in 2.9A. A more prominent salt diapir-overburden contact 
is achieved in 2.9B.  
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2.4.2. Chapter 5  
 
2.4.2.1. PGS processed, Central North Sea Megamerge Survey 
 
The research presented in Chapter 5 is based on a collection of local and regional 
3D seismic surveys in the Central North Sea. The limit of the study area is defined by 
the central portion of the North Sea Megamerge survey processed by PGS (Fig. 2.5). 
The survey covers an area of c. 38, 000 sq, km between the Western Shelf and 
Jaeren High with the length of the output data reaching 7 seconds. Data quality is 
variable through the volume due to the acquisition parameters of individual surveys 
before merging. Many of these parameters are unknown but the merged dataset has 
subsequently undergone time migration and is roughly zero phased throughout. 
During processing the data was re-sampled to 4ms with an output bin-size of 12.5 m 
by 12.5 m. The dominant frequency in the Cenozoic interval is 22-30 Hz.  Using an 
interval velocity of 2000 m/s was used for calculations of the vertical resolution and is 
based on the average velocity throughout the Cenozoic interval in wells 23/27-4, 
23/27-5, and 23/27-6 a vertical stratigraphic resolution of c.17-23 m was derived 
using ¼ λ. Since the data is migrated a base level horizontal resolution of c. 17-23 m 
is used but is taken under caution for near diapir zones. The lateral resolution may 
vary laterally across the stitched boundaries of merged surveys.   
 
 
2.4.2.2. Small PSDM volumes of individual diapir fields  
 
The MegaMerge survey is populated with a number of small PSDM seismic datasets 
centred on salt diapirs. Seismic volumes available for analysis at Cardiff include 
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those above Pierce North and South, Merganser, Scoter, and Gannet B and C and 
have been converted to two way time for horizon interpretation (labelled 1, 2, 3, and 
4 on Figure 2.7). Other volumes available at Shell included those above Fram, Banff, 
Starling and Puffin (labelled 5, 6 and 7 on Figure 2.7). Volumes 5 and 6 were 
converted to time but volume 7 is displayed in Depth.   
 
Each of the seismic volumes pose their own advantages and disadvantages when 
interpreting the diapir geometry and surrounding overburden. The main limitations of 
the data are related to the extent of the processing. Although many of the volumes 
have been pre-stack depth migrated, surveys 2 and 7 have exceptionally poor 
imaging in the sub-salt regions. One reason is that multiple reflections have not been 
removed during processing on the volumes described above. Furthermore the 
seismic data has been clipped or made transparent in areas which are highly 
uncertain for seismic interpretation. This can be envisaged in Figure 2.10a-c which 
shows seismic sections bisecting the Merganser Salt Diapir from 3D surveys that 
have undergone different processing. A full description of all the salt diapirs and the 
geometry of the surrounding overburden are given in Chapters 4 and 5. 
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Fig 2.10 – Seismic sections bisecting the Merganser Salt Diapir from the Central North Sea. A) 
E-W oriented seismic section from the 3-D PSTM mega survey, B) E-W oriented seismic section 
from the 3-D PSDWT survey (survey 2 on Figure 2.5b),  
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Continued Fig 2.10 C) seismic section through a PSDM volume of the same diapir (taken from 
Farmer and Jones, 2010) 
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2.4.3. Chapter 6 
 
2.4.3.1. BES_100 survey of the Espírito Santo Basin 
 
Chapter 6 is based on observations from a 3D Pre-Stack Time migrated survey of the 
Espírito Santo Basin. The survey is located c. 2.5 km offshore in water depths of c. 3 
km and covers an area of 35000 km2 (Fig. 2.12). The seismic volume has an inline 
spacing of 12.5 m and was acquired with a 6×5700 m array of streamers within a 
12.5 m × 25 m bin grid. Data were sampled in intervals of 2 ms, for a nominal fold of 
56. Data processing included resampling, amplitude recovery, time variant fi ltering, 
and predictive deconvolutions, prior to stacking and 3D pre-stack time migration 
using the full Kirchoff algorithm. A full list of acquisition and processing parameters 
are summarised in Table A2.4 of Appendix 2.  
 
The internal velocity and frequency of the seismic data is variable through the interval 
of interest in the survey is variable meaning the vertical resolution of the data is 
different at different stratigraphic levels. Using a range in internal velocity of 3100 m/s 
from DSDP Site 516 (Barker et al., 1983) and a dominant frequency of based on (40 
Hz), vertical and lateral resolution is c. 19 m.  
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Fig 2.11 – a) Topographic relief map of the SE Brazilian margin showing the location of the BES 
100 survey. The figure is adapted from Alves, (2010). b) Base map of the sea bed (TWTT) in the 
BES 100 survey. The yellow line show s the location of the seismic section in Figure 2.12 – see 
overleaf.  
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Fig. 2.12 – N-S seismic section through a salt diapir in the BES 100 survey of the Espírito Santo 
basin. The line illustrates the limitations of the pre -stack time migrated processing on near 
flank imaging. Multiples of the top and base salt interface s were not removed during 
processing.  
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2.5. Seismic interpretation of salt structures and associated fault 
systems 
 
 
2.5.1. 3D seismic interpretation software 
 
Seismic interpretation provides the main approach for visualising and analysing fault 
patterns around salt diapirs. Seismic interpretation was undertaken on a variety of 
software due to the project being based both at the 3D Lab in Cardiff University and 
at Shell’s Aberdeen office. For interpretation work undertaken at Cardiff, the majority 
of interpretation was done on a Sun System with Schlumbergers GeoFrame 4.02 
software. Some interpretation work was undertaken on Schlumberger's Petrel 2011 
software. Shell’s in-house software called 123di was used for some basic horizon 
and fault mapping which was then exported to Petrel for further analysis and fault 
modelling. 
 
 
2.5.2. Horizon and fault interpretation 
 
Fault analysis was undertaken using a combination of two traditional seismic 
interpretative techniques 1) horizon interpretation to understand the plan-form 
geometry of faults surrounding salt diapirs and 2) mapping or tracking of fault planes 
to view how the 3D geometry of fault planes (Brown, 2004). 
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 2.5.2.1. Horizon interpretation 
Horizon maps were generated by manual tracking of horizon events or reflections 
which correspond to key horizons of interest. The process of horizon interpretation is 
summarised as follows but relates to the standard techniques illustrated in Brown, 
(2004).  
1. Horizons were tracked on grids spaced between every 5-50 inlines and cross 
lines depending on the complexity and lateral continuity of the horizon. 
2. Horizons were tracked laterally and where available, well data was used to aid 
regional scale mapping or horizons which are laterally discontinuous. 
3. During tracking, the horizon was snapped to the peak of the horizon event or 
reflection i.e. positive or negative loops. 
4. Horizon maps and surfaces were made by interpolating along horizons events 
between tracked seed points by using an automated process called asap-ing. 
5. Steps 1-4 were repeated in a quality control workflow to ensure maps were 
completed with a desirable level of quality.    
 
 
2.5.2.2. Attribute analysis 
 
Once horizon maps were obtained a variety of seismic attributes were calculated to 
reveal the aspects of the geometry or physical properties of the surface. A number of 
different attributes are useful for fault visualisation. 
 
TWTT and amplitude: The first and most basic maps to be generated from seismic 
data are derived from the geometry of the reflection and the amplitude of the 
corresponding wavelet, so called, two-way-time maps and acoustic amplitude maps. 
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TWTT define the approximate sub-surface geometry of geological interface (when 
time can be approximated to depth) and are thus useful for imaging faults which have 
large throws with respect to the regional gradient of the faulted surface (Fig 2.13b). 
Horizon fault intersections are detected on amplitude attributes by low acoustic 
amplitudes with respect to that of the host layer. The later is useful for detecting small 
or densely spaced fault systems such as polygonal faults (Fig 2.13a).    
 
Dip: Dip maps are the first derivative of TWTT maps. Dip is a particularly useful 
attribute for imaging fault patterns which are composed of faults with small throws (5-
100 m) and intersecting sub-horizontal or gently dipping surfaces (Fig 2.13c).  
 
Dip Azimuth: Dip azimuth attributes combine dip and azimuth attributes to show 
relief and dip orientation. The direction of dip orientation is colour coded by the 
orientation whilst dip is shown by colour intensity (Brown, 2004; Dalley, 1989). An 
example of fault patterns using the Dip-Azimuth attribute is shown in Figure 2.13e. 
 
Petrel generated TWTT maps: A combination of two way time and vertical relief 
(Dip) can be created in petrel by displaying horizon maps in 2D and increasing the 
vertical exaggeration (Fig. 2.13d). This has the potential of understanding how fault 
geometry relates to the structural relief of a folded or dipping surface. 
 
Advanced techniques: As horizon mapping of densely faulted horizons is time 
consuming due to the need for a dense mapping grid, automated techniques are 
used in some cases. These techniques are based on slicing of amplitude and 
coherence volumes parallel to underlying or overlying surfaces, a technique referred 
to as iso-proportional slicing or sculpting. Iso-proportional sculpts are generated by  
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Fig. 2.13 – Seismic attribute used to image fault patterns. A) Acoustic amplitude, B) Two Way 
Travel Time, C) Time-Dip, D) Time relief map, E) Dip-Azimuth map, F) True-stratigraphic-
thickness map, G) Coherence slice, H) Time slice. 
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creating surfaces which are geometrical averages of reference horizons. At a more 
simple level coherence slices are generated sub-parallel to stratigraphy by simply 
flattening horizons at a key horizon and panning up and down through the volume.       
 
Coherence attributes are calculated based on quantifying the degree of vertical and 
lateral discontinuity or coherence of reflections in the 3D time volume (Bahorich and 
Farmer, 1995; Brown, 2004; Chopra et al., 2000; Marfurt et al., 1998). A variety of 
similar attributes such as variance, semblance and chaos are also available within 
the Petrel seismic interpretation software. Figure 2.13g shows an example of 
polygonal and radial faults around a diapir in the Central North Sea.  
 
Amplitude volumes are used for the reasons stated previously and are well 
established technique for imaging fault systems (Brown, 2004). An amplitude sculpt 
through radial and polygonal faults is shown in Figure 2.13g. 
 
 
2.5.2.3. Analysis of fault patterns  
     
A component of the fault characterisation and diapir interpretation involves a basic 
quantitative analysis based on manual measurements from either maps or seismic 
cross sections. Measurements types include; spacing and density of fault systems, 
fault length, spatial variations in fault orientation, fault height, and inclination of the 
overburden near salt diapir.  
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Spacing of radial and polygonal faults  
 
Comparison of polygonal and radial fault spacing forms part of the fault analyses in 
Chapters 4 and 5. Calculating the spacing of a fault system is usually done on fault 
maps by measuring the distance between adjacent fault planes along transects 
perpendicular to fault strikes (Peacock, 2000). Since polygonal fault systems are 
composed of faults with a full range of azimuths, the spacing was calculated by 
measuring the distance between the mid points on adjacent fault segments (see Fig 
2.14a). The spacing of the polygonal faults over a given area was calculated by 
taking the average value of d. The spacing of radial faults was calculated by 
measuring the number of faults within circumferential transects located at the outer 
and innermost tips of radial faults and taking an average (Fig. 20a). This was done to 
because radial faults converge toward the diapir and so the spacing between two 
radial faults at their outer tip (do) is greater than at the inner tip (d i) (see Fig 2.14b). 
Where radial faults are suspected to extend beneath an overhang, seismic cross 
sections were used to locate the position of the salt contact. The circumference of the 
inner transect was calculated by multiplying the diameter D by π. 
 
 
Aspect ratio of fault planes 
 
The aspect ratios of faults were measured by dividing the height of the faults by their 
lengths. For polygonal faults which are confined to tiers the height of the fault equals 
the thickness of the tier. 
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Fig 2.14 Diagram showing how the spacing of (a) polygonal faults and (b) radial faults was 
measured. The spacing of the polygonal faults system was found by calculating the greatest 
average distance (d) between individual fault segments. D is measured on transects joining the 
mid point (m) of adjacent faults. M is defined by the point half way between polygon 
intersections.       
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2.5.2.4. Throw mapping  
 
A component of the fault analysis undertaken in the thesis involves throw mapping 
and assessing how throw varies along polygonal faults and different families of radial 
faults. Recent studies have shown that throw profiles of normal faults are similar to 
displacement profiles (Barnett, 1987; Baudon and Cartwright, 2008) meaning that 
they can give a good indication of strain distribution. 
 
The distribution of strain or displacement on a fault may give indications of fault 
propagation i.e. blind of growth propagation (Baudon and Cartwright, 2008a-b, Child 
et al., 2003), and linkage styles (Cartwright et al., 2000; Mansfield and Cartwright, 
2001; Nicol et al., 1996; Walsh et al., 2003). For-example a fault propagating beneath 
the sediment surface as a blind fault will accumulate displacement in all directions 
from its seed point i.e. radial propagation (Fig 2.15a). In a homogenous medium 
without mechanical barriers, the tip line of the fault will propagate outwards in all 
directions leaving a site of maximum displacement at the oldest part of the fault 
plane. For blind faults, the displacement decays steadily at a gradient of 0.08 or less 
toward the tip line (see curve to the right of the fault ellipse). In contrast, faults whose 
upper tips are exposed at the sediment surface can accumulate large displacements 
near the upper tip and typically have much higher upper tip gradients (>0.2)  (Fig 
2.15b). Throw gradients thus provide a useful indicator of timing of fault growth.  
Throw-versus-depth (t,z) and throw-versus-distance (t,x) profiles may also provide a 
way of discriminating between faults which have formed by compaction ad 
contraction i.e. polygonal faults and those which have formed by arching. For 
example, polygonal faults are invariably restricted to discrete layers of stratigraphy so  
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Fig 2.15 – Idealised fault ellipses with throw contours of: a) a classic blind fault and b) a growth 
fault. Contours on the blind faults are uniformly spaced and throw decays steadily. Contours 
on the growth fault decay sharply toward the upper tip and maximum displacement located 
near the top of the fault ellipse. The tip line is much flatter for the growth fault than the blind 
fault. To the right of each fault ellipse is an idealised throw -versus-depth profile of each fault 
type. The blue and red outlined squares showing a zoom o the t,z profile at the upper tip show s 
contrasting throw gradients at the upper tip. Note throw profiles are not to scale and are used 
only to highlight difference. Upper tip gradients are typically less than 0.8 for blind faults are 
greater than 0.2 for growth faults.  
A
 
B
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the positions of upper and basal tips are diagnostic feature of these (polygonal) 
compaction faults. In contrast, radial faults forming by aching should not be expected 
to conform to such tiers but instead propagate according to the amount of uplift 
related to active doming. In this case asymmetric t,x profiles are a diagnostic feature 
of arching related faults.      
 
Throws are measured because accurate calculation of displacement values is relies 
on; (1) high resolution seismic data whereby horizontal resolution is small with 
respect to fault throw, and (2) knowing the internal velocities of the host sediments 
are known so throw values can be converted from two way travel time to depth. Since 
normal faults typically dip at angles of greater than 45-50 degrees the heave may 
become smaller than horizontal resolution where displacement is less than 20-30 m.  
 
In this study, throw mapping is undertaken on faults which occur within intervals 
which have relatively uniform vertical velocity profiles and thus throws measured in 
time are similar to the true throw in depth. Throws are calculated by measuring the 
difference in two way travel time values of the hangingwall and footwall cut -off points 
(Fig. 2.16). This is done manually on zoomed cross sections of the fault plane on the 
seismic workstation. Profiles are constructed along strike of the fault (t,x profiles) and 
down dip of the fault (t,z profi les). All profiles are taken on cross sections which are 
perpendicular to the strike of faults as to obtain the dip-slip component of throw.  For 
t,z profiles, seismic lines were positioned as to intersect the centre of the fault plane.  
 
The main limitation of throw analysis on faults in seismic data is that any 
displacement that has occurred in the strike direction cannot be accounted for due to 
a lack of markers present in the host lithologies.   
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Fig. 2.16 – A) Definition of displacement, throw and heave. HWCO = Hangingwall cut-off, FWCO 
= Footwall cut-off.  
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The faults which are analysed by throw mapping occur in horizontal stratigraphy 
where the internal seismic character comprises well defined and continuous 
reflections which can be traced around the entire fault ellipse. Following Baudon and 
Cartwright (2008) the degree of error for each throw measurement is equal to the 
sampling interval of the data. Thus the degree of error incurred in the analyses 
presented in Chapter 4 is 2ms and in Chapter 6 is 4 ms. A second limitation to throw 
analyses concerns the inclination of the fault plane. Low inclination of radial faults 
which are the focus of Chapters 4-6 may occur due to rotations of the overburden 
either during faulting or following the cessation of fault activity. As the fault is rotated 
the magnitude of throw decreases and the heave increases. This means that throw 
versus distance profiles may decay toward the diapir where strata has been uplifted 
the most whilst in fact displacement increases. Consequently, if throw profiles are to 
be used as diagnostic features of faults which formed by different mechanisms i.e. 
arching or contraction then the influence of fault plane inclination must be 
considered. For this reason throw mapping is restricted to polygonal faults and the 
shallowest sets of radial faults where strata dips at angles less than 30 degrees. 
Throw values are interpreted with caution in strongly folded overburdens and heaves 
are measured in order to estimate true displacement variations.   
 
 
2.6. Limitations due to seismic quality and coverage of well data  
 
The greatest limitation encountered during seismic interpretation is; (1) the degree to 
which interpreter depends on sub-surface data (borehole data), (2) the accuracy in 
the position of seismic reflections with respect to the true geological interface, and (3) 
seismic resolution. The first two form the main limitations faced during this research. 
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As explained in Section 2.3-2.4 these occur due to the difficulty to obtain an accurate 
or clear image of strata adjacent to diapirs or beneath salt overhangs.  
 
 
2.6.1. Reconstruction of salt diapir growth 
 
Reconstructing the growth history of salt diapirs and their mode of emplacement 
relies on being able to trace reflections as close to the diapir a possible and 
determine the nature of the contact that they have either with the diapir or underlying 
stratigraphy. For, example one of the key diagnostics of active diapir rise is the 
presence of convergent stratal packages onlapping the arched roof above a diapir. 
Conversely parallel stratified onalp packages are good indicators of passive diapir 
phases.  
 
As well data was not available to manually calibrate the true structural configuration 
of the overburden all interpretations of diapir growth carry a degree of error. The 
degree of error cannot be assigned with a particular value and varies according to 
the quality of individual seismic surveys and the geometry of the salt diapir.   
 
The geometry of overburden surrounding salt diapirs in the Central North Sea 
(Chapters 4-5) are evaluated by comparing seismic sections with interpreted sections 
from the literature that have been calibrated using well data (Shell internal reports, 
Birch and Haynes, 2003; Davison et al., 2000a-b; Evans et al., 1993; Foster and 
Rattey, 1993). This was possible in most cases but for some diapirs which have large 
bulbous head at shallow levels the overburden beneath the overhang was imaged 
too poorly to accurately determine the mode and rate of growth. In these cases the 
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mode of growth is discussed and interpretations are justified using other diagnostic 
features such as fault families.      
 
 
 2.6.2. Interpretation of salt diapir geometry  
 
Many of the limitations discussed above also apply when interpreting the position of 
the contact between the salt diapir and the overburden. Using the same approach as 
above, the geometry of salt diapirs is interpreted from gross seismic expression and 
compilation of interpreted sections from the literature. A detailed description of salt 
diapirs from the Central North Sea and the surrounding overburden is given in 
Chapters 4 and 5.    
 
 
2.6.3. Imaging of fault families around salt diapirs 
 
A detailed analysis of fault families that occur within the first 0-500 m of the diapir 
contact are beyond the scope of this thesis because of the limitations outlined above. 
Dense coverage of well data which intersect fault families coupled with the best 
processed seismic data which images displacements near the diapir are required for 
a full analysis of diapir fault families. The fault families that are investigated are radial 
faults and polygonal faults. Although the most proximally located parts of radial faults 
may be obscured, the seismic data is sufficient for an analysis of the transition from 
radial to polygonal faults. This is because the transition zone occurs beyond the zone 
of poor seismic imaging that exists around many of the diapirs.   
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3.0. Geological setting of the North Sea case study 
 
The aim of this chapter is to outline the geological context of the Central North Sea 
case study area investigated in Chapters 4 and 5.  
 
3.1. Basin evolution 
 
The North Sea Central Graben sits on the southern branch of the trilete North Sea rift 
system (Fig. 3.1a). It is composed of a series of NW-SE striking horsts and half 
grabens which formed during episodic activity of the larger Arctic-North Atlantic rift 
system in the Late Triassic, and Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous (Evans et al., 2003; 
Glennie, 1995; Ziegler and Von Hoorn, 1989, Ziegler, 1992). The syn-rift, Mesozoic 
sediments were heavily influenced by salt tectonics involving the Zechstein 
evaporites (Late Permian) (Errat, 1993, Hoiland et al., 1993; Rattey and Hayward, 
1993). Differential loading and regional extension drove salt tectonics and generated 
deep, salt-withdrawal basins within grabens and adjacent salt walls (Penge and 
Taylor, 1993) (Fig. 2.1b, 2.2). Pulses of basin extension in the Late Jurassic 
segmented the Triassic and Jurassic overburden into detached fault blocks where 
orthogonal fault intersections allowed point-source accumulation of salt, leading to 
the initiation of the earliest salt diapirs (Stewart et al., 2002).  
 
Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic sediments accumulated in a NW-SE ‘saucer-shaped’ 
sag basin formed during post-rift thermal cooling and basin subsidence (Ziegler and 
Von Hoorn, 1989; Ziegler 1992). The Cretaceous sediments comprise a 2000-m-thick 
sequence of chalks, marls and limestones which thin laterally to <250 m at the basin 
margins and over basin structural highs (Ziegler and Von Hoorn, 1989; Ziegler 1992).  
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Fig. 3.1 – a) Tectonic framework of the North Sea Rift system, b) Structural map of the Central 
Graben showing the distribution of salt diapirs related to major basin faults.  
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Fig 3.2 – Regional, NE-SW oriented seismic line transecting the Central Graben of the North Sea Basin adapted from Evans (2003). See line ‘a’ on Fig 3.1a. Interpreted horizons in order of geological age are as follows; 
Brown = Late Permian, Top Rotleigend, Blue = Late Permian, Top Zechstein, Red = Upper Jurassic, Top Kimmeridge  / Base chalk, Green = Upper Cretaceous, Top chalk, Yellow = upper Palaeocene, Top Balder. Purple = 
middle Miocene Unconformity. The Eocene to Middle Miocene interval containing polygonal fault systems is shaded in light blue . Major rift related faults are interpreted in black. The Zechstein salt layer is shaded in pink.  
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Development of the Icelandic mantle plume in the Palaeocene caused thermal 
doming and uplift of the Scottish Highlands and the East Shetland Platform which led 
to the input of clastic sediments into the basin (Evans, 2003). The Palaeocene 
sediments consist of several submarine-fan systems (Den Hartog Jager et al., 1993; 
Jennette et al., 2000) which comprises a 300-500 m-thick sequence of mounded 
high- and low-density gravity-flow deposits of the Maureen and Lista Formation 
(Birch and Haynes, 2003; Hempton et al, 2005; Davis et al., 2009) and channelized 
sheet-like turbidite deposits of the Forties Fan (Davis et al., 2009; Scott et al., 2010). 
The overlying Eocene-to-middle Miocene aged sediments were derived from the 
Scottish Massif and other regional highs. They comprise a 1000-1500 m succession 
of fine-grained clays and siltstones (Lovell, 1990) which were deposited into a series 
of depo-centres which straddle the axis of the basin (Fig. 3.3). Temporal variations in 
the location of depocentres have been reconstructed by (Marcussen et al., 2009) and 
are shown on Figure 3.3. Overlying the MMU, the Nordland Group was deposited 
during a phase of basin-margin uplift and subsidence of the Central Trough (Zeigler, 
1982). Sediment input was derived predominantly from the NW parts of the basin and 
deposited as contourite channel systems which erode the Pliocene succession 
(Knutz, 2010).  
 
 
3.2. Post Palaeocene stratigraphic framework 
 
The main interval of stratigraphy investigated during the North Sea research in 
Chapters 4 and 5 is the uppermost Palaeocene to middle Miocene aged claystones 
which are deformed by polygonal fault systems. A detailed description of the post 
Balder stratigraphy is provided to give a context of the stratigraphic units deformed 
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by polygonal faulting and to support interpretations and discussions of the genesis 
and evolution of polygonal faulting in Chapters 4 and 5. The formal classification 
scheme used for the Post Balder stratigraphy in the Central North Sea is that of Knox 
and Holloway (1992) (see Figure 3.4). The only notable difference from the first 
framework of Deegan and Skull (1977) is a subdivision of the Hordland Group into 
the Stronsay and Westray Group. The later is still used in the Norwegian and Dutch 
sectors of the North Sea (Evans et al., 2003; Marcussen et al., 2009).  
 
 
3.2.1. Stronsay Group 
 
The Stronsay Group has is subdivided into a marginal facies restricted to the palaeo 
shelf called the Mousa Formation and a distal facies called the Lark Formation that 
occurs in basinal areas. Deep water sandstones that inter-finger with the Horda 
Formation have been formally classified into individual members that include the 
Frigg, Skroo, Tay and Grid sandstone members. In the study area, as defined by the 
limits of the 3D megamerge survey (see blue shaded region on Figure. 3.6), the 
Stronsay Group varies from 300-to-600 m-thick. Core and mud log descriptions from 
the Horda Formation typically report lithologies comprising of relatively uniform, silty 
grey/green mudstones and variegated mudstones and claystones (Evans et al., 
2003). Some mud logs report thin beds of limestone stringers and concretions at the 
m scale. 
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Fig. 3.3 – Evolution of sediment depocenters and outbuilding directions throughout the 
Cenozoic. 1 = Palaeocene; 2 = Eocene; 3 = Oligocene; 4 = Miocene; 5 = Pliocene; 6 = 
Pleistocene; 7 = major river system; 8 = limit of inner flow s). COB = continent ocean boundary. 
Figure taken from Marcussen et al (2009) (edited from an earlier version in Faleide et al (2002)).  
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Fig. 3.4 – Chronostratigraphic framework of the Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic stratigraphy of 
the Central North Sea basin. From left to right the vertical panels include details of a) 
geological time scale, b) recognised seismic sequences after Thyberg et al  (1995), c) Groups 
and Formation names after Knox and Holloway (1985), d) Lithostratigraphy compiled and 
redrawn from Bujak and Mudge (1993), Evans et al (2003), Thyberg et al (2000). ESP = East 
Shetland Platform, NVG = North Viking Graben, SVG = South Viking Gra ben, CG = Central 
Graben.   
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Subsequent studies have attempted to subdivide the Horda Formation further using 
lithostratigraphy, chemostratigraphy, biostratigraphy, well log characteristics and 
seismic character. Based on lithology and well log descriptions the Horda Formation 
has been divided into three principal units, H1-H3 respectively. The deepest unit (H1) 
correlates with the Tay Sandstone Member (TSM) throughout most of the Central 
Graben. The top of the Tay Sandstone Member can be identified by an upward 
change from slightly chaotic internal reflections with moderate amplitude to more 
continuous internal reflections above (See TSM on Fig. 3.5b).      
        
 
3.2.2. Westray Group 
 
The overlying Westray Group is subdivided into three formations namely; the Lark 
Formation, Skade Formation and the Vade Formation (Knox and Holloway, 1992). 
The later represent sand-dominated or proximal facies which typically occur in the 
North and South Viking Graben whilst the Lark Formation occurs in basinal areas 
such as the Central Graben. In the Central North Sea the Lark Formation is  
composed of brownish grey mudstones with siltstones and limestone stringers 
occasionally present. A basinward zonation in the colour of claystones has been 
observed across the CNS which may relate to a change in depositional environment 
(Rundenberg, 1989), which has been shown to control the modal abundance of 
different clay minerals (Aplin et al., 1999). At several locations in the Central North 
Sea claystones are composed of more than 60% smectite (Dewhurst et al., 1999; 
Marcussen et al., 2009; Michelson, 1997). 
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3.2.3. Nordland Group 
 
The top of the Lark Formation is bounded by a regional hiatus known as the Mid 
Miocene Unconformity and is overlain by the Nordland Group. Besides the Utsira 
Formation no other formations have been formally identified. The main lithologies 
present in the Nordland Group are grey mud and siltstones with sandstones 
developed at the base of the unit. The Utsira Formation typically contains well-sorted, 
fine-to-medium grained sandstones which are abundant in quartz, K-feldspar and 
glauconite.   
 
 
3.2.4. Chemostratigraphic dating  
 
The biostratigraphic, lithostratigraphic and sequence s tratigraphic frameworks of the 
Stronsay, Westray and Nordland Groups have been subdivided and dated using 
chemostratigraphy by Thyberg et al (1995) (see Figure. 3.4). 8 units pre-fixed CSS in 
Figure. 3.4 have been established. The Palaeocene clastics comprising the Maureen, 
Lista, Sele and Balder Formations are classified as CSS 1. The Stronsay Group is 
classified into CSS 2 which is further sub-divided with CSS 2.1 conforming to the sub 
unit of the Horda Formation H1 and CSS-2.2 conforming to H2-H3. The uppermost 
Stronsay Group and the Westray Group is subdivided into CSS 3-6. The transition 
from CSS-2 to CSS-3 can sometimes be recognised by an upward change from 
lower amplitude reflections in the underlying Eocene sediments to higher amplitudes 
in the Oligocene sediments (Evans et al., 2003). The transition roughly conforms to 
the boundary between the Horda and Lark Formation in the Central North Sea. The 
sub unit CSS-4 is of latest early Oligocene to late Oligocene and CSS-5 is of latest 
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Oligocene to early Miocene in age. The transitions from these sub-units are difficult 
to establish from seismic data alone but in some regions can be correlated with a 
strong reflection event c. 300 ms below the MMU (see Fig 3.5e). CSS-6 is bounded 
by the MMU and is of latest early Miocene to middle Miocene in age. Sub-units CSS-
7-10 correlates with the Nordland Group although boundaries between sub-units are 
difficult to detect on seismic data. 
 
 
3.3 Polygonal Fault Systems in the North Sea Basin 
 
Layer-bound arrays of densely spaced intra-formational faults, subsequently termed 
‘Polygonal Faults’ by Cartwright (1996), have been observed to offset internal 
reflections of the Hordland Group in a number of locations in the North Sea Basins 
(Fig. 3.5a-e). The main observations from these studies can be summarised as 
follows; 
 
The interval deformed by polygonal faults typically lies between two marker horizons 
known as the Top Balder Formation and the Mid Miocene Unconformity. Between 
these marker horizons faults are confined to a series of tiers (as defined in Chapter 
1) which can vary both in number, thickness and lateral extent. Tiers are typically 
between 100 – 1200 ms (100-1200m) thick with individual faults recording throws of 
5-120 m and dips of 45-55 degrees. They are spaced 150-1750 m apart for areas 
greater than 60 km2 depending on location and which tier they belong to. Generally 
faults show a range of azimuths which define a polygonal/random fault pattern. 
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3.3.1. Distribution of polygonal fault systems and relationship with 
regional stratigraphy 
 
The recognition of faults showing the characteristics above at a number of locations 
(Fig. 3.5, 3.6), and correlation across regional seismic datasets indicates that they 
are lateral equivalents of the same fault system. Collectively, these studies in 
combination with the observations from the PGS Megamerge survey (Chapters 4 - 5) 
demonstrate that there is considerable lateral variation in the manner in which tiers 
are stacked (see colour coded localities on Figure. 3.6). For example, those studies 
which are located in the centre of the basin show that there can be as many as 4-6 
different tiers (blue and purple circles) of polygonal faults which are separated by un-
deformed horizons (Fig. 3.5e) whilst at the periphery of the Eocene-Miocene basin 
there is commonly only 1-2 tiers (red and orange circles on Figure. 3.6) (Fig. 3.5b-c). 
 
Cartwright (1994) stated, and Dewhurst and Cartwright (1999) showed that polygonal 
fault were absent in regions of the basin where there was significant sediment 
progradation suggesting that they are only developed in distal facies of the Horda 
and Lark Formation. In proximal parts of the Norwegian basin polygonal faults are 
truncated by a top Oligocene Unconformity rather than the Middle Miocene 
Unconformity (Sorenson et al, 1997).  
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Fig 3.5 – a) Map showing the number of PF tiers at different localities in the CNS basin. B) Regional seismic line showing diverging PF tiers. C-E) Zoomed seismic section at different locations along transect in ‘b’. C) 
Western Shelf near the Gannet Field (see line ‘c’ on inset map), d) Western Central Graben (see line ‘d’ on inset map), e) Eastern Central Graben near the Scoter Field (see line ‘e’ on inset map). Annotated horizons are 
colour coded as follows; Pink = Top Balder, Blue = Mid Miocene Unconformity, Yellow = upper and lower limit of interval which is devoid  of PFS, orange = polygonal fault tier boundaries.   
Line C 
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Fig 3.6. – A) Map showing the location of studies which have identified polygonal faults in the North Sea.  Polygonal faults are confined to the distribution of Eocene to middle Miocene aged fine grained sediments bold, 
black dashed line. The thickness of the Eocene – middle Miocene sediments are indicated by contour lines – faint, black dotted lines.  Each of the study locations are colour coordinated based on the number of tiers of 
polygonal faults and referenced in the right hand side panel. B) 3D surface map of the Mid Miocene Unconformity showing the contour lines joining regions of the equal number of tiers. The contours indicate a 
relationship between the number of tiers and the thickness of the Eocene to middle Miocene interval. 
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To date, there is little evidence to suggest that the stacking of polygonal fault tiers is 
controlled by vertical changes in lithology. Whilst there is a correlation between their 
lateral distribution and the distribution of distal facies, there is little evidence that tier 
boundaries coincide with obvious marker horizons or intervals which are composed 
of sand or limestone stringers. However, there is some evidence to support that 
changes in mineralogy may influence the distribution of polygonal faults. Dewhurst et 
al (1999) showed that there was a correlation between the position of tiers and the % 
abundance of smectite relative to other clay minerals in the Horda and Lark 
Formation. Polygonal fault tiers typically occur in intervals with high fractions of 
smectite (> 50-60%). Thyberg et al (1995, 2010), Hugget et al (2006), Bjorkle et al 
(2009) reveal that smectite is more abundant in basinal areas where the greatest 
number of tiers are observed. Conversely, the least number of tiers occur nearer the 
basin margins where kaolinite and illite are more abundant than smectite. Similarly, 
there is a reduction in the abundance of smectite immediately above the Mid 
Miocene Unconformity where the upper tips of polygonal faults terminate abruptly.          
 
 
3.4. Cenozoic Salt Tectonics 
 
In the Central Graben the transition from the Mid to Late Cretaceous marks a change  
in the style of salt diapirism from early-stage downbuilding and salt withdrawal (Errat, 
1993) to late-stage upbuilding triggered by pulses of regional compression related to 
the onset of the Alpine Orogeny (Davison et al., 2000a,b; Oakman and Partington, 
1984). Phases of compression selectively rejuvenated salt diapirs and reactivated 
Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous structures allowing salt to migrate to the 
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sediment surface (Evans, 1993; Stewart et al., 2002). Salt diapir growth continued 
throughout the Cenozoic. Salt diapirs either grew passively at the sea bed as 
sediment subsided around them, or they were squeezed during continued pulses of 
compression and forcefully intruded their overburden by active diapirism (Schultz-Ela, 
1993). Many salt diapirs became active in the early-middle Miocene during intensified 
Alpine orogenesis (Davison et al., 2000a,b). In these cases the diapir track is 
characterised by radial faults formed during active doming (Davison et al., 2000a,b; 
Stewart, 2006), and reverse concentric faults, which formed beneath the bulbous 
crest of squeezed diapirs (Davison et al., 1993; Davison et al., 2000a,b; Evans, 2003; 
Foster and Rattey, 1993). The majority of salt diapirs stopped growing in the Late 
Miocene and are buried with their crests at Oligocene to Miocene stratigraphic levels. 
A detailed summary of diapir evolution for the basin is included within chapter 5.  
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4.0 Polarisation of polygonal fault systems into radial alignments 
due to salt diapirism: a case study of the Pierce Salt Stocks 
 
 
4.1. Abstract 
3D seismic data are used to characterise and establish the origin of radial 
faults in a 1500-m-thick sequence of Eocene – middle Miocene claystones around 
two salt stocks in the Central North Sea Basin. The overburden penetrated by the 
stocks is deformed by six distinct tiers of polygonal faults that form part of a basin-
wide polygonal fault system related to dewatering during early burial. Dip and 
amplitude attributes of faulted horizons within the centre of polygonal fault tiers 
shows that the polygonal fault pattern within each tier makes an abrupt or gradual 
transition to a radial fault pattern centred on each of the stocks. Detailed mapping of 
the upper and lower boundaries of the laterally extensive polygonal fault tiers reveal 
that radial faults are layer-bound and conform to the same tier structure. The radial 
fault pattern in each tier is distinctive and commonly shows a similar range of fault 
spacings, fault lengths, maximum displacements and throw versus distance profiles 
to those of laterally equivalent polygonal faults. Comparisons of these layer-bound 
radial faults with the polygonally faulted intervals indicates that the radial faults can 
be simply explained as a form of polygonal faults in which strikes have been strongly 
aligned by a local stress perturbation related to doming above the salt stocks. Each 
tier of polygonal faults formed in discrete phases at the close of sedimentation of 
each tier. Both the radial and polygonal faults formed synchronously during early 
burial of each tier. Thus we suggest that variability in the width of radial fault zone 
and position of the transition boundary within each tier reflects the fluctuating state of 
paleostress around the growing stocks.  
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4.2. Introduction 
 
Salt-related faults have been studied for many decades in response to a large 
number of oil discoveries adjacent to salt stocks. In particular well intersections 
during the early discoveries of hydrocarbons associated with salt domes in Texas 
prompted the first descriptions of radial faults associated with salt stocks in the 
subsurface from (DeGolyer, 1925; Fergusson and Minton, 1936; Murray, 1966; 
Prommel and Crum, 1927). More recently the use of 3D seismic data in subsurface 
exploration has indicated that salt-related faults have complex three dimensional 
geometries (Davison et al., 2000a-b; Rowan et al., 1999; Stewart et al., 2002, 
Stewart, 2006). Faults with distinctive structural styles or settings have been 
categorised into fault families (Rowan et al., 1999).  
 
Fault families associated with salt stocks have three main properties which 
collectively indicate the volume changes within the stock during emplacement and 
the corresponding stress regime. They include (1) planform geometry radial and 
concentric, (2) dip direction relative to the stock (inward or outward dipping), and (3) 
the sense of displacement on the fault plane (normal or reverse slip) (O’Brien and 
Lerche, 1987; Shultz-Ela et al., 1993; Stewart, 2006).  
 
Radial normal faults are produced by hoop extension in response to doming of the 
overburden during active modes of stock emplacement (Mandl, 2000; Parker and 
McDowell, 1955; Shultz-Ela et al., 1993; Stewart, 2006; Ying and Groshong, 2007). 
Active salt stocks pierce their overburdens by forceful intrusion raising the 
overburden above the regional datum (Jackson et al., 1994; Schultz-Ela et al., 1993). 
Analogue and numerical models simulating radial faulting above rising domes show 
that radius and strike curvature of the salt dome (Stewart, 2006), rate of 
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emplacement (Davison et al., 1993; Parker and McDowell, 1955), and the direction 
and magnitude of the regional stress regime (Withjack and Scheiner, 1982) are the 
main factors influencing the carapace fault pattern. Carapace fault patterns generally 
include large grabens or ‘master faults’ at the top of the dome and smaller radial 
faults around the flanks (Parker and McDowell, 1955; Yin et al., 2007, 2009). A key 
feature of radial faults produced during doming is increasing fault displacement 
towards the stock, an increase believed to reflect the distribution of penetrative strain 
(Mandl, 2000; O’Brien and Lerche, 1987). 
 
Recent studies of radial faults within the Cenozoic claystones of the Central North 
Sea have shown that the typical polygonal pattern of laterally extensive polygonal 
fault systems (Cartwright, 2011 and references therein) changes abruptly near many 
salt stocks to a radial fault array (Davison et al., 2000a-b; Rank-Friend and Elders, 
2004; Stewart 2006, 2007). Similar examples from around salt stocks in the South 
Atlantic basins show that the transition from polygonal to radial patterns can be 
defined by a sharp transition boundary whose position mimics the shape of the stock 
margin at a distance of approximately twice the stock radius from the stock centre 
(Davison et al., 2000; Stewart, 2006). Several authors have suggested that radial 
faults may be preferentially aligned polygonal faults (Davison et al., 2000a, b; Rank-
Friend and Elders, 2004; Stewart 2006, 2007).  
 
This possibility that some radial faults may be aligned polygonal faults therefore 
raises interesting questions about the timing of the radial faulting. For example, if 
these radial faults are indeed genetically linked to the regional polygonal fault 
systems, is their timing of activity identical to the polygonal faults, or do these 
polygonal and radial faults differ in more than preferential strike orientation? If these 
radial faults can be dated by correlating them to their laterally equivalent polygonal 
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fault systems, can we use the architecture and timing of the radial fault arrays to help 
constrain facets of stock growth? Tackling these questions is the central aim of this 
chapter.  
 
To address the questions raised above, we present a case study of fault families 
above two adjacent salt stocks from the central North Sea using a recently acquired, 
high-resolution 3D seismic data. The Pierce salt stocks form a mature, twin stock 
system with radial faults at many stratigraphic intervals including those equivalent to 
layer-bound intervals (tiers) of polygonal faults. The seismic survey of the Pierce area 
therefore provides an ideal case study to compare radial faults that demonstrably 
bear no stratigraphic relationship with polygonally faulted intervals to those that do. 
After describing the salt stocks and associated fault systems, we compare the 
dimensions and throws of the different types of radial faults at different stratigraphic 
positions in order to assess whether those within polygonally faulted tiers are a 
modified form of polygonal fault, rather than the classical radial fault over many salt 
stocks where there are no polygonal faults present (Stewart, 2006).  The paper 
concludes with a discussion of the relationship between the structural evolution of the 
Pierce Stocks and the geometry of the regional polygonal fault systems.  
 
 
4.2.1. Methods 
  
Seismic horizons within the PRS-overburden volume were tracked and correlated to 
the regional formation boundaries using stratigraphic markers from up to 27 wells in 
the study area. The stratigraphic framework of Knox and Holloway (1982) and 
chronostratigraphy of Jordt et al (1995) and Thyberg et al (2000) were used to 
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correlate the Cenozoic stratigraphic succession with a standard North Sea 
stratigraphy. Horizons other than named formation boundaries or regional 
stratigraphic markers are numbered in order of relative age with their respective 
formation as the prefix (e.g. Horda 1, Lark 4 on Figure 4.1). Horizons that correspond 
to undeformed surfaces at the top and base of polygonal fault tiers (tier boundaries) 
are labelled TB and numbered accordingly (see zoomed section in Figure 4.6). Well 
ties of the mapped horizons were critical in the deeper parts of the survey beneath 
the southeast overhang of the South Pierce salt stock where seismic uncertainty is 
the greatest. Seismic attributes such as dip, azimuth, amplitude and coherence were 
calculated for mapped horizons and used to analyse the plan-view fault pattern at 
different stratigraphic levels.  
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Fig. 4.1 – NW-SE oriented seismic section (PRS-overburden volume) bisecting the Pierce salt stocks. The left hand side panel ties the seismic section to the regional stratigraphic framework. 
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4.3. Seismic interpretation of the Pierce salt stocks and associated 
fault systems 
 
4.3.1. Geometry of the Pierce salt stocks  
 
The interpreted geometry of the Pierce salt stocks is shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, 
as having cylindrical stems and wider bulbous heads. South Pierce is wider and taller 
than North Pierce, penetrating to within 350 m of the seabed and deforming 
sediments of Pliocene and possibly early Pleistocene age. North Pierce has a crest 
at a subsea bed depth of 1500m, and deforms sediments of Upper Miocene to 
Pliocene age.  
 
The PRS-salt body volume (Fig. 4.2) images the top of the salt in greater detail than 
in the PRS overburden volume. The bulbous head of South Pierce penetrates the 
upper Oligocene to upper Miocene section. The widest overhang is interpreted at 
middle Miocene levels where the stock is 1691 m in diameter (Fig. 4.2). The width of 
the stem is highly uncertain due to seismic data having poor quality around the flanks 
of the stock and beneath the overhang on South Pierce. The width of the stem could 
be as wide as 1500 m or narrower than 50 m. A cylindrical stem was interpreted for 
the Pierce Stocks by Davison et al (2000) but the newly processed volume in Figure 
2.9 suggests that the stem may have an hourglass geometry with the narrowest 
portion in the centre of the Lark Formation. The stem widens both upwards toward 
the stock head and downwards to the underlying NW-SE trending salt wall at c. 3.5 
seconds (Figure. 4.1).   
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Fig. 4.2 - a-b) Zoomed NW-SE oriented seismic sections from the PRS-salt volume of the North 
and South Pierce stock heads. ‘X’ = interpreted position of the salt contact. The zoome d 
sections are outlined on Fig 4.1 as A and B for North and South Pierce respectively.  
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An inverted, teardrop-shaped structure with high reflectivity is interpreted as the head 
of North Pierce (Fig 4.2b). The bulbous head is c. 500 m in diameter at its widest 
point within the upper Lark Formation immediately below the Middle Miocene 
Unconformity. The stem of North Pierce is steeply conical, tapering upwards to the 
base of the bulbous head where it is possibly only 500-1000 m wide (Fig. 4.2b).  
 
 
4.3.2. Overburden interpretation    
 
Throughout the Eastern Central Graben the Upper Cretaceous and Cenozoic strata 
dip slightly to the SE. These units are ti lted against the flanks of the Pierce stocks, 
where the terminations against the stocks are above their sub-horizontal regional 
datum. Between the Pierce stocks the overburden units form a synclinal saddle (Fig. 
4.1). The dips of the inclined strata against the stock were measured on two-way 
travel time sections displayed as closely as possible to a 1:1 scale. This was done by 
crudely depth converting the volume after using a representative internal velocity of 
2000ms-1 for the overburden.   
 
On South Pierce, diapiric contacts are recognisable continuously from the Late 
Cretaceous to the Early Miocene. The dip of successive reflections decreases from c. 
37 degrees in the Ekofisk Formation to values of c. 33 degrees in the Lark Formation. 
The geometry of Lark Formation units close to the stock contact is seismically 
obscured but strata appear to terminate beneath the interpreted salt overhang. The 
uppermost units of the Lark Formation onlapping the top of the stock head are 
elevated to c. 300 m above its regional datum. The overlying strata of the Nordland 
Group onlap the Middle Miocene Unconformity and then onlap the stock crest. The 
onlap geometry is approximately parallel but the entire onlapping package is tilted 
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radially away from the stock by c. 12-16 degrees. At the crest of the stock the 
immediate post-salt overburden is faulted downwards on the southern flank by a 
large fault that detaches into the steepening lateral margin of the stock (Fig. 4.1, 3a). 
The uppermost 200 m of the Nordland Group onlaps the underlying units with a 
convergent geometry, and is capped by a local truncation surface.  
 
In North Pierce, Lower to Middle Cretaceous units are sub-vertically tilted against the 
flanks of North Pierce and dip parallel to the edge of the salt (Fig. 4.2b). Reflections 
between the Top Ekofisk and Top Horda horizons onlap the underlying Mid-
Cretaceous units at angles of 30-45 degrees from the horizontal. Reflections within 
the mid-to-upper Lark Formation abut the crest of the stock at diapiric contact angles 
of 10-20 degrees until the uppermost parts of the Lark Formation which overlaps the 
crest. The roof above North Pierce comprises a gentle fold with subtle onlap 
terminations approximately 200 m above the crest within the lower Nordland 
Formation. The remainder of the Nordland Formation is bedded horizontally and 
covers the head of the salt stock. 
 
 
4.3.3. Deep-seated radial faults  
 
The twin Pierce stocks both root from a NW-SE trending salt wall that straddles the 
Jaeren High and Eastern Central Graben (Fig 4.3) (Birch and Haynes, 2003; Davison 
et al., 2000a,b). The stocks may be located at major deep-seated fault intersections 
within the pre-Zechstein succession (Birch and Haynes, 2003). South Pierce is 
centred on an orthogonal NE-SW – NW-SE intersection which formed during regional 
extension.  
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Fig. 4.3 – Base Cretaceous (TWTT map) of the Pierce area. Bold black lines define deep-seated 
Jurassic faults that intersect the Cretaceous units. Purple colours equate to the deepest 
depths, whilst yellow and red equate to shallow depths. Contours are spaced every 25 ms.   
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North Pierce has a less obvious intersection detectable from seismic data but the 
geometry of the salt wall at depth suggests the presence of a NE-SW fault or kink in 
the strike of Jaeren High (personal communications with Pierce Asset Team). Similar 
oriented faults intersect the Mesozoic overburden (Fig 4.3) and define where the 
Pierce stocks rise from the underlying salt wall.  
 
The deepest radial faults in the survey are in Upper Cretaceous and Palaeocene 
strata (Fig 4.4a). Radial faults within the Palaeocene around South Pierce are 
grouped into quadrants that contain uni-directional fault trends oriented NW- SE and 
NE-SW (Fig 4.4a). The most prominent radial faults occur around the southern and 
eastern flanks of South Pierce, which strike NE-SE and NW-SE respectively for each 
flank. They are thus slightly oblique rather than truly radial from the stock centre. The 
faults in each quadrant are parallel large extensional faults which intersect the 
Triassic and Jurassic overburden. These deep Triassic and Jurassic faults are 
parallel to basement faults interpreted by Penge and Taylor (1993) and Birch and 
Haynes (2003) and most likely formed during basin rifting.   
 
Magnitudes of throw vary markedly on the radial faults around the South Pierce 
Stock. The largest throws occur on radial faults directly above the intersections of 
deeper (Jurassic) faults. The largest radial faults are referred to here as master faults 
(terminology following Yin and Groshong (2007) and Yin et al (2009)). These master 
faults bound quadrants containing each group of faults (Fig 4.4a). Individual faults 
generally have largest displacement near the stock and decrease almost uniformly 
away from the stock (Fig 4.4a-b). For example, throws exceeding 150 m on the two 
largest faults (MF1 and MF2) at the Top Ekofisk horizon near the stock margin  
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Fig. 4.4 – a) Depth-converted 3D surface map of the Top Ekofisk horizon showing radial faults 
around South Pierce (view from the SE). b) Dip map of the Top Ekofisk horizon around North 
Pierce stock. MF = Master radial fault, AF = Antithetic radial faults.  c) Graph showing a gentle 
decrease in the vertical separation of the Ekofisk Formation across Master Fault 1 with 
distance from the stock.  
C
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Fig 4.5 Seismic sections intersecting the largest radial faults extending away from the South 
(line a) and East flank (line b) of South Pierce. The positions of seismic lines are indicated by 
blue intersection panels on Figure 4.4a.  
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decrease steadily to zero over 5 km (Fig 4.4b). On both the eastern and southern 
flanks, synthetic faults preferentially dip outward on the hangingwall side of the 
master faults (Fig 4.5). Antithetic faults are less common and typically dip at a lower 
angle than the synthetic faults (Fig. 4.5a-b).   
 
Around North Pierce Stock, radial faults in the Upper Cretaceous Chalk (Fig. 4.4c) 
are sparse and have displacements of less than 20 m. Radial faults in the 
Palaeocene clastic sediments are commonly listric and generally tip out above the 
Ekofisk Formation within shales of the Lista Formation below Top Balder (Fig. 4.5a). 
With the exception of master faults previously described, most radial faults in these 
units are draped by the upper Sele Formation and capped by the Top Balder horizon.     
 
 
4.3.4. Identification and characterisation of polygonal fault tiers 
 
4.3.4.1. Tier structure 
 
In the region surrounding the Pierce stocks, six individual polygonal fault tiers (T1-T6 
on Fig 4.6) are recognised where each tier represents discrete layer-bound intervals 
of normal faults. The tiers were identified by contrasts in map patterns at different 
horizons, and by clustering of basal and upper tips on specific horizons (Cartwright 
and Lonergan, 1996). Tier boundaries were located by identifying undeformed 
horizons where most faults tip out, although some faults link between adjacent tiers 
(Cartwright, 1994).  
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Fig. 4.6 – a) NW-SE orientated seismic line zoomed at the interval deformed by polygonal fault 
systems. The plotted curve at the right hand side of the seismic section show s the frequency 
of faulting through the section. Curve minima correspond with tier boundaries (TB).  
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Profiles recording the frequency of faulting intersecting each seismic reflection in Unit 
B highlight the positions of each tier (curve maxima) and their respective boundaries 
(curve minima) (Fig. 4.6). The transition from Tier 1 to Tier 2 is just above the Tay 
Sandstone Member (T. Tay on Figure. 4.6) but is difficult to identify precisely 
because some large faults are common to both tiers. However, the boundary is 
delineated by a minima of fault frequency. Tiers 3 to 6 in the Lark Formation thicken 
gradually to the southeast (Fig. 4.6). Table 4.1 summarises the structural properties 
of polygonal faults within each tier including tier thickness, fault spacing, fault length 
and maximum displacements.  
 
The tiers are stacked vertically with basal tips of one tier clustering at the same 
seismic horizons with the notable exception of an undeformed interval between Tiers 
2 and 3 (see vertical arrows on Figure 4.6). Here, a 300-m-thick interval comprising 
the lower parts of the Lark Formation and the uppermost Horda Formation is devoid 
of any seismically resolved polygonal faults. Mud logs signify thin beds or stringers of 
limestone and dolomite, which are more common in this interval than in the adjoining 
tiers. This increased abundance of limestone stringers may have inhibited polygonal 
fault growth as most tiers are associated with claystones with greater than 70% 
smectite (Dewhurst et al., 1999). 
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Table 4.1 – Table summarising the structure of polygonal faults in tiers 1-6.  
 
 *Measurements for faults common to tiers 1 and 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tier 
number 
Tier age 
Pattern 
Geometry 
Strike 
length 
(m) 
Spacing 
(m) 
Thickness 
(m) 
Throw 
(m) 
1 
Late 
Palaeocene-
early Eocene 
Linear – 
Polygonal 
500-900 
1500” 
325-500 250 40-100 
2 Eocene Cusp shaped 800-1000 450-500 350 20-80 
3 
Early 
Oligocene 
Curvilinear – 
Polygonal 
200-300 220 200 10-15 
4 Mid Oligocene 
Curvilinear – 
Polygonal 
300-500 200-250 450 15-30 
5 Late Oligocene 
Linear – 
Polygonal 
150-200 150-200 120 5-15 
6 Early Miocene 
Linear – 
Polygonal 
300-500 250-350 180 10-20 
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4.3.4.2 Planform geometry of polygonal faults  
 
Striking contrasts can be observed in individual polygonal plan forms in each tier 
(Figs. 4.7). Fault patterns are best represented on dip-attribute maps through the 
centre of the tiers. The polygonal network in each tier is clear at a distance of 1-2 km 
from the stocks. The polygonal pattern of each tier in these distal areas is defined by 
the orientation, strike length, spacing and intersection geometry of individual faults 
(Lonergan et al., 1998) and is unique and laterally consistent within each tier (see 
Table. 4.1 for summary). For example, patterns in the deeper tiers contrast markedly 
with those in shallower tiers. Large changes are also evident across short distances 
vertically, such as between Tiers  4 and 5 (Fig. 4.6b-c, Fig. 4.7 b-f). The spacing and 
fault density decrease from 500 m to 200 m and the fault pattern changes from 
curvilinear to linear with strongly orthogonal intersections across a tier boundary 
defined by a single seismic reflection.  
 
Fault spacing is also highly variable from tier to tier but is typically 200 – 500 m 
based on counts of multi-azimuth transects through the polygonal fault system but 
each tier has unique ranges of throw and fault spacing (Table. 4.1). The polygonal 
fault system is thus a key characteristic specific to individual tiers. This geometry can 
be used to identify the tiered structure and potentially could correlate polygons in 
laterally equivalent but separated stratigraphic units.   
 
Tiers 1 and 2 in the Horda Formation consist mainly of normal faults with 40-100 m of 
throw that dip generally upslope to the NW (Fig. 4.5). The larger faults in particular 
are listric in the lower part of the Horda Formation and appear to sole out at the top of 
the Top Balder horizon. The largest faults strike sub-parallel to the dip direction of the 
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Fig 4.7 Zoomed attribute maps from horizons within the centre of each of the polygonal fault 
tiers. A = Tier 1, B = Tier 2, C = Tier 3, D = Tier 4, E = Tier 5, F = Tier 6 
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Fig 4.8. Dip/azimuth attribute of the Top Tay surface bound by seismic sections showing the 3D 
geometry of landward dipping polygonal faults in Tiers 1-2. Variations in the dip direction of 
the faulted horizon are colour coded (see scale bar at the top left hand side of the figure). A 
zoom of the fault map show s the complexity of fault intersections and relay ramps bounding 
each polygon.   
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inclined tier. The 3D geometry of the fault planes is shown on the dip-azimuth surface 
in Figure 4.8a. Any part of the surface dipping to the NW is expressed in purple 
colours whilst all other azimuths are reflected in the red/green/yellow colours. Thus 
the fault planes are expressed in purple colours as the vast majority dip to the NW 
and the gently dipping horizon intersected by fault polygons is represented by red-to-
yellow-to-green colours. The map shows that the intersection angle between faults is 
smaller than the faults in shallower tiers but sti ll defines a network of multi-azimuthal 
faults. The fault polygons vary in size. The largest polygons bound by the largest 
faults have the greatest throws but at a detailed examination of the figure reveals the 
3D complexity of faults planes and relay ramps. What appear to be large single faults 
are in fact several small faults which bound small fault polygons (see zoom of map in 
Fig 4.8).  
 
Despite the planform geometry of the normal faults in Ties 1-2 not strictly conforming 
to a system of more traditional hexagonal fault polygons they are still regarded as 
polygonal faults based on criteria outlined by Cartwright and Dewhurst (1998). 
Several studies have now documented similar layer-bound fault systems which also 
are not strictly polygonal but because the sediments they are hosted in and the 
structural setting they occur is the same as polygonal faults, they are regarded to 
have formed by the same process. Thus, many polygonal faults systems have been 
interpreted because of their genetic origin rather that their geometry. As later 
sections show, the conditions of the in-situ stress state can play an important role in 
the orientation of polygonal faults. 
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4.3.4.3 Throw characteristics of polygonal faults 
 
Each tier contains faults whose range in throw is crudely proportional to the thickness 
of the tier containing them. This pattern has been observed globally, although there is 
no strict scaling between their thickness and maximum throw (Shin et al., 2010). 
Throws in the thinnest tier (Tier 5), for example, are typically 10 to 15 m, whereas 
those for the thickest tiers (Tiers 1, 2 and 4) range from 25 to as much as 60 m.  
 
Where faults are large enough to accurately measure throws it was observed that the 
maximum throw (Dmax) is located near the centre or in the upper half of the tier and 
decays abruptly toward the upper tip with gradients of 0.2-0.4. Throw typically decays 
more gently toward the basal tip with gradients of 0.1.  
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Fig 4.9 Graphs showing the range of throw s measured on polygonal faults from each of the six 
tiers. A = Tier 1, B = Tier 2, C = Tier 3, D = Tier 4, E = Tier 5, F = Tier 6.    
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Fig 4.10 Representative throw versus two-way travel time profiles of polygonal faults in Tier 4.   
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Fig 4.11 Representative throw versus two-way travel time profiles of polygonal faults in Tier 4.  
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4.3.5. Characteristics of radial faulting within polygonal fault tiers 
 
4.3.5.1. Fault array patterns  
In contrast to previous studies which showed polygonal fault arrays switching to a 
radial array around salt stocks, only some of the maps shown in Figures 4.12 - 4.15 
show an unambiguous array of radial faults in tiers around the Pierce Salt Stocks.  In 
detail, there is considerable variation in the lengths and spacing of faults and the 
distance over which polygonal faults switch to radial faults. From a close inspection 
of the mapped patterns, we recognise end-member types of ‘layer-bound’ radial 
arrays based on the relative dominance of radial faults near the stock. The transition 
boundary is defined here as the boundary around the stock that encompassed the 
switch from an outer array of polygonal faults to inner array of radial faults.  
 
 
Type I: Well-defined radial arrays  
Well defined arrays of radial faults and an absence of polygonal faults can be 
observed on maps within Tiers 1, 2 and 4 around North Pierce (Fig. 4.12a, 4.13a-b) 
and Tiers 1 and 2 (Fig. 4.12a) around South Pierce. In these examples an inner zone 
of purely radial faulting that is clearly distinguished from the outer zone of polygonal 
faults. In accordance with the observations of Davison et al (2000) the spacing of 
radial faults is closest where the polygonal fault spacing is also closest. For example, 
the spacing of radial faults in Tier 1-2 are between 400-500 m compared to the 
background polygonal faults which are spaced between 350 and 400 m. In Tier 4 
radial faults are 150-220 m apart whilst polygonal faults are spaced 200-250 m apart. 
A crude relationship between the lengths of radial and polygonal faults exists.  
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Fig. 4.12a – Horizon maps within polygonal fault tiers showing fault patterns around North and 
South Pierce. a) Amplitude map of horizon Top Tay horizon within the Horda Formation. The 
lateral tips of radial faults in ‘a’ are defined by a transition boundary (white dashed line). b) Dip 
map of horizon Lark 2, c) Dip map of horizon Lark 4. Zoomed images of radial fault arrays are 
shown in Figure 4.13-4.15 – see boxes for locations.  
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Fig. 4.13 – Zoomed images of radial fault arrays around the Pierce salt Stocks. b) Dip map of 
Lark 3 at the top of Tier 4 around North Pierce, f) Dip map of Lark 2 in Tier 4 around North 
Pierce. N = North heading. PF = Polygonal Faults, RF = Radial Faults. The most inward 
occurrence of polygonal faults is show by the white dashed line labelled the ‘TB’ for transition 
boundary. 
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For example radial faults are longest in Tier 1-2 (1-2 km) and shortest in Tier 5 (200-
500 m). However, the radial faults in Tier 4 are up to 3 times longer than polygonal 
faults. Further examples are required before assessing if there is a length 
relationship between polygonal and radial faults.    
 
Type II: Radial faults overprinting polygonal fault patterns 
In Tier 5, radial fault patterns can be observed within a matrix of polygonal faults (Fig. 
4.14a-b). Radial faults are only slightly longer than polygonal fault segments and are 
sparse. There is a greater dip inclination between the hangingwall a nd footwall of 
radial faults (see darker shading of radial faults on the dip map in Figure 4.14a-b) 
compared to the polygonal faults suggesting they have slightly elevated throw values. 
Given that fault traces are segmented and deviate in strike over a similar distance to 
the background polygonal faults they may be reactivated polygonal faults. The 
polygonal faults are more difficult to detect very close to the salt stocks and radial 
faults are more dominant. This crude transition to a general dominance of radial 
faults which are between 250-500 m long would support a length relationship 
between polygonal and radial faults. However, this is subject to how far radial faults 
extend beneath the overhang of South Pierce which cannot be imaged due to poor 
seismic quality. On the NE flank there is some evidence of preferred fault orientation 
in a NW-SE direction but only in a small area. It has been shown that the abruptness 
at which fault patterns change toward the edge of the salt stocks vary markedly from 
tier to tier but in Tier 5 changes can also be observed laterally. For example, on the 
Lark 5 horizon map in Tier 5, the weak radial pattern around both stocks (Fig 4.14a-
b) changes to a strong uni-directional pattern in the saddle between the stocks (Fig. 
4.15). 
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Fig. 4.15 – Zoomed images of radial fault arrays around the Pierce salt Stocks. a) Dip map of 
Lark 4 in Tier 5 on the NW flank of North Pierce, b) Dip map of Lark 4 in Tier 5 on the SW flank 
of South Pierce. N = North heading. PF = Polygonal Faults, RF = Radial Faults. The most inward 
occurrence of polygonal faults is show by the white dashed line labelled the ‘TB’ for transition 
boundary. 
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Fig. 4.14 – Zoomed images of radial fault arrays around the Pierce salt Stocks. c) Dip map of 
Lark 4 within Tier 5 in the saddle between Pierce Stocks. N = North heading. PF = Polygonal 
Faults, RF = Radial Faults.  
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Here, polygonal faults terminate abruptly against the dominant NW-SE striking faults 
which are parallel to the long axis of the saddle fold.   
 
4.3.5.2. Vertical distribution of throw on intra-tier radial faults  
 
Seismic profiles tangential to the stocks show the general organisation and vertical 
extent of the radial faults. Figure 4.16a intersects the radial and polygonal zones on 
the northern flank of North Pierce. As is typical, the radial faults are confined to the 
same stratigraphic intervals as the polygonal faults. In cross section, fault spacing, 
throw range and geometry are comparable where the transecting profile crosses from 
the polygonal background pattern to the radial pattern and then back again to 
polygonal (Fig. 4.16a). Detailed horizon mapping at polygonal fault tier boundaries 
indicates that in places a subset of the radial faults crosses from one tier to another. 
Tier boundaries transected in this way include those between Tiers 3, 4, 5 and 6 
(Figs 4.16c-e, and h-f). In these examples, the dip attribute maps show only a few 
radial faults intersecting the horizon, whereas most of the radial faults are confined to 
a specific tier. The region where the most radial faults intersect their tier boundaries 
is around the SE flank of South Pierce (Fig 4.16h). Here, the zone of radial faults 
breaching the tier boundary defines arc which occurs further outboard that the 
lengths of radial faults within the underlying and overlying tiers. In contrast the radial 
fault patterns mapped at the centre of tiers the radial faults here are short (between 
250-700 m) and are segmented.  
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Fig 4.16 – a) NE-SW orientated seismic line oblique to the northern flank of North Pierce.  The 
seismic section intersects polygonal fault tiers which contain radial faults highlighted in blue 
and defined by black dotted line, b-g) Dip maps of horizons which define polygonal fault tier 
boundaries around North Pierce. The dotted line show s the intersection line of the seismic line 
with each dip map. h-j) Dip map of horizon around South Pierce. h) Tier boundary between Tier 
4 and 5, i) Top Horda Formation, j) Top Balder Formation. Where radial faults intersect tier 
boundary a dotted boundary is drawn to reflect limit of breaching as in map h.   
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In Tiers which contain radial faults with throws larger than 15 m, t,z profiles were 
constructed to show along strike variations in the stratigraphic position of Dmax and 
the relationship between the tip line and tier boundaries. Representative profiles are 
shown for a radial fault within Tier 1 and Tier 4 (see Figures 4.17-18). For both faults 
RF J and RF K the upper and lower tips of the faults occur at the horizons interpreted 
as upper and basal tier boundaries. This supports the observations made from the 
dip maps of tier boundaries in the previous paragraphs. Because throws decay to 
zero at these horizons until 500-1000 m of the salt contact the tip line at least for the 
outer potion of he fault s layer bound. Throw profiles could not be constructed at 
closer positions to the salt stock because seismic quality was too poor and the tiers 
dip too steeply. It may be that selected fault planes beach tiers in this zone but the 
dip maps suggest most are confined to the tiers. 
 
On all of the t,z profiles Dmax occurs in the centre of the tier although not always at 
the same seismic horizon. The maximum throw on profiles a-e for RF J range from 
32-47 ms and on profiles a-h for RF K range from 21–26 ms. The absence of 
increasing throw toward the base of the tier with proximity to the salt stock suggests 
that uplift has not had a strong influence on the distribution of throw on these intra-
tier radial faults.  
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Fig 4.17 - a) Zoomed amplitude map of Horda 1 on the NE flank of North Pierce. b) Seismic section of the Northeast flank of North Pierce  zoomed at Tiers 1-2. C) Throw versus two-way travel time profiles of Radial Fault J 
in Tiers 1-2. See fault labelled on ‘a’. Vertical profiles a-e are spaced every c. 125 m and are annotated on Figure 4.17a as red lines. Upper and basal tier surfaces, and Horda 1 are an notated on the two-way travel time 
versus distance panel. The blue shaded region on ‘b’ and ‘c’ define the cross-sectional geometry of the tip line with respect to tier boundaries.  
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Fig 4.18 - a) Zoomed amplitude map of Lark 3 on the NE flank of North Pierce. b) Seismic section of the Northeast flank of North Pierce zoomed at Tier 4. C) Throw versus two-way travel time profiles of Radial Fault K in 
Tier 4. See fault labelled on ‘a’. Vertical profiles a-e are spaced c. 100 m and are annotated on Figure 4.20a as red lines. Upper and basal tier surfaces, and Lark 3 are annotated  on the two-way travel time versus distance 
panel. The blue shaded region on ‘b’ and ‘c’ defines the cross-sectional geometry of the tip line with respect to tier boundaries.  
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4.3.5.3. Throw variations along fault strike 
 
Throw versus distance profiles were calculated for intra -tier radial faults within Tiers 
1-2 and Tier 4. Representative profiles are shown in (Fig 4.19a-c). Throw mapping 
was restricted to the above tiers because radial faults in Tiers 3, 5 and 6 are too 
small and too short to accurately measure throws. It is also these tiers which host 
only subtle radial fault patterns i.e. those in which polygonal faults occur between 
radial faults. In contrast to the master faults offsetting the Ekofisk Formation, throw 
versus distance curves of intra-tier radial faults are only slightly asymmetric (see red 
data series on graphs in Figures 4.19a-c). Variations in throw are unrelated to the 
elevation of the tier above the regional datum as evidenced by moderate throws 
beyond the hinge in the uplift flank (see where green curve meets X=0 on Figures 
4.19a). Subtle decreases in throw along strike of Radial Fault K are related to 
intersections with adjacent radial faults. On fault maps in these tiers (Figs 4.13a-b-
4.14a-b) it is also evident that many radial faults tip out before the horizon terminates 
at the salt contact or onlaps underlying strata. The throw profile for RF J on Figure 
4.19a decays toward the inner lateral tip but this is most likely attributed to a 
reduction in fault plane inclination toward the stock. To address rotation of faulting on 
throw reduction, heaves were measured and used to calculate displacement (see  
blue data series on Figures 4.19a-c). The displacement profi le for RF J in Tier 1 
shows an increase in displacement where there is a decrease in throw at the inner 
lateral tip. It should be noted that measurements of heave are much less accurate 
than throw and some of the resultant displacement could be erroneous. 
Nevertheless, the fact that displacement profiles are also fairly flat suggests that uplift 
is not the primary control on the magnitude of fault displacement.  
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Fig 4.19 Representative throw versus length profiles (red data series) of radial faults in Tier 4. 
Green data series is the topographic relief of the horizon at which throw s were measured. The 
blue data series is displacement. The y axis is in metres. All throw measurements are 
converted to metres by assuming 1 ms is equal to 1 m.     
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Furthermore, any increase in fault throw along strike of intra-tier radial faults is not 
associated with a proportionate increase in the distance between upper and basal 
tips which are restricted to upper and basal tier surfaces (Figs 4.17-4.18). 
 
 
4.3.6. Carapace fault system above polygonal faulted layers  
 
Above the upper limit of the polygonal fault system, extensional faults with both radial 
and concentric orientations to the stocks have been mapped in the Nordland Group 
(Fig 4.20a-b). The faults occur in the folded roof above the head of North Pierce and 
around the bulbous head South Pierce. The faults are organised into a well-defined 
spoke pattern where faults are spaced between 500-1000 m apart and between 
1000-1500 m long. Radial faults are longer around the SE flank of South Pierce on 
Nordland 2 fault map and above North Pierce changes to a preferential NW-SE 
pattern (Fig. 4.20b). Throws on the radial faults are between 15-to-40 m depending 
on the amount of uplift and proximity to the salt stocks. 
 
The longest faults above North Pierce correlate with NW-SE striking faults that dip 
away from the eastern flank (Fig 4.22a). Contrastingly, the main faults above South 
Pierce strike NE-SW, perpendicular to the deep Pierce salt wall and tip out at the sea 
bed (Fig. 4.22b). The master fault above South Pierce also dips away from the stock 
and detaches on the south east flank of the stock. The fold in the footwall of the fault 
is truncated c.200 m below the seabed, whilst in the hangingwall a synsedimentary 
wedge is observed.   
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Fig 4.20 – a) Dip map of Nordland 1 and Nordland 2 showing radial faults in the roof of the 
Pierce salt stocks. MF = Master Fault, RF = Radial Faults.  
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4.3.6.1. Throw-versus-distance profiles 
 
Although the magnitude of throws on the radial faults is small (5-15 m), all t,x profiles 
systematically show a gently decline in the magnitudes of throw with distance from 
the salt contact. The magnitude of throw is closely related to the elevation of the 
Nordland Group above the regional datum. Throw measurements could not be 
measured within 200-500 m of the stock edge due to poor imaging of the fault planes 
and the faults are too small to accurately measure heaves and calculate 
displacements. Similar to the intra-tier radial faults and master faults in the 
Palaeocene units the dip of faults flatten toward the salt stocks and seismic sections 
reveal and are associated with decaying throws but decreasing displacements 
displacements decrease 
 
 
4.4. Structural Evolution 
 
4.4.1. Timing and mode of salt stock growth 
 
During the Jurassic to early Cretaceous the Pierce stocks grew by downbuilding 
while a deep salt-withdrawal basin formed in the adjacent Eastern Central Graben 
(Penge and Taylor, 1993) (Fig 4.22b). In the Late Cretaceous and Palaeocene, salt 
withdrawal in the Eastern Central Graben diminished and instead diapiric salt was 
sourced locally from the saddle of the underlying salt wall (Fig. 4.23a). In the Late 
Cretaceous and Palaeocene both stocks began to upbuild and forcefully intruded 
their overburdens. This change from passive to active modes of stock growth is  
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Fig 4.21 Graphs showing the relationship between domal uplift (red data series) and throw 
(green data series) with distance from the Pierce salt stocks. The magnitude of error for throw 
values is 2 ms. Faults 1-6 are labelled on Figure 4.20a.  
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evidenced by the upturning of Late Cretaceous and Palaeocene units, stratigraphic 
thinning (Fig 4.22a-b) and syn-sedimentary radial faulting (see section 
4.5.2.1).Furthermore channelized deposits from the Forties Sandstone Member 
deflect around the stocks and around the SE flank of South Pierce (Birch and 
Haynes, 2003; Davis et al., 2009; Scott et al., 2010). Some beds are overturned and 
contain clasts derived from the Lista and Maureen Formation (Davis et al., 2009; 
Davison et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2010). The clasts suggest that the stock flanks 
partly failed and shed debris. These features are consistent with positive topographic 
relief expected of an active stock. 
 
South Pierce continued to grow actively in the Eocene as indicated by the onlap and 
thinning of reflections in the basal Horda Formation onto Top Balder horizon (Fig 
4.10b). Onlap of reflections within the uppermost Horda Formation onto the South 
Pierce stock beneath the bulbous head indicates that stock growth then slowed 
during the late Eocene and Oligocene. The strongly parallel configuration of 
reflections within the Lark Formation (Fig. 4.1-4.2, and 4.22b) suggest that 
throughout the Oligocene South Pierce grew passively at the sediment surface 
before being buried then actively rising i n the early - middle Miocene. South Pierce 
continued to grow until the Pleistocene, as evidenced by carapace faulting, folding 
and onlap in the Nordland 2 package.  
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Fig. 4.22 – a-b) NE-SW and NW-SE orientated seismic line bisecting the North and South Pierce Salt Stock respectively. The most inward position of polygona l faults (Transition boundary, TB) is shown as black circles on 
each of the horizons. The zones of radial faulting is highlighted by bold tracing along reflections toward the stock. The region datum for the tiers around North Pierce are shown by the horizontal black dashed lines. The 
hinge point is drawn where the upper tier boundary is positioned above the datum line. There is no radial faulting at the base of the Lark Formation (see Figure 4.8 e,f,i). The right-hand panels summarise the mode of stock 
rise during the Mesozoic and Cenozoic.   
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North Pierce records a similar growth history to South Pierce in the Eocene as 
expressed by onlap of the Horda Formation (Fig 4.22a). Reflections within the lower 
Lark Formation onlap onto the North Pierce Stock indicating the stock emerged from 
beneath a partially covered Upper Cretaceous overburden becoming fully exposed at 
the sediment surface. Whilst growing passively throughout the Oligocene and Early 
Miocene, minor pulses of stock growth created small amounts of positive relief as 
indicated by slight thinning of strata onto flanks of the stock (Fig 4.22a). North Pierce 
temporarily ceased growing in the Early Miocene so that the Upper Lark Formation 
overlapped the stock crest. Horizon Nordland 01 defines the top of a fold onto which 
the immediate overlying Nordland Group onlap indicating a minor, final stage of stock 
growth in the Late Miocene. 
 
The neck of the South Pierce is thinner beneath the bulbous crest which could be 
taken as evidence that it was squeezed (Davison et al., 1993, 2000a, b; Dooley et al., 
2009). Salt-withdrawal basins like those formed during the Palaeocene (Fig. 4.23a) 
did not form during the Early to Middle Miocene. Instead, the upper Lark Formation 
within the saddle is thinner than in more-distal regions of the Pierce area suggesting 
the saddle was a subtle ridge during the early Miocene. Thus we infer that the 
volume of salt in the bulbous head was sourced locally from an originally thicker 
stock stem immediately prior to the last phase of active diapirism (Davison et al., 
2000a, b). Subtler onlap of the arched roof of North Pierce also suggests a phase of 
mild active rise. The last active phase of North Pierce may also result from 
squeezing, given that the head forms a tear-drop shape. 
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Fig 4.23 – a) Depth-converted true-stratigraphic-thickness maps of Palaeocene sediments 
between Top Ekofisk and Top Balder horizons. B) Depth-converted true-stratigraphic-thickness 
map of the Maureen and Lista Formation. The thick region in the saddle is a composite salt-
withdrawal basin, which supplied salt to both stocks.  The thin region on the horst between 
master faults on the SE flank of South Pierce indicates that master faults were active during 
the Palaeocene. NP = North Pierce, SP = South Pierce.   
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4.4.2. Evolution of fault families associated with the stocks 
 
4.4.2.1. Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene radial faulting  
 
Radial faults intersecting the Upper Cretaceous and Palaeocene units around South 
Pierce are interpreted to have formed during the Palaeocene in response to active 
diapirism. Radial grabens deformed Late Cretaceous chalks on the eastern and 
southern flanks in response to reactivation of deeper Jurassic faults. Master faults 
and outward-dipping faults formed preferentially (Fig 4.4a, 4.5a-b). They actively 
elevated the SE flank of the stock as indicated by stratal thinning over the horst block 
there (Fig. 4.22b). Faulting continued during deposition of the Forties Sandstone 
Member; cores from wells on the SE flank contain small syn-sedimentary faults 
(Davis et al., 2009). Radial faulting ceased in the Early Eocene as evidenced by 
upper fault tips being buried or truncated by reflections of the lower Horda Formation 
(Fig. 4.5 a-b). Radial faults also formed around North Pierce during the Palaeocene. 
Many faults have small diverging wedges containing upper Sele Formation 
sediments in the upper portion of the fault planes. Fault tips are draped by the Balder 
Formation and buried below the Balder Formation (Fig 4.16 g, j).  
 
 
4.4.2.2. Polygonal faults and ‘layer-bound’ radial faults  
 
The radial faults in polygonal fault tiers within Unit B are interpreted as small syn-
sedimentary faults formed in discrete phases during or shortly after deposition of the 
host intervals. We refer to this type of radial fault as ‘layer -bound’ in order to 
differentiate them from other types of radial faults commonly associated with salt 
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stocks or salt walls (Stewart, 2006). This interpretation is based on three lines of 
evidence. (1) The radial faults are organised into the same six layer bound sub-units 
and are restricted by the same bounding surfaces as the six discrete tiers of 
polygonal faults more distal from the stocks. (2) Where the radial faults are large 
enough to be accurately measured, throw gradients close to the upper tips are too 
high for blind fault (post-sediment) propagation (c.f. Baudon and Cartwright, 2008) 
(Fig 4.24) and are more representative of growth faults (Childs et al.. 2003). (3) 
Subtle wedge-shaped growth packages are present in the hanging wall of the larger 
fault planes. Similar wedges elsewhere in the Central North Sea in polygonal faults of 
the same age were used to argue for synsedimentary growth activity for polygonal 
faults and an origin during early burial (Cartwright and Lonergan, 1996; Lonergan 
and Cartwright, 1999). In the vast majority of cases, the upper tips of faults in any 
given tier do not extend beyond the upper tier boundary, except for a small minority 
which cross-cut from one tier to another (Fig. 4.16d-h).   
 
The six tiers of polygonal faults described here thus most likely represent six 
episodes of polygonal faulting whilst the slope and basin floor sediments were being 
deposited or being buried and compacted. Most faults in each tier stopped growing 
before the next tier was deposited and polygonally faulted. Each tier therefore 
represents a discrete growth phase, with a maximum duration equiva lent to the time 
needed to deposit the host interval. If this argument holds, the radial faults in any 
given tier formed in that interval of time. Therefore any palaeo-stress indicators in an 
individual radial-fault array can be assumed to apply to that period of time. 
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Fig. 4.24 – Graphs illustrating the range of throw gradients measured at the upper tips of 
polygonal and radial faults. Squares = Tier 1-2,  Circles = Tier 4, Triangles = Tier 5. The dashed 
line separating blind and growth faults is derived from values in Barnett (1987).  
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4.4.2.3. Carapace radial faulting 
 
The shallowest fault patterns observed on Nordland 1 and Nordland 2 are typical of 
carapace patterns described above salt domes (Parker and McDowell, 1955; 
Stewart, 2006, Yin et al., 2006). We attribute these radial faults to the most recent 
phases of active diapirism in the Middle to Late Miocene and an additional phase in 
the Pleistocene for South Pierce. For North Pierce, we date the radial faulting at the 
level of Nordland 1 as late Miocene as evidenced by synsedimentary folding and 
doming (Fig 4.1, 2b). As shown on the dip map of Middle Miocene Unconformity (Fig. 
4.16b) radial faults that formed during late Miocene doming extend into underlying 
polygonal fault tiers 5 and 6. Thus faults responding purely to arching of the 
overburden are not restricted by tier boundaries, unlike layer-bound radial faults 
below. NW-SE oriented faults extending from the carapace radial faults to a few 
hundred metres below seabed are interpreted as master faults similar to those in the 
Palaeocene strata. However, given that the upper Nordland Group is almost 
horizontal, it is more likely the master faults continued to propagate upwards by 
differential compaction induced by a stock of incompressible salt being flanked by 
compacting sediments.  
 
The carapace faults around South Pierce reflect a slightly more complex stock 
growth history than North Pierce. After active rise in the Early to Middle Miocene 
other episodes of radial faulting affected the flanks and crest. The last stage of 
growth coincided with very shallow carapace faulting. The NE-SW striking master 
fault directly above South Pierce shows truncation of the anticline in the footwall of 
the fault and synsedimentary fill in the hanging wall.  
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4.5. Discussion 
 
Previous sections described three groups of faults associated with the Pierce stocks: 
(1) pre-Eocene radial faults that appear to be strongly influenced by large rift-related 
faults intersecting the Triassic-to-Jurassic strata, (2) radial faults that are layer-bound 
and conform in vertical extent to the six polygonal fault tiers, and (3) carapace faults 
that affect the youngest domed units. This section discusses 1) the origin of layer-
bound radial faulting, 2) their relationship to polygonal faults within the same layer-
bound interval, and 3) their significance for the evolution of the stress field 
surrounding salt stocks. 
 
 
4.5.1. Relationship of layer-bound radial faults within laterally 
equivalent polygonal fault systems 
 
We use three main criteria to distinguish layer-bound radial faults from other types of 
radial faults typically associated with salt stocks, and instead link them genetically to 
regional polygonal fault systems. These criteria are (1) vertical confinement to 
stratigraphic intervals equivalent to the background polygonal fault tiers, (2) similar 
maximum throw between radial faults and background polygonal faults, and (3) a 
strong spatial relationship between the two fault systems. 
 
Vertical Confinement: The first criterion is the strongest of the three. Around the 
Pierce stocks radial faults are confined to specific stratigraphic intervals and these 
correlate with nearby polygonal fault tiers. The simplest conclusion is that the layer-
bound radial faults are the lateral equivalents of the background polygonal faults, but 
are controlled by the local stress field induced by doming above the salt stock. This 
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interpretation has implications for using these ‘radially aligned’ polygonal faults as 
palaeostress indicators (see below).  
 
Why polygonal faults and their equivalent layer-bound radial faults are confined to 
discrete stratigraphic intervals (tiers) is uncertain for the Pierce stocks. In a wider 
context, there is strong evidence that polygonal faults form in lithologies dominated 
by fine-grained sediments (Cartwright and Lonergan, 1996; Cartwright et al., 2003; 
Dewhurst et al., 1999). The distribution of polygonal faults in the CNS has been 
linked to smectite-rich claystones comprising the bulk of the Eocene to Miocene 
succession in this area (Dewhurst et al., 1999; Thyberg, 1995; 2000). It is suggested 
therefore that layer-bound radial faults are vertically restricted under the same 
genetic controls as those responsible for the tiered structure of the regional polygonal 
fault system. 
  
Throw distributions and spacing: The layer-bound radial faults associated with the 
Pierce stocks have similar ranges of throw to their polygonal counterparts (Fig 4.25a-
b). Towards the salt stocks there is also no obvious increase in displacement that 
offsets lower and upper tier boundaries (Fig 4.17, 4.18, 4.19). These parameters may 
be useful secondary indicators to invoke a common genesis.  
 
Spacing is a less clear indicator of genesis of radial faults yet it is intriguing that the 
spacing of layer-bound radial faults crudely mimics that of the background polygonal 
faults in any given tier (Figs 4.12-4.15). For example, radial faults in the deepest tiers 
are spaced c. 500 m apart and pass laterally into polygonal faults having an average 
spacing of 500-600 m. In the overlying tiers (Tiers 4 and 5) radial faults are spaced 
220 m and 170 m apart respectively and adjoin polygonal faults of similar spacing 
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(Table 4.1). The spacing of polygonal faults on a regional scale falls within a narrow 
range similar to other fault properties (Cartwright, 1996; Lonergan et al., 1998). There 
is no clear conclusion as to what determines spacing, but fault length and maximum 
displacement have been attributed to the thickness of a tier (Cartwright, 2011; Shin et 
al., 2010). If the spacing of polygonal faults can be likened to regional joint and 
fracture systems then it seems plausible that polygonal fault spacing is an inherent 
property of the compaction and dewatering process causing this faulting.    
 
Finally, considering the similarity in the growth history of layer-bound radial and 
polygonal faults in this study, in combination with the additional points raised above, 
it is much more likely that the radial faults in each tier formed in response to the 
compaction and dewatering that formed the polygonal faults, but in a stress system 
controlled by the salt stocks. We recognise that radial extensional faulting caused by 
doming may override pre-existing compaction and dewatering-related faults but if this 
was prolific it may be expected for radial faults to cross tier boundaries that they do in 
this study. 
 
 
4.5.2. Using the geometry of polygonal fault systems to reconstruct 
the state of stress associated with salt stocks 
 
The preceding discussion summarises the main arguments for regarding layer -bound 
radial faults as polygonal faults whose orientations has been altered by the stress 
anisotropy related to a salt stock. This supports similar conclusions in previous 
studies of the relationship of polygonal faults and salt stocks (Davison et al., 2000a;  
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Fig 4.25 – Histogram plots of throw s on radial and polygonal faults in a) Tiers 1-2 and b) Tier 4. 
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Rank Friend and Elders, 2004; Stewart, 2006). Based on this relationship and the 
tight constraints on timing of polygonal faulting, can this type of radial-polygonal fault 
array be used in palaeostress analysis? 
 
In subsiding sedimentary basins free of tectonic lateral forces, the principal 
compressive stresses are derived from gravitational loading (Price and Cosgrove, 
1990; Terzaghi and Peck, 1948). Thus during one-dimensional consolidation of the 
sediment layer, the maximum compressive stress (Sv) is vertical and the 
intermediate (SH) and least compressive stress (Sh) are horizontal. The lack of any 
strongly preferred strike within most regional polygonal faults implies that the 
horizontal stress is effectively isotropic over large areas of basins where polygonal 
faults form (Cartwright and Lonergan, 1996; Goulty, 2002) (Fig 4.26). However, 
tectonic structures or even subtle changes in dip of all or part of a tier can locally 
align otherwise randomly oriented polygonal faults. For example, Hansen et al (2004) 
showed an example where polygonal faults are strongly aligned close to a growth 
fault, and suggested that this was due to stress anisotropy related to the growth fault. 
Andresen and Huuse (2011) and Cartwright (2011) showed examples where local dip 
changes related to turbidite channels or pockmarks could align polygonal faults. 
 
 
4.5.2.1. Transition-zone width  
 
The polygonal fault systems are perturbed into a radial pattern around the Pierce 
Stocks indicating that SH and Sh are orientated normal and tangential to the diapir 
margin, respectively (Fig 4.26). The transition between the radial and the polygonal 
faults can therefore separate regions where the horizontal stress field is isotropic or  
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Fig 4.26. Diagram illustrating how the geometry of polygonal faults can be used to reconstruct 
dimensions of a hoop stress field around a salt stock. The blue dashed circle drawn at the 
transition boundary defines the limit of the hoop stress field. The ratio of the maximum and 
minimum horizontal principle stresses (red and blue arrows respectively) are shown by the 
dimensions of stress ellipses. Because the polygonal faults have no preferred orientations the 
horizontal principle stresses are equal i.e isotropic.   
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anisotropic. The anisotropy is clearly centred on the salt stocks, questions remain 
where the anisotropic part of the horizontal stress field related to the geometry of the 
stock or to its mode of growth (passive versus active)?   
 
The radial faults in Tiers 1 and 4 are separated from the polygonal zone by a narrow 
zone 250-500 m wide. In these examples it would appear that the polygonal faults 
are sensitive to local perturbations in the horizontal stress. Beyond the transition 
boundary, we infer that the salt-related stress field is too weak to align the faults 
which form a polygonal array (Fig 4.26).  
 
In the centre of 4 and in Tier 5 where radial faults are observed within a matrix of 
polygonal faults it could be argued that polygonal faults merge into radial faults over 
a distance of 500-1000 m. The width of this transition could either reflect gradually 
increasing magnitudes of the hoop stress field whilst the polygonal faults were 
growing or if the radial faults overprint polygonal faults. From dip maps in Figure 
4.14a-b it was suggested that the small radial faults between polygonal faults were 
reactivated polygonal faults which were oriented normal to the salt stock. The region 
containing these small radial faults in Tier 5 is localised to the SW-SE flank of South 
Pierce which grew actively in the Miocene and extends to the base of the upturned 
flank. If this is true then the edge of the radial fault zone does not reflect the edge of 
the hoop stress field during polygonal faulting but rather the innermost existence of 
polygonal faults does. The edge of the radial faults most likely defines the lateral 
extent of doming related strains associated with late stage active doming.  
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4.5.2.2. Variation in the position of transition boundary from the edge of the Pierce 
Salt Stocks  
 
Based on the discussion above, the distance of transition boundary from the salt 
stock is interpreted as the limit of the stocks’ stress field during faulting (Fig 4.26). 
Changes in the lateral extent of the hoop stresses from the salt stock during 
polygonal faulting can be envisaged on Figure 4.22a,b, where the transition boundary 
between polygonal and radial faults is projected onto the seismic profiles through the 
centre of the Pierce stocks. Most importantly, this diagram shows that the transition 
boundary does not correspond to the most obvious hinge points in the deformed 
flanks (see dashed lines showing datums in each tier). In assessing the distance of 
the transition boundary from the stock, it is important to reconstruct the overburden 
geometry at each tier in turn. This accounts for the substantial distortion and rotation 
of the overburden resulting from later stock growth. 
 
The distance of the palaeo-hinge points in the stock flanks during polygonal faulting 
relates to the intensity of stock rise relative to the deposition of the host sediments. 
Active phases of stock rise relative to the aggradation rate cause greater 
stratigraphic thinning toward the stock flanks and more-distal hinge points. Thinning 
occurs as a newly deposited layer onlaps against the tilted and elevated, older 
stratigraphy. The onlap angle defines the amount of uplift that occurred during the 
deposition of the sedimentary layer (Clark and Cartwright, 2011). Thus, for an interval 
which contains many bedding planes the total amount of domi ng that occurred during 
deposition of tier stratigraphy can be approximated by the angle between the upper 
and lower tier boundaries. During passive growth phases sediments accumulate 
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around a salt diapir at the surface. Unless the position of the stock head fluctuates 
the stratigraphy deposited will be strongly parallel.  
 
Whilst the thinning in the overburden around a simple rising dome may relate only 
doming, in this study area very subtle thinning occurs at moderate distances from the 
salt stocks. Gentle convergence of horizons at angles of only 1-2 degrees over 
several kilometres cold relate to differential subsidence of strata across broad salt 
withdrawal basins. 
 
Around the Pierce stocks the transition boundary is farther from the stock during the 
Eocene active rise compared with slower rise in the Oligocene (Fig. 4.22a,b). At 
South Pierce layer-bound polygonal faults of Eocene age were strongly influenced by 
the rise of the footwalls of deep Mesozoic faults (section 5.2.1). The transition 
boundary is farther outboard around the SE flank relative to radial faults elsewhere  
on the flanks (Fig 4.12a). Such an obvious alignment of polygonal faults in response 
to topographic relief around the stock indicates that transition boundary is at least 
partly controlled by stock growth. Similarly, in Tiers 4 and 5 around North Pierce 
there is a sharp contrast in the position of the transition boundary where North Pierce 
becomes buried and dormant (Fig 4.13a-b, 4.14a). Despite this change around the 
northern parts of the stock, the saddle has a strongly perturbed polygonal pattern at 
the same level (Fig 4.15).    
 
Although the transition boundary in the previous examples does terminate close to 
their palaeo-hinge point, layer-bound radial faults in some cases extend further as in 
Tiers 1 and 2 around North Pierce (see dashed lines on Fig 5.22a indicating regional 
datum’s of upper tier boundaries). The datums of tier boundaries on the western flank 
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are rotated slightly and probably relate to gradual subsidence or salt withdrawal in 
the graben adjacent to the Pierce Salt Wall. Arching is unlikely to have caused radial 
faulting beyond the hinge in the domed overburden because arching does not occur 
here. Thus, for some radial faults in polygonal fault tiers some other mechanism may 
have to be invoked.  
 
 
 
4.5.3. Origin of stress perturbations in polygonal fault systems   
 
Stress perturbations within compacting sedimentary layers around salt stocks are 
likely to originate through two main mechanisms which include (1) hoop extension 
caused by doming, and (2) relaxation of the salt body and loading of the overburden. 
  
4.5.3.1. Hoop extension during doming 
 
Perturbations in the stress state due to arching stresses are commonly associated 
with radial faulting. Stress anisotropy occurs when buoyancy forces within the 
arching salt stock overcome the resisting forces of the overburden and bulge up the 
sediment surface. A circumferential pin line at the hinge point of the domed 
overburden defines the limit of hoop extension and significant hoop stress (Stewart, 
2006). Doming above a rising stock can occur at sediment surface in a number of 
ways. A stock buried beneath a thick resisting roof may rise when squeezed by 
regional compression (Dooley et al., 2009; Hudec and Jackson, 2007; Schultz-Ela et 
al., 1993; Stewart, 2006). When the stock is squeezed, the head inflates doming the 
overburden (Fig 4.27a). Alternatively if the overburden is thin or the sediments are 
sufficiently weak the stock may rise halokinetically purely by gravitational loading and  
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Figure 4.27. Cartoons showing different mechanisms for perturbing stress around 
emergent salt stocks. In all the cartoons the perturbed regional stress field is shown 
by darker shading. Topographic relief is defined by black circles at the hinge point. (a) 
Doming above a squeezed active stock, (b) Doming above an active stock driven by 
buoyancy, (c) Doming caused by differential compaction of sediments above a salt 
stock, (d) Doming above a passive stock rising faster than surrounding sediments 
aggrade. (e) Static passive stock where sediments subside around the stock without 
forming an upturned collar. The graph shows the typical decreasing magnitude of 
near-stock stresses from Bowers (2004). The horizontal bar x-x’ defines a 
representative transect through stock-overburden interface. DSF = Stock stress field, 
RSF = Regional stress field. Filled circle = Sv within the stock, open circle = SV in 
shallow claystone overburden.  
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arch its roof (Fig 4.27b).  Similar arching can result simply by the flanking overburden 
compacting around the incompressible salt stock (Davison et al., 2000b; Stewart, 
2006) (Fig 4.27c). Although in reality the thinning of the overburden may result from a 
combination of causes (Fig 4.27a-c) a significant amount of arching may be attributed 
to differential compaction (Stewart, 2006). The example in Fig 4.27d shows a stock 
rising faster than the surrounding sediments aggrade, which ti lts the flanking strata 
outward. 
 
 
4.5.3.2. Relaxation of salt and transfer of deviatoric stress onto overburden 
 
Stress perturbations may also occur because a salt stock cannot support the 
deviatoric stresses in the surrounding sediments (Fredrich et al., 2003; Luo et al., 
2012; Nikolinakou, 2012). The ratio between Sh and Sv is 1.0 within the salt stock 
but is typically 0.7 for fine-grained pelagic clays such as those in the lower Tertiary of 
the Central North Sea (Goulty, 2001). The regional stress field is perturbed at the 
salt-sediment interface as the salt stock transfers its load onto the surrounding 
sediments. The state of stress usually consists of a vertical maximum principal stress 
with the least principal stress Sh in the hoop direction (Fig 4.28). Thus SH and Sh are 
orientated radial and tangential to the salt stock in the horizontal plane (Dusseault et 
al., 2004; Koupriantchik et al., 2005a-b; Schutjens et al., 2010; Seymour et al., 1993). 
The magnitude of SH is greatest near the stock-overburden interface and decays to 
values equal to the far-field within 1-6 stock radii (Bowers, 2007; Fredrich et al., 
2003; Luo et al., 2012; Nikolinakou et al., 2012; Stewart, 2006; Watts, 1983) (Fig 
4.28). This mechanism may explain radial alignments of the polygonal fault syste m  
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Fig 4.28. A) Graph showing changes in relative magnitudes of the horizontal principle stresses 
around a salt diapir using the pressurised wellbore analogy after Bowers (2007).  The 
magnitude of SH or radial compression decays with distance from the salt diapir. The hoop 
stress is reduced at the salt contact and increases exponentially until it equals the magnitude 
of Sh in the far field. The limit of the hoop stress field occurs where the ratio of the SH to Sh 
equals that of the far field. In example drawn here SH=Sh for the regional stress field.  
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around stocks which are not actively rising (Fig 4.27e) because stress anisotropy can 
exist without arching.  With so few examples, we cannot discriminate between the 
two possible mechanisms. Nevertheless, the realignment of polygonal faults into 
radial patterns offers a potentially rewarding route to explore how stock growth locally 
modifies the regional state of stress in sedimentary basins.  
 
 
 
4.6. Conclusions 
 
1. Radial faults within stratigraphic intervals deformed by polygonal fault systems 
conform to the same tiers as polygonal faults.  
2. The dimensions, spacing and maximum throws of radial faults are comparable 
to laterally equivalent polygonal faults. This is in contrast to deeper 
Palaeocene and shallower late Miocene to Pliocene radial faults which have 
increasing displacements toward the stock.  
3. Although a component of the displacement on layer-bound radial faults can be 
explained by arching, volumetric contraction could equally explain the 
nucleation of faults which later formed by compaction. Since radial faults 
conform to the same tiers as polygonal faults it is unlikely that arching had an 
overriding control and it is much easier to explain the radial faults as 
preferentially aligned members of the wider polygonal fault system.  
4. Layer-bound radial faults thus developed synchronously as small growth faults 
during early burial. Fault activity ceased before the deposition of sediments 
which host the overlying tier giving an overall incremental development of tiers 
in the region.  
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5. The inner most polygonal faults around the Pierce Salt Stocks define the edge 
of the regional stress field which is considered as isotropic over large parts of 
the basin. The preferential alignment of polygonal faults represents a state of 
stress anisotropy that is related to the presence and/or evolution of the salt 
stock. The transition boundary between the two fault patterns thus defines a 
marker of the local stress state around the salt stock. 
6. As the transition boundary can be dated to a specific time interval, the state of 
stress can be reconstructed for different modes of growth such as active and 
passive phases. 
7. Changes in the dimensions of the transition boundary could provide a method 
for reconstructing the evolution of the near stock stress field (see Fig 4.26).  
8. The exact cause of the near stress field is uncertain at present and it was not 
possible to discriminate between three possible causes for the stress 
anisotropy: hoop stresses during arching, salt relaxation and lateral loading 
onto the overburden, and gravitational loading induced by an upturned collar 
around the stock.  
9. Where layer-bound radial faults extend beyond the hinge point in the 
deformed flanks it is unlikely that arching was the controlling mechanism. 
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A regional structural analysis of layer-bound 
fault systems surrounding the salt stocks of 
the UK Central Graben 
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5.0. A regional structural analysis of layer-bound fault systems 
surrounding the salt stocks in the UK Central Graben 
 
 
5.1. Abstract 
 
A database of regional and local 3D seismic surveys of the Central North Sea are 
used to investigate the affect that a rising salt stock has on the planform geometry of 
faults developed in the surrounding, polygonally faulted overburdens. All of the 14 
salt stocks selected for the study have penetrated the Eocene-to-middle Miocene 
aged claystones of the Horda and Lark Formation which contain laterally extensive 
and stacked arrays of polygonal faults. The salt stocks have contrasting planform and 
cross-sectional geometries which include conical stocks, tall mushroom-shaped 
stocks, and deep-seated bulbous stocks beneath thick, arched roofs. The uppermost 
50 m of tier stratigraphy thicken into the hangingwall of polygonal and radial faults 
indicating that they formed during early burial and propagated to the sea bed before 
arresting shortly afterwards.  
 
Polygonal faults terminate abruptly at a zone of radial faults around the stocks in the 
vast majority of cases. The spacing of the radial faults is the same as polygonal faults 
where the latter is closely related to fault length and varies as a function of tier 
thickness. In most cases the lengths of radial faults are unrelated to the lengths of 
polygonal and are only weakly related to the scaling laws between tier height and 
fault length. Polygonal faults have aspect ratios between 1-to-3 whilst radial faults 
have aspect ratios between 1-to-13. The width or the radial fault zone is typically 
between 2-4 stock radii. The widest radial fault zones-to-stock radii ratios occur in 
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tiers which formed during active phases of stock rise whilst the narrowest ones occur 
in tiers forming during passive rise. The narrowest radial fault zones formed during 
passive growth phases and in tiers which were thinner than <150 m.  
 
Expansion and contraction of radial fault zones through stacked tiers reflects 
changes in the growth of the salt stocks. The radial fault zone contracts as salt stocks 
were gradually starved of salt and became narrower during rise. The radial fault zone 
maintained its width around salt stocks which widened by salt extruding on to the sea 
bed and around diapirs which grew actively at a steady rate. The radial fault zone 
contracted and expanded as salt stocks switched between passive and active growth 
phase or as active growth intensified.     
 
3 lines of evidence discredit the arching hypothesis for the formation of radial faults in 
polygonal fault tiers. (1) Some layer-bound radial faults are located in parallel 
stratified tiers indicating that domal uplift did not occur during fault growth. (2) Radial 
faults in tiers which thin toward salt stocks or are arched above their regional datum, 
extend beyond the zone of thinning and the inflection point in the upturned flanks. (3) 
The spacing of radial faults is a function of polygonal fault spacing and they do not 
cluster at the ends of elliptical salt stocks. The internal pressure of the salt stock is 
the most likely alternative for generating a hoop stress field in flat lying strata around 
a salt stock. 
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5.2. Introduction 
 
The aim of this chapter is to further explore the relationship between the rise of a salt 
stock and the planform geometry of faults in the surrounding overburden which 
contain polygonal fault tiers. This is done by expanding the study of the Pierce Salt 
Stocks to 12 additional stocks from the UK Central Graben. High-resolution 3D 
seismic surveys of the stocks was used to map faulted horizons within each tier 
penetrated by the stocks and compile a database of fault maps for analysis. The 
regional seismic data was used to correlate tiers across the basin so fault patterns 
from the same level but around different stocks could be compared. There are 3 main 
objectives of the study; (1) to use the database of fault maps to understand if there is 
the lengths, spacing and aspect ratio of radial faults are related  to laterally 
equivalent polygonal faults. (2) To investigate the relationship of the transition 
boundary separating radial and polygonal faults relates to the evolution of the stocks. 
(3) To determine if the width of the radial fault zone is controlled by arching of the 
uplifted overburden during phases of active diapirism or the outward extent of the 
hoop stress field around the stock.      
 
 
5.3. Database and general methods 
 
The main data source for this chapter is regional and local 3D seismic data from the 
UK Central Graben. For full details of the acquisition and processing parameters of 
individual surveys see Chapter 2 section 2.3. The methods employed here relate to 
general seismic interpretation techniques outlined in Chapter 2, section 2.5. Specific 
methods relating the measurement of the width of the radial fault zone and position of  
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Fig 5.1 – Base map of the Top Balder horizon showing the distribution of salt stocks in the UK 
Central Graben which have pierced the overlying Eocene-to-middle Miocene stratigraphy 
deformed by polygonal faults (see inset map for location of the study area). Salt stocks which 
fold the top of the Balder Formation, but do not pierce it are labelled but not shaded. Each of 
the main sub-types of stocks studied in this chapter is colour coded (see inset key). The 
locations of seismic sections used to describe stocks, their overburdens and interpret growth 
histories are labelled with yellow transects.  
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the transition boundary between polygonal and radial faults  is located within the  
appropriate result sections in this chapter. 
 
 
5.4. Geological setting 
 
An overview on the regional geology of the Central North Sea is given in Chapter 3.1. 
The stratigraphic interval of interest is that between the top of the Top Balder 
Formation and the Sea bed. Following section 3.3 of Chapter 3, the strata 
surrounding salt stocks are named according to the (1) the stratigraphic framework of 
Knox and Holloway (1992) and the dating framework of Thyberg et al (2000). Marker 
horizons such as the Top Balder, Top Horda Formation and Mid-Miocene 
Unconformity (MMU) were identified from local and regional well ties and are labelled 
accordingly on all seismic sections. Positions of upper and lower tier boundaries 
were interpreted using the same methods as in Chapter 4 and are marked on seismic 
sections with black bars (see captions on Figures 5.2 - 5.18). The salt stocks studied 
in this Chapter are located on Figure 5.1.  
 
As outlined in Chapter 3, section 3.1.3 there is some lateral variation in the stacking 
of polygonal fault tiers. In general the greatest number of tiers exists within the more  
distal parts of the basin and the least number of tiers exist at the edge of the Eocene 
to Oligocene basin (Fig 3.5). Individual and stacked layer-bound tiers of polygonal 
faults converge gradually from the ECG toward the Western Shelf. Thus, the Gannet 
Salt Stocks have penetrated a single tier of polygonal faults whilst stocks in the ECG 
such as Machar and South Pierce have penetrated as many as 3-6 tiers. Tiers are 
labelled in numerical order with the deepest tier named Tier 1 (T1). The number 
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associated with each tier is specific to each stock and does not necessarily equate to 
the same numbered tier in other parts of the basin. This is because two tiers in the 
ECG for example, named Tiers 1 and 2 respectively, may condense into a single tier 
referred to as Tier 1 in the WCG. The timing of faulting within converging tiers is 
addressed in section 5.8.      
 
 
5.5. Geometry of salt stocks and depth of emplacement  
 
The geometry of salt stocks and the surrounding overburden are interpreted using 3D 
seismic data and where possible are corroborated from well intersections in 
previously published studies. All interpretations carry a certain degree of uncertainty 
based on the limitations outlined in Chapter 2. Intra-polygonal fault tier horizons 
mapped to illustrate fault patterns are located immediately after each section to allow 
for easy comparison. A description and analysis of fault patterns follows this section.  
The geometry, width and depth of emplacement for each of the studied salt stocks is 
summarised in Table 5.1.      
 
 
5.5.1. Tall, mushroom-shaped salt stocks 
 
Several salt stocks in the study area have penetrated the Cenozoic overburden to 
within only a few hundred meters of the sea floor. A common feature of these stocks 
is that they have a mushroom geometry where the head is much wider than their 
underlying stems (Figs. 5.2, 5.4, 5.5, 5.7, 5.9, and 4.1 in Chapter 4). In all cases the  
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Table 5.1 List of studied salt stocks, their cross sectional geometry and depth of emplacement     
 
Salt stocks with narrow stems and wide, inverted crescent-shaped heads 
 
Salt stock Aspect 
ratio of 
stock 
head 
Widest 
diameter 
of stock 
head 
Stratigraphic 
datum of 
widest part of 
stock head 
Narrowest 
diameter of 
stock stem 
First 
stratigraphic 
package 
covering 
stock head 
 
Depth of 
top salt 
beneath 
seabed 
 
Merganser 
(Fig 5.2) 
1.07 (NW-
SE) 
3570 m Top Lark 
Formation 
1226 – 
2575 m 
(Top Horda 
Formation) 
 
Uppermost 
Nordland 
Group 
 
366 m 
Mirren 
(Fig 5.4a) 
1.06  
 
2490 m Top Lark 
Formation 
1570 – 989 
m 
(Top Horda 
Formation) 
 
Uppermost 
Nordland 
Group 
788 m 
Monan 
(Fig 5.4b) 
1.019 
 
 
2190 m Top Lark 
Formation 
1632 – 939 
m 
(Top Horda 
Formation) 
 
Uppermost 
Nordland 
Group 
660 m 
Erskine 
(Fig 5.9) 
1.19 
(NWW-
SEE) 
 
1660 m Top Lark 
Formation 
618 m 
(Base Lark 
Formation) 
Uppermost 
Nordland 
Group 
556 m 
 
Salt stocks with cylindrical-conical stems and wide-bulbous heads 
 
South 
Pierce 
(Fig 4.2, 
4.3a) 
 
1.19 (NE-
SE) 
 
1619 m Lower 
Nordland 
Group 
1268 - 770 m 
(Mid Lark 
Formation) 
Uppermost 
Nordland 
Group 
264 m 
Fram 
(Fig 5.7) 
1.034 
 
 
 
2584 m Top Lark 
Formation 
Less than 
1598 m. 
 True width is 
uncertain 
from seismic 
data 
Lower 
Nordland 
Group 
1376 m 
 
Deep-seated mushroom-shaped stock 
 
Machar 
(Fig 5.13) 
1.35 (NW-
SE) 
 
2998 m Base Lark 
Formation 
Too 
uncertain 
from seismic 
data 
 
Chalk Group 1376 m 
Bulbous salt stock with welded stem 
 
Banff 
(Fig 5.15) 
 
2.63 
(NWW-
SEE) 
1181-3107 
m 
Upper Lark 
Formation 
Narrows 
downward 
into weld < 
50 m Late 
Cretaceous 
Lark 
Formation, 
Chalk Group 
on shoulders. 
984 m 
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Cylindrical-conical stem with bulbous head 
 
 
Salt stock Aspect 
ratio of the 
stocks 
planform 
Widest 
diameter 
of stock 
head 
Stratigraphic 
datum of 
widest part of 
bulbous head 
Diameter 
range of 
conical 
stem 
First 
stratigraphi
c package 
covering 
top of stock 
head 
Depth 
below sea 
bed and 
stratigraphi
c position 
of top salt 
 
Mungo 
(Fig 5.11) 
1.29 
 
 
 
 
840 m Upper Lark 
Formation 
405-1847 
m  
Base 
Nordland 
Group 
1000 m 
North 
Pierce 
(Fig 4.2, 
4.3) 
1.24 
(NW-SE) 
 
 
511 m Upper Lark 
Formation 
309 – 756 
m 
Top Lark 
Formation 
1292 m 
 
Conical salt stocks 
 
 
Scoter 
(Fig 5.18b) 
1.07 
 
 
N/A N/A >520 m Top Ekofisk 
Formation 
2966 m 
Gannet B 
(Fig 5.17a) 
1.26 
 
 
 
N/A N/A >370 m Top Sele 
Formation/Top 
Balder 
Formation 
 
1848 m 
Gannet C 
(Fig 5.17b) 
 
1.07 
 
 
N/A N/A >500 m Top Horda 
Formation 
1444 m 
Starling 
(Fig 5.18a) 
Too poor to 
measure on 
seismic 
data 
 
N/A N/A >780 m Top Balder 
Formation 
2900 m 
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Horda and lower-to-middle section of the Lark Formation containing tiers of polygonal 
faults extend beneath the overhang of the wider head of the salt stock and terminate 
at the salt stock. The uppermost section of the Lark Formation onlaps the top and 
side of the stock head and is inclined to varying degrees. 
 
 
5.5.1.1. Merganser and South Pierce 
 
Merganser (Fig. 5.2) and South Pierce (Fig. 4.1) are the tallest of the mushroom 
stocks with the top of the stock detected at c. 264 and 366 m below the sea bed 
respectively. The head of Merganser is c. 3570 m at its widest point compared to 
South Pierce which is c. 1619 m. The head of the Merganser and South Pierce both 
have slightly elliptical planform geometries with aspect ratios of 1.07 and 1.19. The 
head of South Pierce is bulbous at middle Miocene stratigraphic levels as evidenced 
by the base overhang reflection on Figure 2.9. A quite prominent base overhang 
reflection is detected on the PSDM volume of Merganser (Fig 5.2). The low 
inclination of the base overhang reflection on Merganser suggest that the wide-
topped head narrows abruptly at c. 1400 ms. Weaker reflections which are repeated 
at regular intervals below the base salt reflection are interpreted as multiples of the 
top and base salt. The correct interpretation of the sub-salt geometry is speculative 
without well data but the basic geometry is most likely a narrow stem which is either 
cylindrical or narrows downward into a weld. The geometry interpreted on the section 
in Figure 5.2 is similar to the expression of the stock on the Pre-Stack Depth 
Migrated section in Figure. 2.10c.   
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Fig 5.2 – SW-NE section from the PSDM seismic volume bisecting Merganser. Black dashed 
line indicates the limit of reliable data. T.S.R = Top salt reflection, B.O.R Base overhang 
reflection. Green horizon = MMU, mid blue horizon = Top Horda FM, purple horizon = Top 
Balder, light blue = Top Chalk. White dashed lines show mapped horizons – see fault maps 
overleaf in Figure 5.3.    
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Fig 5.3 – Intra-tier polygonal fault patterns around Merganser. A-C) Iso-proportional, amplitude sculpts parallel to upper boundaries of polygonal fault tiers around Merganser intersecting the centre of polygonal faults 
tiers. A) Centre of Tier 1 in the Horda Formation, B) Centre of Tier 2 in the Lark Formation, C) Centre of Tier 3 in the uppermost Lark Formation (see Figure 5.2 for locations of horizons).  D-F) Traces of fault intersections on 
maps A-C respectively. Faults are colour coordinated. Red = Polygonal, Black = Radial. Transition zone is defined by a bold blue line. The head of Merganser is shown by the grey shaded circles. The edge of the grey 
shading denotes the contact with the polygonal fault tiers on time slices. The lack of interpreted polygonal faults in the NW and SE flank of Merganser is due to the poor data quality at this depth.   
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5.5.1.2. Monan and Mirren 
 
The Monan and Mirren Salt Stocks also have a mushroom-shaped expression in the 
PSTM Megamerge seismic data. The salt contact is concave downward. The head of 
the salt stock widens downward until level with the uppermost Lark Formation they 
are 2190 and 2490 m in diameter respectively (Fig 5.4a-b). Wells drilled around 
Monan help constrain the geometry of the overburden beneath the salt-overhang and 
the geometry of the stock head but they were not extensive enough to determine the 
precise geometry of the stock stem (Davison et al., 2000a,b) (see Figure. 5.5a-b). 
The interpreted sections suggest that the widest part of the stock form thin lenses 
which are inclined parallel to bedding like Merganser. The position of the stock stem 
was interpreted c. 700 m inboard of the widest point (Fig 5.5a-b).The cylindrical 
geometry interpreted by Davison et al (2000a) most likely incorporates this 
uncertainty, as indicated by using a dashed line for the stock contact. A reverse time 
migrated section of a salt stock which has pierced the Cenozoic stratigraphy to the 
same depth and has the same diameter as Monan shows that the stem of the stock 
narrows downward rather than being perfectly cylindrical (Fig.2.4d-e). The thin lenses 
of salt at the widest part of the stock head are also imaged. The sub-overhang 
structure of Mirren is highly uncertain since well data is unavailable.  
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Fig 5.4 – A) E-W oriented seismic lines bisecting a) Monan and b) Mirren. Seismic horizons 
equating to major stratigraphic boundaries and polygonal fault tiers are shown in the panel to 
the right hand side of the figure. Light blue = Top Chalk, purple = Top Balder, mid blue = Top 
Horda, green = MMU. Horizons mapped within polygonal fault tiers are labelled 1-3 according 
to their respective tiers and are annotated are traced with white dashed lines (fault maps are 
located in Figure 5.6).  
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Fig 5.5 – Interpreted sections bisecting the centre of Monan from Davison et al (2000a).  a) N-S 
section, b) E-W section.  
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Fig 5.6  – Intra-tier polygonal fault patterns around Mirren. A-D) Amplitude maps of horizons 
within the centre of polygonal fault tiers adjacent to Mirren. A -D = tiers 1-4 respectively. E-H) 
Traces of fault intersections on maps A-D. Faults are colour coordinated. Black = Radial faults,  
red = Polygonal faults. The transition boundary is defined by the blue line. The grey shaded 
region on C and D defines the geometry of the stock head and the contact with polygonal fault 
tiers.  
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5.5.1.3. Fram  
 
The top of the Fram is identified at c. 927 ms below the sea bed sitting beneath 
gently folded sediments from the Nordland Group (Fig 5.7a). The maximum width of 
the stock head is measured at 2584 m based on the downward continuation of the 
top salt reflection. The interpreted geometry of the stock’s head is highly subjective 
below 1250 ms but above this is imaged clearly enough to detect an overhang in the 
uppermost parts of the Lark Formation (Fig. 5.7b) which is interpreted with a dashed 
line indicating the high uncertainty in the interpretation on Figure 5.7c. The reason for 
giving this interpretation is based on the identification of a negative reflection event 
which around other salt stocks is interpreted as a base-overhang reflection (Fig 5.7a-
b). Peg-leg multiples of the top and side of the stock, and possibly a base overhang 
(the negative reflection event dipping at 20 degrees) are identified at regularly 
spaced intervals around the flanks of the stock. These multiples obscure the 
geometry of the overburden surrounding the stock. The width of the stock stem is 
strongly uncertain but is most likely narrower than the head of stock. 
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Fig 5.7 – A) SW-NE seismic line bisecting the Fram Stock. Seismic horizons equating to major 
stratigraphic boundaries and polygonal fault tiers are shown in the panel to the right hand side 
of the figure. Light blue = Top Chalk, purple = Top Balder, mid blue = Top Horda, green = MMU. 
Horizons mapped within polygonal fault tiers are labelled 1-3 according to their respective tiers 
(see Fig 5.8 for fault maps).  
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Continued Fig 5.7 - B) Zoomed section of the bulbous head of Fram. Multiple reflections = ‘M’, 
Base overhang reflections = B.O.R. Top Salt Reflections = T.S. R. C) interpreted geometry of 
the Fram. Light Blue = interval deformed by PFS, Pink = Salt Stock, dashed line = uncertainty in 
interpretation, Green = Nordland Group. Black arrow s denote onlap terminations onto local 
unconformities or upturned strata.   
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Fig 5.8 – Intra-tier polygonal fault patterns around Fram. A-C) TWTT maps of horizons within Tiers 1-3 around Fram (see Figure 5.7a for location of horizons). Each map has a vertical exaggeration of 10 to show the relief of 
the fault related topography. D-F) Colour coordinated fault maps showing the distribution of radial and polygonal faults. Maps D-F relate to horizons in A-C respectively.  
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5.5.1.4. Erskine 
 
The Erskine Salt Stock is interpreted as having a wide but relatively flat, inverted-
crescent-shaped head (Fig. 5.9). The shallowest depth of the ‘Top Salt Reflection’ 
(T.S.R) is recognised at approximately 1550 ms below the seabed. Possible B.O.R’s 
identified c. 200 ms below the ‘Top Salt Reflection’ (T.S.R) suggests that the 
Zechstein Salt may overly the tilted Horda and Lark Formation. The uppermost 
section of the Lark Formation is rotated toward the stock in the upper flank regions 
suggesting the Lark claystones are intersected by outward dipping normal faults 
which detached onto underlying salt. The neck of the stock is interpreted to thin 
dramatically below the head and appears to stem from a NW-SE oriented fault or 
conduit in the folded Horda Formation.   
 
 
5.5.2. Conical salt stocks with small bulbous heads 
 
 
North Pierce (Fig 4.2b) and Mungo (Fig 5.11a) both have a conical shaped stems 
with a small bulbous heads of diameters c. 511 m and c. 840 m respectively which 
are developed in the upper-most parts of the Lark Formation. A detailed description 
of North Pierce and its overburden is given in Chapters 3 and 4. The head of Mungo 
forms a subtle overhang at c. 1500 ms which was corroborated from well 
intersections in the study by Davison et al (2000a) (Fig. 5.11b). The polygonal fault 
tier within the lower portion of the Horda Formation onlaps onto the underlying Balder 
Formation whilst those in the upper Horda Formation and the Lark Formation onlap 
and overlap the side and top of the salt stock (Fig 5.11a-b).     
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Fig 5.9 – SSW-NNE oriented seismic lines bisecting the Erskine Stock (a) Seismic horizons 
equating to major stratigraphic boundaries and polygonal fault tiers are shown in the panel to 
the right hand side of the figure. Light blue = Top Chalk, purple = Top Balder, mid blue = Top 
Horda, green = MMU. Horizons mapped within polygonal fault tiers are labelled 1-3 according 
to their respective tiers and are annotated are traced with white dashed lines. Intra-tier fault 
maps are located in Figure 5.10 
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Fig 5.10 – Intra-tier polygonal fault patterns around Erskine. A). Coherence slice parallel to the Top Horda horizon. Coherence slice is c. 200 ms below the Top Horda horizon. B) Amplitude map of horizon within Tier 2. C) 
Slice through the 3D Mega merge survey within Tier 3 around Erskine. The slice is c. 24 ms below the MMU D-F) Colour coordinated fault maps of maps in A-C respectively showing the distribution of radial and polygonal 
faults around Erskine. Polygonal faults = red, Radial faults = black, Transition zone = blue.  
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Fig 5.11 - A) E-W oriented seismic section bisecting Mungo. Seismic horizons equating to 
major stratigraphic boundaries and polygonal fault tiers are shown in the panel to the right 
hand side of the figure. Light blue = Top Chalk, purple = Top Balder, mid blue = Top Horda, 
green = MMU. Horizons mapped within polygonal fault tiers are labelled 1-4 according to their 
respective tiers and are annotated are traced with white dashed lines. Intra-tier fault maps 
around Mungo can be found in Figure 5.12. B) Interpreted section of Mungo and the 
overburden from Davison et al (2000a). 
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Fig 5.12 – A-D) Amplitude maps of horizons within the centre of polygonal fault tiers adja cent to Monan and Mungo. A-D = Tiers 1-4 respectively on Figure 5.11a. E-H) Traces of fault intersections on maps A-D. Faults are 
colour coordinated. Black = Radial faults, red = Polygonal faults. The transition zone is defined by the blue bold line.  
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5.5.3. Deep-seated bulbous salt stocks 
 
5.5.3.1. Machar 
 
Machar is unique when compared to other salt stocks in the region in that the head of 
the stock is located stratigraphically below the Late Cretaceous Chalks and 
Palaeocene fan units yet they have been elevated approximately c. 1500 m above 
their regional datum (Casabianca, 2007; Davison et al., 2000b; Foster, 1993) (Fig 
5.13a-b). The head of Machar has been interpreted as having a deep seated, 
bulbous geometry which has an elliptical plan form with the long axis oriented NW-
SE (Davison et al. 2000) (Fig 5.13c). The Horda and Lark Formation containing 
polygonal faults also form part of the thick arched roof above the stock where the 
Horda Formation can be traced over the head of the stock (Fig 5.13a). Toward the 
top of the Lark Formation, internal reflections can only be traced to the apex of the 
fold where they either onlap underlying inclined unconformities or condense onto the 
top of the folded roof (Fig 5.13b).  
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Fig 5.13 – A) SW-NE oriented seismic section bisecting the Machar Salt Stock – see inset map. 
Seismic horizons equating to major stratigraphic boundaries and polygonal fault tiers are 
shown in the panel to the right hand side of the figure. Light blue = Top Chalk,  purple = Top 
Balder, mid blue = Top Horda, green = MMU. Horizons mapped within polygonal fault tiers are 
labelled 1-3 according to their respective tiers and are annotated are traced with white dashed 
lines. See Figure 5.14 for intra-tier fault maps. 
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Fig 5.13 continued – B) Interpreted seismic section bisecting Machar taken from Davison et al 
(2000b). The deeper, pre-Balder structure is validated using well intersections. The interpreted 
structure is that the Chalks and Palaeocene fan units are intersected by inward dipping reverse 
faults around the sides of the stock. 
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Fig 5.14 – Intra-tier polygonal fault patterns around Machar. A) Coherence slice c. 200 ms below the top of the Horda Formation in Tier 1. B) Amplitude maps of horizon 2 within the centre of Tier 2. C) Amplitude slice c. 25 
ms below the MMU in Tier 3. See Figure 5.13a for the locations of each of the attribute maps. D-F) Traces of fault intersections on maps A-C. Faults are colour coordinated. Black = Radial faults, red = Polygonal faults. The 
transition zone is defined by a blue dashed line. 
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5.5.3.2. Banff  
 
Banff also has an elliptical planform and is rooted on a NW-SE striking reactivated 
normal fault in the Western Centra l Graben (Evans, 1993) (Fig 5.15a). The stock is 
elongated parallel to the strike of the underlying fault with the long axis c. 3107 m and 
the short axis c. 800-1000 m. In cross section, the geometry of the stock is slightly 
bulbous at Eocene-to-Miocene levels with a thinner stem at Mesozoic levels which 
may be welded (Davison et al., 2000a,b; Evans, 1993). The top of the stock head is 
recognised within the upper Lark Formation but the position of the lateral margins of 
the stock is much more difficult to interpret. The NE flank of the stock forms an 
overhang obscuring the base of the Horda Formation (Fig. 5.15c). Like Machar, the 
overburden containing polygonal faults can be traced over the head of the stock 
although the roof has been uplifted by c. 600 m. and is segmented by large master 
faults. Also like Machar, the uppermost section of the Lark Formation condenses 
onto the apex of the fold or onlaps the underlying locally truncated Horda Formation 
(Fig 5.15b).   
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Fig 5.15 – A) SW- NE oriented seismic line bisecting the Banff Stock through the PSDM survey 
no. 5. Seismic horizons equating to major stratigraphic boundaries and polygonal fault tiers 
are shown in the panel to the right hand side of the figure. Light blue = Top Chalk, purple = Top 
Balder, mid blue = Top Horda, green = MMU. Horizons mapped within polygonal fault tiers are 
labelled 1-3 according to their respective tiers are annotated and traced with white dashed 
lines. B) Zoomed image of the folded roof showing the position and inclination of onlap 
terminations (black and yellow arrows) onto inclined, local unconformities.  
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Fig 5.15 continued - C) Interpreted seismic sections of the Banff Stock constrained using well 
intersections from Davison et al (2000b). 
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Fig 5.16 – Intra-tier polygonal fault patterns around Banff. A-C) TWTT maps of horizons within Tiers 1-3 around Banff (see Figure 5.15a for location of horizons). Each map has a vertical exaggeration of 10 to show the 
relief of the fault related topography. D-F) Colour coordinated fault maps showing the distribution of radial and polygonal faults. Maps D-F relate to horizons in A-C respectively.  Polygonal faults = red, Radial faults = 
black, Transition zone = blue line. The grey shaded region on F defines the geometry of the diapir head and the contact with Tier 3. 
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5.5.4. Small conical stocks sitting beneath the Horda Formation   
 
5.5.4.1. Gannet B, C 
 
Gannet B and C are two closely situated, immature salt stocks which are part of a 
larger chain of stocks above the basin bounding fault in the Western Central Graben 
(Fig 5.1). Gannet C has ascended to slightly shallower levels than Gannet B and has 
partially pierced the Horda Formation (Fig 5.17a-b). Gannet B has only just pierced 
the Top of the Balder Formation and most of the overlying Horda and Lark Formation 
are parallel stratified and dip gently to the SE by a few degrees.  
 
 
5.5.4.2. Starling and Scoter 
 
Similarly, Starling and Scoter are also poorly developed and are buried beneath 
gently folded Balder and Horda Formation (Fig 5.18a-b). Above Starling, the 
amplitude of the folded internal reflections of the Horda Formation decays upward 
suggesting fold relief is a result of differential compaction only. Above Scoter, fold 
relief is persistent to the top of the Horda Formation and then decays up through the 
Lark Formation. In each of the 4 stocks described here polygonal faults have been 
traced above the head of the salt stocks to assess how the depth or extent of 
piercement influences faulting (see maps in Figs 5.17c-d, 5.18c-d).  
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Fig 5.17 – W-E oriented seismic lines bisecting Gannet B and C. Seismic horizons equating to 
major stratigraphic boundaries and polygonal fault tiers are shown in the panel to the right 
hand side of the figure. Light blue = Top Chalk, purple = Top Balder, mid blue = Top Horda, 
green = MMU. Horizons mapped within polygonal fault tiers are labelled 1-3 according to their 
respective tiers and are annotated are traced with white dashed lines.   
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Continued Fig 5.17c – Dip map of intra Lark Formation horizon 1 around the Gannet Salt 
Stocks. See Figure 5.17 for location.   
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Fig 5.18 – A-B) Seismic sections bisecting A) Starling and B) Scoter. Dashed lines indicate the 
position of horizon maps and/or attribute slices used in the following fault pattern analyses.  
The position and location of major stratigraphic horizons and polygonal fault tiers are labelled 
at the right hand side of each section. Fault maps around Starling and Scoter are shown in Fig 
18 C-D overleaf. 
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Continued Fig 5.18 C) TWT relief map with x 10 exaggeration show ing the polygonal fault 
pattern within the differential compaction fold above Starling. D) Coherence slice  c. 100 ms 
above the Top Balder Horizon showing radial faults in the folded roof above Scoter.    
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5.6. Characteristics of polygonal fault patterns in overburdens 
pierced by salt stocks 
 
 
5.6.1. Comparison of intra-tier radial fault patterns 
 
In accordance with the observations of Davison et al (2000a); Rank-Friend and 
Elders (2000); and Stewart (2006), polygonal faults switch to an inner array of radial 
faults in most cases around the flanks of the salt stocks. Only in a few of the fault 
maps that were compiled did polygonal faults extend to within a few hundred meters 
of the salt contact. These few cases are the thin tiers around the Pierce Stocks which 
are less than 150 m thick (Tiers 3-5 around the Pierce Stocks – see Figs 4.14a-b in 
Chapter 4) and tiers which are only subtly folded above the head of the Starling and 
Gannet C stocks (Fig 5.17b, 5.18c).  
 
The contrasting fault patterns above Gannet B and C may relate to the amount of 
uplift of the base of the tier above the regional datum as Gannet C ascends to a 
shallower level compared to Gannet B (Fig 17a-b) and the former has a more 
dominant radial pattern. Around Gannet C, the radial faults are longer on the western 
flank which coincides with the raised footwall of the master fault intersecting the roof 
(Fig 5.17c). A radial pattern is absent above Starling where the Horda Formation is 
only slightly folded (Fig 5.18c). The fold relief may relate simply to small amounts of 
differential compaction above the stock rather than roof uplift since onlap 
terminations are absent.    
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5.6.2. Radial fault patterns within the arched roof above stocks 
 
Radial fault patterns are observed around the uplifted roof above salt stocks such as 
Machar and Banff (see maps in Figure 5.14a-c, Fig 5.16a-c). The most inward extent 
of the radial faults could not be mapped due to the poor seismic imaging of the folded 
roof. It may be unlikely that the radial faults extend over the crest of the fold because 
the crests of domal folds invariably contain faults with a variety of azimuths (Alsop, 
2000; Withjack and Scheiner 1982).  
 
Polygonal faults are absent in the arched roof where tiers thins to less than 200 ms.  
Given that the thickest polygonal fault tiers in the region often contain the largest 
polygonal faults, and the thinnest tiers contain the smallest faults (Table 4.1 in 
Chapter 4), those developing in tiers which thin over the head of stocks may also be 
small. It is also possible that where the tier converges to zero polygonal faults may 
not have grown at all or are developed at a sub-seismic scale. The large normal 
faults which intersect the roof above Machar (Fig. 5.13b) probably formed by forceful 
intrusion rather than preferential growth of contraction-related polygonal faults since 
polygonal faults are so poorly developed since the faults. Polygonal faults in the roof 
above Banff are in a thicker tier (c. 500 ms) and have larger maximum throws (30-40 
ms) (Fig 5.19). It is interesting that the apparent disappearance of polygonal faults 
above Machar does not occur above Banff. The dips of normal faults in the roof 
decrease to as little as 10-14 degrees toward the stock where the base of the tier 
dips at c. 26 degrees. Since polygonal faults have dips in the region of 45-50 degrees 
the flatter fault planes most likely results from being rotated during roof break-through 
(Fig 5.19). The dip orientations with respect to the stock indicate that the faults are 
oriented roughly parallel to the principal NW-SE axis of the stock.  
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Fig 5.19 – Seismic line zoomed at the SW flank of Banff showing rotated polygonal faults 
developed in the arched roof. 
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5.6.3. Spacing relationship between radial and polygonal faults 
 
The spacing of polygonal faults is crudely related to the thickness of the tier where 
the thickest tiers in the region of 666 ms thick contain polygonal faults which are 
spaced 664 m apart. Conversely, the thinnest tiers (<150 m) contain polygonal faults 
which are only spaced 235 m apart. Compilation of data from each tier in different 
regions of the basin shows that an almost 1:1 relationship exists between tier height 
and fault spacing (gradient of trend line = 0.95) although the data series only has a 
correlation coefficient of 0.528 (Fig 5.20a).  
 
In Chapter 4, a crude spatial relationship between radial faults and laterally 
equivalent polygonal faults was observed. In general, the spacing between radial 
faults decreased upwards in conjunction with a similar decrease in the spacing of 
polygonal faults (Chapter 4, Fig. 4.12a-c). This formed one of the main criteria for 
regarding the radial faults as perturbed members of the regional polygonal fault 
system. Having now constructed fault maps from within tiers around the majority of 
stocks in the study area it can be established if this trend is regionally applicable.   
The spacing of radial faults was calculated by measuring the average between the 
distance of radial faults at the inner and outer tips, see methodology outlined in 
section 2.5.3.4 of Chapter 2 and Figure 2.14b. The data plot with a reasonable 
correlation (Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient of 0.88) in the spacing of radial faults 
and laterally equivalent polygonal faults (Fig 5.20b). The best fit line through the data 
points has a gradient of 0.72 indicating that radial faults spaced slightly closer 
together than polygonal faults but in general vary as a function of the polygonal fault 
spacing. The results compliment the observations around the Pierce Stocks in 
Chapter 4 and those of Davison et al (2000a).  
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Fig 5.20 – A) Graph showing the relationship between the spacing off polygonal faults and tier 
thickness. B) Graph showing the relationship between the average spacing radial faults and 
polygonal faults fro the same tiers. Linear trend lines through each data series and the 
correlation coefficients are displayed on each graph. 
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5.6.4. Interpreting the position of the transition boundary 
 
The transition boundary is defined here as the line around the stock that 
encompassed the switch from an outer array of polygonal faults to inner array of 
radial faults on fault maps. Fault maps were redrawn by hand and different colours 
were assigned to radial faults and polygonal faults to help identify the true position 
and width of the transition boundary (See interpreted fault maps besides attribute 
maps). The method is illustrated in Figure 5.21. Radial faults (black faults) were 
drawn if their strike with the stock was orthogonal to the stock. Polygonal faults (red 
faults) were identified by their wide range of azimuths, particularly those which are 
oblique with respect to the normal of the stocks planform. Because some of the 
polygonal faults will inevitably strike normal to the stock edge, the most proximally 
located faults with strikes that are oblique to the normal with the stock edge were 
used to define the limit of radial faults. Beyond this limit all remaining faults were 
marked red and classed as polygonal faults. 
 
 A second reason for using this method was to ensure that any radial faults that have 
propagated into the zone of polygonal faults by later doming are not considered when 
interpreting the positions of the transition boundary. For example, renewed phases of 
active diapirism may cause early stage radial faults to reactivate and propagate 
beyond the original transition between radial and polygonal faults. In this case,  
mapping the outer tips of radial faults may cause the distance to the true transition 
boundary to be overestimated.  
 
In the majority of cases the fault maps are deemed sufficient to detect both fault 
types although in some cases data quality is poor. Blank regions on interpreted fault  
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Fig 5.21 – Procedure for interpreting the transition boundary separating polygonal and radial 
fault alignments around salt stocks. A) Example fault map from in Tier 3 around Fram. B, D,  F) 
zoomed quadrants over the transition boundary, C, E, G) Interpreted fault segments. Black = 
radial, red = polygonal (oblique to stock). Blue line = transition boundary, Pink shading = salt 
stock.     
B) 
D) 
F) 
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maps define areas where data was missing or data quality was too low. For most of 
the maps two distinct zones can be identified, an inner radial array in black which 
terminates at an outer polygonal field in red. The transition boundary is constructed at 
the innermost occurrence of polygonal faults. This is so the isotropic strain field can 
be reconstructed for distinct phases of stock growth. 
 
5.6.5. Dimensions of transition boundary with respect to stock 
planform 
 
In most cases the transition boundary mimics the planform geometry of the stock. For 
example, the transition is circular around the Mirren, Monan, and Fram Salt Stocks 
(Figs 5.6, 5.8, 5.12).  Conversely, the transition boundary is elliptical around Banff 
and Erskine which have aspect ratios of 2.63 and 1.19, respectively (Figs 5.10d, 5.16 
d-f). The transition boundary is equidistant from the edge of the salt stock on fault 
maps within Tiers 2 and 3 around the heads of Mungo, Mirren, Monan, Merganser, 
and Fram. Elliptical transition boundaries are also equidistant from the stock i.e. 
radial faults parallel to the long axis of the stock are roughly the same length as those 
parallel to the short axis (Fig 5.14d-f, 16d-f). Exceptions include the SE flank of South 
Pierce, the saddle between the Pierce Stocks, and the SW flank of Gannet C (Fig 
4.12a, 4.15 in Chapter 4 and Fig 5.17c). On some of the fault maps in the Horda 
Formation the geometry of transition boundary does not match the plan-form 
geometry of the stock. For example the transition is much more elliptical on fault 
maps within the Horda Formation around Banff and Erskine (Fig 5.10d, 5.16d). 
Bearing in mind that polygonal faults form during early compaction the transition 
boundary may have changed geometry during evolution of the salt stocks. The timing 
relationships between stock rise and transition boundary geometry are explored in 
section 5.9.4. 
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5.7. Early Eocene to late Miocene evolution of salt structures 
 
 
The purpose of this section is to summarise the evolution of the salt stocks chosen 
for the study. Where seismic data has suitable quality or where the surrounding 
overburdens are constrained with well data in published studies the mode and rate of 
stock growth is interpreted. Growth histories for each of the main stock types are 
discussed separately.  
 
 
5.7.1. Mushroom shaped salt stocks 
 
5.7.1.1. Eocene to late Oligocene  
 
A detailed account of the Eocene to Oligocene growth of the mushroom shaped 
stocks is not possible given the limitations imposed by seismic quality and a lack of  
subsurface data. However, some general inferences can be made from the data that 
is available. The base of the Horda Formation onlap the underlying Top Balder 
horizon around Monan, South Pierce, Mirren and Merganser indicating that the stock 
had some relief during the early Eocene (Figs 5.2, 5.4, 5.5, 4.1) (see cartoon 
reconstruction in Figure 5.22a). The Oligocene aged overburden comprising Lark 
Formation claystones around Monan has been constrained somewhat by well data in 
Davison et al (2000a,b) who interpreted that the Horda and Lark Formation are fairly 
parallel stratified and are gently inclined against the stem of the stock. Seismic data 
is too poor in quality and well coverage is too sparse to determine the exact structure 
of the overburden at the stock contact. The interpreted parallel strata may be inclined 
more steeply,  
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Fig. 5.22- Evolution of tall mushroom salt stocks. A-E) Passive stock extruding onto the sea 
floor before Middle Miocene active growth. A, F-I) Passive stock becoming partially buried 
before middle Miocene active growth. The yellow units represent the Palaeocene Units 
containing Maureen, Lista, and Sele Formations. The light grey units represent the Horda 
Formation. The light blue units represent the Lark Formation.    
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overturned and/or deformed by reverse faults beneath the overhang as has been 
demonstrated in analogue models for widening intrusions or extrusions (Davison et 
al., 1993). Similarly, pre-stack depth-migrated seismic sections of Merganser and 
PSDM seismic sections of South Pierce also suggest that the overburden is parallel 
stratified and inclined against the stock stem (Fig 2.10c, 4.2a). 
 
As was interpreted for South Pierce in Chapter 4, it is likely that Merganser, Monan 
and Mirren grew passively with their heads at the depositional surface during the 
Oligocene keeping pace with sedimentation (see Figure 5.22c or g). The Oligocene 
growth of Fram is highly subjective given poor quality but given the similar stock 
geometry to South Pierce it may also share a similar growth history.  
 
 
5.7.1.2. Early to late Miocene 
 
The uppermost part of the Lark Formation clearly onlaps the top of the laterally 
protruding heads of the Monan, Mirren and Merganser stocks (Fig 5.2, 5.4) and well 
data confirms that the lower portion of the Lark Formation extends beneath the 
widest part of the stock (Fig 5.5). The existence of Late Permian Zechstein Salt as a 
thin lens between late Oligocene and early Miocene aged claystones of the Lark 
Formation can only be explained by extrusion during the latest Oligocene or lateral 
intrusion following the middle Miocene. It is suggested that extrusion is the more 
likely of the two possible scenarios. The first reason is that parallel stratified Lark 
Formation was clearly folded in the middle to late Miocene yet the base overhang has 
the same inclination (Fig 5.2, 5.5). The similar inclination can be most easily 
explained by the fact that the contact between Lark claystones and the overhang of 
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the stock was approximately horizontal at the time of extrusion and were rotated 
during the same folding episode in the middle Miocene (Fig 5.22d-e).  
 
The absence of thrusting or folding of the strata in front of the protruding wing may 
provide further evidence in support of extrusion over intrusion. The fact that 
uppermost Lark Formation remains parallel stratified until the salt contact suggests 
that the sediments accumulated around the salt sheet before partially burying it at the 
end of the early Miocene (Fig 5.22d). The exact timing at which salt started to extrude 
onto the sea floor is uncertain without a better knowledge of the stock beneath the 
overhang. It may be possible that the stock widened more gradually, incrementally 
advancing upward and outward during sedimentation.  
 
In similar fashion to the other stocks in the study area the Merganser, Monan and 
Mirren stocks underwent an abrupt growth phase in the early Miocene (Fig 5.22e). 
Assuming that the stock was squeezed, the preceding mushroom shaped head of the 
stock would increase its volume further by inflation. The geometry of the MMU 
horizon is consistent with being arched and rotated backwards as the head of the 
stock inflated. Given that there are few thrust faults in front of the widest part of the 
stock it is likely that the stock did not widen significantly during middle Miocene.      
       
For South Pierce and Fram which have more bulbous shaped heads it is more likely 
that the stocks were conical or cylindrical at the when the claystones of the 
uppermost Lark Formation covered the head of the stock (Fig 5.22h). Subsequent 
active stock rise facilitated by compression would then act to inflate the head of the 
stock overturning the originally flat-lying overburden which onlapped the side of the 
stock (Fig. 5.22i).  
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5.7.2. Conical salt stocks with small bulbous heads 
 
5.7.2.1. Eocene to Oligocene  
 
The growth of North Pierce slowed relative to sedimentation during the Eocene as 
evidenced by the onlapping of Horda Formation onto the Top Balder horizon and 
then onto Zechstein salt. North Pierce emerged from its partially covering Late 
Cretaceous overburden in the mid Oligocene (see steps a-b in Figure 5.22 for 
illustration).  
 
During the mid to late Oligocene the stock grew at or near the sediment surface as a 
passive stock. Subtle onlap terminations against the underlying parts of the Lark 
Formation followed by periodic onlap terminations against the salt stock suggest that 
salt growth fluctuated, perhaps frequently being buried beneath a thin layer of 
sediments and actively rising (Fig 4.2). Given the close proximity to the seabed it is 
feasible that the stock could have risen actively without being squeezed (Shultz-Ela 
et al., 1993). Based on the onlap sequences within the Horda and Lark Formation it 
is suggested that Mungo grew in a similar fashion to North Pierce, emerging at the 
sea floor at approximately the same time (Fig 5.11b).  
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Fig 5.23 – A-E) Cartoon summarising the evolution of conical stocks with small bulbous heads.  
The cartoon is based on a Mungo-type stock but also applied to North Pierce. A, F-H) Summary 
of deep-seated, bulbous stocks beneath thick arched roofs. The cartoon is based on the Banff 
Stock but is also applicable to the Machar Stock. The dark blue units represent the upper parts 
of the Chalk Group. The yellow units represent the Palaeocene Units containing Maureen, 
Lista, and Sele Formations. The light grey units represent the Horda Formation. The light blue 
units represent the Lark Formation.    
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5.7.2.2. Early to late Miocene  
  
The uppermost parts of the Lark Formation overlaps the head of North Pierce 
indicating that sedimentation outpaced salt supply by the middle Miocene (Fig 4.1-
2b). A subtle overhang of Mungo near the top of the Lark Formation (Fig 5.11b) could 
suggest that salt supply may have outpaced sedimentation and extruded onto the 
sea floor as illustrated in Figure 5.22c-d. Whilst the uppermost Lark Formation also 
overlaps the head of Mungo the stock may have undergone a brief active phase in 
early Miocene as evidenced by the onlap terminations onto the immediate roof above 
the stock (Fig 5.11b). In the middle Miocene both stocks underwent a brief and gentle 
active growth phase before growth finally arrested in the late Miocene (Fig 5.22e).    
 
 
5.7.3. Deep-seated bulbous salt stocks 
 
5.7.3.1. Eocene to mid Oligocene 
 
In a similar fashion to the tall, mushroom shaped stocks the base of the Horda 
Formation also onlaps the Top Balder Formation at Machar and Banff (Figs 5.13a,c, 
5.15a,c). Wells dri lled on the flanks and crest of Machar and Banff indicate that the 
Late Cretaceous Chalks and Palaeocene Fan units covered the head of the stocks 
(Fig. 5.13c, 5.15c). Any topographic relief that was present during the early Eocene 
had become covered by the end of the Eocene as the top Horda Formation can 
either be traced over the head of the stock or maintains a fairly uniform thickness 
until the salt contact (see Figure 5.22f for illustration). The later suggests the 
overburden was broken through during a later phase of active growth accompanied 
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by normal faulting in the crest (Fig 5.22g). Erskine may have also been buried during 
the Eocene given a similar geometry of the Horda Formation although seismic data is 
poor beneath the widest part of the stock.  
 
 
5.7.3.2. Late Oligocene to Middle Miocene 
 
During the latest Oligocene to early Miocene the roof above the Banff, Erskine and 
Machar Stocks experienced uplift as evidenced by the detection of onlap terminations 
against the arched roof (Fig 5.9a-b, 5.13b, 5.15b), also illustrated in Figure 5.22g-h. 
The uppermost part of the Lark Formation thins considerably over the arched roof 
suggesting that the stock had incurred some freeboard before roof break through. 
Growth wedges comprising the Nordland Group strata in the hangingwalls of normal 
faults, which intersect the roof and abrupt onlap terminations onto the tilted MMU 
horizon (Fig 5.13b, 5.15b) suggest the main growth phase occurred in the middle 
Miocene. The largest normal faults are often rotated to low inclinations and the 
footwalls are truncated.  
 
 
5.7.4. Immature salt stocks beneath the Horda Formation 
 
The growth history of the Scoter, Starling and Gannet B salt stocks were relatively 
short lived and are buried with their crests beneath the base of the Horda Formation. 
The amplitude and wavelength of reflections within the Horda Formation above 
Gannet B and Starling decrease gradually upward suggesting that fold relief occurred 
due to small degrees of differential compaction above underlying incompressible salt  
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as is illustrated on Figure 5.22f. Above Scoter the uppermost section of the Horda 
Formation and lower section of the Lark Formation thickens off the flank of a gently 
folded roof (Fig 5.18b) suggesting that a subtle growth phase may have occurred 
during the late Eocene.  
 
The Gannet C Salt Stock is at least partially buried beneath the Cretaceous Chalks  
(Fig 5.17a). The Palaeocene units onlap the Cretaceous chalks then drape the crest 
of the stock indicating that sedimentation outpaced salt supply during the 
Palaeocene. Only subtle onlap terminations of the Basal Horda Formation onto the 
Top Balder Horizon can be detected meaning that the stock was buried in the early 
Eocene. The roof above the stock is deformed by a dominant NE dipping normal fault 
that extends down through the Horda Formation and may intersect the Palaeocene 
and Cretaceous cover. Strata in the uppermost 100 ms of the Lark Formation fill the 
hangingwall of the normal fault suggesting that the roof was broken through in the 
early to middle Miocene. Reflections at the base of the Nordland Group onlap the 
flanks of the folded roof before overlapping within a few 10s of metres. The 
remainder of the Nordland Group is sub-horizontal consistent with the regional dip 
indicating middle Miocene growth of Gannet C was brief.  
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5.8. Constraints on the timing and cessation of polygonal fault 
growth in merging tiers 
  
In Chapter 4, it was proposed that polygonal faults started to grow during shallow 
burial before propagating to a palaeo-sea bed where upward propagation arrested. 
Evidence of subtle hangingwall growth wedges in most of the polygonal faults tiers 
from regional seismic data offer some support to this model more generally (Fig 
5.24a-d). The most obvious growth wedges occur for the larger polygonal faults 
terminating at the base of the Lark Formation in the ECG (Fig 5.24a) and the MMU in 
the WCG (Fig 5.24c). Given that all of the polygonal faults in the North Sea basins 
terminate at the MMU and many have hangingwall growth wedges, the best 
explanation for their timing is that the MMU defines a palaeo-sea bed as was argued 
by Cartwright (1996, 2011). The same case may be more difficult to make for smaller 
polygonal faults (Fig 5.24b) as wedge features in the hangingwall of fault planes may 
result due to volumetric changes in the hangingwall and footwall after burial 
(Cartwright et al., 1998). However, upper tip gradients exceeding values of 0.2 
calculated for similarly small faults in Chapter 4 suggest that they are small growth 
faults. Following the model outlined in Chapter 4, layer-bound radial and polygonal 
faults are interpreted to have formed and arrested sequentially during shallow burial 
and where upper tier boundaries date the cessation of faulting. 
 
As individual polygonal fault tiers merge and coalesce into one thick tier the timing 
constrains become poorly constrained because faults may have propagated blind 
beneath the sea bed during deposition of tier stratigraphy. The growth wedges which 
are confined to the uppermost tiers indicate when upper tips were propagating at the  
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Figure 5.24 – Zoomed seismic sections showing subtle growth wedges in the hangingwall of 
polygonal faults near or at their upper tips. Note that in mot cases upper tips cluster at a single 
seismic horizon. A) Deepest tier of polygonal faults in the ECG area tipping out at the top of the 
Horda Formation. B) Clustering of upper tips at a horizon within the upper Lark Formation in 
the Pierce area. C) Growth wedges in hangingwall of polygonal faults tipping out at the MMU 
near the Western Shelf. D) Polygonal fault tier capped by the MMU and converging to 100 ms 
on the Jaeren High.  
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Fig 5.25 - Key stages of polygonal fault growth during shallow burial of tier stratigraphy.  Faults 
can either nucleate early as in Ai-iv) or late as in Bi-iv). Ai) Nucleation of early slip planes 
during compaction and dewatering of sediments during the first 100 -200 m of burial. The first 
100 m of deposited clay stones are shown by the pale brow n layers.  Aii) Once faults nucleate 
they initially grow by blind propagation, Faults propagate downward to a lower horizon where 
they die out (basal tier boundary) and upward toward the sea bed. Aiii) Upper faults tips reach 
the sediment surface where stratigraphy fills fault related topographic relief, Aiv) Faults cea se 
growing and are buried by continued deposition of sediments. In model B polygonal faults 
nucleate and grow during the last phase of deposition of the tier stratigraphy. Thus, there is no 
fault growth in stages Bi -ii. In Biii polygonal faults nucleate and propagate instantane ously to 
the seabed to show. The last stage in Biv is the same as in Aiv.         
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sea bed but it is wrong to assume this is the depth and time when the faults 
nucleated because faults may have propagated blind prior to the growth phase (see 
model A in Figure 5.25). Depending on the depth of fault nucleation and rate of 
upward propagation versus tier sedimentation the duration of blind propagation could 
vary (Fig 5.25ai-iii).  
 
If the polygonal faults in the Horda Formation on the Western Shelf formed late i.e. in 
the early Miocene, it would mean that polygonal fault patterns mapped at the same 
stratigraphic level in the eastern Central Graben did not form at the same time. The 
latter faults ceased growing in the late Eocene as evidenced by the truncated upper 
tips. This possibility that polygonal faults grow diachronously across large areas is a 
limitation to the study which may be significant when fault patterns are compared to 
phase of stock rise during deposition of tier stratigraphy.  
 
An alternative interpretation may be that the cessation of polygonal fault growth is 
diachronous rather than the initiation. For example, as the polygonal faults in the 
eastern Central Graben arrested in the late Eocene, did early-forming polygonal 
faults on the Western Shelf continued to propagate upwards until the early Miocene? 
Given that fault offsets can be observed in tiers which thin to thicknesses of less than 
100 m over the Jaeren High (Fig 5.24d) and the tier is capped by the MMU is a good 
indicator that polygonal fault growth occurs early. This would suggest that in tiers 
which are over 800 m thick in the Western Shelf that faults nucleated in the Eocene 
but only propagated to the sea bed in the early Miocene. Both models for tier 
development in Figure 5.25a-b are possible based on the available observations and 
for this reason the duration of polygonal fault activity is estimated as having formed 
within deposition of the first 100 m of tier stratigraphy and the final 10-50 m.  
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These estimates mean that the number of fault patterns that can be correlated with 
distinct phases of salt stock growth decreases from east to west i.e. from the Eastern 
Central Graben to the Western Central Graben. For example, around the Gannet Salt 
Stocks where the tier is bound by the Top Balder and the MMU meaning radial faults 
could have formed as early as the Eocene or as late as the early Miocene.  
 
   
5.9. Timing relationships between fault patterns and the evolution of 
the salt stocks   
 
 
5.9.1. Effect of mode of growth and tier thickness on the width of 
the radial fault zone 
 
 
5.9.1.1. Active diapir rise 
 
Radial faults in Tier 3 around Banff, Machar, Fram and Erskine all formed during 
phases of active doming (see zoomed sections in Figures 5.25a-c, 5.9). The radial 
faults around Banff and Machar formed as the salt stock uplifted and broke through 
its roof as evidenced by the onlap of intra-tier reflections onto local unconformities 
(Figs 5.25b,c and with Figs 5.25d,e). Those around Erskine formed as a thin roof 
(100-200-m-thick) comprising clays from the Lark Formation was uplifted and slid off 
the crest (Fig 5.9). The radial faults around Fram formed as the head of the salt stock 
inflated during the early to middle Miocene uplifting and pushing aside the claystones 
from the middle of the Lark Formation which partially covered the stock head (Fig 
5.25a,d).    
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Fig 5.26 – Characteristics of polygonal and radial faults formed during phases of active diapir grow th. A-C) Zoomed seismic sections of the flanks of Fram, Banff and Machar showing the position of the transition zone. D) 
Zoomed TWTT map within Tier 3 around Fram, E) Zoomed TWTT map within Tier 3 around Banff, F) Zoomed amplitude map within Tier 2 around Machar. G-I) Histogram plots of lengths of radial and polygonal faults 
around Fram, Banff and Machar showing anisotropy in fault length. Polygonal faults = red bars, Radial faults = blue bars.  
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The radial faults all make an abrupt termination at the polygonal faults defining 
circular to slightly elliptical transition boundaries. In map-view, the lengths of radial 
faults are clearly longer than the laterally equivalent polygonal faults (see Fig 5.27a 
for definition). The histogram plots in Figures 5.25g-i show that the radial faults 
around Fram, Machar and Banff are on average 1200-2000 m whilst polygonal faults 
are only 500-600 m.      
 
Despite arguing in Chapter 4 that the radial and polygonal faults nucleated and 
started growing at the same time, it is possible that if the diapir continued rising 
actively that some radial faults would continue to propagate upward and outwards. As 
the faults around Banff have visibly larger displacements toward the roof (see Figs 
5.19 and 5.25b) it is evident that renewed doming can reactivate radial faults. In 
contrast to the radial faults, the polygonal faults ceased growing during the latest 
stage of tier deposition i.e. in the middle Miocene for Tier 3 around Banff. Therefore, 
the most inward existence of polygonal faults marks the edge of the radial fault zone 
when polygonal fault growth arrested. 
 
The polygonal and radial faults have both been rotated since the polygonal faults 
ceased growing in the early-to-middle Miocene so the original width of the radial fault 
zone must be measured parallel to the upper tier boundary to account for inclination 
(see Fig 5.27a). This was done by scaling the two-way travel time section as close as 
possible to true scale and measuring the distance of the radial fault zone along the 
bedding plane. Since the internal velocity of the Cenozoic mudrocks is virtually 
uniform and about 2000 ms-1 the scaling is achieved by assuming 1 ms is equal to 1 
m. Thus, 1 second in two-way travel time is approximately 1 km.  
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Fig 5.27 – a) Cartoon showing how the width of the radial fault zone was measured as to 
correct for tier rotation after the faults arrested. b) Graph showing the relationship between 
thickness of polygonal fault tiers and average lengths of polygonal faults in the tier (blue data 
series), and relationship between tier thickness and the width of the radial fault zone (red and 
green data series). Linear trend lines and correlation coefficient of the data series are shown 
for each data series. The green data points indicate aspect ratio of radial fault zones which 
formed during phases of active diapirism. See labels for each tier.   
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The width of the restored radial fault zone is 2535 m in Tier 3 around Erskine, 3691 m 
in Tier 3 around Banff, 1608 m in Tier 2 around Machar and 2899 m in Tier 3 around 
Fram.  
 
In the Central North Sea, the lengths of polygonal faults are proportional to the 
thickness of the tier they are contained in (Fig 27b). The polygonal faults are between 
2-3 times longer than the height of the tier. The line of best fit through the radial fault 
zone data series dips gently to the left indicating that tier thickness and the width of 
the radial fault zone are crudely related. In general however, the aspect ratios of the 
restored radial fault zone is variable compared to polygonal faults and can be as high 
as 13.5. The weak correlation between data points (0.39) suggests that tier thickness 
may have a small influence of the width of the radial fault zone. Given that the data 
points cluster more toward the origin of the axes thinner tiers may have a greater 
control on the width of the radial fault zone than thicker ones. 
 
Radial faults with the highest aspect ratios formed during phases of active diapirism 
(green squares). The radial fault zones for Banff, Erskine, Machar and Fram have 
restored aspect ratios of 7.9, 13.5, 5.2, and 6.8 compared to 1.4, 2.6, 1.5 and 1.3 for 
polygonal faults. For these examples at least it can be deduced that the transition 
boundary did not develop by the closest polygonal fault (of a length 2-3 times the 
thickness of the tier) to the salt contact being preferentially aligned orthogonal to the 
salt stock. Instead, polygonal faults have preferentially aligned and propagated 
laterally in a local stress field around the salt stock which extends to a distance which 
is several times the lengths of polygonal faults. The influence of passive diapir rise 
and tier thickness on the width of the radial fault zone is discussed in the next 
section. 
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5.9.1.2. Passive rise  
 
The narrowest radial fault zones were observed in parallel stratified tiers beneath the 
bulbous head of South Pierce (Tiers 4-5) and on the flanks of North Pierce (Tier 3 
and 5) (Fig 5.27, 5.28).  Here, the polygonal pattern in Tier 5 around Pierce Diapirs 
can be traced to within 669 m and 370 m of South and North Pierce respectively (Fig 
5.27, 5.28). The radial fault zone in Tier 3 is only 555 m wide. The parallel 
configuration of the reflections suggests the salt stocks were growing passively at the 
sediment surface (See Figure 5.22g-h) during early growth of radial faults in the tier. 
As shown in Chapter 4 the lengths of radial faults in these tiers were similar to 
polygonal faults at the same level (250-400 m). The aspect ratio of polygonal faults in 
Tier 5 is 1.3 whilst the aspect ratio of the restored radial fault zone is 2.7 and 4.9 for 
North and South Pierce respectively.  
 
The association of wide radial fault zones with active diapir growth phases and the 
very narrow radial fault zones with passive diapir growth phases of the Pierce stocks 
suggests that only active diapir phases can cause a stress field large enough for 
polygonal faults to preferentially align in. However, a number of other radial fault 
arrays are recognised in tiers of similar geometry around the stem of Monan, Mirren 
and Merganser suggesting they also formed during times of passive diapirism. Given 
that the tier in which the narrow radial fault zone is observed is only 136 m thick, it 
may be that tier thickness inhibited the length of radial faults in some way compared 
to the thicker tiers around Monan, Merganser and Mirren (Figs 5.2, 5.4).       
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Fig 5.28 – Zoomed seismic section of the southern flank of South Piece showing parallel 
stratified internal reflections within Tiers 3-5.  B) Dip map showing a narrow radial fault zone in 
Tier 5 around South Pierce.  
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5.9.1.3. Salt extrusion 
 
Around Merganser the uppermost tier (Tier 3) maintains a near uniform thickness 
until very close to the stock (Fig 5.29a-c). Internal reflections of the tier onlap the side 
and top of the stock which protrudes into the surrounding overburden (Fig 5.29a). It is 
not possible to confirm how much and over what distance the underlying tier (Tier 2) 
thins beneath the protruding wing but pre-stack depth migrated seismic sections 
bisecting the Merganser Stock suggest thinning is subtle or doesn’t occur (Fig. 
2.10c). This suggests that Merganser grew passively and kept pace with 
sedimentation of the lower Lark claystones during the early Oligocene before 
outpacing sedimentation in the late Oligocene-to-early Miocene and extruding onto 
the sea bed in the late Oligocene-early Miocene (Fig 5.22c-d). The seismic section 
flattened at the MMU in Figure 5.29b shows, that beyond the widest part of the stock, 
the Horda and Lark Formation are parallel stratified and were lying horizontal during 
polygonal faulting. Regardless of whether thinning is present in the immediate 
overburden around the stock, radial faults have clearly propagated beyond any 
palaeo-hinge and into parallel stratified strata by at least c. 2 km (Fig 5.29d). The 
amplitude slices at this level are clear enough to judge the closest existence of the 
polygonal pattern to the stock and the transition to the radial faults is narrow.  
 
Following previous arguments, the radial faults had already propagated to the 
transition boundary before the active phase of growth in the middle to late Miocene. 
The preferred interpretation is thus that the radial pattern within the Oligocene and 
early Miocene strata formed whilst the stock was growing passively and was 
extruded rather (Fig 5.22d) than the later active phase which occurred after the 
polygonal faults formed (Fig 5.22e).    
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Fig. 5.29 – A) SW-NE oriented seismic section bisecting the SW flank of Merganser. B) Same 
seismic section as in A flattened at the MMU. C) Vertical thickness map of Tiers 2 and 3. D) 
Amplitude slice parallel to the MMU and shifted downward by 24 ms. Blue filled circl es indicate 
the position of the transition boundary. The pink shaded region defines the planform geometry 
of the stock head and its contact with the surrounding overburden.  
 
Fig. 5.27a 
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5.9.1.4. Episodic phases active and passive growth of North Pierce   
 
The strata in Tiers 3-5 around North Pierce accumulated during cycles of passive 
diapirism, partial burial of the crest and active doming. The faults in Tier 3 formed 
during a phase of passive diapirism whilst those in Tier 4 formed during the onset of 
active rise. The faults in Tier 5 formed as salt supply waned relative to sedimentation 
and the crest was buried. Interestingly the fault patterns correlated with these 
changes in stock rise are very different. For, example the radial faults in Tier 3 and at 
the base of Tier 4 occur within a matrix of polygonal faults although those in Tier 4 
are longer than the polygonal faults by up to two times. At the top of Tier 4 the radial 
fault zone is 1435 m after correcting for tier inclination. The fault pattern changes 
again in Tier 5 but in this case very few radial faults are observed and polygonal 
faults terminate within 370 m of the salt contact. 
 
The radial faults at the top of Tier 4 correlate with radial faults at a deeper level in the 
tier which occur in a zone of polygonal faults (compare Figures 5.30d-e). It is clear 
that the radial faults grew preferentially to the polygonal faults in the tier but a similar 
spacing, height and length relationships exist between short and long polygonal 
faults away from the diapir flanks (compare radial and fault patterns on Figs 5.30d-e). 
For example, a subset of smaller polygonal faults terminate at a slightly shallower 
horizon than the larger ones and where the longer radial and polygonal faults all 
terminate at the same horizon (Fig 5.30b). The increase in fault length coincides with 
a similar increase in fault spacing which is uniform like those at the deeper level in 
the tier. The relationship between fault length and spacing is observed more 
generally across the study area for polygonal faults but the same relationship is only 
very weakly apparent for radial faults (Fig 5.31). 
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Fig 5.30 – Narrow and wide radial fault zones in Tiers 4 -5 around North Pierce. A) Zoomed 
seismic section of the SW flank of North Pierce at Tiers 4 -6. B) Zoomed seismic section of Tiers 
4-6 at the edge of the Pierce survey. C) Polygonal faults are identified to with 330 m of North 
Pierce in Tier 5, D) Radial fault zone expands as the spacing of radial and polygonal faults 
increase toward the top of Tier 4, E) Polygonal faults occur in between radial faults in the 
centre of Tier 4.  
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.30c 
Fig 5.30d 
 
Fig 5.30e 
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Fig 5.31 – Graph showing the relationship between fault length and spacing. The red data 
series shows lengths of polygonal faults versus spacing and the blue data series show s the 
width of the radial fault zone versus average spacing of radial faults.   
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The long faults have clearly grown preferentially to the small ones but the reason for 
such a regular pattern for preferential growth is uncertain. The fact that only the radial 
faults have grown preferentially around the diapir may suggest that they were 
favoured by the presence of a hoop stress field around the diapir that wasn’t as 
strong as it was when the faults first started growing. It is interesting that this change 
occurs during the transition from a passive to active growth phase. As North Pierce 
temporarily ceased rising actively in the early Miocene, the faults in Tier 5 formed. In 
a similar fashion to Tier 3 there are few radial faults.    
 
Episodic development of either radial or polygonal faults through Tiers 3-5 suggest 
that the hoop stress field around the diapir expanded and contracted episodically. 
The presence of radial faults in passive diapir sequences around the Monan, Mirren 
and Merganser diapirs however suggests that uplift may not be necessary for the 
polygonal faults to preferentially align into a radial pattern. This raises the question of 
why the radial faults around North Pierce formed during the active growth phase but 
not specifically in response to arching of the uplifted roof. One possible explanation 
may relate to the small diameter of North Pierce compared to Monan, Mirren and 
Merganser. If horizontal loading of the overburden by the salt stock is a sufficient 
mechanism to cause a preferential (radial) alignment of polygonal faults one may 
expect the load to increase when the pressure head acting on the salt stock 
increased. The latter is usually required to uplift an overburden or to overcome the 
frictional forces in very narrow diapirs such as North Pierce. It could be possible 
therefore that around a very narrow passive diapir which is starved of salt that hoop 
stresses are weak and do not extend far from the diapir.  
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The fact that Tiers 3 and 5 are also less than 150 m thick, tier thickness may have 
restricted the development of radial faults. In the previous sections evidence has 
been provided to show that the spacing of radial faults is controlled by tier thickness 
like polygonal faults. In contrast, there is little evidence to suggest that the lengths 
vary as function of tier height except in very thin tiers. The next section examines the 
relationship between the width of the radial fault zone and the diameter of the salt 
stocks.  
 
 
5.9.2. Relationship between the width of the radial fault zone and 
diameter of the salt stocks 
 
In two previous studies Davison et al (2000a) and Stewart (2006) documented that 
the transition boundary separating radial and polygonal faults occurs approximately 2 
stock radii from the salt contact. Where the tier containing the radial and polygonal 
faults occurs around the head of the salt stock the dimensions of the stock head is 
not too dissimilar to its dimensions when the polygonal and radial faults formed. 
Thus, for shallow tiers such as those in the tiers capped by the middle Miocene 
Unconformity, comparisons with diameter of the stock head can be made. The graph 
in Figure 5.32a shows that for the limited data points, the restored width of the radial 
fault zone is between 1-4 times the radius of the salt stock. Interestingly, the radial 
fault zones which formed during phases of active diapirism fall to the right of the 
graph in the field between 2-4 stock radii whilst those formed during phases of salt 
extrusion or passive diapirism fall in the field between 1-2 stock radii wide.    
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Fig 5.32 – Graph showing the relationship between the width of the radial fault zone and the 
diameter of the salt stocks.  A) Tiers around the head of salt stocks, B) Radial fault zones in all 
tiers. The red data series show s radial fault zones formed during phases of passive diapirism. 
The blue data series show s radial fault zones formed during phases of active diapirism. The 
green data series show s radial fault zones around conical salt stocks. Most of the radial fault 
zones are between 2-3 stock radii wide except from those around conical salt stocks. This is 
most likely related to the diameter of the modern day salt stock being narrower than it was 
when the radial fault zones formed.  
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Although the radius of the salt stock may have varied through time, when all of the 
compiled radial fault zones are plotted against the widest diameter of the salt stock 
the relationships observed for shallow tiers is still achieved (Fig 5.32b). The only 
exception to the trend is a cluster of data points in green which represent radial fault 
zones around North Pierce and Mungo. Such large radial fault zone-to-stock radii 
ratios most likely occur as the radius of the salt stock is much narrower than it was in 
the Eocene and Oligocene when the radial faults formed. Interestingly, the opposite 
is not observed for radial fault zones beneath the bulbous heads of salt stocks. Since 
the bulbous heads of stocks usually form by injecting salt from the stem to the head 
the narrower stem may not have been as narrow during the Eocene and Oligocene 
when the radial faults in the Horda and middle part of the Lark Formation formed.  
 
Despite the limitations of not being able to accurately determine the palaeo-width of 
the salt stocks, the fact that radial fault zones which formed during active modes of 
growth persistently fall to the right of the graph and those formed during passive 
diapirism fall to the left is an interesting observation. The results compliment the 
analyses in sections 5.9.1-4 and indicate that active diapir rise causes the widest 
radial fault zones. 
 
 
5.9.3. Lateral migration of the transition boundary during diapir rise 
 
By projecting the transition boundaries interpreted on maps in Figs 5.3, 5.6, 5.8, 5.10, 
5.12, 5.14, 5.16 onto cross sections of each salt stock and overlaying plan view 
boundaries from each tier it can be observed how the radial fault zone expands and 
contracts through different tiers. In this format, the transition boundary separating 
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polygonal and radial faults, denoted on Fig 5.33, 5.35, 5.36, 5.38, 5.40 by the blue 
circles, define the lateral extent of the palaeo-hoop strain markers and not the 
evolution of the radial fault zone. Transition boundaries from each tier are colour 
coded on the plan view overlays in Figs 5.33, 5.34, 5.36 and 5.38.  
 
Each of the palaeo-strain fields which are preserved in the inclined strata on the 
flanks of the stocks have been rotated from their original position during rise of the 
salt stocks. As discussed in section 5.9.1.1, to remove the effect of tier rotation, the 
width of the radial fault zone was measured parallel to the horizon which dates the 
cessation of faulting in each tier i.e. upper tier boundaries (see diagram in Fig 5.27a). 
This methodology prevents wide radial fault zones in steeply inclined tiers from being 
misinterpreted as narrow radial fault zones on map view overlays. Reconstructing the 
palaeo-width of the salt stock is incredibly difficult because it cannot be determined if 
and by how much the salt stock was squeezed. For these reasons the analysis is 
simplified and changes in the width of the radial fault zone were corrected for tier 
inclination and plotted against tier number. The curves are shown beneath each of 
the seismic sections in the following figures. The following section uses the methods 
outlined above to explore how changes in the growth of the salt stocks have affected 
the width of the radial fault zone. 
 
 
5.9.3.1. North Pierce, South Pierce and Mungo 
 
The transition boundary migrates inward or contracts upwards through the stacked 
sequence of polygonal fault tiers around North Pierce, South Pierce and Mungo (Fig 
5.33a,b, 5.34, 5.35a,c). After correcting for tier rotation, the radial fault zone was 
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measured at c. 1854 m wide in Tiers 1-2 (3-4 km on SE flank) around South Pierce 
but in Tiers 3-5 is only about 978 m (Fig. 5.34c). The abrupt inward migration from 
Tiers 1 to 3 occurs during a transition from active to passive rise and an overall 
reduction in the rate of growth as evidenced by reflections becoming more parallel 
(Fig 5.33a).  
 
The transition boundary also migrates toward North Pierce through Tiers 1-5 but with 
an outward step between Tiers 3 and 5 superimposed on the trend. The restored 
width of the radial fault zone expands and contracts in a similar way to the inward 
migration of the transition boundary. The expansion of the radial fault zone between 
Tiers 3-4 occurred in response to a brief phase of active diapirism during the late 
Oligocene (Fig. 5.34b). The gross inward trend could reflect one or both of the 
following changes in stock rise throughout the Eocene and Oligocene; 1) a decrease 
in the diameter of the salt stock as it was starved during salt layer depletion, and/or 2) 
a general decrease in the rate of growth from the Palaeocene to middle Miocene. 
The current conical geometry of the stock is consistent with a reduced supply of salt 
relative to sedimentation (Talbot, 1995).  
 
The transition boundary only migrates slightly toward the Mungo Salt Stock trough 
Tiers 1-4 .The width of the restored width of the radial fault zone contracts slightly 
more from 3182 m to 2285 m because of the dipping units (Fig 5.35). The growth of 
Mungo was steady throughout the Eocene to middle Miocene as evidenced by the 
steady decay in the dips of bedding between the Top Balder horizon and MMU.  
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Fig. 5.33 – A-B) Inward migration of the transition boundary toward the Pierce Salt Stocks 
through the stacked sequence of polygonal fault tiers. A) NW-SE seismic section of South 
Pierce, B) SW-NE seismic section of North Pierce. The growth history of the salt stocks is 
summarised in the table at the right hand side of each section. The limit of the radial fault zone 
in each tier is denoted by the blue annotations along respective horizons. The position of the 
transition boundary is defined by blue filled circles. C-D) Curves showing variation in the width 
of the radial fault zone in successive tiers. The age of each radial fault zone is annotated on the 
grid line for each tier on the y axis. 
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Fig 5.34 - Changes in the planform dimensions of the transition boundary around the Pierce 
Salt Stocks. Each tier equating to discrete phases of faulting is shaded (see inset key) and 
abbreviated on figure as E = Eocene, Oe and Ol = early and late Oligocene, M = early Miocene. 
The pink shaded region denotes the planform geometry of the stock head and the contact with 
the surrounding overburden.       
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Fig 5.35 – A) subtle inward migration of the transition boundary around Mungo. The growth 
history of Mungo is summarised in table at the right hand side of the section. The width of the 
radial fault zone in each tier is denoted by the blue annotations along respective horizons. The 
position of the transition boundary is defined by blue filled circles. B) Changes in the width of 
the radial fault zone in each tier. The age of each radial fault zone is annotated on the grid line 
for each tier on the y axis. C) Change in the planform dimensions of the transition boundary 
during stock rise. Each tier equating to discrete phases of faulting is shaded (see inset key) 
and abbreviated on figure as E = Eocene, Oe and Ol = early and late Oligocene, M = early 
Miocene. The pink shaded region denotes the planform geometry of the stock head a nd the 
contact with the surrounding overburden.   
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5.9.3.2. Merganser and Monan 
 
On the cross sections of Merganser and Monan in Figures 5.36a-b and on the map 
view overlays in Figures 5.37a-b, the transition boundary migrates away from the salt 
stocks through the stacked polygonal fault tiers. The expansion between Tiers 2 and 
3 occurs at the transition between the stock stem and head. The width of the radial 
fault zone varies in a slightly different way to the distance of the transition boundary 
from the centre of the salt stock. For Merganser, the radial fault zone contracts from 
c. 2332 m to 1870 m between Tiers 1 to 2 and then expands to 2245 m in Tier 3. For 
Monan, the radial fault zone contracts only slightly from 1264 m in Tier 1 to 1174 m in 
Tier 3 and where the radial fault zone is approximately the same as the radius of the 
stock head. The widening of the salt stock occurred in response to salt rise 
exceeding the rate of sedimentation and extruding onto the seabed but this had little 
impact on the width of the transition zone.  
 
 
5.9.3.3. Banff  
 
The transition boundary migrates away from Banff through Tiers 1-3 (Fig 5.38a, 
5.39a). After correcting for tier inclination the radial fault zone only expands slightly 
from 3025 m to 3691 m. The expanding radial fault zone occurred as the salt stock 
uplifted and then broke through the roof containing the polygonal faults formed (see 
cartoon in Figures 5.32f-h). The onset of stratigraphic thinning and offlap of the 
internal reflections toward the top of the Lark Formation suggests that the rate of 
active diapir rise increased through the Oligocene to middle Miocene. Having already  
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Fig 5.36 – A-B) Outward migration of the transition boundary around Merganser and Monan. 
The growth history of the stocks is summarised in the table at the right hand side of the 
sections. The radial fault zone in each tier is denoted by the blue annotations along respective 
horizons. The position of the transition boundary is defined by blue filled circles. C-D) Curves 
showing variation in the width of the radial fault zone in successive tiers. The age of each 
radial fault zone is annotated on the grid line for each tier on the y axis.   
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Fig 5.37 Changes in the planform dimensions of the transition boundary in polygonal fault tiers 
around Merganser and Monan. Each tier equating to discrete phases of faulting is shaded (see 
inset key) and abbreviated on figure as E = Eocene, Oe and Ol = early and la te Oligocene, M = 
early Miocene. The pink shaded region denotes the planform geometry of the stock head and 
the contact with the surrounding overburden.   
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shown evidence that active modes of rise tend to form wider radial fault zones the 
expansion recorded here may reflect this increasing intensity of rise as Banff broke 
through its roof. 
 
 
5.9.3.4 Erskine, Fram and Machar 
 
Around Erskine, the transition boundary migrates away from the salt stock through 
polygonal fault tiers whilst around Fram and Machar it migrates toward the salt stock 
between Tiers 1-2 and then outwards between Tiers 2-3. Machar and Erskine rose 
actively during the early Eocene before slowing or becoming dormant in the late 
Eocene and then intensifying again in the early-to-middle Miocene. The growth of 
Fram is subjective given poor data quality but its similar geometry to Monan and 
Merganser would suggest in grew passively during the Oligocene. In the early 
Miocene, Fram grew actively. During the rise of the salt stocks the radial fault zone 
contracted and then expanded as shown by the curves in Figures 5.38d, 5.440c-d. 
Following the previous examples, the contraction and expansion of the radial fault 
zone appears to correspond to either a transition from active to passive modes of 
stock rise or where the intensity of active rise increased.   
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Fig 5.38 – Outward migration of the transition boundary around A) Banff and B) Erskine. The 
growth history of the salt stocks is summarised in the table at the right hand side of each 
section. The radial fault zone in each tier is denoted by the blue annotations along respective 
horizons. The position of the transition boundary is defined by blue filled circles. C-D) Curves 
showing variation in the width of the radial fault zone in successive tiers. The age of each 
radial fault zone is annotated on the grid line for each tier on the y axis.  
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Fig 5.39 - Changes in the planform dimensions of the transition boundary around a) Banff and 
b) Erskine. Each tier equating to discrete phases of faulting is shaded (see inset key) and 
abbreviated on figure as E = Eocene, Oe and Ol = early and late Oligocene, M = early Miocene. 
The pink shaded region denotes the planform geometry of the stock head and the contact with 
the surrounding overburden.       
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Fig 5.40 – A-B) Inward-outward migration cycle of the transition boundary during stock rise A) 
Fram, B) Machar. The rate of growth and growth history of the stock is summarised in the table 
at the right hand side of each section. The region of radial faulting within each tier is denoted 
by the blue annotations along respective horizons. The position of the transition boundary is 
defined by blue filled circles.  
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Fig 5.41 - Changes in the planform dimensions of the transition boundary around A) Fram and 
B) Machar. Each tier equating to discrete phases of faulting is shaded (see inset key) and 
abbreviated on figure as E = Eocene, Oe and Ol = early and late Oligoce ne, M = early Miocene. 
The pink shaded region denotes the planform geometry of the stock head and the contact with 
the surrounding overburden.  
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5.9.4. Change in aspect ratio of transition boundary during the rise 
of salt stocks  
 
The planform dimension of the transition boundary varies in much less dramatic 
fashion through stacked PF tiers than the distance from the stock. In a few cases the 
transition can be mapped sufficiently to detect a change in either the geometry or 
aspect ratio of the transition boundary as described in section 5.7.3. The most 
striking change is observed around the Pierce Salt Stocks. The transition boundary 
mimics the relief of the raised SE shoulder of South Pierce in the deepest tiers and 
migrates inwards, becoming circular in the Oligocene tiers (Fig 5.34). 
 
Conversely, around Banff and Erskine, the transition boundary changed from an 
elliptical plan form in the Horda Formation to a more circular transition boundary in 
the uppermost tier in the Lark Formation (Fig 5.39a-b). The change in transition 
boundary geometry may reflect the change from an early active phase of growth 
where the stock was at least partially buried to a phase of active growth where the 
stock emerged from beneath the overburden (Evans et al., 1993). Since the principal 
axis of the stock is commonly NW-SE the similar principal axis of the transition 
boundary may reflect the early plan-form of the stock. For Banff, where the deepest 
tier is over the roof of Banff, the transition boundary geometry could reflect roof relief 
during early compaction. During middle Miocene horizontal shortening, as stocks 
broke through their roofs and salt, the stem that was squeezed into the head would 
experience less restriction from the surrounding roof. Thus, a stock widening in a 
more symmetrical fashion may be expected to load or arch the overburden with a 
more symmetrical transference of hoop stress.      
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A more subtle change in transition boundary geometry can be observed around 
Merganser where the transition boundary changes from being circular in the middle 
Lark Formation to more elliptical in the uppermost parts of the Lark Formation (Fig. 
5.37a). The change in the planform of the transition boundary is correlated with a 
change in mode of growth during the early Oligocene to early Miocene. The favoured 
interpretation is that Merganser initially grew passively at the sediment surface during 
the early Eocene to Oligocene before being squeezed in the late Oligocene-early 
Miocene and extruding onto the seabed (see Figure 5.22d-e). The change in the 
planform of the transition boundary may reflect an initially conical stock with a circular 
plan-form becoming progressively more elliptical as it was squeezed.   
 
 
5.10. Origin of radial faults in polygonal fault tiers 
 
The preceding sections have investigated the relationship between polygonal and 
radial faults from the same tier and the influence that salt diapir rise has on the width 
of the radial fault zone. The results show that whilst the spacing, length, and the 
throws of polygonal faults all vary as a function of tier thickness only the spacing and 
maximum throws of radial faults vary as a function of tier thickness. The capability of 
forming very long radial faults independent of the scaling laws which apply to 
polygonal faults strongly suggests that their lengths are related to the growth of the 
salt stocks. The preceding sections have also shown that the lengths of radial faults 
influenced by the intensity and mode of diapirism i.e. passive versus active. The 
purpose of the following section is to assess if the width of the radial fault zone is 
more likely to vary in response to arching of the overburden during active doming  
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Fig 5.42 - Cartoon summarising the relationship between the width of the radial fault zone, tier 
thickness, the radius of the salt stock and mode stock rise. A) Radial fault zones around 
passively growing salt stocks. I-II) Radial fault zone expands as the salt stock becomes wider 
but maintaining a width of 2 stock radii. III) As polygonal fault tiers converge to less than 150 m 
the radial fault zone contracts to less than 1 stock radius in width or to within 1-3 times the 
thickness of the tier (see cross-section x-x’ dash in IV). B) Radial fault zone around an actively 
rising salt stock. The salt stock rises actively by E-W oriented compression (see red arrow s) 
which squeezed the underlying stem (see ellipse superimposed on the salt stock’s planform. 
Note that the transition boundary extends up to 3 stock radii from the salt stock and beyond 
the hinge in the uplifted overburden. A representative cross-section through Y-Y’ is shown in II. 
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phases or if stress perturbations around a diapir are sufficient to cause polygonal 
faults to preferentially align into a radial pattern.  
  
5.10.1. Arguments against the arching mechanism 
 
5.10.1.1. Uniform spacing of radial faults around elliptical salt stocks    
 
If the radial faults were caused by arching it may be expected that radial faults would 
cluster at the ends of elliptical stocks since the magnitude of hoop extension is 
greatest here due to the increased curvature of the arched overburden (Stewart, 
2006). A common feature of the radial faults in polygonal fault tiers is that they 
maintain a uniform spacing regardless of the aspect ratio of the stock and its folded 
overburden. The most convincing examples include the radial patterns around the 
elongate Banff, Merganser and Machar Stocks (Fig. 5.5c, 5.14b, 5.16). Furthermore, 
the distance between the transition boundary and salt contact does not increase 
significantly with strike curvature of the dome as would expected for the lengths of 
radial faults formed purely by arching. Although the aspect ratios of salt stocks 
analysed in this study are not significant recent studies of polygonal fault patterns 
around salt walls in the Angolan and Lower Congo Basins have shown similar 
relationships (Andresen and Huuse, 2010; Imbert et al., 2011; Imbert, 2009). 
Ongoing studies of polygonal fault systems in this region have revealed that the 
uniform lengths of radial faults are maintained around salt walls with aspect ratios as 
much as 1:10 (personal communication with Joe Cartwright and Ana Maia).  
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5.10.1.2. Radial faults in parallel stratified sequences  
 
A second argument against the arching mechanism is the inconsistency in the timing 
and development of radial faults and the mode of stock growth. Hoop extension from 
arching is facilitated by uplift of the overburden above its regional datum which can 
occur either during sedimentation where the stock uplifts the regional sea bed or by 
the overburden preferentially compacting over incompressible salt stock during burial 
(Stewart, 2006). A common feature of both mechanisms is a thinning of the 
overburden onto the flanks or over the head of the stock. The general absence of 
radial faults around passive stocks in the literature may be explained by the fact that 
overburden uplift is not required for the stock to grow (Schultz-Ela et al., 1993).  
 
When the timing of radial faulting can be estimated , as is argued for those in 
polygonal fault tiers, it can be ascertained if they only develop during active doming. 
Because the horizon capping the polygonal faults signifies time at which the 
polygonal growth arrested, crude restorations can be made to ascertain the 
overburden geometry at the time of faulting. In Chapter 4 the parallel stratified 
geometry of Tiers 3-5 around South Pierce indicated that polygonal faults formed 
during a phase of passive diapirism. The lack of radial faults within these tiers would 
be consistent with the thinking above that uplift is required to generate a hoop stress. 
However, radial faults also occur in parallel stratified units surrounding Merganser 
although there is some thinning of the tier where the internal reflections onlap the 
extrusive wing of the stock. Any arching of the overburden that occurred during 
extrusion would have been restricted to this region. Equally, any thinning that may 
occur in Tier 2 beneath the overhang does not extend outboard of the widest part of 
the stock where seismic quality is good yet the radial faults do. The similar existence 
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of radial fault patterns beneath the head of Monan, Mirren and Fram may also 
provide evidence that radial faults formed during phases of passive diapirism. The 
seismic sections of the Monan Salt Stock in Chapter 2 certainly suggests that the 
Lark Formation does not thin significantly beneath its overhang   
 
 
5.10.1.3. Location of the transition boundary with respect to the palaeo fold hinge 
 
In cases where the salt stocks grew actively, for example during the early Miocene as 
Banff broke through its roof, the radial faults in the uppermost tier also extend to 
modest distance from the stock. The transition boundary occurs near the current 
hinge of the arched flank (Fig 5.26b), however in order to compare the position of the 
transition boundary with the representative region of strain incurred by uplift a 
restoration must be made. Tiers flattening at their upper bounding surfaces provide a 
crude way of restoring tiers. Although the effect of bulk vertical flattening rather than 
flexural slip restoration may be significant for deeper tiers and more inclined tiers, the 
error in the upper tiers is close to the vertical resolution of the seismic data (see 
A5.3). The flattened section of Banff in Figure 5.43 shows that the transition 
boundary occurs beyond the restored palaeo-hinge, which suggests that arching 
could not have influenced its position since uplift did not occur at this distance from 
the stock. In Tier 3 around Fram the radial faults appear to extend beyond the current 
hinge of the folded flank making arching an even less likely mechanism for controlling 
the position of the transition boundary (Fig 5.26a). Finer details of tier geometry and 
timing remain a point of concern before completely rejecting the arching hypothesis 
however the particular long lengths and well ordered patterns of radial faults suggest  
that the transition may be positioned more distally due to other components of the  
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Fig. 5.43 – A) Zoomed seismic section of the SW flank of Banff showing the locations of the 
transition boundary. B) Seismic section in ‘a’ flattened at the MMU. The location of the 
transition is denoted by the blue filled circle. C) transect tangential to the stock edge but 
positioned at the base of flank. The transect is inboard of the transition boundary (see map in 
‘d’). D) TWT relief map of a horizon mapped within upper Lark Formation around Banff.   
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stock stress field. In particular a horizontal component of the stock stress field which 
did not produce roof uplift may explain why polygonal faults have alignments 
orthogonal to the stock (radial) in strata which were horizontal at the time of 
polygonal fault growth.   
 
5.10.2. Concluding remarks 
 
The best explanation for the transference of stress anisotropy in the hoop and radial 
direction in strata which is not inclined around a salt stocks is from the internal 
pressure or load from the stock (see section 4.5.31 in Chapter 4). On time scales of 
10’s of millions of years the in-situ stress state surrounding salt diapirs is likely to 
change in response to ti lting of the basin, depletion of the salt layer and the 
introduction of horizontal compression (Dooley et al., 2009; Jackson and Talbot, 
1981; Khele 1988). There are few papers which have either modelled or reported 
how far a hoop stress field exists from the edge of a salt diapir but those which do 
give ranges between 1-8 diapir radii (Bowers, 2007; Fredrich et al., 2003; Luo et al., 
2012; Nikolinakou et al., 2012). It is commonly accepted that the hoop stress field 
created by a pressurised borehole, which is analogous to a salt stock, decays 
exponentially with distance and as a function of the internal pressure and borehole 
radii (Fig 4.28). In reality, the magnitude and orientation of the in-situ stresses around 
diapirs are highly complex and are dependent on many other factors such as the 
young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, and pore pressure in the overburden, and 
temperature (Luo et al. 2012; Nikolinakou, 2012). However, based on the data 
collected in this study and by using the pressurised borehole analogy, some basic 
inferences of how the stock radius and mode of salt rise can control the distance to 
which hoop stress extends from the salt contact can be made.  
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When the width of the radial fault zone expands it can be inferred, using the wellbore 
analogy, that the internal pressure has also increased and decays to the magnitudes 
of the of the horizontal principle stresses in the far field over a larger distance. For 
the case of the salt stocks, the internal pressure is equal to the buoyancy force which 
is a function of the pressure head driving salt rise (Khele, 1988). Active salt stocks 
would therefore be expected to a transfer a greater outward-push on the surrounding 
sediments than passive salt stocks because a greater upward force (buoyancy) is 
required to uplift their roofs. The observations from this study have indicated that the 
radial fault zone are between 3-4 stock radii wide for active salt stocks (Fig 5.42b).In 
contrast, passively rising alt stocks between 1000 and 3000 m in diameter produced 
radial fault zones that are 2 stock radii wide. This suggests that the buoyancy of 
passive salt stocks were similar and the dimensions of the hoop stress field varied as 
a function of stock radius. Although this same relationship crudely applies for salt 
stocks rising actively, the hoop stress field appears to have extended to slightly 
greater distances from the salt stock (between 3-4 stock radii).  
 
The arguments above assume that tiers have the same lithological composition and 
thus the same physical properties. The obvious limitation to the discussion above is 
what influence the polygonal fault tiers have on the width of the radial fault zone and 
whether hoop stresses occurred further away from the salt stock than the radial 
faults. The assumption seems valid given the poor correlation between tier thickness 
and the width of the radial fault zone but polygonal faults in thin tiers may be less 
sensitive to local stress perturbations than those in thick tiers. Further work is 
required to assess what magnitude of anisotropy between the horizontal principle 
stresses is required for polygonal faults to develop preferred orientations but this 
study has shown their potential in understanding the evolution of salt structures. 
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6. Influence of salt tectonics and basin inversion on the 
development of a complex polygonal fault tier in the Espírito Santo 
Basin 
 
6.1. Abstract   
 
3D seismic data is used to document the characteristics of a previously unrecognised 
array of polygonal faults in the Espírito Santo Basin, offshore Brazil. The polygonal 
fault system has a complex tier structure and atypical (anisotropic) planform which is 
strongly influenced by salt tectonics and facies distribution. The tier occurs in a 
setting which is heavily deformed by halokinesis and is intersected by salt-related 
fault systems.  
 
The distribution, stacking and spacing of polygonal faults is strongly related to the 
distribution of two seismic facies within the Late Santonian to Early Miocene strata. 
The two seismic facies are interpreted to represent a coarse-grained facies 
containing turbidite sandstones which bound the PFS and fine-grained facies of 
hemipelagic marls and shales which host the PFS. Two main tiers are identified 
which are either decoupled by an un-deformed stratigraphic package or partially 
linked by preferentially developed upslope-dipping faults. The transition between the 
tiers coincides with the Late Maastrichtian Unconformity which marks an upward 
change in fault pattern from one which is influenced by salt structures to one with an 
N-S bias. The Late Maastrichtian Unconformity also marks a change in dip 
characteristics from one which is variable to one which is polarised in an upslope-
dipping direction.  
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The transition between the two tiers equates to a change from Late Cretaceous thin-
skinned extension due to gliding of the overburden over Aptian evaporites and 
Cenozoic inversion and reactivation of salt structures. The change in fault pattern 
between tiers is interpreted to reflect a change in the regional stress field. The 
change in dip polarity is interpreted to represent the cessation of salt movement and 
the onset of basin ti lting due to inversion. The degree of decoupling and linkage 
between tiers is attributed to 3 factors which are related to the onset of inversion. 
These include; facies distribution associated with forced sea-level regression, basin 
tilting, and local reactivation of salt structures. Understanding what processes lead to 
faulting in the ESB and crucially the degree of fault decoupling has important 
implications for the seal integrity and compartmentalisation of hydrocarbon 
accumulations in the Late Cretaceous and Palaeocene reservoirs.       
 
 
6.2. Introduction  
 
The aim of this chapter is to describe a previously unrecognised array of polygonal 
faults that deform the Santonian to early Miocene strata of the upper slope regions of 
the Espírito Santo Basin, offshore Brazil. The main difference to the studies 
mentioned above is that the overburden containing polygonal faults has been heavily 
deformed as a result of thin-skinned extension driven by differential loading and 
gliding of overburden over Aptian evaporites (Demercian, 1993). Salt structures 
comprise salt rollers, salt walls and vertical salt stocks and the overburden is 
deformed by numerous fault families such as crestal, keystone, roller, roller-over, 
counter-regional, radial and synclinal faults (Alves et al., 2009; Alves, 2012; Baudon 
and Cartwright, 2008; Fiduk et al., 2004) and many of these faults extend into strata 
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deformed by closely-spaced (polygonal) normal faults (Alves, 2012). Assessing if the 
polygonal faults are compaction-related or simply the result of complex linkage and 
overlapping of more traditional salt-related fault families is a second aim of the 
chapter.   
 
3D seismic data is used to analyse fault families in the Albian to Early Miocene strata 
with the aim of establishing the structural evolution of faulting in the area. As faulting 
is likely to hold aspects of both locally controlled, salt-related, and externally 
controlled stratigraphic and compaction-related characteristics, a third aim of the 
chapter is to asses to what degree regional stratigraphy and halokinesis plays in their 
structural evolution. In particular, an emphasis is placed on the transition from two 
fault types which conform to crude stratigraphic intervals between which hydrocarbon 
accumulations have been proven to exist (Golfinho Field) (Vianna, 2006). Thus, the 
model proposed for the structural evolution of fault families and the processes which 
lead to linkage and/or decoupling across this interval are directly relevant to 
hydrocarbon exploration in the region. 
 
 
6.3. Data and Methods 
 
The BES 100 3D seismic survey of the Espírito Santo Basin acquired and processed 
by CCGVertias provides the main dataset used in the chapter. Full details concerning 
the acquisition and processing details for the survey can be found in Chapter 2. Fault 
families are analysed using traditional seismic interpretation techniques outlined in 
Chapter 2, Section 2.5. 
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6.4. Geological setting 
 
6.4.1. Tectono-stratigraphic framework 
 
The Espírito Santo Basin (ESB) forms part of a chain of evaporite basins located 
along the SE margin of Brazil. The ESB is c. 125 km wide and covers an area of c. 
220 000 km2 between the Vitória- Trindade High and Abrolhos Bank (Fig. 6.1). The 
ESB shares a similar tectonic-stratigraphic evolution to its Brazilian counterparts and 
can be summarised in a four stage framework devised by Chang et al (1991). The 
four stages include, (1) a pre-rift stage preceding the break up of Western 
Gondwana, (2) a syn-rift stage occurring during the Late Jurassic to Early Aptian 
diachronous opening of the South Atlantic, (3) a transition stage spanning the early 
Aptian to Albian in which a thick succession of evaporites were deposited and, (4) a 
drift phase in which a thick wedge of carbonates and clastic sediments accumulated 
in a passive margin setting during the Albian to Holocene. The drift succession has 
since been sub-divided into a lower package deposited during phases of major sea 
level transgression and an upper package deposited during a phase of major sea 
level regression. The basic configuration of the Espírito Santo Basin is summarised in 
the cartoon in Figure 6.2.            
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Fig 6.1 Location of the Espírito Santo basin and the seismic coverage of seismic data (blue 
box). 
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Fig. 6.2 – Schematic cross section of the Espírito Santo Basin (redrawn from Gamboa et al., 
2011. The study area is located in the proximal parts of the slope in the extensional domain of 
the passive margin. 
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6.4.1.1. Syn-rift stage 
 
The syn-rift stage occurred during the Late Berrisasian - Early Valanginian and 
coincided with the development of rift basins. The syn-rift sediments were deposited 
in fault controlled depocentres. Alluvial fans were deposited adjacent to active faults 
whilst lacustrine turbidites were deposited in the centre of deep and narrow fresh 
water lakes (Gibbs, 2003).During the Middle Berremian to late Berremian a change in 
rifting style led to the development of broad and shallow lakes.  
 
 
6.4.1.2. Transition stage 
 
The transition stage generally marks a phase of tectonic quiescence. The first phase 
of deposition following the break-up unconformity resulted from the erosion of fault 
blocks which still had significant positive topographic relief (Gibbs, 2003). In regions 
where syn-rift structures remained active or were reactivated, clastic sediments were 
derived from underlying syn-rift sequences and were deposited across a regional 
peneplane (Chang et al., 1991). The pre-evaporite succession also contains 
lacustrine and marine shales which were deposited in restricted depocentres, and 
carbonates which accumulated in more distal settings (Gibbs, 2003).  
 
In the early Aptian, Northward developing transgression and progressive restriction of 
water circulation led to the accumulation of evaporites (see pink shaded units on 
Figure 6.2). Evaporites were deposited in a series of depocentres within a sag basin 
formed during basin subsidence. Halites were deposited in basinal areas whilst  
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anhydrites, sylvites and tacchydrites which were deposited on the platform or basin 
highs (Chang et al., 1991). The bounding edges of individual evaporite basins along 
the Brazilian Margin have been attributed to either a lack of salt deposition on 
basement highs and in deep rifts which did not dry up, and/or the development of 
post-salt volcanic highs which influenced halokinesis segmented evaporite basins 
(Davison, 2007).  
 
Evaporites in the Espírito Santo, Campos and Santos Basins are thought to originate 
from a large, single salt basin (Davison, 2007) which accumulated in the early Aptian 
at c. 113.2 Ma. The onset of evaporite deposition is based on dating of the Curumim 
Volcanic series in well 1-SCS-3 in the Santos Basin over which the evaporites lie 
unconformably (Dias et al., 1994). It has been suggested that the evaporites of the 
Campos Basin may have exceeded a thickness greater than 2000 m before the 
onset of halokinesis (Chang et al., 1991). 
 
 
6.4.1.3. Drift stage 
  
The early drift stage (Albian) is characterised by enhanced basin subsidence and 
increasing water depths which surpassed the topographic barriers that were present 
in the syn-rift and transition stages. The first sub-interval within the transgressive drift 
sequence comprises marine carbonates which accumulated on a typical carbonate 
platform. These units are marked in light blue on Figure 6.2. Marginal parts of the 
platform were covered by clastic fan deltas whilst marls and carbonitic shales were 
deposited in deeper waters in the basin. The Late Albian to Late Maastrichtian marks 
a second phase of transgression in which the Albian Carbonate platforms were 
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drowned and coincided with the accumulation of low energy mudstones, shales and 
marls (light green units on Figure 6.2).   
 
The regressive drift megasequence which is of Eocene to Holocene in age occurred 
during basin inversion and uplift of the hinterland (Alves, 2012; Cobbold et al., 2010). 
The origin and timing of inversion are subject to debate at present with some authors 
proposing distinct pulses of inversion in the Late Cretaceous, Eocene and Miocene 
(Cobbold et al., 2010) whilst others suggest it may be more diachronous due 
localised translation of Albian rafts and buttressing against salt walls (Alves, 2012). 
Beyond the region of the Espírito Santo Basin, the uplift of the Brazilian Craton 
following the Late Cretaceous is considered to have had important influences on the 
input of clastic sediments into the adjacent basins, denoted by the purple units on 
Figure 6.2. Generally, the regressive drift sediments comprise clastic turbidites and 
sandstones which were derived from uplifted hinterland, and carbonates and 
volcanclastics derived from exposed older basin highs and volcanic rocks (Bruhn and 
Walker, 1997; França et al., 2007). The depositional system makes a gradational 
downslope transition to progressively more fine grained marls and mudstones 
(França et al., 2007). Sub-marine mass wasting was significant in the Neogene 
resulting the accumulation of mass transport deposits comprising redistributed 
volcanolcastics and thick turbidites (Alves and Cartwright, 2010; Gamboa et al ., 
2012).  
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6.4.2. Salt tectonics and related deformation  
 
The Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic strata have been heavily deformed as result of 
salt tectonics involving the Aptian aged salt layer. Halokinesis occurred in response 
to loading of the salt layer and down slope, gravitational gliding of the Aptian salt 
layer. The types of salt structures and their organisation with respect to the pre-salt 
slope are typical of those on other parts of the South Atlantic passive margin 
(Demercian, 1993; Fiduk et al., 2004) and include the following domains; (1) An 
extensional domain at the most proximal parts of the slope comprising salt rollers,  
roller growth faults, roll-over anticlines, Albian rafts and secondary counter-regional 
faults. (2) A translational domain in the central parts of the slope comprising vertical 
salt stocks, elongate salt walls sub-parallel to the basin margins. (3) A compressional 
domain at the toe of the slope comprising salt canopies, squeezed and extruded 
diapirs, thrust dominated salt structures (Figs 6.1 and 6.2). The rate of salt flow or 
diapirism is dependant on the position on the slope but generally salt withdrawal 
decays during the Late Cretaceous (Fiduk et al., 2004). During the Cenozoic, salt 
structures were reactivated or grew under by upbuilding in response to horizontal 
compression related due to basin inversion and tilting (Alves et al., 2009; Alves, 
2012; Cobbold et al., 2010). The research undertaken on seismic data from the 
Espírito Santo Basin is located in the extensional domain and the most proximal parts 
of the translation domains (Figs. 6.1-6.2).  
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6.4.3. Seismic stratigraphic units 
 
Major subdivisions in the regional stratigraphy have been tied to seismic lines using 
correlations from published works of Fiduk et al (2004) and Alves (2012) (see Table 
6.1 for a summary of the major sub-units). These studies are largely based on the 
identification of marker horizons and unconformities which bound mega sequences 
(transgressive and regressive drift packages) and some of the units within mega 
sequences (see Figure 6.3). The description of lithologies within the transgressive 
and regressive drift units were derived from the study of França et al (2007) who 
present a regional chronostratigraphic chart for the basin (Figure, 6.3). Knowledge of 
the regional stratigraphy was derived from wells that were drilled during exploration of 
the basin, the information from which is confidential and thus not in the public 
domain. 
 
Information from two wells drilled along the Brazilian margin is available in the 
literature. Mohriak et al (1995) and Viana et al (2003) published information from 
ODP site 516 in the southernmost Campos Basin which Alves et al (2009) used to 
subdivide the Albian to Holocene stratigraphy of the BES 200 survey (see location on 
Figure 6.1). The correlation was based largely on identification of units based on 
seismic character. Velocity values obtained from (Barker et al., 1983) give some 
indication of the velocity variation through comparative stratigraphic units in the ESB 
and are used to qualify observations of throw variations on faults within a given unit. 
There is also some information from a well drilled in the Golfinho Oil Field which is 
located in the West and Central parts of the BES 100 survey. The target for the well 
was in Campanian and Maastrichtian stratigraphy comprising deepwater turbidite  
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Fig 6.3 - Stratigraphic chart of the Espírito Santo Basin showing regional stratigraphic units, identified erosional surfaces, main tectonic phases and magmatic events (modified from França et al., 2007) 
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Table 6.1 - Summary of the principal features of the seismic-stratigraphic units in the Espírito 
Santo Basin (adapted from Alves (2012)). 
 
Seismic 
Units 
Age of base  Horizon 
at top 
of unit 
TWTT 
thickness 
(ms) 
Internal seismic 
character, geometry and 
terminations 
Dominant 
lithologies 
(França et al, 2007) 
5 Early 
Miocene 
 100-850 Chaotic to continuous 
reflections. Incised slope 
channels on upper 
continental slope. Baselap. 
Sandstones (Rio 
Doce Fm.),  
calcarenites 
(Caravelas mb.), 
turbidite sands and 
marls (Urucutuca 
Fm.) 
4.2 Early 
Eocene 
Eo 2 200-1000 Prograding high-to 
moderate-amplitude 
internal reflections. 
Pervasive faulting. 
Baselap.  
Thick turbidite 
sands, 
volcaniclastic and 
fine-grained 
4.1 Maastrichtia
n-Early 
Danian 
Eo 1 300-600 High-amplitude internal 
reflections, intersected by 
closely spaced normal 
faults. Offlap.  
Sandstones and 
shales denoting a 
marked period of 
progradation on the 
margin. 
3 Late 
Santonian-
Campanian 
Ma 1 0-500 Moderate-to high- 
amplitude reflections filling 
erosional channels 
(Golfinho Field) at places. 
Prograding reflections on 
the upper continental 
slope. Baselap. 
Sandy turbidites  
and shales, with an 
abundance of marls 
towards more distal 
parts of the margin.  
2 Late Albian-
Cenomanian 
Sa 1 600-1500 Continuous, low amplitude 
reflections. Localised 
growth onto roller faults. 
Fills half graben/graben 
blocks separating distinct 
Albian rafts Onlap onto its 
base.  
Predominantly 
shales, calcareous in 
places, intercalated 
with turbidite sands. 
Carbonate breccias 
also eroded Albian 
rafts occur locally. 
1 Albian A1 1 0-600 High-amplitude, but low-
frequency, reflections 
showing localised growth. 
Baselap is visible in areas 
of stratal growth 
Sands, silts and 
oolitic limestones and 
marls. 
Salt Aptian Top Salt  0-1800 Chaotic to parallel internal 
reflections. Wedge – to 
lensoid-shaped unit, locally 
tilted. Occurs at the base 
of half-graben/graben 
blocks. Base lap is visible.  
Carbonate and 
anhydrite intervals, 
changing into halite 
in more distal parts of 
the margin.  
Pre-salt  Valanginian Base 
salt 
0-800 Moderate-to high-
amplitude internal 
reflections.  
Heterolithic  
conglomerates and 
coarse sandstones,  
grading into fine 
grained 
mudstones 
in distal regions. 
Volcaniclastic 
rocks. Lacustrine 
shales at places. 
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sandstones (Viera et al., 2007). The division of stratigraphic units in this chapter 
follow that used by Alves (2012). The post salt overburden is subdivided into 5 
stratigraphic units bounded by unconformities or regional markers.  
 
 
6.4.3.1. Pre-salt       
 
The pre-salt sequence is identified based on the presence of a strong negative 
reflection event which underlies the Aptian aged evaporites (Fig. 6.4a-b). The pre-salt 
sequence has high amplitude, continuous reflections which regionally, thicken into 
the hangingwall of ti lted fault blocks (Fiduk et al., 2004; Gibbs, 2003). The Pre-salt 
sequence is limited to the westernmost parts of the survey due to the data being 
clipped at 5.0 seconds TWTT. 
 
 
6.4.3.2. Aptian evaporties  
 
The Aptian evaporites (salt layer) are identified by incoherent internal reflections 
which are capped by a strong positive reflector interpreted as the top of the salt layer 
(Fig. 6.4a-b). In the survey, salt has been modified from its original, sub -horizontal 
form by halokinesis and now comprises salt rollers, salt walls and squeezed (possibly 
welded) salt stocks (Fig. 6.4a). Each of these different types of structures is arranged 
in domains which are parallel to the contours of the pre-salt slope (Davison, 2007; 
Fiduk et al., 2004). To the east of the survey at the base of the slope the Aptian 
evaporites form extruded diapirs and salt canopies (Alves, 2010; Cobbold et al., 
2010; Fiduk et al., 2004).   
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Fig 6.4 – A-B) E-W oriented seismic line through the BES 100 seismic survey showing the main salt structures and fault families. See Figure 6.1 for location of lines A and B. Salt structures are shaded in pink. Fault 
families are abbreviated as follows; KF = keystone faults, CrF = crestal faults, RF = Roller faults,  CRF = counter regional fault, PF = polygonal faults.  The post-salt overburden is divided into 5 individual units (see table 
6.1). 
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Fig 6.5. - True vertical thickness map between reference horizons Sa 1 and Eo 1 showing the 
location of major structures and withdrawal basins. The base map spans the southern and 
central sectors of the survey (see inset map of sea bed across survey). Withdrawal basins 
within Santonian to Oligocene strata are identified by thick regions (blue) and palaeo-highs are 
identified by thin regions (red). RF = Roller faults, CRF = counter-regional Fault, CrF = crestal 
fault. Salt structures and withdrawal basins are abbreviated; SD = salt diapirs, SW = salt wall, 
WB = withdrawal basins, T1 = turtle anticlines.  
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6.4.3.3. Post-salt: Unit 1 - Albian 
 
Unit 1 comprises limestones and clastic sediments of Albian age which appear in 
seismic data as moderate amplitude, continuous internal reflections confined to 
rafted blocks (Alves, 2012; Fiduk et al., 2004) (Fig 6.4a-b). The top of the Albian rafts 
(Horizon Al1) is typically high amplitude with respect to the overlying unit.  
 
 
6.4.3.4. Post-salt: Unit 2 – Late Albian to Cenomanian 
 
Unit 2 comprises a thick unit of Late Albian-Cenomanian marls intercalated with 
chalks and turbidite sands (França et al., 2007) which is expressed in seismic data 
as having low amplitude, and continuous internal reflections occasionally offset by 
normal faults. The unit thickens into a series of depocentres or withdrawal basins 
which are typically confined to the hangingwall of roller and counter-regional faults, 
adjacent to salt walls or around the flanks of salt stocks (see WB1-5 on Figure 6.5). 
Horizon Al 2 is located in the centre of Unit 2. With notable exception to the 
uppermost 250 ms, most of the unit is low in frequency and high in background noise 
which obscures normal faults sets. The transition from these two seismically distinct 
units is marked by Horizon Al 3. 
 
 
6.4.3.5. Post-salt: Unit 3 – Late Santonian to Maastrichtian        
 
Unit 3 comprises a 0-500 ms thick succession of marls, shales and sandstones which 
is bound by two marker horizons Sa1 and Ma1 respectively (Fig 6.4a-b). Horizons 
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Sa1 and Ma1 are both regionally extensive, positive, high amplitude reflections. On 
proximal areas of the slope they are both preserved as truncating surfaces in seismic 
data (Fig 6.4).  
 
The interval lying between horizons Sa1 and Ma1 is deformed by small, densely 
spaced normal faults, of which many are contained entirely within the interval, either 
as antithetic faults to dominant normal faults or as isolated faults . Seismic sections 
presented in Fiduk et al (2004) reveal that densely-spaced normal faults are also 
present within the BE MS 2 survey to the east of the BES 100 survey. Normal faults 
were also described in the same interval in BES 200 survey by Baudon and 
Cartwright (2008) and Alves et al (2009) although they were classified as crestal, 
keystone and synclinal faults. Synclinal faults were defined as a type of crestal fault 
which form to accommodate the extension of salt withdrawal basins (Alves et al., 
2009)     
 
There is considerable lateral variation in the seismic character of internal seismic 
reflections in Unit 3. The proximal parts of the slope are likely to be composed of 
lithologies similar to those reported in the Golfinho Field. Internal reflections have 
reduced resolution. High amplitude and truncating surfaces can be detected within 
unit 3 which are interpreted as the base of channel systems. 
 
On distal parts of the slope where it has been suggested that marls are the dominant 
lithology (França et al., 2007), there is a notable reduction in amplitude in Unit 3 
compared to Units 2 and 4 and compared to proximal equivalents of Unit 3. There is 
also considerably more intra-unit faulting within the distal areas but reflectivity is too 
poor to accurately locate upper and lower fault tips and map displacements .   
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6.4.3.6. Post-salt: Unit 4 – Palaeocene to Early Miocene 
 
Unit 4 comprises a 500-1600 ms thick succession of Palaeocene to Early Miocene 
sands and shales. The unit was sub-divided into two by Alves (2012) based on 
seismic character and an upward change in gross lithology. They are grouped into a 
single unit here because the unit defines at least one sub-tier of polygonal faults 
which are the focus of this study. The units described by Alves (2012) are referred to 
as 4.1 and 4.2 in Table 6.1. 
 
Unit 4.1 is reported to contain a 300-600 ms thick succession of sands and shales 
which are expressed as continuous internal reflections with moderate-high 
amplitudes. At the base of Unit 4.1 there are frequently lateral variations in the 
seismic facies. In the centre of the survey in particular, the base of the unit contains 
slightly irregular, high amplitude internal reflections which locally truncate underlying 
Maastrichtian to Danian strata (Unit 3). These are considered to represent sand-rich 
parts of the depositional system based on their seismic character.  
 
A regional marker (Eo1) within the centre of Unit 4.1 is correlated with an 
unconformity or hiatus of approximately Late Eocene-Early Oligocene in age (Fiduk 
et al., 2004). Horizon Eo1 is rarely observed to truncate underlying Eocene strata in 
the BES 100 survey. The top of Unit 4.1 is defined by a marker horizon which is 
labelled Eo2 on Figure 6.4a-b. 
 
Unit 4.2 is reported as being composed of thick turbidite sandstones and fine -grained 
turbidite deposits with inclusions of volcanoclastic sediments (França et al., 2007). 
The unit is typically higher in amplitude than Unit 4.1 although there is considerable 
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lateral variation. In particular, internal reflections in the proximal areas of the basin 
and in Cenozoic depocentres contain higher acoustic amplitudes (Fig 6.4a-b).  
 
 
6.4.3.6. Post-salt: Unit 5 – Early Miocene to Holocene 
 
Unit 5 is the youngest unit referred to in the chapter and comprises a 100-850 ms 
thick interval of post-early Miocene sandstones, calcarenites and turbidite deposits. 
The interval has a distinct seismic character of very high amplitude, continuous to 
highly irregular to chaotic internal reflections (Fig. 6.4). The interval contains large, 
transported blocks composed of strata from Unit 5 interpreted as landslide deposits 
(Alves and Cartwright, 2009; 2010). At a regional scale the unit contains successions 
of mass transport deposits with variable character (Gamboa et al., 2010; 2011; 
2012). Unit 5 locally truncates the top of Unit 4 and in general defines the upper limit 
of pervasive faulting in Unit 4.            
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6.5. Structural configuration of the Espírito Santo Basin 
 
 
6.5.1. Roller and counter-regional growth faults  
 
N-S to NW-SE striking salt-rollers and associated roller growth faults are located on 
the most proximal parts of the slope in the westernmost parts of the survey (Fig. 6.4-
6.5). Roller-faults (RF on Figure 6.5) are arcate in map view and range from 6-10 km 
in strike length. In cross section they are strongly listric and have increasing 
displacements with depth before detaching onto triangular-shaped salt rollers (Fig 
6.4a-b). Growth sequences in the hangingwall of roller faults are generally thickest in 
the lower to middle parts of Unit 2 i.e. between horizons Al1-2 and decrease steadily 
upwards. The upper tips of roller faults occur within Unit 4. 
   
Adjacent to the largest roller faults in the survey (RF1 and RF2) there is a large 
counter-regional fault (CRF1 on Figures 6.4 and 6.5) which bounds the western flank 
of a NS trending salt wall.  
 
 
6.5.2. Fault families within turtle anticlines   
 
N-S striking chains of turtle anticlines and rollover structures are developed between 
roller faults and adjacent counter-regional faults (See T1 and T2 on Figure. 6.1 and 
6.4a-b). At the core of the turtle anticlines, the Albian carbonates of Unit 1 form 
detached rafts which may be spaced up to10 km apart from each other (Alves, 2012; 
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Cobbold and Szatmari, 1995). A less mature N-S trending belt of anticlines are 
located in the eastern part of the survey to the east of Salt wall 1 (Fig. 6.4a-b).  
 
The outer-arc of turtle anticlines are deformed by normal faults that are diagnostic of 
keystone faults described by Rowan et al (1999). Such faults form by flexing of the 
strata through folding and thus develop in the outer-arc of anticlinal and synclinal 
folds (Price and Cosgrove, 1990). The number of faults decreases toward the centre 
of the turtle anticline which is consistent with faults dying out at the neutral surface 
dividing inner and outer zones of compression and extension respectively.  
 
Normal faults cluster in the tightly folded strata in the hangingwall of roller faults. 
These are consistent with rollover fault families which form during subsidence, folding 
and overturning of the strata in the hangingwall of the roller fault (McClay, 2003). 
 
Crestal faults also identified within turtle anticlines, are deeper cutting than keystone 
faults and intersect Units 1 and 2 without any notable downward reduction in throw 
toward the core of turtle anticlines. 
 
   
6.5.3 Fault families associated with salt diapirs 
 
The Central, Eastern and Northern parts of the survey overlap with the most proximal 
part of the diapir domain. The transition between salt rollers and diapirs is defined by 
an N-S striking salt wall that is bound on its western side by a large counter-regional 
fault (CRF 1 and SW 1 on Figure 6.5). A second salt wall, also striking N-S is located 
immediately outside of the eastern boundary of the survey (Fiduk et al., 2004). The 
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western flank of the folded roof above the salt wall is exposed along the eastern edge 
of the survey (Fig. 6.4a).  
 
Five salt stocks are identified in the survey which emanate from underlying salt walls. 
They have all pierced the late Cenozoic strata with the tops of diapirs sitting within 
200-500 ms of the sea bed. The two salt stocks studied in this chapter (SD 1 and SD 
2 on Figure 6.5) are located along and stem from the inner most salt wall (SW1). 
They have heads range in diameter from 1.65-2.5 km. In both cases the head is 
wider than the underlying stem which may be less than 500 m thick at two-way-time 
values of c. 3.5 seconds (Fig. 6.6a).   
 
In plan view, the heads of the stocks slightly elongate and trend NNW-SSE parallel to 
the strike of the underlying counter-regional fault. The heads of both the diapirs are 
asymmetric with the eastern side of the diapir protruding further into the strata of 
Units 4 and 5 more than on the western side. Prominent negative reflectors are 
observed beneath the top salt reflection and are interpreted as the base of a salt 
overhang (B.O.R on Figure 2.12). Multiple base overhang reflections present around 
the salt stock make it difficult to interpret the position of the salt contact with any 
certainty.   
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Fig. 6.6 - A) W-E oriented seismic line bisecting Salt Diapir 1. B) SW-NE oriented seismic line 
showing box fold flanked by reverse faults on the raised NW flank of SD 2.  
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The Late Albian to Late Santonian strata of Unit 2 thickens into the hangingwa ll of 
CRF 1 but around the diapir is now ti lted above the regional datum (Fig. 6.6a). Units 
3 to 5 are also tilted above the respective regional datum but reflections thin toward 
the diapir. The overburden appears to dip with a greater inclination on the eastern 
flank compared to the western flank. The overburden may be overturned beneath the 
overhang on the eastern flank but poor data quality limits a detailed description of the  
strata near the salt contact.    
 
The Late Santonian to early Miocene strata is deformed by extensional faults which 
are crudely normal to the edge of the diapir. A detailed analysis of these radial faults 
is presented in section 6.9.3 as they are correlated with an interval which contains 
polygonal faults.  
 
The overburden within the uppermost Unit 2 and Unit 3 on the NW and SE flanks of 
the diapir is deformed by NW-SE striking reverse faults (Fig. 6.6b). The reverse faults 
face toward the centre of the underlying salt wall and bound the edge of a box fold 
which is locally developed around the diapir and strikes parallel to the salt wall. The 
apex of the box fold defines the common footwall of the reverse faults.   
 
Inward-facing, normal faults within increasing downward displacement trends are 
located above the southern end of the Salt Wall 1 (CrF1-6 on Figure. 6.4a, 6.5). 
Following Vendeville (1992) and Rowan et al (1999) they are interpreted as crestal 
faults which represent collapse of the palaeo-salt wall. Isochron maps within sub-
intervals of Units 2 and 3 reveal that salt withdrawal basins trend N-S and are local to 
the hangingwall of major roller and counter-regional faults (Alves, 2012). 
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6.6. Polygonal Fault System intersecting Santonian-Early Miocene 
aged strata 
 
A densely spaced array of normal faults deforms the Santonian to early Miocene 
aged strata (between Sa 1 and Eo 2 on Figure. 6.4a-b). Unlike the normal faults 
described in the preceding section which are localised to salt structures and turtle 
anticlines, those in Units 3 and 4 are uniformly spaced and are more evenly 
distributed throughout the survey (see Figures 6.7-9). Interestingly, many of the faults 
occur in strata which have suffered very little, visible, straining through folding, 
collapse or arching (Fig. 6.4a-b). This is a good diagnostic feature of compaction 
faults such as those formally termed polygonal faults by Cartwright and Dewhurst 
(1998).  
 
 
6.6.1. Planform geometry  
 
Horizons Sa 1, Ma 1 and Eo 1 mapped within the interval reveal that the normal 
faults are organised into a densely-spaced, extensive polygonal network although 
each of the maps yields very different regional fault patterns (Figs. 6.7-9). The 
planform expression of the fault system is similar to that of layer-bound compaction 
faults termed polygonal faults described by Cartwright (2011) and therein. However, 
in contrast to the widely-distributed and uniform isotropic fault patterns in the North 
Sea (Chapters 4-6) there is considerable anisotropy in the strikes and lengths of 
faults around salt structures and major faults at horizon Sa1. This is particularly 
evident on the map of horizon Sa 1 where faults are strongly aligned orthogonal or 
parallel to salt walls, salt stocks and major faults (Fig. 6.7). In contrast, the fault 
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patterns at Ma 1 and Eo 1 show much more isotropic alignments or simple biases 
parallel to the slope contours of the palaeo-basin margin (Fig. 6.8-9).  
 
An absence of a strongly isotropic pattern is not untypical of polygonal faults which 
have formed in the vicinity of active structures such as large tectonic faults, salt walls 
and salt stocks (Andresen and Huuse, 2010; Davison et al., 2000; Hansen, 2004; Ho 
et al., 2012; Imbert et al., 2009; Stewart, 2006). Given the strong spatial relationship 
which exists between isotropic and anisotropic components of the fault network it is 
perfectly conceivable that the former are preferentially aligned compaction faults.     
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Fig 6.7. – Acoustic amplitude map of horizon Sa 1 showing the planform geometry of polygonal 
faults and major salt-related faults. Major salt related fault families are outlined in black and 
abbreviated as follows; RF = Roller faults, CRF = counter-regional Fault, CrF = crestal fault. Salt 
structures and withdrawal basins are abbreviated; SD = salt diapirs, SW = salt wall, WB = 
withdrawal basins, T1 = turtle anticlines.   
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Fig 6.8 – Acoustic amplitude map of horizon Ma 1 showing the planform geometry of polygonal 
faults in the southernmost part of the BES 100 survey.  
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Fig. 6.9 – Dip-azimuth map of horizon Eo1 showing the distribution, spacing and geometry of 
polygonal faults in Unit 4. White lines define the edge of an E-W oriented channel (compare 
with Fig 6.12). SD = Salt Diapir. 
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6.6.2. Tier structure 
 
Also, in contrast to more typical polygonal fault systems such as those in the Central 
North Sea, where upper and lower fault tips terminate abruptly at a single seismic 
horizon (Chapter 4), it is much more difficult to demarcate the positions of tier 
boundaries in this case. This is because there is significant lateral variation in the tier 
structure across the basin and the tier is often intersected by localised, salt-related 
fault systems.    
 
 
6.6.2.1. Position of tier boundaries 
 
The base of the interval deformed by polygonal faults typically occurs at horizon Al3 
where there is a sharp decrease in fault displacement and notable reduction in the 
number of normal faults (Figs. 6.9-11). A downward reduction in seismic frequency 
and change to reflections with low, homogenous amplitudes may mean that some 
faults are not imaged. However, crestal, keystone, and rollover faults can be detected 
with throws greater than 20 ms (Figs. 6.9-11). On this basis, it is suggested that 
either the throws on polygonal faults are exceptionally small below horizon Al3 or the 
basal tips cluster at horizon Al3. The base of the polygonal faulted interval becomes 
increasingly more difficult to detect toward the east where deeper fault families are 
more developed and tend to have greater displacements in the Cenozoic succession 
(Figs. 6.4a-b, 6.9). It is likely that overlapping zones of polygonal faults and salt-
related faults contribute to the complexity of the fault systems in the Santonian to 
Maastrichtian strata.  
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Fig. 6.10 – A) W-E oriented seismic section zoomed at the Santonian to Early Miocene interval deformed by polygonal faults. Dashed lines indicate the approximate position of the upper and lower tier boundary. B) 
Interpreted section showing the cross sectional geometry of the polygonal faults. Red horizon = Sa 1, Green horizon = Ma 1, Blue horizon = Eo 1. Note that the majority of faults dip up slope and do not extend below the 
basal tier boundary with exception to some crestal and keystone faults. Changes in the seismic character of units hosting and bounding faulted units are named  as follows; Facies A = the hosting  facies containing 
parallel and continuous internal reflections with moderate amplitude. The facies defines an eastward tapering wedge. Facies B which bounds the upper tips of polygonal faults and overlies Facies A = high amplitude unit 
containing slightly chaotic reflections. Facies C overlies units containing Facies A and B and contains moderate to high ampl itude and continuous internal reflections.      
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Fig. 6.11 – A) S-N oriented seismic section zoomed at the interval deformed by a Maastrichtian-Eocene aged polygonal fault system. Dashed lines indicate the approximate position of the upper and lower tier boundary. B) 
Interpreted section showing the cross sectional geometry of the polygonal faults. Red horizon = Sa 1, Green horizon = Ma 1, Blue horizon = horizon Eo 1. Note that the majority of faults do not extend below the basal tier 
boundary with exception to some minor keystone faults. 
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The upper tips of polygonal faults frequently terminate at the transition from two 
contrasting seismic facies, namely; the hosting seismic facies (Facies A) which 
contains continuous and well defined reflections with low-to-moderate acoustic 
amplitudes and an overlying seismic facies (Facies B) comprising high amplitude, 
slightly discontinuous to chaotic internal reflectors (Fig 6.10). The transition between 
these two contrasting seismic facies typically occurs at the boundary between Unit 4 
and 5 (Fig. 6.4a-b) but invariably similar facies variations also occur in the upper 
parts of Unit 4 (Fig. 6.9). Following the stratigraphic framework summarised in 
section 6.3.1 the transition represents a change from predominantly hemipelagic 
marls and si ltstones to units containing thick turbidite sandstones, MTD’s and 
volcanoclastic sediments (França et al., 2007).    
 
In the southern parts of the survey, upper tips of polygonal faults are confined to an 
eastward tapering sediment wedge containing Facies A (Fig. 6.9). A high amplitude, 
incoherent sediment package interdigitates with and periodically onlaps the eastern 
flank of the sediment wedge indicating that the two facies were deposited over the 
same period of time rather than one post dating the other. The incoherent, high 
amplitude package trends roughly N-S and is located in a withdrawal basin 
immediately behind an N-S trending salt wall that straddles the eastern boundary of 
the survey.  
 
 
6.6.3. Spatial distribution  
 
The lateral distribution and spacing between polygonal faults can also be explained 
by similar variation is seismic facies. The most developed and densely populated 
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faults occur in the Southeast of the survey and degrade steadily to the North and 
West (Fig. 6.9). The degradation of polygonal faults is closely related to a change 
from well-defined reflections with higher resolution and lower than average amplitude 
(Facies A) to internal reflections with relatively poor resolution and stronger acoustic 
amplitude (Facies C) (Figs. 6.9, 6.12). In the context of the basin the change in 
seismic character can be attributed to a proximal-to-distal trend in sedimentary facies 
which includes greater clastic input in the west of the survey and greater hemipelagic 
deposition in the east (Alves, 2012; França et al., 2007).  
 
More striking evidence that lateral facies changes influence the distribution of 
polygonal faults is the absence of faults from an E-W striking channel system that 
enters the survey from the west. The channel is detected both on the RMS amplitude 
map (Fig. 6.12) and dip-azimuth map of horizon Eo1 (Fig. 6.9). A transect across the 
channel shows that the base of the channel does not truncate Unit 4 but rather they 
are syn-depositional (Fig. 6.13a-b). Because the faults are not truncated by the base 
of the channel it is argued that faults are absent from the channel as a result of a 
lateral change in facies. 
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Fig. 6.12. – RMS amplitude map of horizon Eo1. High amplitude regions (red regions) identify 
lateral changes in seismic facies. They are interpreted as changes from background 
hemipelagic facies to channelized sand dominated facies. Note that high amplitude regions 
correspond to regions where polygonal faults are poorly developed or absent (compare with 
Figure 6.9).  
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Fig 6.13 – A) Point to point seismic trace (A-A’) bisecting the axis of the E-W channel system in Figure 6.9. Note that normal faults are restricted to Units 2 and 3 and are absent in the channel system. Horizontal arrows 
indicate where Unit 4 truncates Units 2 and 3. Facies D is defined by moderate amplitude internal reflections which are laterally restrictive. Where facies D truncates Unit 3 CF is used to indicate channel fill. B) N-S oriented 
seismic line bisecting the E-W channel system. The location of A is shown by the black vertical intersection plane.  Normal faults are developed continuously acro ss section in Unit 3 but those in Unit 4 are absent from the 
channel. Faults in Unit 4 are truncated by the base of Unit 5.  
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Further relationships can be observed at the eastern end of the channel system 
within the N-S striking depocentre, WB 4, where the fault pattern is poorly developed 
(6.11). The seismic section in Figure 6.11 shows that the change is consistent with a 
lateral increase in acoustic amplitude of the internal reflections (also shown on Figure 
6.9). The high amplitude package equating to Unit 4.2 defines a channel geometry 
but there is no distinct truncation surface. Instead, there are subtle onlap and 
truncation surfaces at the scale of 1-2 reflection thick (>20 m) (blue dashed arrows 
on Figure 6.11). In accordance with the results above, I argue that the absence of 
polygonal faults in the withdrawal basin occurred as a result of a change in lithology 
which defines a distinctly different acoustic response in seismic data.  
 
 
6.7. Lateral variation in the stacking and linkage of polygonal fault 
tiers 
 
As the polygonal fault system degrades toward the palaeo-shelf edge the basic tier 
structure subdivides into two distinct strata bound units separated by an undeformed 
succession of strata (Fig. 6.15). The undeformed interval has a distinctive seismic 
character (Facies D) compared to the units which host polygonal faults and 
comprises high amplitude, slightly irregular, internal reflections which locally 
truncates Unit 3. The interval is laterally equivalent to turbidite sandstones drilled in 
the Golfinho Field. Polygonal faults within the deeper tier are either capped by the 
Late Maastrichtian Unconformity or truncated by the unit containing Facies D (Fig. 
6.14-15).  
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Fig. 6.14 – E-W oriented seismic sections across Withdrawal Basin 4 at the eastern edge of the 
survey. Yellow dashed lines define local erosional surfaces.  
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Fig 6.15 - N-S seismic line zoomed at the interval deformed by polygonal faults. The section summarises the lateral complexity and archite cture of the polygonal fault system. Polygonal faults degrade to the North and 
sub-divide into separate tiers.   
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The degree of linkage between the two sub-tiers is in part related to the distribution 
and thickness of Facies D within Unit 4 (Figs. 6.13b, 15). For example, in Figure 
6.10b polygonal faults are heavily linked on the southern side E-W channel and are 
separated on the Northern side. On the Southern side of the channel the internal 
reflections of Unit 3 have a notably reduced frequency and acoustic amplitude. 
Across the seismic line the internal reflections of Unit 3 and base of Unit 4 show a 
marked increase in amplitude which is interpreted to represent increased presence of 
sands in the unit. The normal faults are also separated into two laterally equivalent 
but separate zones at the top of Units 4.1 and in 4.2. This can be further correlated 
with the southward migration of Facies D toward the main channel system up through 
Unit 4. 
 
There is a case for applying the same sub-division in tier structure described above 
to regions in which there is considerable linkage across the late Maastrichtian 
horizon (Ma 1). This is based on the fact there is a sudden change in fault pattern 
and dip polarity across the Late Maastrichtian horizon (Figs. 6.7-9, 6.16). For 
example polygonal faults below Ma 1 have a variety of dip orientations with 
approximately 50% dipping both landward and seaward but in Unit 4 there is a strong 
tendency for faults to dip landward (c. 90% based on measurements compiled in 
table A6.1 in Appendix 6.) (Figs. 6.9, 6.16). Whilst most of the landward dipping faults 
intersect both Units 3 and 4, many of the seaward dipping faults within Unit 3 either 
terminate close to the Ma 1 or are truncated by it (Figs. 6.9, 6.13a, 6.14, and 6.15). 
This indicates that a large portion of polygonal faults deforming Units 3 and 4 are 
decoupled from each other at the Late Maastrichtian Unconformity.  
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Fig. 6.16. – Traced fault maps of horizons Sa 1, Ma 1 and Eo 1 for a subarea in the SE corner of 
the survey. Rose diagrams at the upper right hand side of fault maps indicate a change in the 
orientation of the dominant fault trends at successive horizons. A) multi -azimuth distribution 
with a strong N-S bias on Eo1, B) multi -azimuth distribution with a subtle N-S bias and a lack of 
faults oriented E-W at Ma 1, C) Strong orthogonal imprint on a multi-azimuth fault distribution 
at Sa 1. Bar chart to the right of Map A and C show the average dip direction with respect the 
strike of the basin slope. Blue = down slope, green = upslope. Fault map A contains 
predominantly upslope-dipping faults. Map C contains a near equal number of upslope and 
down slope dipping faults. 
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The change in dip polarity is reflected in a vertical change in fault pattern across the 
same horizon from one which is strongly polarised around salt structures (Fig. 6.7) to 
one which is slope influenced (Fig. 6.9). Rose diagrams of fault orientations reveal 
that the fault pattern at Sa 1 is bi-directional with trends oriented NEE-SWW and 
NNW-SSE (Fig. 6.16). The NEE-SWW trend occurs because polygonal faults have a 
tendency to align orthogonal N-S trending salt structures and dominant roller faults. 
In contrast polygonal faults in Unit 4 are uni-directional trending roughly N-S parallel 
to the strike of palaeo-shelf edge.  
 
In summary, the gross interval deformed by polygonal faults is sub-divided into two 
intervals referred to as Sub-tier 1 and Sub-tier 2 based on the following criteria. 
1) Change in dip polarity at Ma 1 (division between Units 3 and 4).  
2) Change in fault pattern across Ma 1 (division between Units 3 and 4). 
3) A significant proportion of upper fault tips dying out near a single horizon 
namely horizons Ma 1 and Eo 3. 
4) Un-deformed successions between separate faulted intervals i.e. Facies D 
(turbidite channel facies) at the base of Unit 4. 
5) Correlation of un-deformed intervals with changes in fault characteristics noted 
in points 1-3.    
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6.8. Structural evolution of salt structures and fault families in the 
Espírito Santo Basin 
 
The following section presents a synthesis of the structural evolution of salt 
structures and associated fault systems in the Espírito Santo Basin. The interaction 
between polygonal faults, salt structures and their associated fault families follows 
this section. 
 
 
6.6.1. Timing of salt movement 
 
6.8.1.1. Late Albian to Maastrichtian gravity gliding and thin-skinned extension  
 
Salt movement in the Espírito Santo Basin occurred in response to loading of the 
Aptian evaporites by Albian sediments and gravity gliding (Davison, 2007; 
Demercian, 1993; Fiduk et al., 2004; Alves, 2012). Gliding began following the Albian 
as evidenced by the segmentation and rafting of the Albian carbonates (Unit 1) and 
the onset of growth sequences detected in the hangingwall of roller and counter-
regional faults (Units 2-3) (Fig. 6.4a-b). The main phase of growth occurred in the 
Late Albian between horizons Al1 and Al2 (Fig. 6.4a-b) and slowed gradually 
throughout the uppermost Cretaceous (Santonian to Maastrichtian) .  
 
Turtle anticlines developed synchronously with subsidence of the hangingwalls of 
roller and counter-regional faults. Normal faults localised in the apex and flanks of 
turtle anticlines generally decrease in abundance and displacement toward the core 
of the fold (Fig. 6.5a-b) and are consistent with those termed keystone faults by 
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Rowan et al (1999). Thus, keystone faults are interpreted to have started forming 
during the Late Albian (Al1-Al2). Turtle anticlines continued to develop during the 
Late Santonian to Maastrichtian as evidence by the truncation of the crests by 
horizon Ma1.  
 
Salt diapirs and walls in the central and eastern parts of the survey initiated in 
response to growth of counter-regional faults. During the Late Albian and Santonian, 
salt movement occurred by downbuilding and extension of the overburden during 
continued gliding (reactive diapirism). The salt was derived from five main withdrawal 
basins that are located in the hangingwall of the roller and counter-regional faults 
(Fig. 6.5). Salt diapirs stemming from the main sat wall which sits on the footwall of 
Counter-regional Fault 1 in the centre of the survey (SD1 and the stunted diapir – see 
Fig 6.5) were fed from one dominant withdrawal basin (WB 3). Salt Diapir 1 formed 
preferentially to the stunted diapir which ceased rising in the Maastrichtian. Diapir 1 
was fed from an additional salt withdrawal basin on its NE flank (WB 5). The isopach 
map in Figure 6.5 and cross section in Figure 6.16e, f indicates that salt withdrawal 
occurred for a similar duration and a similar rate to that of the activity of roller and 
counter-regional faults. Salt withdrawal basins were filled and  became inactive in the 
late Eocene to Early Oligocene. Salt diapirs may also have been fed from the proto-
salt wall as there are several crestal collapse faults along strike of the current salt 
wall (Figures 6.4ab, 6.5). A salt wall that is located to the east of the survey was fed 
by WB 4. 
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6.8.1.2. Late Maastrichtian to Holocene inversion and reactivation of salt structures  
 
The transition between the uppermost Cretaceous and the early Cenozoic marks the 
onset of a major forced regression that occurs in response to basin margin uplift. In 
addition to a change in depositional style there is also evidence for selective 
reactivation and/or inversion of salt structures during the early Cenozoic (Alves, 
2012). These include roller faults, turtle anticlines and salt stocks.   
 
Late stage folding of turtle anticlines occurred whilst hangingwall basins in front of 
roller and counter-regional faults had become inactive. This has been attributed to 
continued downslope movement of rafts and buttressing against resisting counter-
regional faults (Alves, 2012). During this reactivation phase continued folding of the 
turtle anticline is likely to have generated new keystone faults or overprinting pre-
existing keystone faults. For the most part turtle anticlines ceased forming by the 
early-middle Eocene.  
 
In the early Eocene to early Miocene the salt stocks continued to rise without salt 
withdrawal. This, combined with evidence of arching of the overburden above the 
regional datum indicates that the diapirs grew actively. The narrow stem of diapirs 
and the presence of a bulbous head are strong diagnostic features of salt diapirs that 
were squeezed (Davison et al., 2000; Hudec and Jackson, 2006). Supporting 
evidence can be observed around the diapir above the proto-salt wall. Here, the 
internal reflections of Unit 3 maintain constant thickness and form a box fold flanked 
by inward-dipping, reverse faults. The amplitude of the box fold and thinning in Unit 4 
associated with its growth decreases steadily away from the diapir along strike of the 
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salt wall (Fig. 6.5). This suggests that compression resulting from continued rafting of 
the Albian strata was localised around salt stocks.   
 
The overburden tilts at a shallower angle on the North West flanks of diapirs 
compared to the Southeast flanks suggesting that they verge slightly to the 
Southeast. Additionally, base-overhang reflections extend further inboard from the 
widest part of the diapir on the eastern flank compared to the western flank. This 
suggests that during squeezing, salt extruded at the surface and flowed in the 
downslope direction, or, preferentially overturned strata on the eastern flanks. Diapir 
rise ceased in the late Holocene and the diapir was buried c. 200 ms below the sea 
bed.  
 
 
6.8.2. Timing of polygonal faulting 
 
A lack of growth wedges in hangingwalls of polygonal faults in the ESB leaves their 
propagation history somewhat inconclusive however, there are at least two marker 
surfaces which help constrain tier development. They include regional marker 
horizons Ma 1 and Eo 3 which either locally truncate or bound the upper tips of a 
significant portion of polygonal faults.  
 
 
6.8.2.1. Truncation of polygonal faults by the Late Maastrichtian turbidites 
 
On the upper slope of the basin, many normal faults contained in the same interval 
as polygonal faults are truncated by the Late Maastrichtian Unconformity and contain 
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growth wedges in the hangingwall of the uppermost part of the fault plane (Figure 
6.4a-b). This is one of the best constraints on timing and suggests that some faults 
became inactive following Late Maastrichtian regression. Another constraint of timing 
although less definitive, is that faults in Unit 3 are often capped by the Maastrichtian 
Unconformity (Fig 6.13, 6.14). The magnitudes of displacement on the faults near the 
upper tips are large and decay abruptly toward the upper tip. This is consistent with 
upper tips of growth or truncated faults (Barnett, 1987). However, due to the faults 
being small and thus having small displacement (below the thickness of a reflection) 
it is difficult to differentiate between a truly truncated fault and one which has arrested 
at a mechanical barrier (Baudon and Cartwright, 2008).    
 
Where faults within Unit 3 are not truncated and the upper fault tip is located above 
the Maastrichtian Unconformity determination of the timing of fault growth is highly 
uncertain. If the polygonal faults described above are indeed part of a basin wide 
polygonal fault system then it could be argued that they formed during the same 
phase of compaction. This would suggest that fault growth occurred during the 
Santonian to early Maastrichtian with some faults becoming inactive in the Late 
Maastrichtian whilst others continued to propagate upwards. 
 
6.8.2.2. Truncation of upper tips at the base of Unit 5  
 
Subtle growth wedges in the uppermost hangingwall of the landward facing faults in 
Unit 4.2 suggest that the faults in Tier 2 were exposed at the sediment surface during 
the late Oligocene - early Miocene. Truncation of reflections within the footwall of 
some normal faults suggests that faulting preceded the deposition Unit 5 and for the  
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Fig 6.17 – a-b) Zoomed seismic sections showing subtle hangingwall wedges at the top of 
landward dipping normal faults in Unit 4. The upper tips terminate abruptly at mass transport 
deposits which locally truncate footwall of normal faults (see line in Fig 6.14b).  
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most part has remained inactive since. It is uncertain at what burial depth each of the 
faults nucleated as their may have been a phase of blind faulting before the upper tip 
reached the sediment surface (Baudon and Cartwright, 2008). For this reason it is 
plausible that the fault pattern mapped at horizon Eo2 may span a greater time 
period which ranges from the Palaeocene to Early Miocene. 
 
 
6.9. Geometrical and timing relationships between polygonal 
faults, salt structures and associated fault systems  
 
 
6.9.1. Turtle anticlines 
 
Although the fault pattern in Tier 1 is largely anisotropic, isotropic fault patterns are 
observed where the tier is gently folded at the apex of turtle anticline 1 (Fig. 6.18a, 
6.19d). The tier is intersected by keystone faults which cluster in the outer arc of the 
anticline and show decreasing normal displacement toward the core of the fold. Fault 
maps at different levels within the turtle anticline also show that fault density 
decreases with depth (Fig. 6.19a-d) which is a common characteristic of faults 
produced by outer arc extension. The two-way-time map of the Late Albian 
carbonates (Al 1) (Fig. 6.18c) shows that the deep structure of the turtle anticline is 
an asymmetric dome with a principal axis parallel to adjacent roller faults. The 
deepest cutting keystone faults (K1-4 on Figure. 6.18a, 6.19a) occur in the core of 
the anticline which has suffered the most arching and faults are aligned parallel to 
principal axis of the dome. Fault maps below the polygonal fault tier within Unit 2 (Al 
2 and Al 3) show progressively more normal faults which are arranged in a polygonal 
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pattern (Fig. 6.19b-c). The polygonal pattern bares some similarities to those in the 
crest of domal folds described by Withjack and Schiener (1987) which form by 
isotropic, layer-parallel extension (Mandl, 1998).  
 
The number of normal faults increases abruptly upwards at the basal portion of the 
polygonal fault tier and the fault pattern becomes strongly isotropic (Fig. 6.19d). The 
spacing of faults is similar to laterally equivalent faults which are more layer-bound. 
On the fault map at Sa 1 there are some larger faults in amongst polygonal faults 
which can be traced to longer faults observed at Al 3. Many of the longer faults tend 
to strike parallel or sub-parallel to the dominant axis of the dome.  
 
The stratigraphic interval hosting the basin-wide, compaction-related polygonal faults 
occurs at the very top of the turtle anticline where there is only subtle folding (Fig. 
6.18b). Thickness changes across the roller and counter-regional fault and over the 
crest of the turtle anticline is small indicating that arching dissipated during the 
Santonian to Maastrichtian. Given this and the close similarity in spacing of polygonal 
faults that extend beyond the limit of the dome it is more likely that the normal faults 
are predominantly compaction related rather than forming directly due to doming.  
 
The dip orientation of compaction-related polygonal faults which span the interval 
between Al 3 and Ma 1 are locally influenced by larger tectonic keystone so that 
small polygonal faults have antithetic relationships to the larger faults (PFanti on 
Figure. 6.18a). As such, the basal tips do not cluster at horizon Al 3 as much as they 
do in other parts of the basin.                
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Fig 6.18 – A) W-E oriented seismic line intersecting Turtle Anticline 1. B) Isopach map appertaining to the interval between horizons Sa1 and  Eo2 from Figure 1 showing location of Turtle anticline 1.  C) Two-way time map 
of horizon Al 1 showing the geometry of the turtle anticline. Fault maps at the level of annotated horizons are shown in F igure 6.19 overleaf. Fault families are annotated as follows; CrF = crestal faults, RF = roller fault, KF 
= keystone fault, PFs = polygonal faults.  
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Fig. 6.19 – Amplitude maps of folded horizons within Turtle Anticline 1 showing a downward 
reduction in the number of faults and spacing between faults. 1. A) Top of Albian rafts (Al 1), B) 
Intra-Unit 2 horizon (Al 2), C) Intra-Unit 2 horizon (Al 3), D) Base of Unit 3, horizon Sa 1. Al 3 
marks the base of the polygonally faulted interval.   
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In contrast to the geometry of T1, the fold geometry of Turtle Anticline 2 (T2) is 
strongly asymmetric forming more of a ridge rather than a dome (Fig. 6.20a). The 
polygonal fault pattern is also different. Faults are preferentially developed in N-S 
orientation which become more prominent around the flanks, in particular on the 
hangingwall side of Roller Fault 1 (Fig. 6.20b) where the Late Albian strata (Unit 2) is 
strongly folded (Fig. 6.20c). The fault pattern is correlated with faults sets that are 
diagnostic of rollover faults (ROF on Fig. 6.20c) (Mauduit and Brun, 1998; McClay, 
2003; Rowan et al., 1999; Vendeville et al., 2002; Veneville, 1992). Many of the long 
normal faults at the crest of the T2 are correlated with deep cutting, landward dipping 
keystone faults (KF on Fig. 6.20c). Displacement at the level of Sa 1 is larger than 
that of polygonal faults and many of the faults can be traced through Unit 4 where 
they tip out at the base of Unit 5. Seaward dipping roll-over faults on the other hand 
are truncated by the Late Maastrichtian Unconformity.      
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Fig. 6.20 – A) TVT map appertaining to the interval between Sa 1 and Eo 1 showing the location 
of major salt structures and withdrawal basins. The black rectangle shows the location of 
Turtle Anticline 2 and defines the edge of the fault map in ‘b’. B) W-E oriented seismic line 
intersecting Roller Fault 2 and Turtle anticline 2, C) Amplitude map of horizon Sa 1 zoomed on  
Roller Fault 2 and Turtle Anticline 2. D) Traced fault map showing the planform geometry and 
distribute of different extensional fault families around Roller Fault 2. Light green faults are 
crestal faults. Dark green faults represent seaward dipping roll-over keystone faults in the 
hangingwall of Roller Fault 2. Yellow faults are  long keystone faults in the crest of N-S striking 
Turtle Anticline 2 (see annotated faults on B). Small red faults are interpreted as polygonal 
faults whose geometry is influenced by adjacent keystone faults.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
B 
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6.9.2. Counter-regional faults and salt walls 
 
In common with the results of Hansen et al (2004) polygonal faults have a tendency 
to align orthogonal to the main roller and counter-regional growth faults in the study 
area. The best example is where the interval hosting the polygonal faults thickens 
into the hangingwall of Counter-regional Fault 1 (Fig 6.21b). The strongest 
preferential alignment occurs near the centre of the fault where the displacement is 
the greatest and the withdrawal basin is thickest in the interval containing polygonal 
faults (Fig. 6.21a, 22a). Near the southern tip of the counter-regional fault and in the 
hangingwall of a seaward facing crestal fault the polygonal pattern is less anisotropic. 
The lack of preferential alignment around the crestal fault may be explained if the 
crestal fault formed after the polygonal faults and simply cross cut the pre-existing 
fault pattern (Fig 6.21b).  
 
The seismic section in Figure 6.22a reveals that the polygonal faults which have 
orthogonal relationships to the counter-regional fault dip away from the centre of the 
hangingwall basin. Strongly polarised dip orientations are more generally associated 
with tiers where the basal surface is inclined, a characteristic explained by layer-
parallel shear associated with gravitational loading of an inclined slope (Goulty, 2002; 
Ireland et al., 2011; Mandl et al., 2000; Mandl, 1998; Stewart and Argent, 2004). 
Similar explanations could be given for the polygonal fault system in Unit 4 as the 
majority of polygonal faults are aligned N-S and dip up slope. The polarity in dip 
orientation and preferential alignment in the hangingwall of the counter-regional fault 
could thus be explained by subtle inclination in bedding which developed as the 
centre of the basin subsided whilst the periphery of the basin remained stationary.  
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Fig. 6.21 – A) Amplitude map of horizon Sa1 zoomed on the hangingwall of the counter-
regional fault. See inset map for location.   
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Fig. 6.22 –A) Seismic line orthogonal to the strike of the counter-regional fault 1. B) Point to 
point trace transecting the centre of the withdrawal basin in the hangingwall of the counter-
regional fault. CRF = counter-regional fault, CrF = crestal fault, KF = keystone fault, PFS = 
polygonal fault system. 
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6.9.3. Salt diapirs 
 
6.9.3.1. Fault patterns around salt diapirs 
 
As is common for polygonal faults tiers which are pierced by salt stocks, polygonal 
faults in the ESB are organised into a radial pattern around the salt stocks. Unlike the 
spoke-like radial patterns observed around salt diapirs in the CNS (Chapters 4-5) the 
radial patterns around SD 1 and SD 2 are perturbed around locally developed ridges 
and withdrawal basins (Fig 6.23a-b). For example, on the NE flank of SD 1 radial 
faults deflect around the edge of small salt-withdrawal basin (WB 5) taking the form 
of local concentric faults. The fault pattern is not too dissimilar to radial faults around 
salt diapirs offshore Angola which deflects around locally developed pockmarks 
(Andresen and Huuse, 2010; Stewart, 2006). On the western flank of SD 1 radial 
faults are long and curve to align orthogonal to the axis of a subtle withdrawal basin 
that deepens southward into the hangingwall of the counter-regional fault. Close 
inspection of the fault pattern indicates that the radial trend is composed of several 
fault segments which are slightly cusp-shaped in map view similar to regional 
polygonal fault segments (Fig. 6.23a-b). Radial faults on the NW and SE flanks of 
both SD 1 and SD 2 are preferentially developed and form part of uni-directional fault 
set developed above a locally developed box-fold (Fig. 6.23b). Faults on either side 
of the box fold are aligned orthogonal to the main fold axis. 
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Fig. 6.23 – A) Zoomed amplitude map of horizon Sa1 centred on Salt Diapir 1. B)  Amplitude 
map of horizon Eo1 zoomed over Salt Diapirs 1 and 2.  
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Fig. 6.24 – A) N-S oriented seismic line intersecting radial faults on the western flank of Salt 
Diapir 1. B) NW-SE oriented seismic line intersecting curved radial faults within WB 5 on the NE 
flank of Salt Diapir 1. See map in Figure 6.23 for position of seismic lines in A and B. RF = 
Radial faults.  
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Fig. 6.25 – A) E-W seismic line bisecting Salt Diapir 1. The blue shading show s subtle 
stratigraphic thickening off flank due to salt withdrawal. Note that the transition zone between 
radial and polygonal faults occurs at the distal edge of the withdrawal basin and beyond the 
hinge in the upturned flank.    
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6.9.3.2. Comparisons between radial faults and laterally equivalent polygonal faults  
  
The radial faults around the salt stocks described above are classified here as 
perturbed members of the basin-wide polygonal fault system based on the following 
observations which match criteria used in Chapters 4-6; 
  
1. Confinement of radial faults to tier boundaries: The radial faults around the salt 
stocks are truncated by Unit 5 as is the case for laterally equivalent polygonal 
faults (Fig. 6.24a). There is also some evidence of the radial faults conforming to 
the same stratigraphic intervals as laterally equivalent polygonal faults (Fig. 
6.24a,25) although some dominant radial faults do intersect both tiers (Fig. 
6.24b).  
2. Spacing: The spacing of radial faults has a close resemblance to polygonal 
faults (Fig. 6.23a-b) but the strong regional anisotropy and variability in spacing 
make spacing a weak diagnostic feature for assessing if radial faults are 
perturbed compaction-related polygonal faults.  
3. Displacement: Average displacements as observed in seismic sections are 
within the range of laterally equivalent polygonal faults (Fig. 6.24a, 25).  
4. Timing: Truncation of radial faults by the same upper surface as polygonal faults 
(horizon Eo 3 at the base of Unit 5) indicates that they ceased formed at the 
same time as polygonal faults (Fig. 6.24a). The timing of faulting in the unit 
below Ma 1 is more difficult to constrain but it is likely predates that in Unit 4 
given that some polygonal faults in tier 2 have antithetic relationships with those 
in tier 1. 
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6.9.3.3. Relationship between fault pattern and diapir evolution 
 
In a similar fashion to the radial array patterns within polygonal fault tiers that are 
penetrated by the CNS Salt Diapirs, the radial pattern around Diapirs 1 and 2 in 
Figure 6.23a-b also developed during phases of active diapir rise. Another 
commonality with Chapter 5 is the tendency for the radial faults to extend to modest 
distances from the edge of the diapir. The position of the transition zone between 
radially aligned faults and the more random regional faults interpreted on the map in 
Figure 6.23a-b is annotated on the seismic section bisecting Salt Diapir 1 in Figure  
6.25. Quite clearly, the transition zone occurs beyond any inflection of the folded 
flank making it difficult to argue that the dimensions of the radial faults are controlled 
by arching.    
  
Working on the premise that polygonal faults started to grow during early burial as is 
now a common interpretation for polygonal faults more generally (Cartwright, 2011) 
the radial faults most likely formed during the development of small salt withdrawal 
basins around the flanks of the diapir (see subtle thickness changes at the base of 
Unit 4 on Figure 6.24b, 22). The concentric style deflections of the radial faults on the 
NE flank and the long radial faults on the W flank could be formed by two 
mechanisms associated to the development of the mini basins. Firstly, given the 
sensitivity of polygonal faults to slope inclination, it is possible that changes in 
topographic relief related to salt withdrawal was enough to cause radial faults 
propagating away from the diapir edge to deflect around the salt withdrawal basin 
(Fig. 6.26a). 
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Fig.6.26 – Cartoon showing possible explanations for developing concentrically aligned 
polygonal faults around mini withdrawal basins on diapir flanks. A) Effect of basal tier surface 
topography on polarisation of dip orientation and fault strike. B) Effect of coll apse and bending 
around the periphery of the basin.   
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 A second possibility is that the faults preferentially aligned orthogonal to local 
extensional stresses which arise during folding of the tier substrate (Fig 26.b). Since 
the radial faults on the western flank extend beyond the limit of the dome, extension 
associated with positive arching can be ruled out. However, the flexure or bending 
stress associated with the formation of withdrawal basins beyond the fold hinge could 
provide local stress anisotropy which is capable of generating faults aligned normal 
to the diapir. On the western flank the radial faults are aligned in the same orientation 
to those which have orthogonal intersections with the counter-regional fault. On the 
NE flank of SD 1 where the withdrawal basin is situated inboard from the limit of the 
domed overburden, the deflected radial faults could be explained by a superposition 
of negative and positive folding.    
    
 
6.10. Discussion 
 
 
6.10.1. Summary of fault families 
 
The preceding sections have highlighted the complex nature of the brittle deformation 
in the post salt strata in the Espírito Santo Basin. In contrast to the currently 
employed structural styles in upper slope extensional domains of salt-bearing 
passive margins, laterally extensive polygonal fault systems have been shown to 
account for a significant component of the deformation in addition to more traditional 
salt-related fault families.  
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In summary, the fault families analysed in this study include; 
 
1. Late Albian to Late Maastrichtian strata: This interval comprises a complex 
array of salt-related extensional faults formed due to thin-skinned extension as 
the overburden loaded and glided on ducti le Aptian evaporites.  
2. Late Santonian-Late Maastrichtian: The lower of two sub-tiers of polygonal 
faults identified in the basin also overlap with the fault families noted above in 
the Late Santonian to Maastrichtian strata (Unit 3). The faults in the Late 
Santonian to Late Maastrichtian interval thus are an amalgamation of 
overlapping domains of crestal, keystone, roller, roll-over and counter-regional 
faults, and pervasive (compaction-related) polygonal faults.  
3. Late Maastrichtian – early Miocene: An upper sub-tier of landward dipping 
polygonal faults which pervasively deforms the post late Maastrichtian to early 
Miocene strata.  
 
 
6.14.2. Decoupling of fault families at the Late Maastrichtian 
Unconformity 
 
Regardless of the mechanism of formation, a common feature of the faulting in 
the pre-Late Maastrichtian strata is the tendency for faults to either tip out at or 
close to the late Maastrichtian Unconformity (Fig. 6.27a-c), or only the landward 
dipping faults to continue up into the post Late Maastrichtian strata (Fig. 6.27c).  
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Fig 6.27 – Seismic sections showing decoupling of normal faults at the late Maastrichtian 
Unconformity. A) Zoomed section above the roll-over fault family in shown in Figure 6.20c, B) 
Zoomed section of above Albian rafts.  
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Continued Fig 6.27 – C) Zoomed image of the seismic section in Figure 6.10a of keystone 
and polygonal faults. The red circles donate the position of upper tips of Seaward dipping 
faults. Note that upper tips cluster at the horizon Ma 1, correlated with the Late 
Maastrichtian Unconformity.  
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The basal tips of faulting in the post Maastrichtian interval tend to either tip out at the 
upper surface of Campanian to early Palaeocene turbidite channel systems or define 
antithetic relationships with underlying seaward dipping faults of which the vast 
majority do not extend above the Late Maastrichtian Unconformity.  
 
A component of the landward dipping, normal faults intersecting the pre and post 
Late Maastrichtian strata commonly show reduced displacement values near the 
Late Maastrichtian Unconformity (Fig 6.27a-b). Thompson (2012), (unpublished 
undergraduate dissertation) also found that linked polygonal faults commonly have 
reduced throws through the Maastrichtian interval. This could suggest, providing 
there is no abrupt change in the vertical velocity profile that displacement may have 
accumulated as result of dip linkage of two individual landward facing faults.               
 
The horizon at which decoupling of fault families occur, corresponds with a major 
transformation in the basin’s evolution. The transition marks a change from Late 
Cretaceous, thin-skinned extension and salt withdrawal due to gravity gliding to 
Cenozoic inversion and forced sea level regression. Three factors associated with 
this transformation of the basin are used to explain the degree of decoupling between 
polygonal fault tiers and/or salt-related faults. 
 
 
6.10.1.1. Facies distribution  
 
It has already been shown that the distribution of proximal facies within the Santonian 
to early Miocene succession either mark the lateral termination or vertical extent of 
the polygonal fault system. This association of fault distribution with seismic facies 
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distribution is a strong advocate for decoupling of faulting in the region due to facies 
distribution or overburden rheology. The role of bulk composition of the host 
sediments on distribution of polygonal faulting has been globally acknowledged 
(Cartwright, 1996; 2011; Dewhurst et al., 1999; Goulty, 2001; 2002; 2005; 2008). 
However, to date there is still some uncertainty on whether the formation of polygonal 
faulting is related to shrinkage of certain fine-grained sediments during shallow burial 
(Cartwright, 1996) or if low coefficients of friction are responsible (Goulty, 2001; 
2005; 2008). Since, at present these two factors cannot be discredited, two 
explanations are offered for the role of facies variation of fault distribution and 
decoupling of the two fault tiers in the Espírito Santo Basin.  
 
The first possibility is that sand-rich sediments inhibit the nucleation of polygonal 
faults because the bulk composition of the sand does not meet the right chemical or 
physical requirements during shallow burial to undergo syneresis. The second 
possibility is that the sand-rich parts of the tier inhibit the growth of polygonal faults 
due to an increase in mechanical strength which is synonymous with vertical 
transition from sands to shales (Stewart and Argent, 2004). The fact that the basal 
tips of polygonal faults tip out near the top of seismically detectable channel systems 
could indicate that basal tip propagation was restricted by a mechanically harder 
sand body.  
 
Restriction of upper tip propagation could also be argued for cases where the upper 
tips of polygonal faults terminate abruptly at the proximal seismic facies. However, at 
present there are conflicting interpretations of what causes polygonal fault activity to 
arrest (Cartwright, 1996; 2011; Gay et al., 2007; Goulty, 2002) as it may be difficult to 
distinguish between small growth faults and blind faults (Baudon and Cartwright, 
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2008). In the North Sea studies where there is currently no evidence of tier 
boundaries equating to mechanical boundaries, polygonal faults were considered to 
cease upward propagation once the upper tips were exposed at the sea floor. Given 
the association of tier boundaries with erosion or truncating surfaces in this study, 
this also remains a possibility.        
 
The fact that upper tips of polygonal faults do not terminate as abruptly in areas 
where channelized facies are absent does strengthen the argument for mechanical 
stratigraphy playing a role in fault decoupling. If this is the case, an additional reason 
must be given to explain the tendency for landward dipping faults to cross the Late 
Maastrichtian interval where turbidites are absent or are too thin to be detected by 
amplitude analysis.  
 
  
6.10.1.2. Basin tilting due to inversion     
 
Layer-bound normal faults whose dip orientations are polarised in an upslope 
direction (also known as domino faults) are considered to form by layer-parallel shear 
caused by gravitational loading of sediments on a slope (Goulty, 2002; Mandl, 1998; 
2000; Stewart and Argent, 2004). Polygonal faults which are developed in tiers which 
dip a few degrees from the horizontal often have similar polarised dip orientations yet 
the polygonal plan-form is maintained (Cartwright, 1996, Lonergan et al., 1997; 
Stewart and Argent, 2004). The polygonal fault patterns within Unit 4 have similar 
characteristics suggesting that they were also influenced by the slope of the tier. 
However, the preferential dip orientations and alignment of faults parallel to slope 
strike is restricted to the upper tier. In contrast, the polygonal fault pattern between 
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horizons Al 3 and Ma 1 is highly variable with local perturbations around salt 
structures, faults and above folds suggesting they formed under the influence of thin-
skinned extension which occurred primarily in the Late Albian to Santonian times. 
Recognising that the Espírito Santo Basin underwent inversion following the 
Maastrichtian the change in fault pattern could be explained by the general cessation 
of salt withdrawal and tilting of the basin margin (Cobbold et al., 2010).  
 
This change in the basin configuration may also explain why seaward facing faults 
nearly always terminate at or near the late Maastrichtian horizon why landward facing 
faults extend up through Unit 4. Those faults which formed solely due to thin-skinned 
extension may be expected to arrest when the extension driving displacement 
accumulation also arrests. However, if the faults formed or grew by compactional 
dewatering of the host sediments as is the preferred interpretation here, then the 
horizon at which upper tips arrest should equate to the end of a phase of polygonal 
faulting. In the literature this has been suggested to relate to the point at which the 
host layers are fully drained by dewatering (Cartwright, 1996). In areas where there is 
no sign of seismic facies restricting or inhibiting fault growth then an explanation must 
be given for which some faults cease forming and other continue to propagate 
upwards.  
 
In the Espírito Santo basin this can be explained by a change in the regional stress 
state caused by the cessation of thin-skinned extension and the onset of inversion. 
The relaxation of the margin and reduced intensity of thin-skinned extension coupled 
with basin ti lting is interpreted to have favoured the development of landward facing 
faults. The fact that upper tips of seaward facing faults cluster near a single horizon 
could reflect the abruptness of the onset of inversion.   
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6.10.1.3. Reactivation or prolonged growth of salt structures 
 
Recognising that the polygonal faults occur in a setting which has undergone 
significant deformation due to salt movement a component of the linkage between 
sub tiers is also likely to be attributed to the presence of prolonged tectonic stresses 
due to salt movement. Although thin-skinned extension was primarily associated with 
the Late Albian to Santonian, selective inversion of salt structures can also cause 
local extension due to folding. The regions in which linkage across the Late 
Maastrichtian was most common is above the crests of turtle anticlines which were 
inverted in the Palaeocene and around the flanks of squeezed salt stocks.  
 
6.10.1.4. Concluding remarks 
 
The work presented in this study has highlighted the complexity of faulting in the 
post-salt overburden in the Espírito Santo Basin. Whilst the dominant structures in 
the basin are similar to those already documented on other salt-bearing passive 
margins, this study has highlighted the significance facies distribution on the 
nucleation and distribution of normal faults. The role of mechanical stratigraphy or 
processes during early burial which generate shear failure should thus be considered 
when developing generalised structural styles or templates to apply to other basi ns.  
 
The purpose of this section is to draw on the findings in this study and highlight the 
role that polygonal faults may play on future exploration of the Late Cretaceous-to-
Palaeocene units which are lateral equivalents of the Golfinho oil field. The Eocene- 
to-Oligocene shales are potential sealing units for any hydrocarbons that may be 
trapped in the underlying Late Cretaceous and Palaeocene sands so any faults 
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which intersect them may limit the integrity of the seal by providing pathways for 
hydrocarbons to migrate out of the reservoir. In the literature there is a mixed 
consensus on whether polygonal faults are leaky or sealing faults. For example, 
recent studies of polygonal faults in the Lower Congo and Norwegian basins are 
associated with a variety of fluid venting structures (Andersen and Huuse, 2010; Gay 
and Berndt, 2007; Ho et al., 2012; Imbert, 2009) suggesting they provide migration 
pathways yet in the Central North Sea the Tertiary claystones deformed by polygonal 
faults seal Palaeocene and Late Cretaceous reservoirs (Davison et al., 2000a-b). In 
the Espírito Santo Basin, fluid venting structures are rare although there is some 
evidence for fluid migration based on identification on acoustic amplitude anomalies 
in the Eocene to Miocene units Gamboa et al., 2011).   
 
A second concern for exploitation of hydrocarbons from the Late Cretaceous-to-
Palaeocene sands is to what degree specific reservoir intervals are 
compartmentalised i.e. vertically displaced by the faults to produce separate 
compartments. The fact that polygonal faults are densely spaced may indicate that 
reservoir units are heavily compartmentalised. However, observations from this study 
indicate that throws decay abruptly at the base of tiers or toward sand-rich facies 
suggesting that reservoir units are relatively intact and only compartmentalised by 
through-going crestal and keystone faults. The exception to this trend is in parts of 
the basin that have been reactivated such as the crests of turtle anticlines and the 
flanks of salt stocks. In these regions the polygonal faults also cross the 
Maastrichtian and Palaeocene units. Thus, there is some concern of the potential 
structural traps in the basin as many of the structures have been reactivated. This 
means that stratigraphic traps are probably more suitable targets but it is difficult to 
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qualify with well data to calibrate the location of basal tips of polygonal fault tips to 
specific reservoir and seal horizons.  
 
6.11. Summary of results 
 
1. Post salt deformation in the BES 100 survey of the Espírito Santo Basin is 
characterised by; 
a. A classic array of salt-related fault systems akin to the extensional 
domain of salt-bearing continental margins. These include roller faults, 
counter-regional faults, keystone faults, crestal faults, roll-over fault 
systems which formed due to thin-skinned extension due to gravity 
gliding over Aptian evaporites and associated arching and buckling. 
b. A complex array of polygonal faults which pervasively deform the Late 
Santonian to early Miocene strata and form by compaction and 
contraction.  
2. The distribution and spacing of polygonal faults are strongly influenced by the 
distribution of seismic facies. Polygonal faults are hosted within a fine-grained 
facies interpreted as comprising marls and shales and poorly developed or 
absent in coarser facies comprising turbidite sandstones and volcanoclastics. 
3. Tier architecture varies considerably across the survey presenting either as a 
single tier, sub-tiers which are connected by a portion of faults belonging to 
both and multiple tiers separated by un-deformed succession of strata. 
4. Individual tiers or sub-tiers were identified using the following criteria; 
a. Clustering of a large proportion of upper or basal fault tips at specific 
horizon or facies boundary. 
b. Vertical changes in planform fault pattern. 
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c. Changes in dip polarity. 
d. Vertical changes in fault density and/or spacing. 
e. Decoupling of fault arrays by an un-deformed succession of strata. 
5. Subdivisions within the main polygonal fault tier and the position of upper and 
basal fault tips coincide with the transition between different seismic facies 
interpreted as representing coarse and fine grained facies.  
6. The transition between sub-tiers 1 and 2 coincides with the Late Maastrichtian 
Unconformity where the following changes in fault characteristics occur. 
a. A change in fault pattern from one which is strongly anisotropic where 
faults tend to have orthogonal or parallel relationships with salt 
structures and related fault systems to one which is more isotropic 
planform and has an N-S bias.  
b. A vertical change from a system comprising many dip orientations to 
one which is strongly polarised with faults dipping upslope. 
7. Anisotropic regions of the polygonal fault network include; 
a. Radial arrays around salt stocks 
b. Orthogonal relationships with normal growth faults 
c. Concentric alignments above and within withdrawal basins  
d. Isotropic alignments above dome shaped turtle anticlines 
e. Orthogonal relationships with the axis of subtle synclines  
8. The change in fault pattern appertaining to the two sub-tiers reflect a change 
in the regional strain field which crudely span the transition from Late 
Cretaceous thin-skinned extension and salt withdrawal during gravity gliding 
and Cenozoic basin inversion and tilting. 
9. The degree of decoupling between sub-tiers 1 and 2 is attributed to facies 
distribution, basin ti lting, and inversion of specific salt structures. 
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7.0 Discussion 
 
The aim of the research presented in Chapters 4-6 was to use 3D seismic data to 
explore the interactions between polygonal fault systems developing around salt 
diapirs and/or other salt structures. This was done by using seismic data sets that 
have extensive coverage of polygonal fault systems in two contrasting salt basins. 
The first case study, used for Chapters 4-5, is based on seismic data from the 
Central North Sea where vertical salt stocks have pierced a 1500-m-thick interval of 
stacked polygonal fault tiers. The second case study, used in Chapter 6, is based on 
a seismic survey located on the upper slope of the Espírito Santo Basin in which a 
polygonal fault system is developed above and around a variety of salt structures, 
salt-related fault families and withdrawal basins. The aim of this chapter is to discuss 
the wider implications of the results, to outline the limitation of the research, and to 
suggest areas of further research. 
 
In this discussion I focus on three main themes. (1) Propagation of anisotropic 
polygonal faults and the implications that this has for the propagation of radial faults 
in strata undergoing contraction-driven shear failure. (2) The significance of 
perturbed polygonal faults around salt diapirs and their potential for defining the edge 
of the palaeo-hoop-stress field. (3) The potential of using changes in the planform 
geometry of polygonal fault systems as palaeo-stress indicators more generally. 
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7.1. Propagation of radial faults in fine-grained sediments 
undergoing contraction-driven shear failure 
 
7.1.1. Nucleation and propagation of polygonal faults  
 
During contraction-driven shear failure, accompanied by vertical loading, polygonal 
faults propagate radially about a seed point (initial slip plane) and accumulate 
displacement (Goulty, 2001; Shin et al., 2009; 2010). Throw and displacement 
profiles along the strikes of polygonal fault planes typically show maximum 
displacement at the centre of the fault and minimum displacement at the lateral tips 
or at adjacent fault intersections (Cartwright, 2011). This has subsequently led to the 
common perception that the point of maximum displacement represents the 
nucleation site of the fault plane (Cartwright and Mansfield, 1998; Mansfield and 
Cartwright, 2001; Walsh et al., 2003). By the same logic, sites of displacement 
minima are commonly interpreted as points where fault planes have cojoined by 
strike linkage or arrested at an orthogonal intersection with a neighbouring fault.  
Throw versus strike profiles along polygonal faults in the CNS show similar results 
(Fig. 7.1c) with throw values cyclically increasing and decreasing along 
interconnected polygonal fault traces. This suggests that majority of seed points 
occur at the mid-point along fault segments as defined by adjacent intersection 
nodes (Fig. 7.1a-c). Representative fault patterns from the Eocene, Oligocene and  
Miocene tiers in the CNS show that polygonal fault intersections are have a near 
uniform spacing which may indicate that the seed points from which faults developed 
were also uniformly spaced. Seed point distribution maps constructed by mapping 
the mid point between fault intersections are shown for three tiers from the CNS in 
Figure 7.1g-i. Factors which control the spacing of seed points and polygonal faults is  
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Figure 7.1 Development of isotropic polygonal fault patterns. A) Zoomed fault map within Tier 4 
in the Pierce Field. B) Sketch of fault intersections, C) Throw distribution along blue fault trace. 
FI = Fault intersection. D-F) Polygonal fault patterns in Tiers 1, 4 and 5 near the Pierce Field. G-
I) Seed points drawn at centre of polygonal fault segments.  The black horizontal scale bar is 1 
km. 
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beyond the scope of this research project but the fact that spacing is so consistent for 
vast areas within each tier indicates that it is an inherent process of tier formation 
(Cartwright, 2011; Dewhurst et al., 1999; Shin et al, 2010). 
 
 
7.1.2. Variations in the geometry of polygonal fault patterns  
 
Polygonal fault patterns invariably hold some degree of anisotropy which can be 
subtle to very pronounced, as shown throughout this research. The anisotropy can 
be local where faults are perturbed around specific structures, as was shown 
Chapters 4-6 around salt diapirs. In other cases anisotropy can persist across vast 
areas as regional trends (Cartwright, 2011; Ho et al., 2012). One of the most 
common examples of regional anisotropy occurs within tiers which are gently dipping 
tiers (Cartwright and Dewhurst, 1998; Higgs and McClay, 1993). Here, polygonal 
faults are preferentially developed parallel to the strike of the slope and have been 
attributed due to slope related gravity loading. In contrast, polygonal faults in the 
Lower Congo Basin have an anisotropic arrangement (Fig. 7.2c) which cannot be 
explained as a result of gravity loading as the base of the tier is virtually horizontal. 
The long faults are likely to result from one of the horizontal principal stresses being 
polarised with one more dominant than the other (Cartwright, 2011).  
 
Despite some of the long faults extending for several kilometres such as those 
offshore Angola (Fig.7.2a) all of the fault planes are confined to the same 
stratigraphic interval (tier) (Personal communication with J.A. Cartwright). Thus, the 
dimensions of polygonal faults planes may span a large range of aspect ratios 
without requiring the proportionate magnitude of displacement. Dominant polygonal  
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Fig.7.2. – Examples of anisotropic polygonal fault patterns. A) Unspecified location in the South Atlantic from Cartwright (2011). B) Horizons Sa 1 in the ESB, C) Horizon Eo 1 in the ESB, D) Top Tay Sandstone Member in 
the Pierce Field, CNS.  
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fault traces from fault maps in the Lower Congo Basin (offshore Angola) were 
calculated to have height-to-length aspect ratios exceeding 1:100. 
 
 
7.1.3. Development of polygonal fault patterns from seed points 
  
Under entirely isotropic stress conditions or where a regional stress field is absent 
there is an equal chance for seed points to develop into seismic scale faults with 
every possible azimuth. This thinking was used to explain the strong isotopic 
polygonal fault patterns in the CNS (Cartwright, 1996; Goulty, 2002). Under the 
influence of regional stress anisotropy faults with specific orientation may develop 
preferentially compared to faults with unfavourable orientations (Clausen, 1993; 
Tuckwell et al., 2003).  
 
Where the distribution of fault strike and fault length is isotropic (Fig 7.1d-e) and the 
distribution of fault lengths is small it could be argued that each seed point 
accumulated displacement at a similar rate until the lateral tips of polygonal faults 
arrested at neighbouring faults (Tuckwell et al., 2003). Conversely, where fault 
patterns yield an isotropic arrangement of fault strikes but with a wide range of fault 
lengths then the timing at which faults nucleate may be slightly diachronous. For 
example, on some polygonal fault maps, fault polygons of different scales can be 
detected at the same level (Fig. 7.2c-d). Smaller polygonal faults often deflect toward 
neighbouring larger faults so that the intersection is orthogonal (Lonergan et al., 
1998). This suggests that the smaller fault propagated laterally into a region that was 
under the influence of the state of stress from the neighbouring larger fault (Goulty, 
2001; Gross, 1993; Maerton et al., 2002). Furthermore, smaller faults often have an 
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antithetic relationship to larger neighbouring faults (Ireland et al., 2011; Lonergan et 
al., 1998). Both of these observations suggest that seed points may originate 
incrementally during compaction and contraction of the host sediments leading to 
multiple generation polygonal faults within a single tier. This diachroneity in fault 
nucleation and propagation means that some polygonal patterns could develop 
simply due to multiple faulting episodes where each generation is influenced by the 
local state of stress from pre-existing faults (Cartwright, 2011; Tuckwell et al., 2003). 
The overall plan-form expression of the polygonal fault networks is thus likely to 
result from series of complex interactions between the regional stress field and local 
stress perturbations between neighbouring polygonal faults. 
 
 
7.1.4. Propagation of polygonal faults with high aspect ratios 
 
The development of long polygonal faults can be explained by two possible 
scenarios. Either the long fault has nucleated from a single seed point (Fig.  7.3a) 
and propagated more quickly due to a localisation of stress, or it is a product of strike 
linkage of several smaller faults that have subsequently become cojoined (Fig. 7.3b). 
In reality both of the models may be viable but where the aspect ratio of the 
polygonal faults becomes very high it becomes harder to envisage the fault 
originating from a single slip plane. These same scenarios should also apply to the  
propagation of tier-bound radial faults around salt diapirs if they are truly 
preferentially aligned members of the wider polygonal fault system.  
 
Determining the propagation history of tier-bound radial faults thus depends locating 
the position of seed points from which the radial faults originated. In strata which  
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Fig. 7.3 a-b) Propagation models for long polygonal faults in polygonal fault networks. a) Radial 
tip propagation from a single nucleation site , b) Segment linkage of abundant and uniformly 
distributed nucleation sites. C) Generation of anisotropic polygonal networks using single 
seed propagation model. Note that long faults develop from single nucleation sites and short 
faults develop afterwards from a new generation of nucleation sites.  Top right quadrant) 
zoomed image of PFS in the Lower Congo Basin from Ho et al (2012).  
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Fig. 7.4 – Theoretical model for the development of anisotropic polygonal networks using the 
segment linkage mode in Figure 7.3b. Note that in this mode all faults develop synchronously 
except those aligned parallel to the intermediate principal stress which develop more quickly 
than those aligned obliquely. Unfavoured faults are influenced by the locally developing stress 
field around larger faults.  
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does not undergo contraction-driven shear failure the nucleation site of the fault 
depends on a tectonic stress provided by the diapir. Regardless if this is provided by 
arching or the internal pressure of the diapir the magnitude of stress decays with 
distance from the edge of the salt diapir (Bowers, 2002; Grindrod et al ., 2005; 
Jackson and Pollard, 1990; Luo et al., 2012; Nikolinakou et al., 2012; Stewart, 2006). 
Therefore, the nucleation site of the fault is likely to originate at the diapir contact 
since this is where the magnitude of differential stress is greatest and the overburden 
is likely to reach fai lure first (Mandl, 2000). Outward, asymmetric tip propagation is 
the most likely way of creating the asymmetric displacement profiles observed for 
radial faults produced purely by arching i.e. the carapace radial fault above the 
Middle Miocene Unconformity in the Pierce Field (see Figures 4.4c and 4.21). 
However, it is recognised that reconstructing displacement-time contours on resultant 
fault displacement profiles can be speculative and can often rely purely on logic 
(Peacock and Sanderson, 1996; Peacock, 2002). For example, where the throw-
versus strike profiles are less asymmetric as is the case of tier-bound radial faults, it 
is difficult to determine where and when displacement accumulated on the fault. 
Moreover, any early displacement trends may be overprinted by later propagation 
influenced by diapir rise. For example, an initial symmetric profile may become 
gradually more asymmetric as diapir growth intensifies. 
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7.1.5. Discussion of propagation models 
 
There are several ways in which strain could accumulate with time to form the slightly 
asymmetric throw-versus distance profiles of intra-tier radial faults (see Figs 4.19a-c). 
The following are considered the most important. (1) Outward, single tip propagation 
from a nucleation site near the diapir (Fig. 7.5a-b). (2) Symmetric tip extension of a 
single seed point originating at the centre of the radial fault (Fig. 7.5c). (3) Symmetric 
tip propagation of several seed points and strike linkage (Fig. 7.5d). Using data 
collected in Chapters 4-6 the above models are explored. If the radial fault initiated 
due to contraction there is no requirement for the fault nucleate at the diapir contact  
since their early distribution is related to specific tier parameters such as thickness, 
mineralogy, and fluid content (Arch et al., 1988; Cartwright, 2011; Dewhurst et al., 
1999; Shin et al., 2009;). The outstanding question is whether the uniform spacing of 
seed points interpreted for the far-field (Fig 7.1g-i) is maintained in the zone around 
the salt diapir. If the radial faults formed from one of the uniformly spaced nucleation 
sites the initial slip plane could occur at any point along the fault trace. Early tip 
propagation of the fault may occur both toward and away from the diapir if the fa ult 
nucleated somewhere in the middle part of the fault trace. Once the inner tip reaches 
the salt contact the fault will continue to accumulate displacement but only the outer 
tip will extend. Thus the displacement contours may transform from symmetric to 
asymmetric with time.  
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Figure 7.5 Models for the propagation of radial faults. A) Asymmetric blind propagation of fault 
tip from nucleation site at salt contact. B) Asymmetric synsedimentary propagation of fault 
from a nucleation site at the salt contact. C)  Symmetric tip propagation from a single 
nucleation site which is not located at the salt contact. D)  Symmetric tip propagation from a 
multiple nucleation sites which is are uniformly distributed around the salt diapir. Nucleation 
sites are shaded in dark blue and represents stage one of the model. The distribution of 
displacement along the strike of the fault during different stages of propagation is colour 
coded and numbered. First stage = 1 and last stage = 7 (see numbered circles). Black arrow s 
show direction of tip extension. The displacement profile at the last stage is based on throw 
calculations in Chapter 4 and 6.  
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There are several lines of evidence however to support segment linkage rather than 
symmetric or asymmetric propagation from a single seed point. The first piece 
evidence is from throw versus strike profiles of tier-bound radial faults which show 
several throw maxima and minima along the length of the fault (Fig. 7.19a-c). As was 
argued for interconnected polygonal faults and polygonal faults with high aspect  
ratios the sites of displacement maxima could be interpreted as remnants of originally 
separate fault segments and ultimately the location of seed points.  
 
A second piece of evidence in support of segment linkage is derived from a detailed 
analysis of individual fault traces on horizon attribute maps. Unlike the very linear 
fault traces observed on attribute maps of carapace radial faults in units devoid of 
polygonal faults (Chapter 4), those in polygonal fault tiers deviate from the normal 
with the diapir at various points along the fault trace (see black and white arrows  on 
Fig 7.6d-g). This is particular evident on the attribute map within a polygonal fault tier 
belonging to the uppermost Lark Formation around the Banff Diapir (Fig. 7.6a, d). 
The angle of strike deviation that occurs along the fault trace is subtle, less than 10-
15 degrees, but deviations occur abruptly forming several kinks (Fig. 7.6d). The kinks 
are not too dissimilar from the intersection nodes of polygonal faults in the far field 
and are thus interpreted to represent the location where two fault segments which 
were initially sub-parallel have linked. Interestingly the length between each kink is 
also similar to the length and spacing of polygonal faults in far-field.   
 
Further evidence can also be seen on maps of the radial faults in Stratigraphic Unit 
4.2 around Salt Diapir 1 in the Espírito Santo Basin (Fig. 7.6e). Here, the long radial 
faults that extend across a subtle withdrawal basin on the eastern flank of the diapir 
are composed of several smaller segments which are cuspate in plan view. The 
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cuspate geometry of the fault trace is similar to the laterally equivalent polygonal 
faults except faults link at the tip of the fault rather than one intersecting the middle 
portion of another.  
 
The most compelling evidence for the radial faults developing from multiple seed 
points which do not originate at the diapir contact is where radial faults form 
individual segments and the inner lateral tip does not occur at the diapir (see yellow 
arrows on Figure 7.6f-g). The amplitude map here shows that the width of the fault 
segments and thus the greatest displacement occurs the the mid point between the 
lateral tips. This suggests that the fault nucleated at the position of maximum 
displacement and crucially may further suggest that some of the radial faults formed 
by symmetric tip propagation both towards and away from the diapir.          
 
There is one final piece of evidence which may support segment linkage. This relates 
to the strong spatial relationship between tier bound polygonal and radial faults as 
was shown in Chapter 5. In contrast to the consistent spacing between adjacent fault 
planes the density of fault-fault intersection nodes appears to be greater in the far 
field than around the diapir. I argue that this apparent disparity in density and spacing 
is a misnomer and is due to the fact that intersection nodes are difficult to locate 
when faults have cojoined by strike linkage. The detailed analysis of fault traces 
within PF tiers in the preceding section illustrated that nucleation sites may have 
been spaced just as regularly around the diapir than they were in the far field. With 
this in mind the following 3 stage model is proposed for the development of tier-
bound radial faults (Fig. 7.7).  
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Fig 7.6 Zoomed fault maps of different radial array patterns within polygonal fault tiers. A) Tier 
2: Banff, B-C) Tier 4: North Pierce, D) Salt Diapir 1: ESB (SE Brazil). Yellow arrows show 
locations of inner lateral tips of radial faults. Black or white arrows show locations of kinks in 
radial fault traces.    
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7.1.6. Summary of polygonal fault growth around salt diapirs  
 
Stage 1 (Fig 7.7a) – Abundant and uniformly spaced slip planes develop as the host 
sediments reach a critical stage during compaction and begin to contract. Where the 
principal stress field is controlled purely by vertical loading there is an equal chance 
of slip planes developing with every azimuth. In regions where the host sediments 
are under the influence of an external stress field such as that provided by the diapir 
slip planes are preferentially aligned parallel to the intermediate principal stress. 
Around the salt diapir, slip planes are thus aligned orthogonal to the edge of the 
diapir. 
 
Stage 2 (Fig 7.7b) – Slip planes begin to propagate by tip extension and accumulate 
displacement under progressive loading and compaction. The lateral tips of slip 
planes propagate in the direction of the intermediate principal stress. Around the salt 
diapir it is energetically favourable for faults to join by strike linkage rather than with 
orthogonal intersections (Fig. 7.7.d). Where early radial faults are slightly offset from 
the normal with the diapir the tips deflect during propagation to satisfy strike linkage 
(Fig 7.7e). Toward the fringe of the diapir stress field, the magnitude of the horizontal 
principal stresses approach that of the far-field meaning orthogonal to hexagonal 
fault intersections will become equally favourable to strike-parallel intersections (Fig 
7.7g).             
 
Stage 3 (Fig 7.7c) – Second and further generation polygonal faults develop in 
amongst first order polygonal faults during the later stages of tier formation. Around 
the diapir, linked radial fault segments are overprinted by diapir rise (if the diapir is 
rising) and displacement preferentially accumulates near the diapir. At a particular  
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Fig. 7.7 Propagation model for polygonal faults in the vicinity of salt diapirs. A) Fractal 
development of seed points during volumetric contraction and compaction. B) Early stage 
propagation of polygonal. Individual segments of radial faults form from initial see d points.  
Strike linkage of individual segments occurs with neighbouring faults deflecting to become 
cojoined. C) Late stage propagation of polygonal faults (locked system) and overprinting in 
response to continued doming. D-H) Summary and explanation of different linkage styles of 
polygonal faults around salt diapirs.         
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point polygonal faults (including anisotropic counterparts) cease to form and 
terminate at a single stratigraphic horizon, or if growing at the sea bed the upper tips 
are eroded and buried. At this point the tier may be regarded as being locked 
preserving a distinct phase of compactional and volumetric strain. Following the 
cessation of polygonal growth by compaction, the radial faults may continue to grow 
by vertical tip propagation and breach tier boundaries if under the influence of 
tectonic stress. 
 
 
7.2. Significance of the transition zone and implications for palaeo-
stress analysis 
 
 
The next section expands on the discussion section in Chapter 4 and assesses the 
potential of using polygonal fault systems as (palaeo) stress indicators. In order to do 
this, the significance of the transition zone must be addressed. In Chapter 4 it was 
suggested that the transition from the isotropic far-field arrangement of polygonal 
faults and the near-field anisotropic (radial) arrangement defines the boundary 
between the near and far-field stress field. 
 
In contrast to the literature on joint systems which have documented many examples 
of major joint sets deflecting toward locally developed structures such as large faults, 
folds and intrusive bodies (Bourne and Willemse, 2001; Kattenhorn and Marshall, 
2006; Quinta et al, 2012; Rawnsley et al, 1998; Rawnsley et al, 1992;) there is a 
distinct lack of deflections observed in polygonal fault patterns described in Chapters 
4-5. Joint patterns within Carboniferous limestones in the Bristol Channel and Nash 
Point in South Wales show marked perturbations or deflections towards strike slip 
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faults which can be mapped in detail at the cm scale (Rawnsely et al., 1992). Such 
apparent deflections in joint sets are regarded by many as representing stress 
trajectories. As such, much of the work on palaeo-stress analysis is derived from 
dating joint sets and mapping joint patterns (Dyer., 1988; Eyal et al., 2001). 
 
Although the ability to map polygonal fault patterns for several 10’s to 100’s km is 
advantageous, the lack of deflections in fault strike in the studies in Chapters 4-5 is a 
potential limiting factor when using their geometry to define the edge of the diapir 
stress field. This is because the transition zone may be underestimated or over 
estimated if the two fault arrangements (radial and random) developed diachronously 
during the formation of the tier. For example if polygonal faults post-date radial faults 
and developed in between radial faults, or if radial faults post date and overprint 
polygonal faults.   
 
 
7.2.1. Isotropic far-field 
 
The lack of deflections in the strikes could alternatively be explained by the absence 
of a regional stress field. Providing the horizontal principal stresses are equal in the 
far-field there may be no overlap with the local stress field around the salt diapir. 
Therefore it is just as likely that radially aligned polygonal faults growing at the fringe 
of the diapir stress field will continue to propagate beyond the limit of hoop stress at 
the same bearing rather than deflect.  
 
However, any polygonal faults that have nucleated beyond the limit of diapir stress 
field and then propagate laterally into it may deflect in order to honour the change in 
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stress regime (Fig. 7.7f). Where the average lengths of polygonal faults in the far-
field are small with respect to the radius of the diapir, deflections were rarely 
observed. This may relate to the magnitude of stress anisotropy in the outermost 
fringe of the diapir stress field over which the small polygonal faults extend. 
Deflections of larger polygonal faults over the transition zone were more common in 
the deepest polygonal fault tier in the CNS. A good example is around the Erskine 
and Machar Salt Diapirs where polygonal faults deflect by as much as 80 degrees in 
order to align normal to the diapir edge (Fig. 5.10a).  
 
Even in the event that the regional stress field is absent of tectonic or slope related 
stresses the diapir stress field will decay exponentially with distance from the diapir 
edge. The limit of the diapir stress field occurs at the point where the percentage 
anisotropy is zero (Bowers, 2004; Fjaer et al., 2008). The fact that this decay is not 
registered in the degree of preferential alignment of polygonal faults is intriguing as 
only small magnitudes of hoop stress will be present over the outer fringe of the 
diapir stress field. I argue that the narrow width of the transition zone reflects the 
degree of stress anisotropy that is required to influence fault geometry. In the 
absence of in-situ stress data at the time of polygonal faulting it is impossible to say 
exactly what percentage stress anisotropy is required to influence the propagation 
direction of polygonal faults. However, the fact that pattern geometry changes so 
abruptly over such a narrow interval could indicate that polygonal faults are receptive 
to very subtle changes in stress anisotropy. 
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7.2.3. Strong anisotropic regional stress field superimposed on the 
local diapir stress field  
 
Recently published examples of polygonal fault patterns around Salt Diapirs in the 
Lower Congo Basin (Ho et al., 2012) reveal that the dominant, regional fault trends 
deflect quite abruptly to align orthogonal to the edge of the salt diapir (Fig. 7.8a,d). 
The deflections provide the strongest indications that polygonal faults are sensitive to 
regional and local perturbations of the in-situ stress field and crucially they can be 
considered as stress trajectories. As highlighted above, the influence of the regional 
stress anisotropy must be taken into account when judging the true position of the 
diapir stress field. The map in Figure 7.8d illustrates that the criteria used for 
interpreting the position of the transition zone requires some modification.  
 
The first step in reconstructing the edge of the diapir stress field involves locating the 
outermost point at which the regional trend deflects toward the diapir. This is 
regarded as the point where the orientation of the horizontal principal stresses are 
reoriented into the diapir stress field. The outer transition zone should be constructed 
by marking these hinge points on each of the dominant fault traces (TZo on Figure 
7.8d). Once the boundary is assigned it is quite clear that the inner zone does not 
just contain radial alignments as was observed around the CNS Salt Diapirs and 
some South Atlantic Diapirs (Fig. 7.8b). Consequently, the innermost occurrence of 
the regional polygonal fault pattern does not define the edge of the diapir stress field 
in this example. Interestingly though, the transition from the polygonal arrangement 
to the region containing wholly radial alignments (TZi on Figure 7.8d) is narrow and 
parallels the planform geometry of the diapir and the outer transition zone.  
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The region between the inner and outer transition zones (TZi and TZo respectively) is 
interpreted as the region of the local hoop stress field which has been altered by the 
anisotropic regional stress field. The inner transition zone is interpreted to reflect the 
point at which the magnitude of the radial stress from the diapir exceeds the 
magnitude of the intermediate stress in the far field. I argue that when this condition 
is reached it is no longer energetically favourable for the minor polygonal faults to 
grow in amongst the radial faults.   
 
 
7.2.3. Complex local stress fields  
 
There is an additional complexity in the orientation of polygonal faults around the 
Angolan Salt Diapirs due to locally developed pockmarks. Recent studies have 
documented that polygonal faults have concentric alignments around the pockmark 
craters (Andresen and Huuse, 2010; Ho et al., 2012; Imbert et al., 2009). Radially 
aligned polygonal faults around diapirs deflect around the same pockmarks craters 
which are developed around the flanks of the diapir (Andresen and Huuse, 2010; Ho 
et al, 2012; Stewart, 2006). Similar, deflections of radial faults around depressions or 
mini basins were observed around Salt Diapir 1 in the BES 100 survey of the Espírito 
Santo Basin (Chapter 6) yet the basin was formed by salt withdrawal rather than fluid 
escape. Given the similarity one may question whether the alignment occurs due to a 
common process. Common aspects of crater or withdrawal basin formation include 1) 
a local extension regime similar to that which occurs for collapse structures (Stewart, 
2006). As the centre of the basin extends below the datum the overburden fixed at 
the perimeter of the basin experiences a tensional stress. 2) Alternatively, given that 
in both examples the basin is short lived and buried by  
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Fig. 7.8 - Polygonal fault patterns around salt diapirs in the South Atlantic Basins. A) Salt diapir 
from the Lower Congo Basin taken from Ho et al (2012). B) Unknown location in the South 
Atlantic taken from Stewart (2006). The black bar scale bar in ‘b’ is 1 km . C) Local radial faults 
perturbed around pockmark depressions. D) Wide transition zone between anisotropic regional 
fault pattern and locally perturbed fault pattern. The region between TZi and TZo (inner and  
outer transition zones) is the overlap between the near-field and far-field strain fields.    
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sedimentation, the simple effect of basal tier topography could be enough to perturb 
the geometry of polygonal faults. At present the origin of concentrically aligned 
polygonal faults is uncertain. Determining which of these mechanisms produces the 
concentric pattern may require similar approaches to the study of radial alignments in 
Chapters 4-6.          
 
 
7.3. Limiting factors of using polygonal fault systems in palaeo-
stress analysis 
 
Whilst this research has presented a case for using polygonal fault systems to map 
local variations in stress anisotropy associated with the development of tectonic 
structures the following criteria should be considered before applying the technique 
more generally. Each criteria is not totally exclusive but are dependent on the 
structure being analysed and the resolution of measurements that are required for 
the purpose of the study. 
 
 
7.3.1. Timing, reactivation, rotations and translation  
 
As is the case for all palaeo-stress analyses, timing, reactivation, rotation and 
translation of the palaeo-stress marker provide the greatest limitation. Since 
polygonal faults are nearly always studied in seismic data rotations and translations 
could be corrected for if the restoration exercise is not too complex as to incur great 
uncertainty in the geometry of the restored section. It was noted in Chapter 5 that the 
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transition zone marking the limit of hoop stress commonly occurred beyond the 
‘inferred’ location of the palaeo-hinge of the arched flanks. On this basis, it was 
suggested that arching was not the main factor controlling the radius of the hoop 
stress field because extension due to arching is probably restricted to the zone of 
thinning in the folded roof. Restorations performed by seismic flattening were only 
used as crude approximation of the geometry of the flank at the time at which 
polygonal fault ceased growing. However the exercise highlighted the potential of 
using polygonal fault patterns to constrain the evolution of even some quite complex 
structures.    
 
The implication of polygonal fault reactivation in palaeo-stress analysis has already 
been discussed and is not considered as important as tier rotation. However, 
constraining the timing of polygonal fault initiation and cessation is paramount if the 
aim is to understand how the dimensions of transition zone relates to dynamic 
structures such as large tectonic faults, diapirs and general fold growth. The timing of 
polygonal faulting is commonly regarded as forming during early burial but assessing 
what this burial depth is for a specific tier is often difficult, especially if the tier is thick 
and the only constraint on cessation is the upper tier boundary (Cartwright, 2011). In 
these cases the upper and lower limit on fault activity may be too large for the fault 
pattern to be correlated with a specific phase of structure growth.  
 
The ideal scenario is where the tiers are quite thin with respect to the temporal 
variation in structure evolution. For example in Chapters 4 and 5, polygonal fault 
patterns corresponding to thin polygonal fault tiers showed greater variability up 
sequence than thicker tiers. This variability may highlight that the stress field around 
a rising diapir may fluctuate. Thick polygonal fault tiers spanning longer time periods 
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may be misleading in palaeo-stress analysis as one brief phase of active growth 
could perturb fault alignments which grow by compaction and contraction after the 
diapir changes to a more passive or dormant phase of growth.    
 
The preceding statements mean that defining the tops and base of polygonal fault 
tiers is also important. Whilst locating upper and basal tier boundaries is sufficient 
criteria to classify some ties such as those in the CNS, other criteria may be required 
to define more complex ‘tiers’. A good example is the polygonal faults studied in the 
Espírito Santo Basin where tier surfaces are both vertically and laterally variable in 
nature. Other characteristics such as palaeo-truncation surfaces and abrupt upward 
changes in polygonal fault spacing, fault frequency, changes in dip polarity and 
clustering upper fault tips could be used to subdivide tiers. 
 
Pattern variation within a polygonal fault tier may reveal more intricate interactions of 
fault development in local and regional anisotropic stress fields but overprinting and 
constraints in timing may be too weak to categorically associated one fault alignment 
with a specific  phase of tier formation. Such limitations are also encountered when 
assigning the order of joint development (Rawnsley et al., 1992).            
 
 
7.3.2. Threshold level of stress anisotropy required to cause 
perturbation of polygonal faults geometry  
 
In order for polygonal faults to be used in any quantitative sense to reconstruct 
palaeo-stresses the threshold magnitude of stress anisotropy required for polygonal 
faults to become realigned must be calculated. At present it is uncertain because 
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variable degrees of fault pattern anisotropy detected in successive tiers may result 
from changes in the magnitude of stress around a specific structure or the strength 
and mechanical properties of the host sediments. It has been demonstrated that host 
rock rheology has a considerable effect on the distance at which hoop stresses from 
a salt diapir permit into the surrounding overburden (Bowers, 2004; Luo et al., 2012; 
Nikolinakou et al., 2012,). Equally, (Borne and Willemse, 2001) demonstrated that 
the intensity of joint perturbation around a strike slip fault may vary considerably 
depending on the elastic modulus and Poisson ratio of the host sediments.     
 
 
7.3.3. Fault spacing and length relative to structure dimensions 
 
In order for polygonal fault patterns to be considered as palaeo-stress markers rather 
than strain markers the spacing between fault intersections must be small with 
respect to the dimensions of the structure being analysed. On this basis if narrow 
transition boundaries can be drawn between contrasting fault pattern it could be 
argued that the transition between adjacent stress regimes is sharp as argued in 
section 7.2.2. Where the natural spacing of polygonal faults is large with respect to 
the structure being analysed the region of local stress anisotropy may be too small to 
be register sufficiently in the polygonal fault pattern. In these circumstances 
deflections in fault strike should be used as indicators of lateral variations in the 
orientation of the horizontal principal stresses.   
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7.4. Research limitations 
 
7.4.1. Chapters 4 and 5 
 
Seismic surveys with improved data quality coupled with well data would have been 
beneficial to the regional analysis and restoration of polygonal fault tiers in Chapters 
4-6. This is for the following reasons;    
 Horizons within polygonal fault tiers were poorly imaged throughout much of 
the regional PSTM seismic data from the CNS Mega Merge and thus limited 
the quality and clarity of fault maps that were obtained during seismic 
interpretation. Detailed mapping in high quality data revealed important 
variations in radial fault arrays that may have been lost in poor quality data 
particularly in those tiers which were thinner than 100m. 
 High quality data and well data could have been used to better constrain the 
position of the salt-overburden contact and the geometry of flanking strata. On 
this basis a more detailed restoration of the overburden surrounding salt 
diapirs could have been undertaken particularly around mushroom shaped 
diapirs.  
 A greater database of well data including well-ties and log data would have 
allowed a better correlation of stratigraphy across the basin. This would have 
allowed a more detailed investigation of polygonal fault systems in the Central 
North Sea and may have given more of an insight into the origin of tier 
boundaries and the role which regional stratigraphy plays on their position.  
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7.4.2. Chapter 6 
 
 Availability of pre-stack depth migrated seismic data or Pre-stack time 
migrated data in which near diapir multiples were removed would have given 
an opportunity to study fault families immediately around the flanks of salt 
diapirs in the Espírito Santo Basin. 
 A greater data range in both areal extent and depth would have provided the 
opportunity to a) map the distribution of the densely spaced, regional faults 
family further across the basin and correlate with regional stratigraphy, and b) 
to map major fault families and salt structures to the pre-salt slope. 
 A lack of well data provided the main limitation. If well data had been available 
it may have been possible to investigate the influence that regional 
stratigraphy and/or lithology has on the distribution of polygonal faults.   
 Knowledge of the internal velocity of the sediments in Units 2 - Unit 4 in the 
survey would have given an opportunity to depth convert throw distribution 
curves on normal faults. This would have provided a more detailed method for 
understanding the complex linkage history of the normal faulting.  
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7.5. Further work 
 
7.5.1. State of stress related to topographic relief or gravitational 
loading sediments on a slope  
 
Gravitational loading of the tilted flanks around salt diapirs was proposed as a 
potential mechanism for achieving a local stress field composed of a radially aligned 
intermediate principal stress and concentrically aligned least principal stress. 
However, the mechanism was neither robustly tested nor conclusively ruled out as a 
possible mechanism. Upper slope failure, potentially accommodated by a flexural slip 
surface at the base of the polygonal fault tier and the presence of a compressional 
buttress at the base of the slope were considered as the most important conditions to 
achieve such a stress field. High resolution core data coupled with log data from units 
containing polygonal faults may help determine if the mechanisms is viable. In-situ 
stress measurements at the base of unstable slopes more genera lly may also 
provide a route to investigate the role of slope architecture on the in-situ stress field. 
Given that polygonal faults may become realigned in areas with very subtle 
perturbation in slope relief suggests gravitational loading may play some role in the 
perturbation of polygonal faults more generally.   
 
 
7.5.2. Geomechanical modelling of the state of stress around salt diapirs  
 
The in-situ stress field around salt diapirs is highly complex and remains a global 
problem for exploration and production of hydrocarbons from reservoirs adjacent to 
salt bodies. Thus, developing and refining methods for reconstructing the state of 
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stress is paramount. Whilst geo-mechanical modelling has become the method of 
choice the results obtained are often difficult to test with working oil fields. There are 
very few studies which have calibrated geomechanical models with in-situ stresses.  
 
Perturbation of polygonal faults around salt diapirs may provide a method for 
calibrating the state of stress within claystones around a pressurised salt diapir. 
Numerical modelling of the stress field around salt diapirs was beyond the scope of 
this research project. Future work will involve building a geo-mechanical or numerical 
model which predicts the dimensions of the near salt stress field within a media 
approximating that of claystones at shallow burial depths. Using the results from 
Chapters 4 and 5, the geometry of polygonal faults will be used to calibrate the 
results from numerical models. The aim of the project will be to use the geometry of 
polygonal faults to map relative, internal pressures of the salt diapirs.  
   
 
7.5.3. Reconstructing the plumbing history of a salt basin 
 
The project outlined above has important implications for understanding the evolution 
of salt diapirs. As salt diapir rise is strongly influenced by the pressure head exerted 
on the salt layer, constraints of the internal pressure within the diapir may offer a 
route to understand how salt flows at a regional scale. By mapping changes in the 
dimensions of the local stress field and inferring internal pressures it may also be 
possible to understand the plumbing history of a salt basin.  Active rise of salt diapirs 
in the CNS during the Cenozoic was caused by an increase in the pressure head 
which has been attributed to 1) N-S oriented compression from the Alpine Orogeny 
and 2) basin ti lting. Consideration of the how the stress field around diapirs changes 
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at a regional scale (size and dimensions of the transition zone) may help constrain 
how compressive stresses propagated through the basin with time.        
 
  
7.5.4. Integration of well data with polygonal fault tiers 
 
It has been widely documented that the upper and lower tips of polygonal faults often 
terminate at single seismic horizon. The nature of these bounding surfaces still 
remains a point of interest. Although many studies have documented that polygonal 
faults persistently form in sediments with very fine grain sizes, it has not been 
established if the bounding surfaces are characterised by coarser grained sediments 
which behave as mechanical barriers to upper and lower fault propagation. Given 
that many authors have interpreted the upper surface as a palaeo-sea bed (free 
surface) it has not been established why upper tip propagation arrests.  
 
In the North Sea, the stacking patterns of polygonal faults have an interesting 
relationship with the regional stratigraphy. A potential area of research on polygonal 
faults in the North Sea may involve integrating polygonal faults with the regional 
stratigraphy. This should be done by mapping the position of tier boundaries across 
regional seismic datasets and establishing if they correspond with know subdivisions 
of the Horda and Lark Formations (and their lateral equivalents). Integrating this 
study with recent work on the compaction history of the claystones in the Horda and 
Lark Formation may highlight relationships between the influx of sediments into the 
basin, subsidence and sediment compaction.       
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7.4.5. Timing of polygonal fault tiers in merging tiers  
 
Following on from the previous section, the timing of polygonal faults also remains an 
area of interest. Whilst it was argued that polygonal faults generally form at shallow 
burial depths and arrest at a free surface shortly afterwards the relative timing of 
polygonal faults in merging or tiers of laterally changing thickness has not been 
explored.  
 
Two possibilities were discussed in Chapter 4 and 5 for converging polygonal fault 
tiers in the North Sea. Either the polygonal faults develop synchronously but arrest at 
different times, polygonal faults form synchronously and arrest at the same time but 
where tier thickness simply controls maximum displacement, or polygonal faults 
develop diachronously. In the later case the initiation of polygonal faults may depend 
on changes in the vertical stress for a tier with a specific bulk composition and thus 
develop at different burial depths.  
 
For example, consider a tier containing polygonal faults which thickens into the 
centre of the basin. Do polygonal faults develop in the centre of the basin first where 
subsidence and burial rate is greatest and then fault nucleation and propagation 
spreads laterally across the thinner parts of the tiers on the basin margin.   
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8.0. Conclusions 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to summarise the main results and conclusions drawn 
throughout this work. To the author’s knowledge, this research presents the first 
extended piece of work focusing on the timing interactions between diapir rise and 
polygonal fault systems. The core themes of this research have important 
implications for the wider topic of salt-fault interactions. The main conclusions of this 
work are as follows;  
 
 
8.1. Conclusions from Chapter 4 
1. 3 families of radial faults are identified around the Pierce Salt Stocks 
a. A deep-seated array of radial faults in the Late Cretaceous Chalks and 
Palaeocene clastic units which formed during the Late Cretaceous-to-
Palaeocene times. 
b. Six layer-bound arrays of polygonal and radial faults in the Eocene-to-
Middle Miocene aged Horda and Lark Formation which formed and 
arrested sequentially during shallow burial of the host sediments 
around the Pierce Salt Stocks. 
c. A carapace fault system of radial and concentric faults in the Middle 
Miocene-to-Holocene aged Nordland Group which formed during 
middle Miocene active growth of the salt stocks.  
2. The polygonal faults are organised into six layer-bound arrays (tiers) which are 
between 100-to-600 m thick. 
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3. There is a gross relationship between tier height, spacing and fault length 
where thick tiers contain faults which spaced further apart and have larger 
maximum displacements than those in thin tiers. 
4. 2 main intra-tier fault patterns around salt stocks 
a. In Tiers 1, 2, 4 polygonal faults changed to zone of radial faults over a 
distance of 200-500 m. The width of the radial fault zone, as measured 
on fault maps, ranges from 300-2600 m and is c. 2.5 times longer than 
laterally equivalent polygonal faults. 
b. In Tiers 3, 5 and 6 and at the base of Tier 4 the polygonal faults could 
be recognised to within 330 m of the salt contact. The radial faults in 
these tiers were irregularly spaced and approximately the same length 
as polygonal faults. They were interpreted as reactivated segments of a 
pre-existing polygonal fault system.  
5. Radial faults in polygonal fault tiers have contrasting throw profiles to radial 
faults in units absent of polygonal faults. 
a. Radial faults in units which are absent of radial faults have asymmetric 
throw and/or displacement versus distance profiles where maximum 
values occur near the diapir and decay with distance from the salt 
contact. 
b. Radial faults in polygonal fault tiers have irregular throw versus distance 
profile.  
i. Sharp decreases in throw toward the diapir occur wither as the 
fault tips out or as the fault plane dip decreases due to having 
been rotated since formation. 
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ii. Throw does not decay with distance from the salt contact and 
domal uplift but at hexagonal or orthogonal intersections with 
neighbouring polygonal faults. 
c. Throw versus two-way travel time profiles of intra-tier radial faults are 
the same as polygonal faults. 
i. Throw maxima (on the order of 15-30 ms) occurs in the centre or 
upper portion of tiers and decays to upper tips on gradients in 
the range of 0.2-0.5. 
ii. Basal tip gradients of intra- tier radial faults decay less abruptly 
with gradients of c. 0.1 but an obvious throw minima occurs at 
the base of tiers.     
6. Based on the following criteria the radial faults in polygonal fault tiers are 
interpreted as polygonal faults which formed with preferred strike orientations 
due to the stress field around the Pierce Salt Stocks. 
a. Upper and basal tips of radial faults cluster at the same seismic 
horizons as polygonal faults. 
b. Both polygonal and radial faults have high upper tip gradients (0.2-0.5) 
indicating that they stopped forming at the same times as polygonal  
faults. 
c. Polygonal faults and radial faults from the same tier have a similar 
range of maximum throws. 
d. There is no obvious region of maximum throw near the diapir and a 
decay with distance from the salt contact as would be predicted by 
doming-related radial faults. Instead irregularly spaced throw maxima 
suggest faults nucleated at various localities as the polygonal faults did. 
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Fig 8.1 - Figure illustrating main conclusions of chapter 4 (copied from Fig 4.26). Diagram 
illustrating how the geometry of polygonal faults can be used to reconstruct dimensions of a 
hoop stress field around a salt stock. The blue dashed circle drawn at the transiti on boundary 
defines the limit of the hoop stress field. The ratio of the maximum and minimum horizontal 
principle stresses (red and blue arrow s respectively) are shown by the dimensions of stress 
ellipses. Because the polygonal faults have no preferred orientations the horizontal principle 
stresses are equal i.e. isotropic.   
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a. There is a strong spatial relationship between radial and polygonal 
faults from the same tier.  
7. The origin of the local hoop and radial stresses around a salt stock diapir can 
be produced by arching of the overburden as it is uplifted during active 
diapirism or by relaxing to an isotropic state of stress and transferring its load 
to the surrounding sediments.   
 
 
8.2. Conclusions from Chapter 5 
 
1. The spacing, length, and maximum throws of polygonal faults vary as function 
of tier thickness. 
2. The spacing of radial faults is closely related to the spacing of polygonal faults 
following a 1:1 relationship. 
3. The lengths of radial faults are much longer than polygonal faults by up to 3 
times. 
4. Radial faults have a large range of aspect ratios between 3 and 12.  
5. There is a gross relationship between salt stock radius and the width of the 
radial fault zone. 
a. The width of the radial fault zone varies from 300-to-3600 m wide but is 
commonly between 1-3 radii of the salt stocks head.  
b. Most radial fault zones are between 1-2.5 stock radii wide. 
c. The largest radial fault zones in this group formed during times at which 
the salt stocks grew actively. 
6. There is a close relationship between the planform geometry of the salt stock 
and the transition boundary.   
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a. Circular boundaries occur around mushroom-shaped salt stocks with 
circular planforms whilst elliptical transition boundaries occur around 
the bulbous heads of squeezed salt stocks with. 
b. The geometry of the transition boundary is influenced by local salt walls 
and withdrawal basins which were active during faulting.  
7. Radial fault formed during episodes of active doming, passive rise and salt 
extrusion. 
8. Radial faults are absent in tiers thinner than 150 m and around passive diapirs 
which are narrower than 500 m. 
9. The radial fault zone expands during transitions from passive to active rise or 
intensification of active rise. 
10. The radial fault zone contracts during transitions from passive to active rise, 
when active growth slows, or when the diapir becomes narrower.  
11. The following arguments were used to discredit arching as the cause of radial 
faulting in polygonal fault tiers; 
a. Radial faults formed in parallel stratified tiers indicating the strata had 
not been uplifted during polygonal and radial faulting. 
b. Radial faults do not cluster at the ends of elliptical salt stocks as would 
be predicted if arching formed the faults. 
c. The radial fault zone or the transition boundary extends beyond the 
palaeo-inflection point in the upturned flanks which is interpreted from 
the zone of stratigraphic thinning. 
d. Some transition boundaries extend beyond the modern day inflection 
point. 
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Fig 8.2 - Figure illustrating main observations of Chapter 5 (copied from Fig 5.42). Cartoon 
summarising the relationship between the width of the radial  fault zone, tier thickness, the 
radius of the salt stock and mode stock rise. A) Radial fault zones around passively growing 
salt stocks. I-II) Radial fault zone expands as the salt stock becomes wider but maintaining a 
width of 2 stock radii. III) As polygonal fault tiers converge to less than 150 m the radial fault 
zone contracts to less than 1 stock radius in width or to within 1-3 times the thickness of the 
tier (see cross-section x-x’ dash in IV). B) Radial fault zone around an actively rising salt stock.  
The salt stock rises actively by E-W oriented compression (see red arrows) and squeezed the 
underlying stem (see ellipse superimposed on the salt stock’s planform. Note that the 
transition boundary extends up to 3 stock radii from the salt stock and beyond the hinge in the 
uplifted overburden. A representative cross-section through Y-Y’ is shown in II. 
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12. The width of the radial fault zone or distance of the transition boundary from 
the salt contact is more likely controlled by the hoop stress field created by salt 
loading the surrounding sediments rather than arching. 
 
 
8.3. Conclusions from Chapter 6  
 
1. Polygonal fault systems constitute to a major component of normal faulting in 
the Espírito Santo Basin.  
2. The distribution, spacing and vertical distribution of polygonal faults in the 
Espírito Santo Basin is heavily influenced by the distribution of sediment 
facies.  
3. Polygonal faults are sparsely developed or absent from sand-rich facies whilst 
faulting is abundant in shale-rich facies. 
4. Polygonal faults are arranged orthogonal to salt stock, salt walls, and roller 
and counter-regional growth faults. 
5. Polygonal faults are aligned tangential to the perimeter of salt withdrawal 
basins.  
6. Polygonal faults in the Espírito Santo basin adhere to two tiers which are  
decoupled across the Late Maastrichtian Unconformity.   
7. The decoupling horizon marks a vertical change in fault pattern and dip 
polarity which is explained by a change in the regional stress field associated 
with a basin transformation from Late Cretaceous thin-skinned extension and 
gravity gliding to Post Maastrichtian inversion and basin tilting.  
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8. The degree to which are each tier is decoupled is heavily dependant on the 
distribution of sand-dominated facies which accumulated during a forced 
regression in response to inversion. 
9. Areas in which tiers are coupled are restricted to regions where salt-related 
structures were reactivated during inversion. 
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Appendix A2 – Acquisition and processing parameters of 3D 
seismic surveys 
 
Table A2.1. - Seismic acquisition parameters for surveys of the Pierce Field 
 
Acquisition year 2003 2006 
Contractor CGG PGS 
Vessel CGG Amadeus Ocean Explorer 
Shooting Period April 7 2003 – June 1st 2003 June 14 2006 – June 29 2006 
Nominal Fold 54 (in 6.25 by 25 meter bin ) 45 (in 6.25 by 25 meter bin ) 
Line orientation 141.5 and 321.5 degree 51.5 and 231.5 deg 
Recording Length 8000 ms 8192ms 
Recording sampling 
rate 
2 ms 2 ms 
Number of Cables 8 6 
Nominal Cable Spacing 100 m 100 m 
Cable Length 5400 m 4500 m 
Number of Groups 8 x 432 6 x 360 
Group Interval 12.5 12.5 m 
Cable Depth 7 m 7 m +/- 0.5 m 
No. Hydrophones per 
Group 
16 16 
Format SEGD 8058 SEGD 8036 
Shot Interval per 
Source 
50 m 50 m 
Number of Sources 2 2 
Source Separation (x-
line) 
50 m 50 m 
Source Depth 6.5 m 6.5 m 
Near trace offset 100 m 100 m 
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Table A2.2. – Table summarising the main processing parameters of the 2003 PSDM survey of 
the Pierce Field before multi-azimuth processing.  
 
111  1 1      Reformat 
2 Start of data delay: 100 ms 
3 Butterworth anti-alias filter (100 Hz, 126 dB/octave, 800 ms operator) 
4 Resample to 4ms 
5  Application of gain recovery where a A=A*(t/250)2 
6 Navigation/seismic merge 
7 Butterworth low cut filter (3Hz, 18Db/octave, 800 ms  
8  First break mute 
9 De-spiking (4.5-7.5 S) 
10 Swell noise attenuation (up to 5 passes) 
11 Statistical noise burst and spike editing (4.5 – 7.9 s) 
12 Deterministic zero-phase conversion 
13 Q compensation: Q value 130, phase only correction ref Freq 175 Hz  
14 Forward linear Tau-P transform (-1500 m/s to +1500 m/s, 865 P traces) 
15 
Deconvolution in Tau-p domain decon: 160ms operator +64ms Gap.  
Design Window : 1.4 – 4.8 s 
16 
One-sided mute in Tau-p domain  
         (+/- 1490 M/S AT 4 S, +/1 2174 M/S AT 4.3 S, +/- 2857 M/S AT 8 S) 
17 Reverse linear Tau-p transform 
18 Trace drop (75-fold on 12.5 x 25 m) 
19  Tidal statics 
20 Shot and streamer static (9.122 ms: cable depth 7 m, gun depth 6.5 m) 
21 Noise burst removal (0 – 7.9 s) 
22 Swell noise attenuation (4.5 – 7.9 s) 
23 Removal spherical divergence 
24  Amplitude scalar of 1.27 applied to undershoot data 
25 4 ms uplift applied to undershoot data 
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Table A2.3. – Table summarising the main pre-processing parameters of the 2003 PSDM survey 
of the Pierce Field before multi-azimuth processing. 
 
 
1 Reformatting Seismic data (SEG-Y into CGG internal Format) 
2 Application of gain recovery where a A=A*(t/250)2 
3 Scale to assure average amplitude of 5000 after T**2 
Scaling factor: 31.041721 
4 Apply Gel/Fluid Matching filter 
(applied to GEL section to match to FLUID section of cable) 
5 Anti-alias filter – 100 Hz, 126 dB/octave 
6 Resample from 2 ms to 4 ms 
7 Remove Gain Recovery 
8 Remove Start of Datum Delay of 58ms 
9 Remove Gun and Cable static –9.1ms (6.5m source depth, 7m cable depth) 
10 Application of gain recovery where amplitude A=A*(t/250) 2 
11 Butterworth low cut filter (3Hz, 18 db/Oct) 
12 Zero Phasing 
13 De-absorption (Q=130, Reference frequency=175 Hz) 
14 First Break Mute 
15 Change bin size to Processing bin size (6.25x25.00  12.5x25.0) 
Origin  X589127.57, Y6344938.49 
Azimuth X0.67230000, Y5.38468898 
Bin size  DCDP 12.5m by DLINE 25.0m 
16 Apply 4Hz low cut filter 
17 RAMUR (linear noise removal) on SP gather 
18 Swell noise attenuation using dual pass of sparc in SP domain (CASCADED SPARN) 
19 First Break Mute 
20 Spike detection (EXPEN) 
21 FK anti-alias filter with NMO wrap 
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22 Forward TauP transform (DECTP) 
23 Multiple attenuation by deconvolution in the TauP domain 
Radon multiple attenuation, based on the water bottom, model built over 1.4-4.8s 
24 Mute in TauP domain 
25 Reverse TauP transform 
26 Record length 8000ms 
27 Channel drop 
28 Two Pass Seismic Interference Noise Attenuation (SINAT) 
29 Tidal static correction 
30 Receiver motion correction 
31 Inline Bin-Centring 
32 Removal of duplicated traces per Bin 
33 Amplitude/Channel Gain correction 
34 Remove Gain recovery (T**2) 
35 SEGY output after Pre-Processing (Shots) 
[(T/250)2 gain removed, Gun & Cable static applied] 
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Table A2.4. - Acquisition and processing parameters of the BES 100, PSTM survey of the 
Espiri to Santo Basin 
 
1 Navigation/seismic data merge bin 12.5 m x 25 m 
2 Bad SP and bad traces edition 
3 Anti Alias Filter 
4 Re-sampling to 4ms 
5 Despiking 
6 Swell noise attenuation - 2 passes of SPARN 
7 Amplitude recovery 
8 Cold water statics 
9 De-spike 
10 Spatial FK anti-alias filter for 2-1 trace drop with NMO wraparound 
11 Deterministic Zero phase + Debubble 
12 Predictive Deconvolution 
13 Surface Multiple attenuation 
14 NMO correction using 1 km x 1 km rms vels. 
15 DIMAT diffracted multiple attenuation 
16 3D FXY missing trace interpolation 
17 Crossline bin centering 
18 3D FXY Random noise attenuation 
19 TIKIM velocity analysis on 500 m x 500 m grid 
20 Full Kirchhoff Pre-Stack Time migration 
21 Crossline based random noise attenuation 
22 Residual Moveout 
23 High resolution multiple attenuation 
24 TVS 
25 Time variant filtering 
26 Gun and cable static 
27 Dynamic Q 
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A4.1 – Throws of polygonal faults in the Pierce region 
Table A4.1.1 – Throws of polygonal faults in Tier 1 measured at horizon Horda 1 (Fig 4.9a).  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
2946 2917 29 
2974 2940 34 
2968 2940 28 
2977 2937 40 
2953 2929 24 
2958 2941 17 
2969 2947 22 
2988 2948 40 
2986 2954 32 
2979 2948 31 
2971 2947 24 
2953 2920 33 
2976 2944 32 
2961 2932 29 
2969 2933 36 
2964 2938 26 
2815 2779 36 
2811 2790 21 
2813 2776 37 
2832 2811 21 
2798 2771 27 
2825 2794 31 
2825 2810 15 
2971 2936 35 
2958 2933 25 
 
Table A4.1.2 – Throws of polygonal faults in Tier 2 measured at horizon Horda 2 (Fig 4.9b). 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
2780 2759 21 
2794 2773 21 
2798 2778 20 
2765 2744 21 
2814 2794 20 
2819 2805 14 
2788 2754 34 
2797 2773 24 
2797 2766 31 
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2538 2519 19 
2750 2724 26 
2687 2662 25 
2769 2750 19 
2702 2662 40 
2638 2613 25 
2662 2634 28 
2650 2626 24 
2602 2570 32 
2629 2611 18 
2702 2682 20 
2699 2677 22 
2706 2684 22 
2650 2626 24 
2643 2624 19 
2663 2626 37 
 
Table A4.1.3 – Throws of polygonal faults in Tier 3 measured at horizon Lark 2 (Fig 4.9c). 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
2342 2330 12 
2349 2338 11 
2368 2355 13 
2375 2364 11 
2380 2373 7 
2383 2370 13 
2385 2374 11 
2386 2379 7 
2401 2387 14 
2276 2267 9 
2285 2278 7 
2286 2277 9 
2291 2283 8 
2333 2324 9 
2329 2319 10 
2340 2328 12 
2307 2298 9 
2301 2292 9 
2274 2266 8 
2215 2201 14 
2165 2156 9 
2227 2213 14 
2222 2216 6 
2286 2277 9 
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2282 2274 8 
 
Table A4.1.4 – Throws of polygonal faults in Tier 4 measured at horizon Lark 3 (Fig 4.9d). 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
1942 1930 12 
1951 1939 12 
1961 1951 10 
1960 1951 9 
1944 1936 8 
1947 1929 18 
1970 1959 11 
1970 1958 12 
1969 1953 16 
2026 2009 17 
1997 1987 10 
1976 1962 14 
1963 1950 13 
1962 1947 15 
1960 1953 7 
1960 1950 10 
1956 1947 9 
2102 2090 12 
2099 2091 8 
2108 2093 15 
2109 2100 9 
2107 2098 9 
2111 2098 13 
2118 2104 14 
2111 2105 6 
2119 2110 9 
2116 2103 13 
2128 2111 17 
2126 2112 14 
2063 2053 10 
2065 2056 9 
2069 2052 17 
2064 2057 7 
2072 2061 11 
2074 2062 12 
2075 2062 13 
2079 2065 14 
2079 2070 9 
2085 2071 14 
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2085 2075 10 
2092 2079 13 
2094 2081 13 
2097 2085 12 
2120 2108 12 
2126 2114 12 
2107 2098 9 
2107 2095 12 
2097 2083 14 
2104 2093 11 
 
Table A4.1.5 – Throws of polygonal faults in Tier 5 measured at horizon Lark 5 (Fig 4.9e). 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
1903 1892 11 
1891 1878 13 
1920 1910 10 
1919 1908 11 
1921 1911 10 
1927 1915 12 
1922 1916 6 
1925 1920 5 
1919 1911 8 
1923 1914 9 
1915 1908 7 
1897 1889 8 
1891 1885 6 
1885 1881 4 
1888 1879 9 
1864 1857 7 
1871 1863 8 
1870 1860 10 
1867 1856 11 
1868 1858 10 
1878 1867 11 
1882 1870 12 
1887 1880 7 
1875 1864 11 
1873 1861 12 
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Table A4.1.6 – Throws of polygonal faults in Tier 6 measured at horizon Lark 6 (Fig 4.9f). 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
1769 1757 12 
1779 1760 19 
1752 1740 12 
1741 1729 12 
1740 1733 7 
1746 1736 10 
1612 1602 10 
1604 1593 11 
1601 1588 13 
1620 1610 10 
1623 1611 12 
1627 1611 16 
1651 1638 13 
1653 1639 14 
1651 1638 13 
1611 1598 13 
1589 1580 9 
1629 1614 15 
1618 1606 12 
1579 1571 8 
1716 1704 12 
1682 1673 9 
1650 1637 13 
1640 1625 15 
1658 1649 9 
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A4.2.1 – Throw versus two way time profiles of polygonal faults Tier 
1 
Table A4.2.1.1 - Fault 1 in Figure 4.10.  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
2582 2580 2 
2628 2616 12 
2638 2622 16 
2657 2640 17 
2698 2680 18 
2740 2722 18 
2826 2800 26 
2864 2850 14 
2898 2880 18 
2918 2904 14 
2938 2920 18 
2940 2932 8 
2972 2964 8 
3002 2992 10 
3046 3034 12 
3070 3062 8 
3088 3088 0 
 
Table A4.2.1.2 - Fault 2 in Figure 4.10.  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
2632 2630 2 
2652 2648 4 
2682 2668 14 
2704 2682 22 
2714 2690 24 
2744 2706 38 
2764 2738 26 
2780 2758 22 
2800 2776 24 
2824 2800 24 
2850 2834 16 
2880 2864 16 
2946 2930 16 
2974 2954 20 
2992 2986 6 
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3033 3028 5 
3062 3058 4 
3088 3088 0 
 
Table A4.2.1.3 - Fault 3 in Figure 4.10.  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
2554 2554 0 
2590 2572 18 
2622 2606 16 
2650 2624 26 
2670 2648 22 
2696 2676 20 
2708 2692 16 
2740 2722 18 
2764 2744 20 
2792 2754 38 
2816 2792 24 
2862 2836 26 
2892 2874 18 
2932 2910 22 
2952 2926 26 
2974 2954 20 
2982 2962 20 
3000 2976 24 
3020 3008 12 
3036 3036 0 
 
Table A4.2.1.4 - Fault 4 in Figure 4.10.  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
2630 2628 2 
2650 2645 5 
2673 2655 18 
2692 2680 12 
2706 2688 18 
2717 2692 25 
2733 2706 27 
2746 2716 30 
2761 2728 33 
2803 2769 34 
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2823 2776 47 
2845 2790 55 
2907 2868 39 
2942 2905 37 
2970 2936 34 
2981 2960 21 
2986 2961 25 
2997 2983 14 
3012 3000 12 
3039 3030 9 
3054 3046 8 
3070 3067 3 
3097 3097 0 
 
Table A4.2.1.5 - Fault 5 in Figure 4.10.  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw (ms) 
2629 2626 3 
2646 2644 2 
2694 2673 21 
2715 2693 22 
2730 2703 27 
2744 2714 30 
2755 2728 27 
2778 2743 35 
2828 2783 45 
2841 2805 36 
2880 2831 49 
2906 2864 42 
2903 2868 35 
2954 2935 19 
2976 2952 24 
2991 2969 22 
3000 2987 13 
3033 3020 13 
3029 3016 13 
3042 3038 4 
3051 3047 4 
3060 3059 1 
3091 3091 0 
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Table A4.2.1.6 - Fault 6 in Figure 4.10.  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw (ms) 
2626 2624 2 
2646 2638 8 
2676 2666 10 
2693 2678 15 
2713 2692 21 
2740 2712 28 
2762 2741 21 
2802 2788 14 
2822 2802 20 
2846 2820 26 
2892 2864 28 
2904 2885 19 
2964 2930 34 
2976 2961 15 
2994 2980 14 
3013 3005 8 
3068 3056 12 
3084 3077 7 
3104 3104 0 
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A4.2.2 – Throw versus two-way time profiles of polygonal faults in 
Tier 4 
Table A4.2.2.1 - Fault 1 in Figure 4.11.  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
1930 1930 0 
1958 1950 8 
1972 1963 9 
1985 1979 6 
1998 1991 7 
2009 1998 11 
2025 2011 14 
2040 2023 17 
2047 2037 10 
2065 2052 13 
2068 2059 9 
2080 2068 12 
2096 2082 14 
2103 2093 10 
2112 2099 13 
2131 2121 10 
2144 2139 5 
2158 2154 4 
2182 2178 4 
2195 2193 2 
2210 2204 6 
2225 2219 6 
2240 2238 2 
2259 2258 1 
2282 2276 6 
2300 2296 4 
2321 2315 6 
2330 2330 0 
2343 2340 3 
2359 2359 0 
2373 2373 0 
 
Table A4.2.2.2 - Fault 2 in Figure 4.11.  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms 
1791 1791 0 
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1800 1796 4 
1815 1811 4 
1829 1826 3 
1855 1842 13 
1867 1855 12 
1880 1866 14 
1893 1882 11 
1907 1897 10 
1921 1912 9 
1934 1922 12 
1950 1937 13 
1956 1947 9 
1982 1969 13 
1994 1982 12 
2007 1989 18 
2022 2011 11 
2036 2028 8 
2058 2045 13 
2068 2057 11 
2087 2077 10 
2100 2091 9 
2114 2107 7 
2133 2127 6 
2147 2147 0 
 
Table A4.2.2.3 - Fault 3 in Figure 4.11.  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
1899 1899 0 
1912 1911 1 
1924 1922 2 
1935 1932 3 
1945 1936 9 
1955 1945 10 
1967 1959 8 
1984 1972 12 
1988 1977 11 
2003 1996 7 
2016 2011 5 
2027 2023 4 
2040 2036 4 
2053 2051 2 
2068 2062 6 
2079 2074 5 
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2095 2091 4 
2110 2109 1 
 
Table A4.2.2.4 - Fault 4 in Figure 4.11.  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
1927 1927 0 
1948 1943 5 
1971 1966 5 
1984 1980 4 
1992 1990 2 
2002 1997 5 
2013 2006 7 
2028 2020 8 
2039 2033 6 
2050 2042 8 
2067 2059 8 
2078 2065 13 
2086 2074 12 
2100 2091 9 
2111 2102 9 
2121 2105 16 
2129 2115 14 
2136 2129 7 
2149 2147 2 
2168 2164 4 
2187 2183 4 
2201 2199 2 
2217 2209 8 
2232 2225 7 
2245 2240 5 
2263 2259 4 
2286 2281 5 
2303 2301 2 
 
Table A4.2.2.5 - Fault 5 in Figure 4.11.  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
1923 1922 1 
1941 1939 2 
1967 1959 8 
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1991 1980 11 
2005 1995 10 
2020 2009 11 
2032 2020 12 
2043 2033 10 
2058 2048 10 
2068 2055 13 
2077 2064 13 
2090 2078 12 
2100 2091 9 
2107 2098 9 
2115 2107 8 
2127 2123 4 
2141 2134 7 
2159 2156 3 
2180 2176 4 
2195 2191 4 
2208 2204 4 
2224 2220 4 
2240 2234 6 
2264 2257 7 
2283 2275 8 
2299 2294 5 
  
Table A4.2.2.6 - Fault 6 in Figure 4.11.  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
1946 1944 2 
1970 1964 6 
1989 1978 11 
2000 1987 13 
2009 1993 16 
2028 2000 28 
2036 2013 23 
2048 2022 26 
2063 2035 28 
2075 2051 24 
2081 2060 21 
2095 2066 29 
2105 2081 24 
2114 2088 26 
2121 2095 26 
2134 2111 23 
2148 2122 26 
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2160 2136 24 
2170 2155 15 
2184 2178 6 
2200 2195 5 
2214 2208 6 
2232 2224 8 
2248 2244 4 
2266 2264 2 
2290 2289 1 
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A4.3.1 – Data tables for t, z profiles of intra-tier radial faults 
Table A4.3.1 – Throw versus two-way time values on Radial Fault J on the Northeast 
flank of North Pierce in Tier 1(Fig 4.17c). Each table represents intersection intervals 
across the fault. 
Table A4.3.1.1. Intersection plane a 
Distance from salt contact 700 m 
 
Two-way travel time at 
hangingwall cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time at 
footwall cut-off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
2466 2466 0 
2498 2497 1 
2540 2534 6 
2577 2564 13 
2593 2576 17 
2609 2597 12 
2624 2613 11 
2642 2629 13 
2674 2658 16 
2694 2673 21 
2740 2716 24 
2792 2757 35 
2812 2781 31 
2830 2812 18 
2860 2854 6 
2877 2862 15 
2889 2877 12 
2921 2908 13 
2952 2937 15 
2986 2976 10 
3004 2997 7 
3018 3018 0 
 
Table A4.3.1.2. Intersection plane b 
Distance from salt contact 825 m 
 
Two-way travel time at 
hangingwall cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time at 
footwall cut-off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
2468 2465 3 
2508 2500 8 
2538 2534 4 
2561 2549 12 
2601 2578 23 
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2646 2612 34 
2658 2626 32 
2678 2642 36 
2705 2681 24 
2756 2728 28 
2793 2761 32 
2805 2774 31 
2825 2790 35 
2841 2809 32 
2900 2872 28 
2918 2889 29 
2941 2912 29 
2973 2960 13 
2990 2977 13 
3005 3002 3 
3020 3020 0 
 
Table A4.3.1.3. Intersection plane c 
Distance from salt contact 950 m 
 
Two-way travel time at 
hangingwall cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-
off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
2466 2465 1 
2492 2484 8 
2509 2494 15 
2522 2504 18 
2536 2512 24 
2548 2524 24 
2578 2549 29 
2600 2568 32 
2614 2594 20 
2625 2602 23 
2645 2621 24 
2658 2633 25 
2681 2653 28 
2728 2688 40 
2748 2702 46 
2761 2717 44 
2796 2761 35 
2829 2796 33 
2844 2805 39 
2850 2816 34 
2870 2857 13 
2896 2885 11 
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2933 2922 11 
2972 2962 10 
2985 2985 0 
 
Table A4.3.1.4. Intersection plane d 
Distance from salt contact 1075 m 
 
Two-way travel time at 
hangingwall cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-
off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
2448 2448 0 
2472 2472 0 
2502 2485 17 
2513 2493 20 
2521 2502 19 
2550 2521 29 
2561 2532 29 
2588 2565 23 
2630 2594 36 
2644 2609 35 
2716 2677 39 
2734 2692 42 
2765 2729 36 
2785 2742 43 
2816 2777 39 
2826 2789 37 
2881 2857 24 
2909 2893 16 
2917 2909 8 
2952 2944 8 
2974 2974 0 
 
Table A4.3.1.5. Intersection plane e 
Distance from salt contact 1200 m  
Two-way travel time at 
hangingwall cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-
off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
2441 2440 1 
2464 2464 0 
2482 2477 5 
2502 2489 13 
2524 2505 19 
2540 2518 22 
2545 2526 19 
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2574 2554 20 
2612 2580 32 
2633 2620 13 
2665 2650 15 
2694 2684 10 
2714 2697 17 
2736 2716 20 
2756 2740 16 
2781 2760 21 
2798 2784 14 
2846 2828 18 
2874 2856 18 
2886 2877 9 
2909 2909 0 
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A4.3.2 – Data tables for t, z profiles of intra-tier radial faults 
Tables A4.3.2. (1-8) – Throw versus two-way time profile at regular intervals across 
Radial Fault K on the Northeast flank of North Pierce in Tier 4 (Fig 4.18c). 
Table A4.3.2.1. Intersection plane a 
Distance from salt contact 1000 m 
 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
1799 1795 4 
1815 1806 9 
1830 1818 12 
1840 1825 15 
1849 1831 18 
1862 1847 15 
1873 1858 15 
1884 1867 17 
1898 1882 16 
1911 1893 18 
1942 1925 17 
1970 1950 20 
1978 1967 11 
1989 1977 12 
2004 1995 9 
2014 2011 3 
2026 2023 3 
2039 2039 0 
 
Table A4.3.2.2. Intersection plane b 
Distance from salt contact 1200 m  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
1811 1808 3 
1829 1820 9 
1846 1830 16 
1861 1847 14 
1872 1858 14 
1901 1880 21 
1914 1891 23 
1922 1897 25 
1948 1935 13 
1967 1949 18 
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1979 1963 16 
2004 1991 13 
2017 2004 13 
2026 2022 4 
2039 2037 2 
 
Table A4.3.2.3. Intersection plane c 
Distance from salt contact 1300 m 
 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
1792 1790 2 
1808 1803 5 
1827 1815 12 
1835 1822 13 
1843 1827 16 
1858 1844 14 
1870 1856 14 
1893 1876 17 
1906 1892 14 
1913 1901 12 
1930 1918 12 
1949 1935 14 
1961 1945 16 
1975 1960 15 
1982 1968 14 
1992 1973 19 
2001 1982 19 
2013 1995 18 
2024 2014 10 
2037 2033 4 
 
Table A4.3.2.4. Intersection plane d 
Distance from salt contact 1400 m 
 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
1786 1783 3 
1803 1795 8 
1818 1809 9 
1826 1816 10 
1836 1823 13 
1849 1837 12 
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1861 1851 10 
1884 1865 19 
1905 1889 16 
1913 1900 13 
1926 1916 10 
1948 1936 12 
1961 1944 17 
1971 1958 13 
1981 1962 19 
1989 1971 18 
1998 1984 14 
2009 1996 13 
2019 2013 6 
2029 2026 3 
 
Table A4.3.2.5. Intersection plane e 
Distance from salt contact 1500 m 
 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
1785 1781 4 
1798 1794 4 
1810 1806 4 
1820 1815 5 
1832 1822 10 
1845 1833 12 
1858 1848 10 
1870 1857 13 
1887 1870 17 
1898 1883 15 
1922 1912 10 
1933 1924 9 
1951 1935 16 
1965 1948 17 
1973 1960 13 
1981 1964 17 
1991 1972 19 
2004 1988 16 
2011 2005 6 
2023 2018 5 
2034 2033 1 
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Table A4.3.2.6. Intersection plane f 
Distance from salt contact 1650 m 
 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
1778 1774 4 
1793 1788 5 
1806 1799 7 
1822 1809 13 
1874 1855 19 
1886 1867 19 
1912 1901 11 
1931 1913 18 
1944 1925 19 
1954 1938 16 
1970 1951 19 
1982 1961 21 
1991 1974 17 
2003 1989 14 
2017 2006 11 
2030 2023 7 
2046 2036 10 
2062 2048 14 
2076 2061 15 
2090 2079 11 
2108 2103 5 
 
Table A4.3.2.7. Intersection plane g 
Distance from salt contact 1800 m 
 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
1790 1788 2 
1808 1792 16 
1822 1810 12 
1835 1824 11 
1865 1846 19 
1874 1856 18 
1885 1871 14 
1926 1913 13 
1943 1922 21 
1953 1935 18 
1961 1941 20 
1972 1951 21 
1981 1960 21 
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1989 1971 18 
1998 1986 12 
2026 2019 7 
2042 2032 10 
2055 2045 10 
2071 2059 12 
2086 2072 14 
2133 2115 18 
2146 2131 15 
2163 2149 14 
2178 2161 17 
2185 2175 10 
2197 2192 5 
2210 2210 0 
 
Table A4.3.2.8. Intersection plane h 
Distance from salt contact 1900 m 
 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
1732 1731 1 
1756 1745 11 
1772 1760 12 
1786 1774 12 
1794 1784 10 
1817 1801 16 
1830 1812 18 
1850 1832 18 
1888 1873 15 
1909 1901 8 
1922 1916 6 
1940 1933 7 
1954 1953 1 
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A4.4 T,x plots of intra-tier radial faults 
Table A4.4.1 Two-way travel time measurements of hangingwall and footwall cut offs 
at the Top Tay sandstone horizon at regular intervals along the strike of fault J on the 
NE flank of North Pierce in Tier 1 (Fig 4.19a). Throws are listed in column 3 in two-way 
travel time were converted to depth using an average internal velocity of 2000 ms-1. 
Thus 1 ms is approximately equal to 1 m. Heaves measured in metres (column 6) were 
used to calculate displacements listed in column 7.  
Two-way 
travel time at 
hangingwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Two-way 
travel time at 
footwall cut-
off (ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
Distance 
from salt 
contact (m) 
Uplift above 
regional datum 
(ms) 
Heave 
(m) 
Displacement 
(m) 
2826 2814 12 1675 0 30 32 
2826 2808 18 1650 0 50 53 
2826 2811 15 1625 0 29 33 
2825 2806 19 1600 1 61 64 
2827 2805 22 1575 -1 81 84 
2827 2804 23 1550 -1 84 87 
2825 2804 21 1525 1 76 79 
2828 2803 25 1500 -2 89 92 
2826 2801 25 1475 0 99 102 
2824 2793 31 1450 2 106 110 
2823 2792 31 1425 3 123 127 
2826 2792 34 1400 0 144 148 
2824 2792 32 1375 2 142 146 
2824 2789 35 1350 2 143 147 
2827 2789 38 1325 -1 116 122 
2828 2789 39 1300 -2 135 141 
2829 2790 39 1275 -3 164 169 
2829 2789 40 1250 -3 150 155 
2829 2790 39 1225 -3 149 154 
2827 2789 38 1200 -1 161 165 
2825 2789 36 1175 1 140 145 
2825 2787 38 1150 1 129 134 
2825 2788 37 1125 1 127 132 
2825 2786 39 1100 1 116 122 
2822 2786 36 1075 4 130 135 
2820 2785 35 1050 6 102 108 
2819 2783 36 1025 7 97 103 
2819 2781 38 1000 7 86 94 
2817 2778 39 975 9 101 108 
2815 2775 40 950 11 99 107 
2813 2773 40 925 13 117 124 
2808 2769 39 900 18 114 120 
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2802 2767 35 875 24 122 127 
2800 2760 40 850 26 121 127 
2796 2759 37 825 30 128 133 
2786 2758 28 800 40 128 131 
2779 2756 23 775 47 109 111 
2766 2752 14 750 60 104 105 
2761 2748 13 725 65 123 124 
2754 2739 15 700 72 123 124 
2745 2731 14 675 81 113 114 
2736 2721 15 650 90 101 102 
2730 2716 14 625 96 106 107 
2722 2711 11 600 104 95 96 
2705 2704 5 575 121 98 98 
2691 2687 4 550 135 77 77 
2682 2673 9 525 144 51 52 
2669 2660 9 500 157 42 43 
2663 2660 3 475 163 49 49 
 
Table A4.4.2 Two-way travel time measurements of hangingwall and footwall cut offs 
at horizon Lark 3 at regular intervals along the strike of fault K on the NE flank of North 
Pierce in Tier 4 (Fig 4.19b). Throws are listed in column 3 in two-way travel time were 
converted to depth using an average internal velocity of 2000 ms
-1
. Thus 1 ms is 
approximately equal to 1 m. Heaves measured in metres (column 6) were used to 
calculate displacements listed in column 7.  
Two-way 
travel time at 
hangingwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Two-way 
travel time at 
footwall cut-
off (ms) 
Throw
(ms) 
Distance 
from salt 
contact (m) 
Uplift above 
regional datum 
(ms) 
Heave 
(m) 
Displacement 
(m) 
1857 1857 1 2110 0 5 5 
1857 1854 3 2085 2 9 9 
1855 1851 4 2060 5 10 11 
1854 1849 5 2035 7 14 15 
1856 1848 8 2010 8 15 17 
1857 1848 9 1985 8 20 22 
1859 1848 11 1960 8 18 21 
1859 1847 12 1935 9 20 23 
1860 1846 14 1910 10 22 26 
1861 1848 13 1885 8 20 24 
1862 1848 14 1860 8 24 28 
1861 1850 11 1835 6 25 27 
1862 1849 13 1810 7 29 32 
1860 1848 12 1785 8 30 32 
1859 1847 12 1760 9 31 33 
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1859 1847 12 1735 9 32 34 
1859 1847 12 1710 9 31 33 
1858 1845 13 1685 11 32 35 
1857 1843 14 1660 13 32 35 
1854 1842 12 1635 14 33 35 
1853 1840 13 1610 16 34 36 
1853 1839 14 1585 17 35 38 
1852 1838 14 1560 18 36 39 
1852 1838 14 1535 18 34 37 
1851 1838 13 1510 18 33 35 
1851 1838 13 1485 18 30 33 
1849 1837 12 1460 19 33 35 
1849 1837 12 1435 19 30 32 
1846 1834 12 1410 22 33 35 
1843 1834 9 1385 22 37 38 
1843 1834 9 1360 22 45 46 
1842 1833 9 1335 23 41 42 
1840 1833 7 1310 23 27 28 
1837 1833 4 1285 23 29 29 
1836 1830 6 1260 26 27 28 
1836 1828 8 1235 28 20 22 
1835 1824 11 1210 32 29 31 
1835 1824 11 1185 32 23 25 
1835 1821 14 1160 35 41 43 
1834 1819 15 1135 37 43 46 
1830 1818 12 1110 38 38 40 
1826 1813 13 1085 43 49 51 
1825 1809 16 1060 47 49 52 
1823 1806 17 1035 50 61 63 
1821 1802 19 1010 54 39 43 
1817 1801 16 985 55 51 53 
1815 1800 15 960 56 49 51 
1811 1798 13 935 58 45 47 
1807 1796 11 910 60 37 39 
1803 1794 9 885 62 34 35 
1799 1792 7 860 64 33 34 
1797 1791 6 835 65 28 29 
1796 1791 5 810 65 40 40 
1794 1785 9 785 71 43 44 
1793 1783 10 760 73 37 38 
1789 1779 10 735 77 43 44 
1787 1775 12 710 81 43 45 
1781 1763 18 685 93 33 38 
1771 1759 12 660 97 52 53 
1768 1755 13 635 101 42 44 
1766 1747 19 610 109 50 53 
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1762 1744 18 585 112 61 64 
1757 1744 13 560 112 45 47 
1754 1741 13 535 115 43 45 
1748 1737 11 510 119 45 46 
1739 1730 9 485 126 46 47 
1727 1719 8 460 137 45 46 
1720 1714 6 435 142 45 45 
 
Table A4.4.2 Two-way travel time measurements of hangingwall and footwall cut offs 
at horizon Lark 3 at regular intervals along the strike of fault L on the NE flank of North 
Pierce in Tier 4 (Fig 4.19c). Throws are listed in column 3 in two-way travel time were 
converted to depth using an average internal velocity of 2000 ms-1. Thus 1 ms is 
approximately equal to 1 m. Heaves measured in metres (column 4) were used to 
calculate displacements listed in column 5.  
Two-way 
travel time at 
footwall cut-
off (ms) 
Two-way 
travel time at 
hangingwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
Heave 
(m) 
Displacement 
(m) 
Uplift above 
regional datum 
(ms) 
Distance 
(m) 
1956 1965 9 22 24 0 1084 
1954 1965 11 18 21 2 1059 
1953 1965 12 19 22 3 1034 
1955 1965 10 20 22 1 1009 
1958 1965 7 32 33 -2 984 
1958 1965 7 21 22 -2 959 
1956 1963 7 22 23 0 934 
1955 1962 7 20 21 1 909 
1952 1962 10 25 27 4 884 
1952 1961 9 28 29 4 859 
1951 1961 10 20 22 5 834 
1949 1960 11 19 22 7 809 
1949 1959 10 19 21 7 784 
1948 1956 8 24 25 8 759 
1947 1956 9 28 29 9 734 
1946 1955 9 26 28 10 709 
1945 1956 11 30 32 11 684 
1943 1956 13 20 24 13 659 
1941 1953 12 22 25 15 634 
1941 1951 10 23 25 15 609 
1939 1951 12 23 26 17 584 
1940 1950 10 28 30 16 559 
1939 1949 10 21 23 17 534 
1936 1945 9 20 22 20 509 
1931 1943 12 27 30 25 484 
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1928 1940 12 24 27 28 459 
1927 1937 10 33 34 29 434 
1924 1933 9 21 23 32 409 
1922 1933 11 27 29 34 384 
1919 1935 16 20 26 37 359 
1918 1932 14 16 21 38 334 
1915 1928 13 22 26 41 309 
1912 1923 11 17 20 44 284 
1910 1921 11 32 34 46 259 
1900 1917 17 20 26 56 234 
1898 1912 14 20 24 58 209 
1895 1909 14 17 22 61 184 
1891 1905 14 18 23 65 159 
1885 1897 12 18 22 71 134 
1880 1893 13 21 25 76 109 
1876 1890 14 27 30 80 84 
1870 1884 14 16 21 86 59 
1872 1877 5 16 17 84 34 
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A4.5 Throw versus distance profiles of carapace radial faults 
Tables A4.5 (1-6) Throws calculated at horizon Nordland 1 for carapace radial faults 1-
6 in Figure 4.21. 
Fault 1 in Figure 4.21a 
Two-way travel time at 
hangingwall cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time 
at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
Distance from salt 
contact (m) 
Uplift above 
regional 
datum (ms) 
1297 1285 12 206 122 
1304 1292 12 231 115 
1319 1301 18 256 100 
1333 1305 28 281 86 
1340 1312 28 306 79 
1343 1318 25 331 76 
1347 1320 27 356 72 
1354 1328 26 381 65 
1356 1334 22 406 63 
1360 1336 24 431 59 
1363 1341 22 456 56 
1368 1345 23 481 51 
1369 1347 22 506 50 
1374 1352 22 531 45 
1377 1355 22 556 42 
1379 1360 19 581 40 
1382 1365 17 606 37 
1386 1367 19 631 33 
1386 1370 16 656 33 
1386 1372 14 681 33 
1393 1376 17 706 26 
1392 1377 15 731 27 
1391 1380 11 756 28 
1396 1383 13 781 23 
1397 1384 13 806 22 
1396 1385 11 831 23 
1398 1387 11 856 21 
1400 1393 7 881 19 
1403 1394 9 906 16 
1404 1395 9 931 15 
1405 1395 10 956 14 
1408 1397 11 981 11 
1409 1399 10 1006 10 
1411 1401 10 1031 8 
1410 1401 9 1056 9 
1411 1401 10 1081 8 
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1412 1403 9 1106 7 
1414 1406 8 1131 5 
1414 1407 7 1156 5 
1413 1408 5 1181 6 
1414 1409 5 1206 5 
1417 1412 5 1231 2 
1417 1413 4 1256 2 
1418 1415 3 1281 1 
1419 1416 3 1306 0 
1419 1417 2 1331 0 
1419 1418 1 1356 0 
 
Fault 2 in Figure 4.21b 
Two-way travel time at 
hangingwall cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time 
at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
Distance from salt 
contact (m) 
Uplift above 
regional 
datum (ms) 
1394 1374 20 273 87 
1397 1383 14 298 84 
1404 1391 13 323 77 
1406 1394 12 348 75 
1413 1402 11 373 68 
1419 1408 11 398 62 
1424 1411 13 423 57 
1427 1415 12 448 54 
1431 1419 12 473 50 
1435 1424 11 498 46 
1440 1428 12 523 41 
1442 1432 10 548 39 
1444 1434 10 573 37 
1449 1437 12 598 32 
1450 1438 12 623 31 
1453 1443 10 648 28 
1454 1445 9 673 27 
1459 1448 11 698 22 
1461 1451 10 723 20 
1461 1452 9 748 20 
1464 1455 9 773 17 
1465 1456 9 798 16 
1465 1456 9 823 16 
1468 1459 9 848 13 
1467 1459 8 873 14 
1470 1462 8 898 11 
1471 1464 7 923 10 
1471 1465 6 948 10 
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1472 1466 6 973 9 
1472 1466 6 998 9 
1473 1467 6 1023 8 
1474 1469 5 1048 7 
1476 1471 5 1073 5 
1477 1472 5 1098 4 
1477 1472 5 1123 4 
1478 1474 4 1148 3 
1479 1475 4 1173 2 
1479 1476 3 1198 2 
1479 1476 3 1223 2 
1480 1478 2 1248 1 
1481 1479 2 1273 0 
 
Fault 3 in Figure 4.21c 
Two-way travel time at 
hangingwall cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time 
at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
Distance from salt 
contact (m) 
Uplift above 
regional 
datum (ms) 
1393 1371 22 124 83 
1378 1361 17 149 98 
1391 1372 19 174 85 
1395 1379 16 199 81 
1403 1385 18 224 73 
1410 1392 18 249 66 
1413 1398 15 274 63 
1420 1404 16 299 56 
1426 1408 18 324 50 
1429 1410 19 349 47 
1432 1418 14 374 44 
1435 1419 16 399 41 
1439 1425 14 424 37 
1440 1427 13 449 36 
1442 1429 13 474 34 
1446 1433 13 499 30 
1446 1435 11 524 30 
1449 1441 8 549 27 
1450 1442 8 574 26 
1452 1445 7 599 24 
1454 1447 7 624 22 
1454 1449 5 649 22 
1456 1450 6 674 20 
1459 1453 6 699 17 
1462 1456 6 724 14 
1464 1458 6 749 12 
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1464 1460 4 774 12 
1465 1461 4 799 11 
1466 1461 5 824 10 
1469 1463 6 849 7 
1471 1467 4 874 5 
1471 1468 3 899 5 
1472 1467 5 924 4 
1474 1470 4 949 2 
1474 1471 3 974 2 
1476 1474 2 999 0 
1476 1475 1 1024 0 
1476 1476 0 1049 0 
 
Fault 4 in Figure 4.21d 
Two-way travel time at 
hangingwall cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time 
at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
Distance from salt 
contact (m) 
Uplift above 
regional 
datum (ms) 
1371 1354 17 819 60 
1372 1355 17 844 59 
1376 1361 15 869 55 
1379 1364 15 894 52 
1380 1366 14 919 51 
1382 1366 16 944 49 
1384 1368 16 969 47 
1392 1373 19 994 39 
1394 1376 18 1019 37 
1395 1380 15 1044 36 
1396 1382 14 1069 35 
1401 1385 16 1094 30 
1404 1389 15 1119 27 
1404 1393 11 1144 27 
1404 1394 10 1169 27 
1408 1398 10 1194 23 
1409 1400 9 1219 22 
1409 1401 8 1244 22 
1411 1403 8 1269 20 
1414 1405 9 1294 17 
1416 1408 8 1319 15 
1416 1409 7 1344 15 
1418 1411 7 1369 13 
1420 1414 6 1394 11 
1421 1416 5 1419 10 
1423 1418 5 1444 8 
1423 1418 5 1469 8 
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1425 1420 5 1494 6 
1426 1421 5 1519 5 
1426 1423 3 1544 5 
1427 1424 3 1569 4 
1427 1424 3 1594 4 
1428 1425 3 1619 3 
1428 1426 2 1644 3 
1429 1427 2 1669 2 
1430 1429 1 1694 1 
1430 1429 1 1719 1 
1431 1430 1 1744 0 
1431 1431 0 1769 0 
 
Fault 5 in Figure 4.21e 
Two-way travel time at 
hangingwall cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time 
at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
Distance from salt 
contact (m) 
Uplift above 
regional 
datum (ms) 
1304 1285 19 43 108 
1334 1313 21 68 78 
1343 1324 19 93 69 
1352 1331 21 118 60 
1359 1338 21 143 53 
1361 1342 19 168 51 
1365 1348 17 193 47 
1368 1351 17 218 44 
1372 1356 16 243 40 
1378 1363 15 268 34 
1380 1365 15 293 32 
1385 1368 17 318 27 
1388 1373 15 343 24 
1391 1377 14 368 21 
1392 1381 11 393 20 
1394 1383 11 418 18 
1397 1386 11 443 15 
1397 1387 10 468 15 
1398 1385 13 493 14 
1399 1387 12 518 13 
1401 1390 11 543 11 
1401 1393 8 568 11 
1403 1395 8 593 9 
1404 1398 6 618 8 
1405 1399 6 643 7 
1408 1402 6 668 4 
1408 1402 6 693 4 
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1409 1405 4 718 3 
1409 1406 3 743 3 
1410 1407 3 768 2 
1410 1408 2 793 2 
1411 1409 2 818 1 
1412 1410 2 843 0 
1412 1411 1 868 0 
1412 1412 0 893 0 
 
Fault 6 in Figure 4.21f 
Two-way travel time at 
hangingwall cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time 
at footwall cut-off 
(ms) 
Throw 
(ms) 
Distance from salt 
contact (m) 
Uplift above 
regional 
datum (ms) 
1369 1367 2 553 71 
1371 1362 9 578 69 
1376 1363 13 603 64 
1383 1365 18 628 57 
1387 1367 20 653 53 
1390 1372 18 678 50 
1394 1378 16 703 46 
1399 1383 16 728 41 
1400 1387 13 753 40 
1403 1389 14 778 37 
1405 1391 14 803 35 
1409 1398 11 828 31 
1411 1400 11 853 29 
1415 1402 13 878 25 
1417 1406 11 903 23 
1421 1408 13 928 19 
1420 1410 10 953 20 
1425 1413 12 978 15 
1426 1414 12 1003 14 
1428 1418 10 1028 12 
1431 1422 9 1053 9 
1433 1425 8 1078 7 
1433 1428 5 1103 7 
1436 1430 6 1128 4 
1437 1433 4 1153 3 
1439 1435 4 1178 1 
1439 1437 2 1203 1 
1440 1439 1 1228 0 
1440 1440 0 1253 0 
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 Appendix A4.6 - Upper tip gradients of radial and polygonal faults 
Tables A4.6 (1-3) Upper tip gradients of polygonal faults from Tier 1-2, Tier 4, and Tier 5 (see 
Figure 4.24).  
Table A4.6.1. Tiers 1-2 
Fault number Distance from salt diapir Upper tip gradient 
1 1804 0.256 
2 2132 0.209 
3 3995 0.22 
4 2006 0.227 
5 3590 0.340 
6 4356 0.303 
7 2580 0.333 
8 4234 0.304 
9 1538 0.561 
10 1263 0.247 
 
Table A4.6.2. Tier 4 
Fault number Distance from salt diapir Upper tip gradient 
1 5382 0.208 
2 5270 0.182 
3 5073 0.250 
4 4762 0.198 
5 4242 0.126 
6 3416 0.187 
7 1545 0.212 
8 2592 0.179 
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9 1591 0.173 
10 1395 0.143 
11 888 0.175 
12 978 0.311 
13 1354 0.205 
 
Table A4.6.3. Tier 5  
Fault number Distance from salt diapir Upper tip gradient 
1 1361 0.395 
2 2115 0.372 
3 2281 0.200 
4 1005 0.294 
5 2201 0.268 
6 3313 0.222 
7 5788 0.404 
8 4417 0.338 
9 3299 0.306 
10 1348 0.425 
11 1827 0.215 
12 2940 0.515 
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A4.7 – Average throws of polygonal and radial faults 
Tables A4.7.1 a) Throws of polygonal faults in Tier 1 measured at the Top Tay horizon, 
b) frequency of polygonal faults with specific throw values in bins of 1 ms (1 m) (Fig 
4.26).  
Two-way travel time at 
hangingwall cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
2946 2917 29 
2974 2940 34 
2968 2940 28 
2977 2937 40 
2953 2929 24 
2958 2941 17 
2969 2947 22 
2988 2948 40 
2986 2954 32 
2979 2948 31 
2971 2947 24 
2953 2920 33 
2976 2944 32 
2961 2932 29 
2969 2933 36 
2964 2938 26 
2815 2779 36 
2811 2790 21 
2813 2776 37 
2832 2811 21 
2798 2771 27 
2825 2794 31 
2825 2810 15 
2971 2936 35 
2958 2933 25 
2824 2804 20 
2826 2812 14 
2817 2765 52 
2784 2772 12 
2809 2785 24 
2837 2813 24 
2808 2790 18 
2852 2838 14 
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b)  
Bin Frequency 
0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 1 
13 0 
14 2 
15 1 
16 0 
17 1 
18 1 
19 0 
20 1 
21 2 
22 1 
23 0 
24 4 
25 1 
26 1 
27 1 
28 1 
29 2 
30 0 
31 2 
32 2 
33 1 
34 1 
35 1 
36 2 
37 1 
38 0 
39 0 
40 2 
41 0 
42 0 
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43 0 
44 0 
45 0 
46 0 
47 0 
48 0 
49 0 
50 0 
51 0 
52 1 
More 0 
 
Tables A4.7.2 a) Throws of radial faults in Tier 1 measured at the Top Tay horizon, b) 
frequency of polygonal faults with specific throw values in bins of 1 ms (1 m).  
a)  
Two-way travel time at hangingwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-
off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
2718 2690 28 
2726 2710 16 
2697 2657 40 
2694 2678 16 
2726 2674 52 
2700 2676 24 
2708 2682 26 
2692 2673 19 
2681 2662 19 
2754 2736 18 
2781 2765 16 
2832 2789 43 
2820 2789 31 
2805 2772 33 
2833 2826 7 
2882 2858 24 
2893 2858 35 
2840 2824 16 
2825 2809 16 
2796 2777 19 
2829 2800 29 
2820 2785 35 
2729 2716 13 
2729 2716 13 
2736 2728 8 
2762 2741 21 
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2765 2746 19 
 
b)  
Bin Frequency 
0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 1 
8 1 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 2 
14 0 
15 0 
16 5 
17 0 
18 1 
19 4 
20 0 
21 1 
22 0 
23 0 
24 2 
25 0 
26 1 
27 0 
28 1 
29 1 
30 0 
31 1 
32 0 
33 1 
34 0 
35 2 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 1 
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41 0 
42 0 
43 1 
44 0 
45 0 
46 0 
47 0 
48 0 
49 0 
50 0 
51 0 
52 1 
More 0 
 
Tables A4.7.3 a) Throws of polygonal faults in Tier 4 measured at the Top Tay horizon, 
b) frequency of polygonal faults with specific throw values in bins of 1 ms (1 m).  
a) 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
1942 1930 12 
1951 1939 12 
1961 1951 10 
1960 1951 9 
1944 1936 8 
1947 1929 18 
1970 1959 11 
1970 1958 12 
1969 1953 16 
2026 2009 17 
1997 1987 10 
1976 1962 14 
1963 1950 13 
1962 1947 15 
1960 1953 7 
1960 1950 10 
1956 1947 9 
2102 2090 12 
2099 2091 8 
2108 2093 15 
2109 2100 9 
2107 2098 9 
2111 2098 13 
2118 2104 14 
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2111 2105 6 
2119 2110 9 
2116 2103 13 
2128 2111 17 
2126 2112 14 
2063 2053 10 
2065 2056 9 
2069 2052 17 
2064 2057 7 
2072 2061 11 
2074 2062 12 
2075 2062 13 
2079 2065 14 
2079 2070 9 
2085 2071 14 
2085 2075 10 
2092 2079 13 
2094 2081 13 
2097 2085 12 
2120 2108 12 
2126 2114 12 
2107 2098 9 
2107 2095 12 
2097 2083 14 
2104 2093 11 
 
b) 
Bin Frequency 
0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 1 
7 2 
8 2 
9 8 
10 5 
11 3 
12 9 
13 6 
14 6 
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15 2 
16 1 
17 3 
18 1 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 
44 0 
45 0 
46 0 
47 0 
48 0 
More 0 
 
 
Tables A4.7.4 a) Throws of radial faults in Tier 4 measured at the Top Tay horizon, b) 
frequency of polygonal faults with specific throw values in bins of 1 ms (1 m).  
a) 
Two-way travel time at hangingwall 
cut-off (ms) 
Two-way travel time at footwall cut-
off (ms) 
Throw (ms) 
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1825 1805 20 
1830 1817 13 
1830 1811 19 
1824 1808 16 
1805 1786 19 
1784 1768 16 
1840 1823 17 
1815 1805 10 
1823 1810 13 
1818 1800 18 
1816 1802 14 
1798 1784 14 
1809 1794 15 
1829 1821 8 
1794 1782 12 
1808 1796 12 
1830 1820 10 
1830 1820 10 
1842 1828 14 
1858 1830 28 
1860 1844 16 
1868 1857 11 
1870 1860 10 
1939 1923 16 
1947 1936 11 
1952 1939 13 
1900 1893 7 
1915 1906 9 
b) 
Bin Frequency 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 1 
8 1 
9 1 
10 4 
11 2 
12 2 
13 3 
14 3 
15 1 
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16 4 
17 1 
18 1 
19 2 
20 1 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 1 
More 0 
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A5.1. Spacing of radial faults and polygonal faults 
 
Table A5.1.1 – Data series for graph in Fig 5.20b. Columns 1-2) name of salt stock and tier 
number, column 3) number of radial faults around the salt stock in each tier, columns 4-5) 
outer and inner spacing of radial faults, columns 6-7) circumference of inner and outer 
transects, column 8) average spacing of polygonal faults,  column 5) spacing of polygonal 
faults. NA = data quality or map unavailable.      
 
Salt 
stock 
Tier 
no.  
No. 
of 
radial 
faults 
Spacing 
at salt 
contact 
(m) 
Spacing 
at outer 
tips (m) 
Average 
spacing 
Circumference 
of transition 
boundary (km) 
Circumferenc
e at inner 
tips (km) 
Spacing 
of 
polygonal 
faults (m) 
Banff 1 35 406 794 600 27.803 14.202 590 
 
2 80 186 349 268 27.936 14.899 334 
 
3 64 227 427 327 27.354 14.550 428 
Machar 1 33 366 799 582 26.368 12.065 626 
 
2 91 181 258 220 23.520 16.464 273 
 
3 62 341 201 271 12.488 21.167 441 
Mergan
ser 
1 24 674 884 779 21.222 16.176 600 
 
2 89 126 183 154 16.257 11.202 228 
 
3 68 171 363 267 24.714 11.650 382 
Erskine 1 30 355 700 528 21.000 10.658 626 
 
2 82 163 244 203 19.973 13.374 273 
 
3 47 183 422 303 19.824 8.618 441 
North 
Pierce 
1 27 483 250 367 6.760 13.040 501 
 
4 44 227 118 173 5.200 9.980 300 
 
5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 235 
South 
Pierce 
1 28 633 316 474 8.850 17.720 501 
 
4 59 178 130 154 7.670 10.510 300 
 
5 61 172 245 209 14.945 10.510 235 
Kyle 2 38 362 671 517 25.495 13.770 570 
Mungo 1 28 501 928 714 25.972 14.027 644 
 
2 83 139 246 192 20.408 11.501 250 
Scoter 1 14 336 929 632 13.000 4.705 570 
Gannet 
B 
1 24 239 615 427 14.755 5.747 378 
Mirren 2 60 125 237 181 14.203 7.514 227 
 
3 46 170 364 267 16.743 7.822 375 
Monan 1 13 527 1300 914 16.903 6.852 850 
 
2 29 144 228 186 6.613 4.183 227 
Gannet 
D 
1 26 298 609 454 15.828 7.759 410 
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A5.2. Tier thickness versus spacing of polygonal faults 
 
Table A5.2.1 – Data series for graph in Figure 5.20a. Average spacing of polygonal faults 
(column 3) versus thickness (column 4) of each tier (column 2) in the vicinity of each salt stock 
in the study area (column 1).   
Salt stock Tier no. Average spacing of polygonal faults (m) Tier thickness (m) 
Fram 1 590 663 
 
2 330 246 
 
3 428 428 
Banff 1 590 794 
 
2 334 260 
 
3 428 468 
Machar 1 626 492 
 
2 273 308 
 
3 441 184 
Merganser 1 426 666 
 
2 228 306 
 
3 382 228 
Erskine 1 626 484 
 
2 273 264 
 
3 441 188 
North Pierce 1 501 480 
 
4 399 260 
 
5 235 136 
South Pierce 1 501 480 
 
4 399 260 
 
5 235 136 
Kyle 2 570 571 
Mungo 1 644 514 
 
2 250 287 
Scoter 1 425 528 
Gannet B 1 378 450 
Mirren 3 306 228 
 
2 227 306 
 
1 644 666 
Monan 3 320 228 
 
2 227 290 
 
1 644 666 
Gannet D 1 378 660 
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A5.3 - Fault length measurements 
 
Table A5.3.1 – Data series for graph in Fig 5.26h. Frequency of radial (column 5) and polygonal 
faults (column 7) with different lengths around Machar in Tier 3 (Oligocene aged tier). The bin 
interval used is 100 m. Raw length measurements are in columns 1-2.  
 
Fault length (m) 
 
Frequency per bin: Radial 
faults 
Frequency per bin: Polygonal 
faults 
Radial 
faults 
Polygonal 
faults  
Bin Frequency Bin Frequency 
761 250 
 
100 0 100 0 
765 292 
 
200 0 200 0 
973 294 
 
300 0 300 3 
1142 338 
 
400 0 400 8 
1148 347 
 
500 0 500 8 
1158 356 
 
600 0 600 6 
1164 361 
 
700 0 700 2 
1176 394 
 
800 2 800 0 
1177 397 
 
900 0 900 0 
1179 398 
 
1000 1 1000 0 
1182 398 
 
1100 0 1100 0 
1191 407 
 
1200 9 1200 0 
1205 415 
 
1300 4 1300 0 
1217 416 
 
1400 3 1400 0 
1281 446 
 
1500 4 1500 0 
1298 450 
 
1600 2 1600 0 
1383 464 
 
1700 1 1700 0 
1387 464 
 
1800 0 1800 0 
1392 478 
 
1900 1 1900 0 
1445 527 
 
2000 0 2000 0 
1458 549 
 
2100 0 2100 0 
1480 568 
 
2200 0 2200 0 
1482 569 
 
2300 0 2300 0 
1530 584 
 
2400 0 2400 0 
1563 593 
 
2500 0 2500 0 
1620 629 
 
2600 0 2600 0 
1818 637 
 
2700 0 2700 0 
1513 579 
 
More 0 More 0 
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Table A5.3.2. – Data series for graph in Fig 5.26g. Frequency of radial (column 5) and polygonal 
faults (column 7) with different lengths around Fram in Tier 2 (Early Miocene aged tier). The bin 
interval used is 100 m. Raw length measurements are in columns 1 -2.  
 
Fault length (m)  Frequency per bin: Radial 
faults 
Frequency per bin: Polygonal 
faults 
Radial 
faults 
Polygonal 
faults 
 Bin Frequency Bin Frequency 
1920 691 
 
100 0 100 0 
495 682 
 
200 0 200 0 
673 614 
 
300 0 300 0 
718 701 
 
400 0 400 1 
784 649 
 
500 1 500 5 
848 450 
 
600 0 600 8 
1024 668 
 
700 1 700 13 
1170 766 
 
800 2 800 6 
1177 782 
 
900 1 900 3 
1185 704 
 
1000 0 1000 2 
1210 480 
 
1100 1 1100 0 
1216 641 
 
1200 3 1200 0 
1217 575 
 
1300 6 1300 0 
1256 374 
 
1400 2 1400 0 
1282 648 
 
1500 2 1500 0 
1283 482 
 
1600 1 1600 0 
1320 438 
 
1700 2 1700 0 
1363 662 
 
1800 4 1800 0 
1436 548 
 
1900 1 1900 0 
1492 554 
 
2000 4 2000 0 
1567 506 
 
2100 3 2100 0 
1617 607 
 
2200 1 2200 0 
1691 647 
 
2300 1 2300 0 
1713 845 
 
2400 2 2400 0 
1740 762 
 
2500 0 2500 0 
1784 572 
 
2600 0 2600 0 
1798 885 
 
2700 0 2700 0 
1816 528 
 
More 0 More 0 
1911 852 
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Table A5.3.3 – Data series for graph in Fig 5.26i. Frequency of radial (column 5) and polygonal 
faults (column 7) with different lengths around Banf f in Tier 2 (Early Miocene aged tier). The bin 
interval used is 100 m. Raw length measurements are in columns 1 -2.  
 
Fault length (m)  Frequency per bin: Radial 
faults 
Frequency per bin: Polygonal 
faults 
Radial 
faults 
Polygonal 
faults  
Bin Frequency Bin Frequency 
1948 362 
 
100 0 100 0 
1048 446 
 
200 0 200 0 
1908 320 
 
300 0 300 2 
1429 590 
 
400 0 400 7 
2263 471 
 
500 0 500 8 
2088 564 
 
600 0 600 11 
1651 410 
 
700 0 700 5 
1682 530 
 
800 0 800 1 
2177 330 
 
900 0 900 0 
2190 635 
 
1000 0 1000 0 
2271 507 
 
1100 5 1100 0 
2408 562 
 
1200 2 1200 0 
1880 414 
 
1300 3 1300 0 
1343 271 
 
1400 4 1400 0 
1585 516 
 
1500 2 1500 0 
1022 414 
 
1600 1 1600 0 
1707 324 
 
1700 2 1700 0 
1061 390 
 
1800 1 1800 0 
1838 213 
 
1900 3 1900 0 
1292 470 
 
2000 4 2000 0 
1829 534 
 
2100 1 2100 0 
1902 654 
 
2200 3 2200 0 
1492 529 
 
2300 2 2300 0 
2141 739 
 
2400 0 2400 0 
1943 411 
 
2500 1 2500 0 
1241 520 
 
2600 0 2600 0 
1070 550 
 
More 0 More 0 
1177 613 
     
1249 650 
     
1397 652 
     
1006 307 
     
1366 502 
     
1391 432 
     
1103 302 
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A5.4. Aspect ratio of radial and polygonal faults 
 
Table A5.4.1 – Data series for graphs in Figure 5.27b. The table lists the width of the radial fault 
zone (Column 3) and average length of polygonal faults (Column 7) in each tier (Column 2) 
pierced by the salt stocks in the study area (Column 1). The thickness of each polygonal fault 
tier is listed in column 4. This was used to calculate the aspect ratios of polygonal and radial 
faults which are listed in columns 5 and 6 respectively.  
Salt stock 
Tier 
no. 
Width of radial 
fault zone (m) 
Tier height 
(ms) 
Aspect ratio of 
polygonal faults 
Aspect ratio of 
radial fault zone 
Length of 
PF (m) 
Banff 3 3691 468 1.4 7.9 650 
 
2 3268 260 1.7 12.6 450 
 
1 3026 794 0.7 3.8 583 
Erskine 3 2535 188 2.6 13.5 487 
 
2 2047 264 1.7 7.8 450 
 
1 2632 484 1.6 5.4 751 
Monan 3 1219 176 1.8 6.9 325 
 
2 1174 290 0.7 4.0 195 
 
1 1265 496 0.0 2.5 819 
Merganser 3 2245 228 1.6 9.8 357 
 
2 1871 306 1.5 6.1 450 
 
1 2432 666 1.9 3.7 1260 
North 
Pierce 
5 370 136 1.8 2.7 250 
 
4 1435 260 1.3 5.5 350 
 
3 555 100 1.8 
 
180 
 
2 2268 480 1.8 4.7 853 
South 
Pierce 
5 669 136 1.8 4.9 250 
 
4 978 260 1.3 3.8 350 
 
3 978 100 1.8 
 
180 
 
1 1854 480 1.8 3.9 853 
Fram 3 2899 428 1.3 6.8 539 
 
2 1740 246 1.6 7.1 400 
 
1 2609 663 1.0 3.9 663 
Machar 3 2193 184 2.5 11.9 456 
 
2 1608 308 1.5 5.2 450 
 
1 3435 492 1.9 7.0 912 
Mungo 2 2530 287 1.5 8.8 440 
 
1 3183 514 1.6 6.2 819 
Mirren 3 1800 176 1.8 10.2 325 
 
2 1800 290 0.7 6.2 190 
Scoter 1 2500 705 1.8 3.5 1260 
Gannet B 1 3005 800 1.1 3.8 900 
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A5.5. Lengths of polygonal and radial faults versus spacing   
 
Table A5.4.1 – Data series for graphs in Figures 5.31. The table lists the width of the radial fault 
zone (Column 5) and average length of polygonal faults (Column 6) in each tier (Column 2) 
pierced by the salt stocks in the study area (Column 1). The spacing of polygonal and radial 
faults is listed in columns 3 and 2 respectively. This was used to calculate the aspect ratios of 
polygonal and radial faults which are listed in columns 5 and 6 respectively.  
Salt stock 
Tier 
no. 
Average spacing 
of radial faults 
(m) 
Spacing of polygonal 
faults (m) 
width of radial 
fault zone (m) 
Length of 
polygonal faults 
(m) 
Fram 1 619 590 2609 663 
 
2 236 330 1740 400 
 
3 391 427 2899 539 
Banff 1 600 590 3026 583 
 
2 268 334 3268 450 
 
3 327 428 3691 650 
Machar 1 582 626 3435 912 
 
2 220 273 1608 450 
 
3 271 441 2193 456 
Merganser 1 779 600 2432 1260 
 
2 154 228 1871 450 
 
3 267 382 2245 357 
Erskine 1 528 626 2632 751 
 
2 203 273 2047 450 
 
3 303 441 2535 487 
North 
Pierce 
1 367 501 2268 853 
 
4 173 300 1435 350 
 
5 
 
235 370 250 
South 
Pierce 
1 474 501 1854 853 
 
4 154 300 978 350 
 
5 209 235 669 250 
Kyle 2 517 570 N/A N/A 
Mungo 1 714 644 3183 819 
 
2 192 250 2530 440 
Scoter 1 632 570 2500 1260 
Gannet B 1 427 378 3005 900 
Mirren 2 181 227 1800 190 
 
3 267 375 1800 325 
Monan 1 914 850 1265 1260 
 
2 186 227 1174 195 
Gannet D 1 454 410 N/A N/A 
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A5.6. Width of radial fault zone versus diameter of stock head 
 
Table A5.5.1 – Data series for graph in Figure 5.32a-b. The table lists the width of the radial 
fault zone (Column 3) for each tier (column 2) pierced by the salt stocks studied in Chapter 5 
(Column 1). The values in column 3 were obtained by measuring the width of the radial fault 
zone parallel to the upper tier boundary. The width of each of the salt stocks’  head  is listed in 
column 4.  
Salt stock Tier number Width of radial fault zone (m) width of stock head (m) 
Banff 3 3691 3107 
 
2 3268 3107 
 
1 3026 3107 
Erskine 3 2535 2069 
 
2 2047 2069 
 
1 2632 2069 
Monan 3 1219 2418 
 
2 1174 2418 
 
1 1265 2418 
Merganser 3 2245 3570 
 
2 1871 3570 
 
1 2432 3570 
North Pierce 5 370 579 
 
4 1435 579 
 
3 555 579 
 
2 2268 579 
South Pierce 5 669 1619 
 
4 978 1619 
 
3 978 1619 
 
1 1854 1619 
Fram 3 2899 2584 
 
2 1740 2584 
 
1 2609 2584 
Machar 3 2193 2989 
 
2 1608 2989 
 
1 3435 2989 
Mungo 2 2530 806 
 
1 3183 806 
Mirren 3 1800 2490 
 
2 1800 2490 
Scoter 1 2500 520 
Gannet B 1 3005 370 
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A6.1 - Dip direction of faults in tiers 1 and 2 
Fig A6.1 – Table listing actual (column a) and percentage (column b) number of normal faults 
dipping seaward and landward within Tiers 1 and 2 in the BES 100 survey. Measurements are 
recorded on E-W oriented spaced seismic lines spaced every 500 m. The measurements are 
subdivided into different areas (see map below).  
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                              Column a        Column b 
Number of faults dipping landward or seaward % of faults facing Landward or seaward 
Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 1 Tier 2 
Landward 
dipping 
Seaward 
dipping 
Landward 
dipping 
Seaward 
dipping 
Landward 
dipping 
Seaward 
dipping 
Landward 
dipping 
Seaward 
dipping 
Box 1 
5 8 10 2 38.46 61.54 83.33 16.67 
6 5 9 3 54.55 45.45 75.00 25.00 
5 8 8 3 38.46 61.54 72.73 27.27 
6 8 8 3 42.86 57.14 72.73 27.27 
9 9 13 3 50.00 50.00 81.25 18.75 
6 10 9 2 37.50 62.50 81.82 18.18 
8 11 13 2 42.11 57.89 86.67 13.33 
9 7 14 3 56.25 43.75 82.35 17.65 
8 8 14 1 50.00 50.00 93.33 6.67 
6 11 13 2 35.29 64.71 86.67 13.33 
6 10 12 2 37.50 62.50 85.71 14.29 
Box 2 
5 5 7 2 50.00 50.00 77.78 22.22 
8 8 10 1 50.00 50.00 90.91 9.09 
5 6 8 3 45.45 54.55 72.73 27.27 
8 5 8 2 61.54 38.46 80.00 20.00 
9 5 10 4 64.29 35.71 71.43 28.57 
11 6 15 2 64.71 35.29 88.24 11.76 
8 4 8 8 66.67 33.33 50.00 50.00 
7 7 11 5 50.00 50.00 68.75 31.25 
9 7 10 4 56.25 43.75 71.43 28.57 
11 6 9 4 64.71 35.29 69.23 30.77 
Box 3 
10 9 14 4 52.63 47.37 77.78 22.22 
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9 4 14 2 69.23 30.77 87.50 12.50 
8 4 18 3 66.67 33.33 85.71 14.29 
11 2 18 3 84.62 15.38 85.71 14.29 
14 3 18 3 82.35 17.65 85.71 14.29 
8 4 17 4 66.67 33.33 80.95 19.05 
10 7 18 3 58.82 41.18 85.71 14.29 
10 4 16 3 71.43 28.57 84.21 15.79 
10 4 17 1 71.43 28.57 94.44 5.56 
13 5 18 4 72.22 27.78 81.82 18.18 
Box 4 
8 9 19 2 47.06 52.94 90.48 9.52 
9 5 16 1 64.29 35.71 94.12 5.88 
13 5 21 2 72.22 27.78 91.30 8.70 
7 7 20 2 50.00 50.00 90.91 9.09 
9 5 17 3 64.29 35.71 85.00 15.00 
9 2 18 1 81.82 18.18 94.74 5.26 
7 5 19 2 58.33 41.67 90.48 9.52 
8 4 16 2 66.67 33.33 88.89 11.11 
7 5 15 3 58.33 41.67 83.33 16.67 
7 3 15 2 70.00 30.00 88.24 11.76 
Box 5 
7 5 22 1 58.33 41.67 95.65 4.35 
10 5 18 3 66.67 33.33 85.71 14.29 
8 8 21 3 50.00 50.00 87.50 12.50 
6 7 25 5 46.15 53.85 83.33 16.67 
9 5 22 2 64.29 35.71 91.67 8.33 
6 5 20 2 54.55 45.45 90.91 9.09 
7 5 22 3 58.33 41.67 88.00 12.00 
6 5 20 2 54.55 45.45 90.91 9.09 
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9 3 23 3 75.00 25.00 88.46 11.54 
10 0 22 3 100.00 0.00 88.00 12.00 
Box 6 
6 9 17 1 40 60.00 94.44 5.56 
3 7 19 0 30.00 70.00 100.00 0.00 
3 6 16 2 33.33 66.67 88.89 11.11 
5 4 17 1 55.56 44.44 94.44 5.56 
6 3 15 2 66.67 33.33 88.24 11.76 
5 4 16 3 55.56 44.44 84.21 15.79 
8 5 18 1 61.54 38.46 94.74 5.26 
7 7 18 1 50.00 50.00 94.74 5.26 
5 10 16 1 33.33 66.67 94.12 5.88 
6 4 14 2 60.00 40.00 87.50 12.50 
Box 7 
8 4 11 1 66.67 33.33 91.67 8.33 
5 8 12 2 38.46 61.54 85.71 14.29 
8 3 11 1 72.73 27.27 91.67 8.33 
2 6 10 3 25.00 75.00 76.92 23.08 
2 6 10 3 25.00 75.00 76.92 23.08 
4 4 7 6 50.00 50.00 53.85 46.15 
7 5 14 0 58.33 41.67 100.00 0.00 
7 5 9 1 58.33 41.67 90.00 10.00 
4 4 10 1 50.00 50.00 90.91 9.09 
5 6 10 2 45.45 54.55 83.33 16.67 
Box 8 
3 9 7 5 25.00 75.00 58.33 41.67 
5 12 11 5 29.41 70.59 68.75 31.25 
5 10 11 4 33.33 66.67 73.33 26.67 
3 7 8 5 30.00 70.00 61.54 38.46 
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3 8 5 2 27.27 72.73 71.43 28.57 
2 13 4 4 13.33 86.67 50.00 50.00 
2 10 5 8 16.67 83.33 38.46 61.54 
0 10 3 6 0.00 100.00 33.33 66.67 
0 10 5 6 0.00 100.00 45.45 54.55 
1 9 4 2 10.00 90.00 66.67 33.33 
Box 9 
9 7 11 3 56.25 43.75 78.57 21.43 
10 9 10 3 52.63 47.37 76.92 23.08 
7 8 12 4 46.67 53.33 75.00 25.00 
7 8 14 6 46.67 53.33 70.00 30.00 
8 7 13 0 53.33 46.67 100.00 0.00 
11 4 8 3 73.33 26.67 72.73 27.27 
10 2 8 1 83.33 16.67 88.89 11.11 
5 1 9 1 83.33 16.67 90.00 10.00 
6 3 7 5 66.67 33.33 58.33 41.67 
6 4 10 1 60.00 40.00 90.91 9.09 
Box 10 
11 3 15 3 78.57 21.43 83.33 16.67 
8 5 17 6 61.54 38.46 73.91 26.09 
13 4 19 4 76.47 23.53 82.61 17.39 
6 2 13 5 75.00 25.00 72.22 27.78 
6 4 17 3 60.00 40.00 85.00 15.00 
8 5 15 6 61.54 38.46 71.43 28.57 
4 4 15 3 50.00 50.00 83.33 16.67 
7 3 14 1 70.00 30.00 93.33 6.67 
8 3 15 1 72.73 27.27 93.75 6.25 
9 2 11 1 81.82 18.18 91.67 8.33 
Box 11 
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4 6 17 1 40 60.00 94.44 5.56 
5 6 12 0 45.45 54.55 100.00 0.00 
5 6 14 6 45.45 54.55 70.00 30.00 
5 4 17 5 55.56 44.44 77.27 22.73 
4 6 20 1 40.00 60.00 95.24 4.76 
2 7 15 1 22.22 77.78 93.75 6.25 
6 6 20 2 50.00 50.00 90.91 9.09 
7 5 17 2 58.33 41.67 89.47 10.53 
5 6 14 2 45.45 54.55 87.50 12.50 
8 4 21 0 66.67 33.33 100.00 0.00 
Box 12 
8 4 21 0 66.67 33.33 100.00 0.00 
7 1 17 0 87.50 12.50 100.00 0.00 
8 3 18 0 72.73 27.27 100.00 0.00 
7 3 16 0 70.00 30.00 100.00 0.00 
5 3 19 0 62.50 37.50 100.00 0.00 
8 2 17 2 80.00 20.00 89.47 10.53 
5 4 14 5 55.56 44.44 73.68 26.32 
7 3 13 3 70.00 30.00 81.25 18.75 
7 5 12 2 58.33 41.67 85.71 14.29 
6 5 15 0 54.55 45.45 100.00 0.00 
Box 49 
0 1 1 0 0.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 
1 3 3 0 25.00 75.00 100.00 0.00 
3 3 5 2 50.00 50.00 71.43 28.57 
7 5 5 1 58.33 41.67 83.33 16.67 
0 0 4 0 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
7 8 8 1 46.67 53.33 88.89 11.11 
12 3 8 1 80.00 20.00 88.89 11.11 
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9 4 10 1 69.23 30.77 90.91 9.09 
7 6 8 1 53.85 46.15 88.89 11.11 
7 4 7 2 63.64 36.36 77.78 22.22 
Box 13 
7 6 15 1 53.85 46.15 93.75 6.25 
9 5 17 0 64.29 35.71 100.00 0.00 
5 6 16 3 45.45 54.55 84.21 15.79 
4 6 17 1 40.00 60.00 94.44 5.56 
5 4 18 0 55.56 44.44 100.00 0.00 
6 7 23 1 46.15 53.85 95.83 4.17 
9 5 17 1 64.29 35.71 94.44 5.56 
8 7 17 1 53.33 46.67 94.44 5.56 
5 4 17 0 55.56 44.44 100.00 0.00 
6 6 16 1 50.00 50.00 94.12 5.88 
Box 14 
4 6 11 2 40.00 60.00 84.62 15.38 
6 5 12 1 54.55 45.45 90.31 7.69 
6 3 10 0 66.67 33.33 100.00 0.00 
4 8 10 0 33.33 66.67 100.00 0.00 
5 4 9 2 55.56 44.44 81.82 18.18 
4 6 11 0 40.00 60.00 100.00 0.00 
2 10 8 4 16.67 83.33 66.67 33.33 
2 6 4 1 25.00 75.00 80.00 20.00 
3 4 10 1 42.86 57.14 90.91 9.09 
5 3 10 0 62.50 37.50 100.00 0.00 
Box 17 
12 3 21 1 80.00 20.00 95.45 4.55 
11 2 18 2 84.62 15.38 90.00 10.00 
12 4 19 0 75.00 25.00 100.00 0.00 
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9 6 17 3 60.00 40.00 85.00 15.00 
10 2 13 2 83.33 16.67 86.67 13.33 
10 3 16 3 76.92 23.08 84.21 15.79 
7 6 16 4 53.85 46.15 80.00 20.00 
8 6 15 4 57.14 42.86 78.95 21.05 
7 9 15 9 43.75 56.25 62.50 37.50 
9 4 12 6 69.23 30.77 66.67 33.33 
Box 18 
4 2 13 1 66.67 33.33 92.86 7.14 
9 4 14 2 69.23 30.77 87.50 12.50 
8 4 16 1 66.67 33.33 94.12 5.88 
8 6 14 1 57.14 42.86 93.33 6.67 
6 5 17 3 54.55 45.45 85.00 15.00 
6 5 14 2 54.55 45.45 87.50 12.50 
6 5 11 3 54.55 45.45 78.57 21.43 
11 6 12 3 64.71 35.29 80.00 20.00 
10 2 16 1 83.33 16.67 94.12 5.88 
6 4 14 3 60.00 40.00 82.35 17.65 
5 6 14 2 45.45 54.55 87.50 12.50 
Box 19 
7 6 18 0 53.85 46.15 100.00 0.00 
8 4 16 1 66.67 33.33 94.12 5.88 
7 5 14 1 58.33 41.67 93.33 6.67 
6 6 15 3 50.00 50.00 83.33 16.67 
18 5 14 3 78.26 21.74 82.35 17.65 
5 7 15 2 41.67 58.33 88.24 11.76 
15 4 13 2 78.95 21.05 86.67 13.33 
9 9 13 2 50.00 50.00 86.67 13.33 
8 4 13 1 66.67 33.33 92.86 7.14 
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9 7 12 0 56.25 43.75 100.00 0.00 
6 8 13 2 42.86 57.14 86.67 13.33 
4 9 11 2 30.77 69.23 84.62 15.38 
Box 16 
12 7 18 3 63.16 36.84 85.71 14.29 
8 5 9 3 61.54 38.46 75.00 25.00 
9 5 11 2 64.29 35.71 84.62 15.38 
5 8 12 4 38.46 61.54 75.00 25.00 
7 9 10 2 43.75 56.25 83.33 16.67 
2 12 11 6 14.29 85.71 64.71 35.29 
4 12 5 6 25.00 75.00 45.45 54.55 
1 11 7 6 8.33 91.67 53.85 46.15 
2 9 7 9 18.18 81.82 43.75 56.25 
2 9 5 8 18.18 81.82 38.46 61.54 
Box 15 
4 5 2 2 44.44 55.56 50.00 50.00 
9 1 0 1 90.00 10.00 0.00 100.00 
8 0 4 2 100.00 0.00 66.67 33.33 
1 11 3 2 8.33 91.67 60.00 40.00 
0 11 3 4 0.00 100.00 42.86 57.14 
0 10 4 5 0.00 100.00 44.44 55.56 
0 13 7 5 0.00 100.00 58.33 41.67 
0 10 6 6 0.00 100.00 50.00 50.00 
Box 24 
12 2 14 2 85.71 14.29 87.50 12.50 
9 3 10 8 75.00 25.00 55.56 44.44 
12 5 11 6 70.59 29.41 64.71 35.29 
9 4 13 2 10907.85 9492.14 16908.27 3591.72 
    
53.20 46.30 82.47 17.52 
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